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n twenty original essays, this interdisciplinary collection critically examines the exploitation
of non-human animals in the context of global capitalism and environmental destruction.
Critical Animal Studies challenges human exceptionalism, and explores the ethical implications of human exploitation of animals by interrogating food production, captivity and zoos,
methods of population management, and historical representations of animals.
In addition to investigating relationships between human and non-human animals, Critical
Animal Studies calls for a revolution in the way we conceptualize and act toward animals, provoking us to think the unthinkable and imagine a new form of inclusive social justice. It builds
upon previous works in animal studies by moving concern for animals from the margins to the
centre of scholarship and explicitly advocating for animal rights.
With essays by scholars in sociology, philosophy, biology, literature, and cultural studies,
as well as activists for animal rights, this book will be of great interest to anyone concerned
with the plight of wild and domesticated animals. Bringing together leading contributors
from around the globe, Critical Animal Studies is an engaged and impassioned argument for
the fair treatment of all species that transcends the boundaries of geography.
This text makes a well-supported and persuasive case for veganism that will hearten and
inspire both the devoted and the ambivalent. Critical Animal Studies: Thinking the Unthinkable
is a powerful book that every person concerned about animals should own and carefully read.
— Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson, Honourary Fellow at the University of Auckland, is author of Altruistic Armadillos, Zenlike Zebras: Understanding the World’s Most Intriguing Animals and The Dog Who
Couldn’t Stop Loving: How Dogs Have Captured Our Hearts for Thousands of Years.

Critical Animal Studies: Thinking the Unthinkable is a very important contribution to the rapidly
growing interdisciplinary field of critical animal studies. Its wide-ranging essays will be of
broad interest and surely will encourage readers to challenge their preconceptions about who
other animal beings really are and to adopt a more compassionate and socially just position in
our numerous and inevitable encounters with them.
— Marc Bekoff, University of Colorado, is author of The Emotional Lives of Animals and Wild Justice:
The Moral Lives of Animals, and editor of Ignoring Nature No More: The Case for Compassionate Conservation.

Fresh, insightful, topical, powerful, and persuasive. A crucial intervention in critical animal
studies, bringing together both scholars and activists to change the way we think about many
key topics and problems.
— Susan Nance, University of Guelph, is author of Entertaining Elephants: Animal Agency and the Business of the American Circus and How the Arabian Nights Inspired the American Dream, 1790–1935.

John Sorenson is Professor of Sociology at Brock University. He has been involved with a number of Third World solidarity groups. His books Imagining Ethiopia and Ghosts and Shadows (with
Atsuko Matsuoka) investigate politics of national identity. His most recent books are Ape and About
Canada: Animal Rights.
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Introduction

Thinking the Unthinkable
John Sorenson

Protesting the Animal Industrial Complex
In October 2012, 16-year-old Olly Tyler dressed in a two-metre chicken costume to protest
animal abuse outside a local KFC outlet in Trowbridge, England. Having read about the horrific conditions inflicted on chickens in factory farms, the teenager, who was also a supporter
of Greenpeace and OXFAM, decided to draw attention to the plight of animals by means of
an eye-catching and humorous demonstration. However, the violent response he encountered
forced Tyler to abandon his well-meaning efforts: not only did diners pelt him with pieces of
meat and water bottles, but one man also punched him in the head and two others jumped out
of their car and tackled him to the ground (KFC animal rights, 2013).
When his meat-loving attackers beat him, Olly Tyler became another of the many human
casualties in what Carol Adams (in chapter 2 of this book) describes as a war on compassion.
Other animal advocates have suffered more serious violence. In England, several, including
Mike Hill, Jill Phipps, William Sweet, and Tom Worby, have been killed by those opposed
to their protests. Of course, the violence directed at non-human animals is far greater. In the
global meat industry alone, at least 56 billion land-based animals are killed each year, along with
uncounted numbers of water-dwelling animals. To these can be added the millions more killed
in the vivisection and clothing industries, sport hunting, and various other forms of animal
exploitation. Exploitation of non-human animals has intensified in scope over the last century,
and each year mounting numbers of individual beings are subjected to unspeakable cruelties
and death. The scale of suffering and violence is almost incomprehensible.
Efforts to protect these animals, what is broadly termed “animal rights,” are widely disparaged and dismissed. Nevertheless, the ethical issues surrounding our use of animals are profound and significant. They are linked to matters of the most urgent concern, not just for those
we victimize but also for ourselves, since the animal exploitation industries are major factors in a
global environmental crisis that is pushing many species toward extinction and creating dangers
for human survival, especially for the world’s poorest people. Exploitation of non-human animals in the context of global capitalism has created unprecedented environmental destruction
and biodiversity loss and is a threat to our own survival.
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In an important study entitled Livestock’s Long Shadow (Steinfeld et al., 2006), the Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations identified the livestock industry as
a leading cause of the world’s most serious environmental problems: climate change, land degradation, air pollution, water shortages, and loss of biodiversity. Identifying livestock production
as “one of the top two or three most significant contributors to the most serious environmental
problems at every scale, from local to global” (ibid., p. xxvi), the FAO report stated that livestock
production accounted for more greenhouse gas emissions than the entire transportation sector.
The report noted that livestock production is responsible for 80% of greenhouse gas emissions
from agriculture and 18% of greenhouse gas emissions from all human activities, as well as
64% of ammonia emissions, which contribute to acid rain (ibid., p. xxvii). However, Robert
Goodland (2012), who served as the World Bank’s chief environmental advisor for 23 years,
argued that the FAO had drastically underestimated the amount of land used in livestock production and that their emissions assessments were far too low. Goodland stated that livestock
were in fact linked to 51% of all greenhouse gas emissions. Goodland pointed out that the FAO
typically promotes livestock production and works in partnership with global meat industries,
and suggested that these industries had influenced the FAO’s findings.
Environmental destruction is directly linked to animal exploitation. Globally, the majority
of deforestation is linked to the livestock industry, creation of pasture, and production of grain
for livestock (along with the palm oil industry and commercial logging). In Brazil, the world’s
biggest exporter of beef, ranching and the livestock industry are responsible for the vast majority
of deforestation. Deforestation means the destruction of habitat for wildlife, contributing to
greater risk of extinction for many endangered species.
Producing meat requires far more energy than producing vegetables for consumption, using
much more water and fossil fuel, and producing huge amounts of carbon dioxide emissions.
Much of the industry’s energy use goes to producing and transporting animal feed, but refrigerated storage and transportation, packaging, cooking, and waste disposal consume additional
energy. Concerning waste, factory farms produce hundreds of thousands of tons of manure daily,
which is often stored in liquid form in huge open lagoons. This waste is typically contaminated
with heavy metals, pathogens, veterinary drugs, pesticides, antibiotics, and hormones, as well
as parasites, viruses, and bacteria. This waste creates numerous problems, including extensive
surface and groundwater pollution, the poisoning of vast numbers of fish, and the proliferation
of toxic algae that kills aquatic life, with unknown long-term consequences. Threats to human
health include assorted cancers, diabetes, hyperthyroidism, disorders of the central nervous system, and spontaneous abortions. Water pollution from manure and fertilizers is a main cause
of methaemoglobinaemia (“blue baby syndrome”). Speciesism, with its absolute conviction of
human superiority, presents our destruction of other animals as unavoidable, acceptable, and even
admirable. The process of human domination over the natural world is destroying the planet.
Our speciesist ideas about animals have an institutionalized character, shaped by what
Barbara Noske (1997) termed the “global animal industrial complex.” Noske’s term was inspired
by the concept of the military industrial complex, identified by President Dwight Eisenhower in
his 1961 outgoing address, which referred to a semi-concealed network of government, military
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agencies, and private corporations. Noske identified a similar interlinked structure of government,
scientific institutions, and various corporate interests in the fields of agriculture, biotechnology,
entertainment, medicine, pet industries, pharmaceuticals, retail food industries, vivisection, the
wildlife trade, and other businesses based on the exploitation of animals. Common to all of these
interests is the commodification of animals and their treatment as property (Francione, 1995).
As with efforts to deny climate change or the huge economic inequalities that allow a few superwealthy individuals to profit at the expense of the majority, the animal industrial complex not only
spends billions of dollars on advertising that normalizes the exploitation of animals and depicts
their products as desirable and cruelty-free, but also funds enormous propaganda campaigns and
political lobbying efforts directed toward undermining the animal rights movement and making
our compassionate feelings about non-human animals seem trivial, misguided, and foolish.
The animal-industrial complex mobilizes our feelings of human exceptionalism and dominionism, but also recognizes that feelings of compassion and concern for other animals’ suffering
do exist among individuals such as Olly Tyler. In order to turn these compassionate sentiments
to their own advantage and render them less threatening to business as usual, animal exploitation industries, exemplified by the Whole Foods corporation, have been able to present themselves as proponents of animal welfare, opposed to factory farming, and dedicated to better
treatment for animals. This strategy has led to a bizarre discourse that trades in such deceptive
terms as “humane slaughter” and “vegan butchers.” Through this strategy and the deployment
of false images of compassion and ethical behaviour, the public is misled into thinking that, by
purchasing pieces of dead animals from these businesses, they are helping animals. At the same
time, major animal welfare organizations have been co-opted as industry adjuncts and promotional tools, providing certifications and endorsements of industries that kill the animals they
should be protecting. For example, since 2009, Whole Foods CEO John Mackey has served on
the board of directors for the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS). In 2011, HSUS
hired Mackey’s business partner, “humane” pig farmer and meat supplier Joe Maxwell, as its
director of rural development and outreach. Rather than working to protect animals, HSUS
now collaborates with Whole Foods and other businesses to organize events such as Meatopia,
which promotes meat consumption and awards prizes in “best butcher” contests (LaVeck &
Stein, 2009). This sophisticated strategy has diverted animal welfare groups from pursuing truly
compassionate goals and social justice for animals. In effect, major animal welfare organizations
are now directing much of their effort toward making people feel good about consuming animal
products. Obviously, any minor reforms made by industry that actually do reduce the suffering
of animals are an improvement for those animals, but many of these initiatives are vaguely
defined and do not constitute real improvements in how animals are treated.
Furthermore, the fact that a few animals suffer less severely does not change the reality that
all animals raised as food are denied a natural life and killed. Groups such as Peaceful Prairie
Sanctuary have exposed the “myth of humane farming” (Peaceful Prairie Sanctuary, n.d.). Those
seeking to abolish animal exploitation point out that the claims of concern for animal welfare
made by industry provide a means for consumers to feel guilt-free while continuing to support
the institutionalized abuse and killing of sentient beings.
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To respond to the fact that the animal exploitation industries are important components
of a hugely destructive system, killing not only billions of animals, but also contributing to
environmental destruction and extinction of species as well as threatening human survival, a
realignment and refocusing of the animal advocacy movement is required, entailing a global
shift in consciousness. The goal should be to work towards trans-species social justice (Matsuoka
& Sorenson, forthcoming).
The animal industrial complex understands that the “humane myth” cannot withstand
scrutiny and has directed significant effort and funds toward attempts to prevent activists from
obtaining visual evidence of their abusive practices. Thus, in 2002 the American Legislative
Exchange Council, a corporate-funded group that drafts corporate-friendly legislation for adoption in the United States, introduced its draft of the Animal and Ecological Terrorism Act to
demonize whistleblowers as terrorists. As of 2012, five states had laws that criminalized the use
of cameras and other devices to record activities at animal agriculture institutions.
Campaigns like this are explicitly designed to encourage consumers of animal products
to see animal advocates as ridiculous sentimentalists or dangerous radicals. They play upon
the deeply ingrained anthropocentric prejudices of our culture and reinforce our conviction of
human exceptionalism. We define ourselves in opposition to other animals, seeing ourselves as
superior beings, with qualities we imagine them not to have—ranging from the possession of
rationality or a soul, to the ability to use tools or language, or to plan for the future—although
recent research challenges all of these assumptions. Animal exploitation is linked with ideas
about personal identity, family, and culture. For example, festive family gatherings often occur
around the display of another animal’s corpse. Domination of other animals is especially linked
to the social construction of masculinity, as demonstrated, for example, in the interwoven discourses of sexism and speciesism, or in the practices of killing animals for sport, often described
in quasi-pornographic terms.
Reluctant to inconvenience themselves by thinking about the consequences of their own
actions, many consumers are only too happy to accept these ideas, even as they themselves claim
to “love animals.” If such widespread professions of love were true, actions such as those taken by
Olly Tyler, which are motivated by compassion for the suffering of animals, ought to be praised as
admirable; however, not only was Tyler physically assaulted, but he was also ridiculed in the media,
with headlines suggesting he’d had his “feathers ruffled” (S. Garner, 2013), been “given a battering” (Chicken protester, 2012), and suffered “grievous birdily harm” (Beal, 2013). The joking tone
of these reports seems less a match for Tyler’s own effort to address serious issues in a lighthearted
way than it does a mockery of his good intentions. Clearly, the idea of speaking out against the
suffering of birds was unthinkable and threatening, and inspired both violence and ridicule. No
doubt, many readers of these news reports joined in the laughter and dismissed Tyler’s concern
for these animals as absurd. Animal advocates are familiar with such dismissals of their efforts.
Indeed, no concept today inspires a more indignant and dismissive reaction than that of
“animal rights,” the idea that other animals have their own inherent value, that they do not
exist as mere objects to be used as we desire, and that their own interests must be given careful
consideration. To suggest that non-human animals are not our property and that we do not have
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the right to do whatever we want to them provokes many to absolute fury and even to physical
violence against those who make these suggestions. Essentially, animal advocacy is a matter of
challenging the absolute power that humans hold over other forms of life. Those who physically
attacked Tyler were angered by the challenge to what they considered their fundamental “right”
to eat flesh and, thus, to cause the suffering and death of other individuals. Indeed, even the
mere suggestion that chickens might be recognized as individuals is infuriating to many. In
those who wield the lash, nothing inspires more outrage than the suggestion that their victims
are worthy of empathy and concern, and that they might be freed from their oppression. We do
not like to think of ourselves as monsters and so we invent all manner of justifications for our
mistreatment of others. In the context of global capitalism and the ideology of neoliberalism,
as our already taken-for-granted exploitation of other animals reaches unprecedented levels and
develops new forms of mutilation and genetic manipulation that seem to have been created
at some bizarre intersection of the genres of science fiction and horror, the proposal that the
interests of other animals should be given equal consideration to those of humans is regarded
as unthinkable, the ne plus ultra of liberalism run amok.
However, many ideas that are now seen as fundamental to the concept of social justice
were once considered absolutely unthinkable. The thought that women might hold the same
jobs as men, let alone be paid equally for doing them, was seen as ridiculous. Struggles for
equal rights on the part of those who had been subordinated in a racialized hierarchy were
violently opposed. The right of same-sex couples to exercise the same social benefits as heterosexuals is now recognized in many countries, but only after being denounced for years as
a threat to the family. Obviously, many still oppose these advances and much prejudice and
institutionalized inequality still persists in these areas, but the ideas that underlie such claims
for equity have gained widespread acceptance, even among those who consider themselves
conservatives. Still considered unthinkable, however, is the idea that equity and social justice
should be extended to beings other than human. These suggestions are ridiculed even by many
who consider themselves progressive and are fierce defenders of rights for marginalized human
groups; indeed, a stated concern for other humans is often presented as precisely the reason for
not being concerned about other animals, as if these two ideas were mutually exclusive. Such
ridicule is undeserved and stems from both a deep conviction of human exceptionalism and a
lack of understanding of how oppression of other animals and of human groups is entangled.
Rather than accepting the false binary that suggests that one must be concerned either about
humans or about other animals, critical animal studies sees the intersectionality of oppression and
suggests that speciesism—the oppression of animals—constitutes a basic form of oppression
that provides a structure for the oppression of other humans (Nibert, 2002; Patterson, 2002).
Domestication of animals served as a model for the enslavement of humans. Breeding animals
helped to develop concepts of race and pure blood, and classification of animals helped with the
stratification of humans by “race” and by form of society. Racist discourse is replete with animal
imagery, and colonial history mirrors the hierarchy of humans over animals.
Yet, even while the concept of animal rights is relegated to the utmost margins, in Western
industrialized societies we do acknowledge that we ought to be concerned about the welfare of
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non-human animals. It is widely proclaimed that we should, indeed, be kind to animals and we
encourage children to feel respect and admiration for nature. Cruelty to animals is often characterized as an especially despicable crime, evoking public outrage, although penalties remain
minimal. It seems strange, then, that concern for other animals should be met with such scorn
and ridicule. Many people seem deeply conflicted or confused, and hold contradictory ideas
about our relations with other animals.
Even those such as farmers, researchers, and slaughterhouse operators whose livelihoods
are based on the exploitation of animals for profit claim to be concerned about the welfare of
those animals and concede that we should not harm animals “unnecessarily.” However, just
a moment’s serious thought reveals the fundamental absurdity of such claims: industries that
are based on the imprisonment and killing of animals cannot sensibly be described as having
concern for their “welfare.” The “necessity” of the harm inflicted on these animals is certainly
questionable, given that alternatives exist and can be further developed in virtually all areas
in which we currently use animals for food, clothing, entertainment, and research. Nearly all
forms of suffering that guarantee profits are accepted as necessary, and “anything goes” in terms
of cruelties inflicted on animals when these are defined as standard industry practice (Bisgould,
King, & Stopford, 2001). To salve our consciences, we are willing to define the most horrendous
treatment of animals as measures undertaken to guarantee their welfare. For example, pork
producers have defended the intensive confinement of pigs on the grounds that it improves the
animals’ “quality of life” and prevents fighting between aggressive animals (Dunker, 2012). Such
arguments overlook the fact that aggression is heightened in the first place by the intensive confinement of large numbers of animals in unnatural and stressful conditions. We continue to use
animals in all these areas because we enjoy doing so, and because it is convenient and profitable.
Given these contradictions and the gravity of the situation in terms of biodiversity loss,
extinction of species, and environmental catastrophe, adopting an abolitionist animal rights
perspective is therefore not only an expression of the compassion that we acknowledge should
be exercised by decent people, but also the logical approach to saving the planet and ourselves.
To be effective in moving these concerns from the margins to the centre, to ensure that animal
rights is no longer unthinkable but sensible, normative, and inevitable, we must overcome not
only the deeply rooted ideology of human exceptionalism and the corporate-funded propaganda
that encourages animal exploitation, but also the various forms of conservative, obscurantist,
and welfarist thought that have been dominant in the field of animal studies.
Rather than seeing animal exploitation as only a cultural or ethical problem, we must
understand it in a broader political context and as part of capitalist structures that commodify
all forms of life. Strategies of neo-reformist groups that seek to use the techniques of capitalism
to promote compassionate ideas risk the commodification of compassion, turning veganism into
simply another matter of fashion. Meanwhile, those on the left remain attached to an approach
that is doomed to maintain our war on compassion by accepting the dualism and hierarchy
of humans over all other animals. It is necessary for radical politics to think the unthinkable
by accepting the politics of animal liberation as fundamental to its approach, seeing humans
as integrated with nature rather than viewing nature as a collection of resources for our use.
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With abolitionist animal rights as the basis of renewed political struggle, we can truly think the
unthinkable and imagine new forms of emancipated social life and inclusive justice.

The Responsibility of Intellectuals
Our convoluted relationships with other animals have recently come under greater academic
consideration, yet even where one might expect serious critical analysis, we find more contradictory ideas and deliberate obfuscation. Of course, universities also form part of the animal
industrial complex. They have long provided institutional support to researchers who wish to
experiment on animals, typically with painful and deadly consequences. Vivisection is linked to
most of the world’s major industries, including agribusiness, pharmaceuticals, and the military,
and is a lucrative field in itself. Vivisectors are extremely secretive about the numbers of animals they use, but each year perhaps a hundred million animals are subjected to all manner
of invasive, agonizing, and lethal procedures, justified on the grounds that these are necessary
to provide vital beneficial knowledge to humans. Many of these claims are manifestly untrue.
Huge numbers of animals are used in the development of cosmetics or household cleaning
products, the benefits of which are mainly commercial, although we may include contributions
to our convenience or vanity. In psychology, much research on animals is curiosity-driven. Even
worse, large numbers of animals are used in military research to develop more effective ways
of waging war and killing other humans. Even in those cases in which experiments are done
for medical purposes, not all of this research is conducted to save human lives, but rather to
develop non-essential drugs or to create versions of already-existing drugs that can be profitably
marketed by rival corporations. This leaves a much smaller number of cases in which animals
are used for ostensibly important medical research.
Even if one were to accept claims that such experiments are necessary, a review of the record
reveals that many of the results are questionable and much of the data trivial and redundant
(Study will debate, 2005; Bracken et al., 2004). For example, noting costs of “several million
dollars,” and the eagerness of pharmaceutical corporations to develop new obesity drugs, the
New York Times reported on work by Kevin L. Grove, who uses monkeys in obesity studies at
the Oregon Primate Research Center (Pollack, 2011). Attempting to “induce the couch-potato
style,” Grove isolates these social animals in cages for years on end, limiting their exercise and
ensuring that they are bored so that they continue to eat even when not hungry. The Times
noted that Grove’s work “is not entirely new,” yet suggested his findings “could be important
for people—that eating a healthy diet during pregnancy reduced troubles in the offspring,”
overlooking the fact that this is merely common sense. The Times did mention Grove’s previous
study during which he received $750,000 per year to feed unhealthy diets to pregnant monkeys.
Grove removed some monkeys from their mothers’ wombs and killed them in order to dissect
their brains, and frightened the newborn animals with Mr. Potato Head dolls. Grove’s research
concluded that “monkeys who are born to mothers who ate high-fat diets are more easily stressed
and frightened than babies born to mothers who ate healthy diets” (PETA, 2010). In addition
to being cruel, such experiments are clearly foolish and wasteful but, as George Bernard Shaw
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observed, one cannot determine if an experiment is justified simply by showing that it provides
useful results; rather, the issue is to refrain from barbarism (1946).
Many researchers conduct research on animals because they can obtain funding to do so,
and because it is easy to design new experiments that modify minor features or substitute new
species, thus allowing them to repeat the same work for decades (Sourcewatch, n.d.; National
Anti-Vivisection Society, 2012). For example, the monstrous maternal deprivation experiments
inflicted on monkeys by Harry Harlow at the University of Wisconsin-Madison in the 1970s
yielded little that was not already known from existing studies, including data on humans, but
other researchers have continued to receive millions of dollars in public funding to essentially
replicate Harlow’s work with different species of monkeys.
Furthermore, universities, especially their departments of animal science, play an important
role in providing propaganda that supports animal-exploiting industries by defending standard
industry practices. Industry funds university researchers who provide what industry wants to
hear and what it wants the public to believe. As public funding for education has declined, universities have sought donations from private sources such as agribusiness and the pharmaceutical
industry. As the organization Food and Water Watch (2012) reported in its study of corporate
influence over agricultural research at land-grant universities in the United States, “industry
funded research is more likely to deliver favorable research results for donors than independent
research” (p. 3). Corporate representatives influence universities by donating large amounts of
money to support building projects, sponsor research laboratories, and for endowments and
scholarships. Representatives of corporations such as Cargill, Coca-Cola, Dole, General Mills,
Kraft, McDonald’s, Monsanto, Unilever, United Fruit, and Walmart sit on the boards of advisors, regents, and trustees of major US universities, and departments of animal science, food
science, and nutrition are funded by business interests such as Dow, the National Pork Board,
Nestle, Pfizer, and Syngenta. As Food and Water Watch (2012) observes, “industry sponsored
research effectively turns land-grant universities into corporate contractors, diverting their
research capacity away from projects that serve the public good” (p. 4). Corporations not only
fund researchers to produce studies that serve their interests, but also silence those researchers
who question the safety of their products (ibid.).
Presenting themselves as scientific and humane, and deploying euphemisms such as “housing” and “husbandry,” these corporate-funded academics provide support to industry’s preposterous claims of caring about the welfare of the animals they confine and exploit. In certain cases,
data from welfarist research have been used as evidence in calls to reform particular practices;
however, such reforms have only come about because of constant pressure from animal advocates.
More generally, it is the case that bad faith permeates the entire industry, as institutionalized brutality becomes “welfare” and as universities serve as mere public relations mechanisms for corporations. Animal exploitation industries and their academic affiliates denounce animal advocates
as sentimentalists who are misguided by anthropomorphism and who fail to accept the idea of an
unbridgeable chasm between humans and other animals that justifies our exploitation of them.
Outside of animal science departments, however, there has been a growing academic interest in human relations with other animals, reflected in the rise of the field of animal studies.
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While this has generated interesting material, much of this work suffers from the reluctance to
recognize that these other animals are sentient beings who are deserving of equal consideration
and equitable treatment. Studies in the area of human-animal bonds have made a valuable contribution by showing that our emotional relationships with other animals are worthy of serious
attention; however, these studies have tended to focus on relationships with a limited number
of animals characterized as pets. The field of animal studies now includes a substantial body
of work that examines how our ideas of other animals and our treatment of them are socially
constructed. Some of this work is of considerable historical interest; however, many academics
writing in this field take inspiration from the work of French deconstructionist philosopher
Jacques Derrida and American postmodernist Donna Haraway, neither of whom offers much
to animals, not even a commitment to vegetarianism. It is difficult to understand how either
Derrida or Haraway has gained prominence within the field of animal studies. Haraway’s work is
actually opposed to animal advocacy. She has expressed her antipathy toward the idea of animal
rights, rejecting the very concept of oppression of animals as a social justice issue analogous to
colonialism, racism, and sexism. Furthermore, she has also rejected veganism and expressed her
approval of meat consumption, hunting, vivisection, eugenics, and the production of “purebred”
dogs, as well as harsh training methods (Weisberg, 2009; Williams, 2009). The few criticisms
she has offered of the most egregious forms of animal exploitation are expressed in the mildest of
terms. Haraway (2008) even goes so far as to act as a ventriloquist for animals trapped in factory
farms and to make grotesque jokes about their situation, asserting that “Chicken Little,” unlike
“pesky” activists, is really quite satisfied with the conditions she is forced to endure during her
truncated existence and is “not against surrendering a pound of flesh” (p. 267). Of course, it is
far more than a pound of flesh that chickens “surrender,” but rather their very lives.
The influence of Derrida and Haraway is especially pernicious because, as Noam Chomsky
(2011) notes of postmodernism in general, their arcane writing and irrationalism is largely
meaningless, as it is dissociated from popular struggles and undermines activism. Deliberately
vague and apolitical, postmodern animal studies avoids any direct commitment to animals or
to serious criticism of their exploitation. Although typically presented as radical interventions,
these works are characterized by obscurantist language accessible only to a tiny number of academics and offer little practical help in terms of efforts to reduce the exploitation of non-human
animals and advance the cause of animal rights. This work is not only apolitical, but it also often
condones and offers excuses for the continued oppression of non-human animals (Best, n.d.).
In some cases, the ideas promoted by postmodernists working in animal studies are not simply
disengaged from any practical relevance to alleviating the oppression of animals, but are in fact
deeply inimical to animal advocacy. While this type of mainstream animal studies effectively
serves the status quo, its practitioners dismiss as polemicists those who take an explicitly ethical
stance in support of animal liberation.
This book takes a different approach. It serves as a challenge to those apolitical and obscurantist academics who produce dense works of “theory” that do not engage with the material world,
remaining “safe” and, therefore, ineffectual. Its arguments are made from the perspective of critical animal studies. Its contributors maintain that concern and compassion for animals are not
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marginal or ridiculous sentiments, but are logical responses to serious problems. Furthermore,
the book puts these concerns at the centre of the scholarly enterprise, rather than dismissing
them as a bias, or appending them as a vague afterthought. It is also engaged scholarship, calling
for an end to the exploitation of other animals and for the extension of concepts of social justice
to include them. Critical animal studies must be directed towards stopping the exploitation of
other animals, rather than just producing interesting academic theories about them. Although
Chomsky himself has failed to incorporate consideration for non-human animals into his own
concern for the wretched of the earth, his famous essay “The Responsibility of Intellectuals”
(Chomsky, 1967) nevertheless stands as an important challenge to those working in mainstream
or postmodern animal studies. This book is a call for intellectuals working in animal studies
to accept their responsibility to other animals and to make their work more relevant. It is a
reminder that we must do our best to take into account the “animal standpoint” (which is, of
course, multiple) to understand society from the perspective of those who are oppressed and
victimized and to engage in political action to protect them. Critical animal studies is based
on the conviction that our ideas of social justice should be applied to other animals, not just to
members of our own species. This approach draws on deep undercurrents of Western thought
and a long history of marginalized perspectives in religion, philosophy, and scientific thought.
There is a long and noble history of thinking the unthinkable, of opposing exploitation and
challenging oppression. Thinking about the boundaries and continuities between humans and
other animals, and our ethical duties to other beings, has been an important theme among
philosophers and social critics since the late twentieth century; however, these concerns are not
new, but have persisted throughout the whole course of human thinking about other animals
(see, for example, Preece, 1999, 2008, 2011). Of course, we should not expect that all of these
perspectives will neatly line up in a single trajectory; rather, there are many contradictions and
arguments within this body of thought. Nevertheless, we do see that compassion and commitment to justice for other animals have been longstanding, albeit often suppressed, concerns.
Unlike postmodern animal studies, critical animal studies explicitly aligns itself with the
animal rights movement. The modern animal rights movement is often traced back to the 1975
publication of Peter Singer’s book, Animal Liberation; however, Singer himself has acknowledged that the key arguments in his book had been put forward almost a century before in
Henry Salt’s important 1894 work, Animals’ Rights Considered in Relation to Moral Progress.
Salt was one of the first to explicitly refer to the concept of animal rights, although he too drew
on a tradition of arguments in favour of greater consideration for animals, such as Humphrey
Primatt’s A Dissertation on the Duty of Mercy and Sin of Cruelty to Brute Animals (1776), John
Oswald’s The Cry of Nature or an Appeal to Mercy and Justice on Behalf of the Persecuted Animals
(1791), Thomas Young’s An Essay on Humanity to Animals (1798), and Lewis Gompertz’s Moral
Inquiries on the Situation of Man and of Beasts (1824). A socialist, pacifist, conservationist, and
ethical vegetarian, Salt was a key founder of the Humanitarian League, formed in 1891 in
England. The league was intended to create a broad coalition between radical thinkers who
supported a spectrum of progressive causes, including animal rights, socialist alternatives to
industrial capitalism, and reform of the prison and education systems. The league’s intersectional
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approach, and its understanding that the emancipation of human beings and the emancipation
of other animals were related issues, put it far beyond other radical political groups of its own
time and of our own. Today, despite having generated many detailed analyses of capitalism, the
political Left still remains mired in anthropocentrism and thus fails to acknowledge that animal
exploitation is central to systems of oppression.
In addition to drawing on this historical legacy, critical animal studies is part of the contemporary animal rights movement and supports a range of diverse tactics, including direct
action to rescue animals, civil disobedience, and vegan education. It does not pretend to take
a neutral or supposedly objective and detached approach to the exploitation of animals, but
directly expresses its opposition to such practices and its support for alternatives. It also understands that animal exploitation has reached its apex under global capitalism, and that it cannot
be addressed outside of a critique of capitalism. In this sense it is informed by, but distinguished
from, liberal critiques presented by philosophers such as Peter Singer and Tom Regan. Adopting
insights from political economy, critical animal studies recognizes that the categorization of
non-human animals as property and their exploitation for profit is a fundamental component
of a global economic structure. Furthermore, critical animal studies draws on the foundational
critiques established by ecofeminist theorists and activists such as Carol Adams, Josephine
Donovan, Karen Davis, and Marti Kheel, who have outlined the patriarchal character of speciesism and detailed the entangled oppression of non-human animals and women. In this sense,
critical animal studies understands that the exploitation of other animals is not only a matter of
economics, but also of the construction of human identities and hierarchies.
This book takes the position that animals are sentient beings with inherent value who are
deserving of justice. It also adopts an abolitionist perspective (Francione, 1996), which distinguishes it from the position held by Robert Garner (2013), who argues that animals should be
treated with justice, but undermines his own argument by saying that humans have a greater
right to this; in other words, this is not justice, but rather a sort of improved welfarism. From
this perspective, humans retain their self-proclaimed greater right to exploit and kill others, but
should prevent animals from suffering in the process. Despite some tinkering, this is essentially
what all exploiters claim: that their rights predominate and that their forms and methods of
exploitation are humane or necessary. This book takes a decidedly different approach, advocating for justice from a politically progressive, abolitionist perspective. It draws together contributions from some of the most significant, active, and committed individuals advancing the
field of critical animal studies.

Outline of the Book
This book is divided into five sections. In section 1, “Why Animals Matter,” contributors address
some of the fundamental aspects of our exploitation of other animals and our responses to that
exploitation. Section 2, “Academic Contradictions,” turns to some of the academic contradictions that have shaped our understanding of other animals, examining this both in historical
context and in terms of current trends of apolitical scholarship. It also addresses some of the
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flawed assumptions that operate in current research conducted directly on the bodies of living
animals. Section 3, “Justice and Captivity,” examines our practices of imprisoning animals for
our own amusement in the zoo and aquarium industries. In section 4, “Animals, Food, Power,
and Human Identity,” contributors discuss what is, in terms of sheer number, the most significant form of exploitation: the use of other animals as food. This section looks at the cruelties
inherent in the exploitation of chickens, cows, and pigs, examines new marketing strategies
that promote ostensibly cruelty-free meat, and discusses the media trivialization of those who
adopt veganism as a more appropriate and logical commitment to minimizing animal suffering.
Section 5, “Activism and Education,” considers some of the complexities and contradictions of
activism and education to further the progress of animal rights.

Section 1: Why Animals Matter
This section begins by considering some basic concepts and outlining why animals matter.
Animal rights should be seen within a broader political context. The contemporary global animal industrial complex is the outcome of a long history of violence not only toward non-human
animals, but also against indigenous human populations oppressed under European colonial
expansion. Non-human animals were seen as resources, labour, and tools to be used for war that
facilitated conquest. As the industrial system of meat production developed, large-scale ranching
of cows was achieved by displacing indigenous human populations, and immigrant workers and
women were exploited as cheap labour for the slaughterhouses established in eastern cities such
as Chicago. The development of “hamburger” culture was based on the exploitation of cheap
land, labour, and animals in Mexico and Central America. More recent neoliberal triumphs
have increased the wealth and power of corporations, including those in the slaughterhouse
sector, and this has contributed to increased repression and exploitation of immigrant labour,
while increasing “efficiency” in killing ever-greater numbers of non-human animals.
Sociologist David Nibert has played a central role in developing a social justice analysis
of the oppression of animals, and demonstrating how this is linked with human oppression.
Nibert’s indispensable book Animal Rights/Human Rights (2002) is essential reading for those
who seek to understand the political economy of animal rights and the operation of speciesist ideology in entangled forms of oppression. His more recent work, Animal Oppression and
Human Violence (2013), develops these themes further in a powerful analysis. In chapter 1 of
this book, Nibert discusses connections between the oppression of devalued human groups and
non-human animals. He describes how these forms of oppression are fundamentally intertwined
under capitalism and demonstrates how they directly intersect at the site of the slaughterhouse.
As Nibert points out here, the slaughterhouse is “perhaps the most nightmarish manifestation
of the capitalist system,” in which the exploited labour of devalued workers is used to kill other
animals who are identified as mere commodities and things. Under this system, basic rights and
compassion for other humans will be permanently denied. Those who seek to create a better
and more compassionate society need to think seriously about the intersection of these various
forms of oppression. For example, the idea that animals are less significant, that their suffering
counts for less, actually enables discrimination and abuse of other humans, especially when they
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are transformed through racist discourse, images, and stereotypes into lesser beings, “animals”
themselves, as a means to make their oppression seem justified and acceptable.
In chapter 2, Carol J. Adams, well known for her groundbreaking work, The Sexual Politics
of Meat (2000), applies feminist theory to animal exploitation, and suggests that we see speciesism as normalized violence that subsumes racism and sexism. Surveying the vast horrors that
we inflict on other animals, Adams asks how it is that we manage to convince ourselves that this
situation is acceptable and are able to stifle our own compassionate feelings, our own best selves.
She describes how speciesism is a broad rejection of compassion itself, operating through the
structure of the absent referent that masks the once-living animal who becomes “meat” and the
deployment of false mass terms that transform animals into objects. She also points out how speciesist and racist discourses are thoroughly intertwined and how the denigration of non-human
animals provides a mechanism for degrading and making killable various human populations.
Speciesism is a particularly virulent and persistent ideology. Neither a liberal focus on
individual attitudes nor a radical critique of structured and institutionalized power can account
for the tenacity of speciesist attitudes and their near-universal appeal, even to the political Left.
Exploitation of other animals has been part of all human societies, and that speciesism has
become part of the existential structure of human life and the hallmark of civilization itself.
Not only have humans come to consider themselves as a dominant class with an animus towards
other beings, but speciesism has also become the organizing principle of our lives.
The operation of speciesism as a historical and political means of instrumentalizing other
beings, legitimizing savage violence, and valorizing human exceptionalism is taken up in chapter
3 by John Sanbonmatsu. Sanbonmatsu, who introduced the critically important and progressive
concept of metahumanism in his outstanding book, The Postmodern Prince, here analyzes how
speciesism is institutionalized as a means for us to evade our ethical responsibilities and engage
in practices of bad faith. He shows that doing so constitutes violence not only towards other
beings, but also towards ourselves by denying both the animality we share with them and the
humanity that might allow us to protect them.
In chapter 4, Polish activist Kris Forkasiewicz pursues these themes further to examine
the politics of veganism. While acknowledging that animal liberationists seek to make their
personal behaviour consistent with their political goals by adopting veganism, he warns of the
danger of seeing veganism itself as the solution to all political problems.

Section 2: Academic Contradictions
Having set out some basic concepts essential to critical animal studies in section 1, the book then
moves on to discuss a number of significant contradictions in the academic study of our relations
with other animals. Many of these contradictions reflect our ambivalence toward recognizing
ourselves as animals while asserting human exceptionalism. While it is common to think that
philosophical and ethical considerations about other animals came into being in the twentieth
century, in fact these debates and contradictions have a long history.
In chapter 5, Rod Preece, perhaps the foremost historian of ethical concerns about other
animals and certainly the pre-eminent Canadian scholar in the field, examines the role that
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evolutionary thinking has played in animal ethics. As is typical of his scholarship, Preece
encourages us to examine more closely ideas we may have taken for granted in the history of
animal ethics and the animal protection movement. Here, he charts some of the surprising
connections between evolutionary thought, speciesism, and human exceptionalism.
Philosopher Gary Steiner moves us to contemporary debates on animal subjects and
humanism in chapter 6. In his carefully argued books, Steiner (2005, 2008) has examined
our shared animality with other beings; here, he examines how ideas of human exceptionalism
have shaped humanist understandings of animal welfare, and goes on to consider suggestions
that animal advocates should adopt a posthuman approach that decentres the human subject.
Focusing on Jacques Derrida, Steiner argues that such an approach is “bizarre” and ill suited to
effective protection of other animals. Indeed, posthumanism seems to offer a convenient means
for adherents to pose as radical defenders of animals while continuing to kill and eat them. In
contrast to this weak posthumanist approach, Steiner offers a defence of empathy and reason as
the basis for ideas about justice for animals, and veganism as an ethical imperative.
Just as Derrida’s ethical position has been championed by many who identify themselves
as posthumanists, Donna Haraway has achieved a strange prominence in the field of animal
studies. As outlined above, in light of her opposition to animal advocacy, the attention afforded
to Haraway’s work in the field of animal studies seems even more bizarre than that given to
Derrida’s. In chapter 7, Canadian scholar Zipporah Weisberg identifies some critical flaws in posthumanist approaches. In an important article in the Journal of Critical Animal Studies, Weisberg
(2009) identified several regressive and troubling aspects of Haraway’s work, and here she extends
that critique by examining Haraway’s celebration of the idea of hybridity, or the collapsing of
boundaries between humans and other animals. While many have suggested that this concept
provides a corrective to humanist ideas about dualism, human separation from other animals and
human exceptionalism, Weisberg shows that rather than being an emancipatory idea, hybridity
is in fact a repressive one that supports technocapitalist exploitation of other animals.
While we consistently emphasize our differences from other animals and the unbridgeable
chasm between us and them that serves to legitimize our exploitation of them and our denial of
their most basic interests and rights, there is one area of animal use in which we like to reverse
these claims or to deny that they make a fundamental difference. That is the area of vivisection,
or animal experimentation, in which it is asserted that research on animals will provide direct
medical benefits to humans. Even some animal advocates have suggested that this presents an
ethical challenge, as they assume that the experiments are necessary and provide vital data.
From an ethical perspective based on the inviolability of animal rights, this is not a convincing
argument; however, even claims about the applicability of the results of animal experimentation
to human problems are being questioned by scientists as completely misleading and wasteful
(Knight, 2007; Seok et al., 2013).
In chapter 8, Ray Greek, physician, president of Americans for Medical Advancement, and
author of several books on animal experimentation (including, with Jean Swingle Greek, Sacred
Cows and Golden Geese [2000] and Specious Science [2003], and with Niall Shanks, Animal
Models in Light of Evolution [2009]), suggests that even those who might be willing to accept
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such arguments in favour of vivisection should reconsider the claims made by vivisectors that
their experiments yield predictive results. Greek argues that they do not and cites evidence from
scientific literature that concludes that the predictive value of animal experimentation is about
the same as tossing a coin. Greek further suggests that some scientists who claim predictive
value for what is in fact basic research are engaging in deliberate distortions, motivated by the
lucrative benefits of the vivisection industry. Indeed, the industry is hugely profitable not only
for individuals who make a career from experimentation, but also for specialist breeders, the
manufacturers of genetically engineered animals, the companies that make the cages and tools
used in the experiments, the pharmaceutical and chemical industries that develop new drugs,
and the advertising industry that markets them.

Section 3: Justice and Captivity
Section 3 turns to the captivity industries. The practice of putting animals on display as a
demonstration of power and for public entertainment has been common throughout history and
in many societies. These practices exemplify some of the bad faith and contradictory thinking
that permeates our exploitation of other animals, as discussed in the preceding sections. It is
appropriate for us to seriously challenge these practices.
Vivisectors are not the only exploiters of animals to claim noble motives. For example, many
zoos and aquaria claim to be engaged in vital conservation work. As director of the internationally renowned Zoocheck Canada, an organization with a consistent record of important work
in exposing the sordid conditions endured by animals held in captivity for public entertainment,
biologist and long-time activist Rob Laidlaw is well placed to assess such claims. In chapter
9, Laidlaw begins with an investigation of recent efforts by the Georgia Aquarium to import
wild-caught beluga whales, noting that these animals are now the preferred, cheaper alternatives
to orcas, who have become controversial as captives as a result of greater public understanding
of their sophisticated intelligence. The captivity industry, like the pet trade, shifts its focus
from one species to another according to changing fashions, availability, and public awareness.
These institutions present their activities as important efforts to help endangered animals, yet,
as Laidlaw points out, if the Georgia Aquarium truly intended to rescue belugas it did not
have to capture them from the wild, but could have helped some of the dozens imprisoned in
Marineland, the Canadian theme park that has been the target of decades of protest by concerned citizens and, more recently, of media investigations of the squalid conditions in which it
keeps marine mammals and other animals.
Confinement of animals also emerges as a key theme in Lesli Bisgould’s chapter 10. Bisgould
is a lawyer who has worked to establish the field of animal law and is a prominent and highly
regarded Canadian advocate for animals. She suggests that animals are imprisoned by the
legal system just as they are imprisoned in zoos. Challenging some of our taken-for-granted,
common-sense ideas, she points out the “strange kind of love” that we have, or claim to have,
for other animals: while we cage humans in order to punish them for crimes, we cage animals
because of our professed love for them. While we do not visit prisons for humans to seek amusement, we still find it entertaining to watch captive animals. Furthermore, while animal cruelty
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laws do acknowledge that animals can feel pain and prohibit the infliction of unnecessary
suffering, the power of major industries ensures that a loophole is always available. Such astonishing arrangements are accepted as if they made some sort of logical sense, rather than being
an affront to both compassion and reason. By setting their own voluntary codes of practice,
industries can claim that they are concerned about animal welfare—but this is merely a matter
of corporations writing their own rules and endorsing the practices that allow them to profit.
While existing laws are ineffectual, Bisgould suggests that the situation is not hopeless; we are,
she says, at a historical juncture where new ways of thinking mean that the potential to change
the status of animals is greater than ever before. Rather than regarding animals as property,
they must be recognized as legal persons whose interests should be given equal consideration.
Although powerful economic interests will use every means at their disposal to oppose such
changes, animal advocates must persevere to break down the species barrier in terms of ethical
and legal consideration and to create a better world for all.

Section 4: Animals, Food, Power, and Human Identity
Section 4 discusses connections among food, power, and human identity. The animal industrial
complex is vast and powerful, and it naturalizes the exploitation and oppression of animals
through discourses that devalue them and encourage moral disengagement from their plight.
The meat and dairy corporations in particular, along with the vast agricultural industries dedicated to supplying these animals with food, are linked to processes of environmental degradation
through pollution and contributions to global warming. Rather than recognizing these facts as
fundamental political issues, connected to human survival, many otherwise progressive thinkers
have ignored them and dismissed animal rights as a bourgeois or merely sentimental concern;
however, it is important for us to examine the operations of these industries, both in order to
recognize what is done to other animals and to understand the ways in which these corporations
manipulate our thinking and facilitate the bad faith that Sanbonmatsu discusses in chapter 3.
The author of chapter 11, Karen Davis, is president of United Poultry Concerns and is one of
the most respected activists and intellectuals who has consistently opposed the industry’s war on
animals. She is known for her principled efforts to draw attention to the plight of domesticated
birds, especially chickens, who are among the most widely exploited and, concomitantly, most
despised of all animals. In a number of important essays and books, including The Holocaust and
the Henmaid’s Tale (2005) and Prisoned Chickens, Poisoned Eggs (2009), Davis has made fundamental contributions to both the development of animal rights theory and the understanding
of animal-exploitation industries. In her chapter, Davis points out that anthropomorphism
need not mean imposing human characteristics onto other animals or forcing them to act in
unnatural ways; rather, it can be a sensible way of understanding the behaviour of other species
by means of making inferences based on common evolution and shared animality.
Even among those who are concerned about the suffering of other animals, the dairy industry is often regarded as being more benign than other forms of animal exploitation, leading
some to become vegetarians but still consume dairy products. However, the idea that the dairy
industry is somehow not as bad as other forms of animal exploitation is false, and, indeed, the
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suffering of animals imprisoned within it may even exceed that endured by cows raised for beef,
although such grisly efforts at quantifying individual suffering are difficult at best. In chapter
12, biologist and activist Olivier Berreville exposes the myth of Old MacDonald’s Farm in his
description of the Canadian dairy industry. Berreville describes the economic significance of
this industry and its bucolic image before leading us on a grim and sobering tour of the many
atrocities inflicted on cows used to produce milk. Confinement, artificial insemination, the
use of drugs and machines, technological regulation of bodily processes, mutilations, and separation of calves from their mothers are all part of the painful existence of these animals, who
are turned into milk-producing machines for the duration of their artificially shortened lives.
Killing is fundamentally built into the system of milk production: since cows must be repeatedly
impregnated, unwanted male calves are used to produce veal, and when the cows are considered
no longer sufficiently productive they too are sent to the slaughterhouse.
Illusions and obfuscations are essential to the operations of the animal industrial complex.
In chapter 13, Dana Medoro, professor of English literature at the University of Manitoba,
charts the Orwellian world of animal exploitation in Manitoba’s nightmarish pork production
industries. She focuses on industry efforts to defend the continued use of intensive confinement,
such as gestation crates for female pigs, who spend most of their lives trapped in these fiendish
devices. Analyzing the industry’s discourse of domination, Medoro suggests that the pigs imprisoned within these confinement systems are no longer really pigs at all, since every part of their
natural behaviour has been thwarted, and that in such conditions they are not truly alive, but
only not yet dead. Of course, we should not imagine that this means they are insensate to the
torment inflicted upon them. Industry representatives champion intensive confinement on the
grounds that they are protecting pigs from the aggressive behaviour of their fellow prisoners,
although such aggression would be resolved if the pigs simply had adequate room to work out
their relationships for themselves.
Given that such enormous numbers of animals are killed for food, it is understandable that
veganism has become a major component of the animal rights movement and, indeed, veganism is the expression in one’s personal behaviour of a commitment to ideas of animal rights.
Many agree that veganism is the moral baseline of the animal rights movement. Veganism has
grown in popularity in the last decade and the term is now widely recognized. While parts of
the animal industrial complex have adapted to this, it still spends huge amounts of money on
extensive propaganda campaigns that depict animal advocates as extremists and terrorists, and
present veganism as outlandish. Along with this has come another response, the development
of a new genre of writing in support of “local” and “humane” farming, including the production of animals to be killed for their flesh. Continuing his carefully detailed investigations
of sustainable agriculture and locavorism (see, for example, Stanescu, 2011), in chapter 14,
Vasile Stanescu outlines the profound and disturbing contradictions that permeate this discourse, exemplified by those who claim to feel compassion for animals as they send them to
be slaughtered. Proponents of “happy meat” claim to be concerned about animal welfare and
present their activities in support of small farmers as a more effective means of helping animals
than vegetarianism or veganism, which they dismiss as passive boycotts. Stanescu points out
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the flawed thinking that underlies their approach, characterizing “humane” meat as a big lie,
and as neither “humane” nor “happy”: animals are still subjected to the painful processes of
selective breeding and genetic manipulation (outlined by Karen Davis in chapter 11) that lead
to disease and suffering. Animals are still confined, crowded, separated from their families,
forcibly and repeatedly impregnated, mutilated in various ways, and eventually killed, often
in the same slaughterhouses that kill factory-farmed animals. The killing process is just as
inhumane. “Humane” farmers, like their factory-farming counterparts, are engaged in these
businesses to make a profit, and they are less concerned about animal welfare than they are with
the production of niche brands. “Humane” meat production still regards animals as property,
as commodities, not as sentient beings with rights.
The critique of the understanding of veganism as merely a lifestyle choice is bolstered by the
findings of Annie Potts and Jovian Parry in chapter 15, which focuses on the media construction of “vegan sexuality.” They trace media interest in a 2007 New Zealand study on ethical
consumption, which mentioned that some vegans preferred sexual relationships with people
who shared their own ethical perspectives. While such a finding seems unsurprising, media
treated it as a sensational story, identifying this as a new sexual identity and generating virulent backlash from omnivorous men who identified meat with masculinity and felt themselves
threatened. In tracing how this controversy played out, Potts and Parry describe how veganism
itself has been identified in popular culture. From being marginalized as a radical rejection of the
commodification and use of animals, veganism has been depoliticized and commodified into a
“chic lifestyle choice” endorsed by celebrities and placed at the cutting edge of consumer cool.
While this may create greater convenience and variety for affluent and privileged vegans and
swell the number of people who abstain from consuming animal products, there is a problem
in promoting veganism as a fad, as fads change, rather than as an expression of an ethical and
political commitment to social justice.

Section 5: Activism and Education
Critical animal studies distinguishes itself from the approaches of mainstream animal studies
through its attention to activism and education, as opposed to producing obscure theories for
elite consumption. In doing so, critical animal studies must address the many complex issues of
human interaction with other animals. This section presents a discussion of various issues and
strategies, both historical and contemporary, taken up by activists.
A central problem is that in the course of our domination of nature, we have assumed the
right to control other populations. These issues are taken up in chapter 16 by Lisa Warden, who
draws on her own experience as an animal advocate in India to discuss some of the challenges
associated with the situation of free-roaming dogs in that country. It is ironic, to say the least, that
a species whose own numbers have grown to such dangerous and unsustainable proportions should
arrogate to itself the task of managing those of other species. While we engineer the continual
reproduction and killing of billions of “farm animals” in what has been described as an “eternal
Treblinka” (Patterson, 2002), we also assume the right to manage the populations of other animals,
such as deer and bears, maintaining them in numbers sufficient for sport hunting and tourism,
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and domesticated animals such as dogs and cats. (In North America, these latter species are not
categorized as “food animals,” but elsewhere they, too, are considered edible resources.) In North
America, we accept the killing of millions of “surplus” and unwanted dogs and cats every year in
institutionalized execution centres, a process that we prefer to describe as “putting them to sleep”
in “shelters.” As Warden discusses, in other countries, populations of free-roaming dogs are viewed
as pests and are targeted by state or individual killing campaigns that are carried out with extreme
brutality, involving poisoning, shooting, or clubbing animals to death.
While Kim Stallwood (chapter 19) suggests that the animal advocacy movement remains
stuck at the level of public education, in which he includes media campaigns, demonstrations,
information distribution, and use of celebrity appeals, it is clear that education will play an
important part in taking up the challenges. One advance that has been made over the last decade
is the growth of critical animal studies in universities. In chapter 17, Tobias Linné and Helena
Pedersen provide evidence of the importance of education in helping us to think the unthinkable (see also Pedersen, 2009). They describe their experiences teaching the first undergraduate
critical animal studies course in Sweden in 2012. They characterize themselves as working from
a space in-between “what is” (education as socialization in the existing order) and “what is not”
(education that creates utopian expectations). Seeking to create an “animal standpoint” from
which to critique the use of animals in contemporary society, and adopting an explicit critical
theory approach from which to challenge existing norms such as meat consumption, critical animal studies analyzes the social construction and representation of animals, speciesism and the
creation of boundaries, intersectionality of various forms of oppression, the structured violence
of animal use, and the potential for social change. While Kim Stallwood’s chapter identifies the
focus on personal transformative experiences of animal advocates as a problematic basis for an
effective social movement, Linné and Pedersen suggest that it is possible to use these experiences
to build a more structured analysis.
Graphic images of animal suffering and death often provide the “moral shock” that
sparks transformation (Jasper & Poulsen, 1995). Considering how such images figure into
the development of structured analyses, Linné and Pedersen describe their use of the film
Peaceable Kingdom, produced by James LaVeck and Jenny Stein (2004), in their course. Peaceable
Kingdom’s images of animal suffering and its depiction of human empathy and compassion and
the role of sanctuaries have indeed had a powerful effect on many audiences, creating a sense
of connection to and respect for other animals, and the possibility of new ways of feeling and
thinking. As J. Keri Cronin demonstrates in chapter 18, the powerful emotional impact of
Peaceable Kingdom can be understood in historical context. Drawing on her research of visual
culture (see Manufacturing National Park Nature, 2011), Cronin discusses how images function
in animal advocacy campaigns, taking several examples from late-nineteenth-century anti-vivisection campaigns. Among the most powerful tools used by advocates and educators are graphic
images of the suffering of animals exploited in factory farms, vivisection laboratories, circuses,
and other institutions that make up the animal industrial complex.
Facing the juggernaut of corporate power, advocates must consider a wide range of new
strategies to advance the animal rights agenda. While the animal rights movement has achieved
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some progress in terms of changing public opinion and policy, it has failed to reduce the numbers of animals killed and consumed, failed to create meaningful legislation, and failed to
change fundamental attitudes towards animals. While veganism has now been taken up by
more people, the total numbers remain infinitesimal and veganism is mainly seen as a personal
lifestyle choice, just one among a variety of options. Facing the massive animal industrial complex, which turns billions upon billions of individual sentient beings into property, mere things,
life unworthy of life, animal activists have thus far only progressed in making ethical concerns
for animals and veganism into quirky but acceptable personal lifestyle choices, ones that can easily be accommodated by animal exploitation industries. Indeed, in Canada, Schneider’s Meats,
a subsidiary of Maple Leaf Foods, produces a line of realistic meat substitutes as “alternative”
choices for vegetarian and vegan consumers. These are produced by the same company that
processes the bodies of animals killed for this purpose into actual meat items. By accommodating such “alternatives,” the animal industrial complex undermines efforts to achieve moral
and legal rights for animals. In chapter 19, Kim Stallwood, a veteran animal activist in both
England and the United States, provides a thoughtful perspective on the current situation. He
maintains that by operating as a moral crusade focused on lifestyle choice, activists have failed
to advance animal rights as a social movement. He also notes that the animal rights movement
differs from all other social movements as its protagonists and its beneficiaries are not one and
the same—and are not even of the same species. Unlike other movements in which people
mobilize to advance their own agenda, the animal rights movement asks people to give up their
own benefits from and power over animals, rather than promising them greater benefits and
more power. While it is clear that veganism is the moral baseline of animal rights, Stallwood
makes the sensible point that, despite the particular challenges of animal advocacy, activists
must press forward and, rather than continuing to focus on individual change alone, they must
transform their initiatives into a social movement, working towards effecting political and legal
changes for animals. However, it is vitally important that such a social movement be guided by
abolitionist principles, rather than merely seeking to regulate the most obvious forms of abuse.
Activists who seek to build such a social movement will face strong resistance from those
who profit from animal exploitation. The animal industrial complex is composed of many of the
world’s largest and most profitable corporations, which have enormous resources to draw on.
Animal advocates are vilified as violent terrorists and, especially in the United States, industries
are mobilizing to create legislation to ban the exposure of institutionalized abuses on factory
farms and in slaughterhouses. The movement also faces subversion by propaganda strategies of
powerful animal exploitation industries. In chapter 20, filmmaker and activist James LaVeck
analyzes this situation, drawing analogies with other historical movements for emancipation, in
particular the anti-slavery movement. The animal advocacy movement has enormous potential to
understand and address the connections between the exploitation of animals and human oppression. Just as slavery advocates sought to undermine the abolitionist movement by emphasizing
the treatment of slaves rather than the injustice of slavery itself, so today have animal exploitation industries attempted to undercut the animal rights movement by turning the discussion to
humane treatment of animals rather than looking at the fact of using animals in the first place.
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Returning to issues discussed by Stanescu in chapter 14, LaVeck describes how major animal
welfare groups have come to collaborate with and, indeed, even promote animal exploitation
industries rather than maintaining a firm and principled stance against oppression. For example,
by deploying clever marketing strategies, John Mackey, CEO of Whole Foods, has presented
himself as a vegan concerned about the welfare of animals while presiding over a business that
kills them in huge numbers. However, LaVeck cites Mackey’s own words to point out that the
structures of capitalism work to undermine and commodify a “veganism” that is neither linked
to broader political understanding nor committed to a struggle for social justice that includes
animal liberation. Indeed, multi-millionaire Mackey is an outspoken proponent of capitalism,
“an admirer of Milton Friedman, Ronald Reagan and Ayn Rand,” a climate-change denier, and
an opponent of public health care unions, which he likens to herpes (Paumgarten, 2010). The
“veganism” espoused by Mackey reduces the struggle against the animal industrial complex to a
mere lifestyle choice, which is apolitical and lacking commitment to any sense of social justice.
LaVeck’s chapter gives us an indication of the basic principles that animal advocates must
maintain as an effective social movement. The task of creating a global social justice movement
that advocates for other animals, as well as for humans, will not be accomplished by forming
partnerships with industries that are based upon the exploitation of animals. Nor will it be aided
by adopting apolitical, arcane, and therefore “safe” postmodernist approaches. Those seeking
to end the exploitation of animals must be guided by abolitionist principles and should explore
all effective means to oppose the animal industrial complex, the ideology of speciesism, and the
exploitation of animals. Abolitionist animal advocacy, which may at first seem unthinkable is, in
fact, merely the only logical conclusion for anyone who claims to feel concern for the suffering
of other beings. While these objectives of abolition and liberation may seem unobtainable, it
is worthwhile to again point out that the profound changes sought by other social movements
also seemed pure fantasy at one time. The tasks seem monumental, but in contributing to them
one aligns oneself with a grand and noble tradition, in the service of the most compassionate,
humane, and just goals. It is difficult to imagine a more worthwhile course of action.
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Animals, Immigrants, and Profits:
Slaughterhouses and the Political Economy
of Oppression
David Nibert

Oppression and exploitation of devalued humans and other animals are rampant throughout

the world, and the mistreatment of the two groups is usually entangled in a myriad of ways. This
chapter will explore the oppression of other animals, immigrants, and women by US slaughterhouse operators, in the past and today. While such interlinked oppression certainly preceded the
capitalist system, this predatory economic, political, and social system has profoundly worsened
oppression of the devalued—especially over the past several decades. Beginning in the early
1980s, manufacturers and other labour-intensive US corporations began laying off employees,
and closing factories and plants and reopening them in states and countries with few safeguards
or protections for workers. Tens of millions of people saw a deterioration in their standard of
living, a decline accompanied by financial hardships and insecurity. This three-decade-long predicament was exacerbated by the Wall Street and banking crisis of 2008, as many lost their
jobs, homes, and pensions. During this period, politicians often exploited growing public anger
and unrest by falsely blaming undocumented immigrants for the economic crisis, pressing for
their repatriation, and passing state laws targeting immigrants. These laws have been faulted for
encouraging racial profiling and discrimination. From 2008 through 2011, US Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) deported more than 1.5 million people (ICE, 2012), many of whom
first languished in detention centres rife with abuse, violence, and sexual assault (see Human
Rights Watch, 2010). Immigrants have also been subjected to countless unofficial acts of violence
and hate crimes, such as the attack on a vehicle carrying Mexican immigrants in April 2012 by
“subjects in camouflage clothing armed with rifles,” who killed two people (Democracy Now,
2012a). In July 2012, police in Anaheim, California, shot a young Latino man in the leg and then
killed him with a shot to the head while he was down (Democracy Now, 2012b).
Advocates for other animals have also increasingly documented terrible violence against
other animals, especially those relegated to the socially constructed status of “farm animal.”
The abuse has included “violently bashing” other animals with metal bars, “maliciously kicking
and stomping on them” (Runkle, 2012), and “kicking cows, ramming them with the blades
of a forklift, jabbing them in the eyes, applying painful electrical shocks and even torturing
them with a hose and water in attempts to force sick or injured animals to walk to slaughter”
(Humane Society of the United States, 2008). The oppressive treatment of immigrants and
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other animals, which is entangled and inextricably tied the capitalist system, directly intersects
in the nation’s slaughterhouses.
The emergence of contemporary US slaughterhouses was the culmination of hundreds of
years of invasion-driven slaughter of indigenous humans and other animals following the takeover
of the western hemisphere by imperialists from Europe, and later the United States. Beginning
in the fifteenth century, the Spanish invasion of the Caribbean, Mexico, and Central and South
America was thoroughly dependent upon the exploitation of horses as instruments of war. The
invaders relied on horses, mules, donkeys, and cows as labourers and, along with pigs and sheep,
for rations and resources. The Europeans who conquered the Americas also exploited ethnic divisions by recruiting some indigenous societies to help displace, enslave, and kill others. However,
even with the advantage gained by oppressing other animals and exploiting ethnic antagonisms
in waging deadly military campaigns, the Europeans likely would not have prevailed were it not
for the effects on local populations of deadly zoonotic diseases, such as smallpox. These diseases
resulted from the crowding together of cows, horses, and other animals during the early periods
of their systemic oppression and moved to human populations (Nibert, 2013).
Although Spanish conquistadors initially sought gold and silver, exporting the skin and
hair of cows to Europe became a primary source of wealth. The more exploited animals the
Europeans raised, the more land they expropriated for pasture and water supplies—and more
expropriated land permitted the cultivation of yet larger numbers of other animals. The expansion of ranching operations contributed to the vast expropriation of land and the displacement
and death of indigenous people (Nibert, 2013, chapter 5). The fates of the indigenous peoples
and other animals were deeply intertwined. The wealth accumulated through this entangled
oppression played a pivotal role in the emergence of capitalism in Europe (ibid., chapter 2).
In North America, invasion and conquest by the British was also made possible by the oppression of other animals as instruments of warfare, and as labourers, rations, and resources. Ranching
operations continually expanded, especially with the growth of commercial markets for salted
“meat” as rations for enslaved workers on Caribbean plantations. As in Latin America, expanding
ranching operations was a primary cause of the continuous expropriation of land and the killing
and displacement of Native Americans. In the nineteenth century, the US government, prodded by ranching enterprises and cotton growers, provoked a war with Mexico and expropriated
almost half of Mexican territory, while also waging war against Native Americans on the western
plains who resisted land confiscation and internment. After the US conquest, violence and bigotry
continued unabated against displaced people of colour, who experienced economic and political
discrimination and racist violence (see, for example, Deloria [1969] 1988; Mirandé, 1990).
This state-sponsored violence was accompanied by the annihilation of millions of buffalo
and other free-living animals as vast areas of the western United States were made ready for
commercial ranching. At this time, “from the Rio Grande to the Canadian Rockies[,] entrepreneurs took advantage of lax government policies toward the public domain … to capitalize
on the beef bonanza” (Skaggs, 1986, p. 5, emphasis added). Wealthy individuals, banks, and
corporate investors from the eastern United States and Britain provided much of the capital for
the nefarious enterprise. The plains were literally flooded with enormous numbers of cows and
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sheep, tens of thousands of whom died from starvation or exposure during harsh winters and
drought. Observing first-hand this massive mistreatment of other animals, in 1886 the president
of the American Humane Association, G. E. Gordon, noted:
It is notorious that a large fraction of cattle 1 on ranges die of privation every winter. The
loss is part of a calculation of the ranchmen. It is a form of cruelty whose depth it is impossible to fathom, and a loss of property out of all proportion to the amount at stake.
[O]n the ranges the large death rate incident to starvation and want of shelter is part of
the system pursued.
During a trip I lately made through the great cattle country traversed by the Yellowstone
and Upper Missouri, I found no provision made for a winter, that was sure, if mild, to
carry off ten percent of all the cattle, and, if severe, to leave only a possible ten percent alive,
of all the thousands upon thousands of cattle now going into the mountains, to face a mere
chance of their lives. Grass is scarce, water is scarcer, and on all sides I heard the gloomiest
forebodings of the coming winter. (Gordon, 1886, p. 6, emphasis added)

In the United States, the highly profitable outcome of the Western invasion, with all its
death and oppression, was realized when railroad lines connected western ranching enterprises
to midwestern and eastern cities. Cows who survived the winters were cruelly driven long distances by poor youths and poorly paid and exploited “Mexicans, Blacks and Indians” (Skaggs,
1986, p. 56, emphasis added) to marketplaces such as Dodge City and Ellsworth, Kansas, where
they were sold and shipped eastward in crowded railcars. An 1899 report by the American
Humane Association described the conditions experienced by countless other animals while
being transported to slaughterhouses.
It must be remembered that all cattle, when given a chance, will lie down at frequent intervals. In cars of common character, to lie down means mutilation or death. Constantly on
their feet, without rest, cattle soon become jaded, stiff, sore, and diseased.… To lie down
at regular and short intervals is the essence of comfort and health to cattle.
[S]o each and every one of the countless thousands probably arrived at the markets of
the East, foot-sore, bruised, feverish, frightened and unfit … the victims of … cruelty.
(American Humane Association, 1899, p. 9, emphasis added)
Statements have been received of the barbarous cruelty to livestock in transit; of the
cruel crowding, the struggling of the imprisoned beasts with each other for existence,
the maddening hunger, the raging thirst, the goring and trampling, the bloody prod of
the attendant, the manglings, bruisings, fevers and deaths during the horrible journey.
(American Humane Association, 1899, p. 14, emphasis added)

The railroads connected western ranching operations to Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
Cincinnati, and other cities that saw the creation of large slaughterhouse facilities where other
animals faced gruesome deaths. Observers from the American Humane Association noted:
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Few, even for reform’s sake, but would plead nerves too weak to listen to the description
of the indecent haste and cruelty that characterize the deeds enacted upon these seething
battle fields, where the strong nerved visitor ashen pale at undreamed horrors, and almost
faints before escape can be accomplished.
He who can kill and dress—and often the animal is still living—in the shortest time,
is the slaughterer counted most worthy of his hire. (1899, pp. 40–41).

The south side of Chicago became one of the main destinations for oppressed animals, and
the first slaughterhouse workers there were mostly recent immigrants of Irish, German, and
Scandinavian descent. To avoid having to pay the higher wages demanded by a skilled workforce,
the largest slaughterhouses, such as Swift, Armour, and Wilson, created “disassembly lines”—a
mass-production system that reduced the need for skilled labour. Slaughterhouse workers were
subjected to appalling experiences and conditions as they were required to kill and dismember
enormous numbers of terrified other animals. They were exposed to overhead leaks of contaminated water and foul accumulation of effluent on floors in cold, poorly lit rooms. Under these
conditions, “rheumatism, pneumonia, and tuberculosis were widespread and job accidents commonplace” (Skaggs, 1986, p. 110). In Chicago, most of these workers lived in slums adjacent to
the slaughterhouses, which were overcrowded, unsanitary areas of extreme poverty.
When the workers began trying to organize for better wages and working conditions
in the early 1880s, the owners—utilizing tactics brought over by the conquistadors—used
ethnic differences to weaken their efforts. Slaughterhouse owners recruited vulnerable Poles,
Serbs, Croatians, Slovaks, and other recent Southern and Eastern European immigrants as
workers. When white, ethnically diverse slaughterhouse workers in Chicago did achieve a
level of unity in 1894, they walked off the job in sympathy with a strike by the American
Railway Union. Slaughterhouse owners responded by recruiting African American workers as
strikebreakers, a tactic that successfully weakened worker solidarity. When Chicago slaughterhouse workers attempted a strike 10 years later, slaughterhouse owners responded similarly
and undermined the strike by recruiting 10,000 African Americans as replacement workers
(Grossman, 1991, p. 218). Although hundreds of Black slaughterhouse workers participated in
the strike, and thousands of unemployed whites sought the strikers’ jobs for themselves, racist
anger increased among white strikers. While most Black workers were not retained after the
strike was broken, the owners continually used the potential of a Black workforce as a means
to weaken union demands.
Women also experienced oppressive treatment in the slaughterhouse. Work for women was
initially limited to painting and pasting labels on cans or boxing chipped “beef,” tasks that were
considered “clean jobs” and offered only to “American women.” By the early twentieth century,
women who were immigrants were employed on the “disassembly line,” where they wielded
knives and worked next to men. Although women did the same work as men, they were paid
$1.25 a day, compared to the $1.75 received by their male counterparts (Wertheimer, 1977, p.
225). Women were also subjected to sexual harassment and threats of job loss if they did not submit to sexual exploitation (Halpern, 1997, p. 90). Early union organizing efforts excluded women.
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While cruel exploitation of devalued humans and other animals both reflected the immoral
nature of capitalism and promoted its expansion, competition between powerful capitalist
nations for cheap resources and new markets contributed to a different form of slaughter—warfare. The United States’ participation in World War I was foisted upon the citizenry by the first
government-created public relations campaign, the Committee on Public Information, aimed
at engineering public opinion. Many who were against the war spoke out, including journalist
John Reed ([1917] 2010), who wrote:
Whose war is this? Not mine. I know that hundreds of thousands of American workingmen employed by our great financial “patriots” are not paid a living wage. I have seen
poor men sent to jail for long terms without trial, and even without any charge. Peaceful
strikers, and their wives and children, have been shot to death, burned to death, by private
detectives and militiamen. The rich have steadily become richer, and the cost of living
higher, and the workers proportionally poorer. These toilers don’t want war—not even
civil war. But the speculators, the employers, the plutocracy—they want it, just as they did
in Germany and in England; and with lies and sophistries they will whip up our blood
until we are savage—and then we’ll fight and die for them. (p. 79)

Due to the generally unenthusiastic response of the public to the pro-war propaganda, the
US government was forced establish the Selective Service Act and drafted almost three million
men. Like animals sent en masse to Chicago slaughterhouses, both soldiers and other animals
were dispatched to horrible deaths.
The battlefield became a nightmare of sounds, smells and sights. Soldiers caught in the
barbed wire or hit by shrapnel often lay screaming for hours. Horses lay about with belly
wounds, still kicking their legs five or six days after being wounded. The gray and brown
and poisonous shell craters sucked in men and animals alike. The fields reeked of decaying
flesh. (Herwig, 2010, p. 58)
Combat was now an experience of total horror, frequently described … in terms of
boucherie (butchery) or abattoir (slaughter). Such descriptions illustrated the dehumanization experienced by combatants, who felt reduced to the status of butchered meat.
(Audion-Rouzeau, 2010, p. 185, emphasis added)

After World War I ended, US elites believed the next challenge to capitalism stemmed
from the growing call for economic and social justice at home—a movement aroused in part
by the Russian Revolution. Numerous labour unions and social justice groups during the period identified the capitalist system as the underlying cause of the nation’s social problems.
The elite’s practice of exploiting racist and xenophobic attitudes was buttressed by the use of a
powerful ideological tool for deflecting challenges to the status quo—social Darwinism. Using
this pseudo-scientific idea nominally derived from Charles Darwin’s concept of “survival of
the fittest,” capitalists in the United States promulgated the idea that they were wealthy due to
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their biological superiority. The elite claimed that the masses of people living in or near poverty,
especially immigrants and people of colour, were plagued by genetic deficiencies, making them
“mental defectives.” Evidence for this contention was provided in part by pseudo-scientific
books and articles produced by the plutocrats’ backers in academia. For example, writing in
1918, Paul Popenoe and Roswell Hill Johnson ([1918] 1927, p. 303), the latter a professor at the
University of Pittsburgh, commented, “In amount of inherent ability these immigrants are not
only less highly endowed than is desirable, but they furnish, despite weeding out, altogether too
large a proportion of the ‘three’—defectives, delinquents and dependents.” Similarly, Leonas L.
Burlingame (1940, pp. 256–57), professor of biology at Stanford University, wrote:
In proportion to their number, Negroes contribute far too few persons of high ability and
far too many who are low normal or deficient in ability.… Mexicans are the second most
serious race problem. They are apparently of distinctly low mental caliber, have not yet produced eminence and do contribute heavily to various dependent classes. (emphasis added)

During this period, the intensification of prejudice against people of colour and immigrants,
as well as the start of a government-backed campaign of harassment and violence against labour
leaders, socialists, communists, and other social critics, largely suppressed organized resistance
to the capitalist system. During this time, capitalists continued to orchestrate competition
between devalued people for jobs and housing that worked against the potential for unity and
co-operation. While business owners’ reliance on Black workers increased significantly during
World War I, postwar competition for jobs and housing between Blacks and white ethnic groups
led to a violent “race riot” in Chicago in 1919, resulting in dozens of deaths and fires in slums
adjacent to the slaughterhouses.
By the time of the Great Depression, conditions and wages for slaughterhouse workers were
so intolerable that ethnic divisions were eclipsed by the realization that a united workforce was
essential. Emerging co-operation between Black and white slaughterhouse workers was aided in
part by the promotion of interracial worker unity by political leftists and communists (Halpern
& Horowitz, 1999, p. 16). Efforts to unite and organize workers were facilitated by the 1935
Wagner Act, which established workers’ rights to bargain collectively and to strike. (After the
passage of the Wagner Act, a national corporate public relations campaign to defame organized
labour led to the 1947 Taft-Hartley Act, a law that profoundly undermined and limited union
rights—and that remains in effect today [e.g., Carey, 1995]). Between 1945 and 1975, unionized
slaughterhouse workers achieved better wages, benefits, and improved safety standards; however,
women working in the slaughterhouses continued to be plagued by sexual harassment, and it
was common for union leaders to dismiss their complaints as “claims to get special treatment”
(Warren, 2007, p. 113).
It was during the Great Depression that plans to increase “meat” consumption in the United
States were pursued. During the crisis, farm revenues fell, mainly because of a grain surplus.
The solution proposed by agribusiness leaders and government officials was to offer subsidies to
grain producers while diverting much of the surplus for use as feed for “farm animals”—and
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to promote public consumption of the growing supply of “meat,” “dairy,” and “eggs” (Winders
& Nibert, 2004). This strategy facilitated the rise of the fast-food industry in the country
and spawned ubiquitous advertisements and commercials exhorting public consumption of
“hamburgers” and related fare (Nibert, 2013, chapter 6). The socially engineered, increased
consumption of products derived from oppressed animals has resulted in a dramatic rise in
premature human deaths from heart disease, stroke, and various forms of cancer. Post–World
War II consumption of other animals as food grew not only because of the availability of large
quantities of federally subsidized feed grains, but also because of the concomitant development
of factory farming. To reduce costs and increase productivity, pigs, chickens, turkeys, “dairy
cows,” and other animals were increasingly confined in highly intensive, artificial, and sterile
enclosures called confined animal feeding operations (CAFOs). Under this profitable and efficient, but morally bankrupt system, “farm animals” have come to live
their entire lives inside small cages or pens that they never leave. Sometimes they exist in
nearly constant darkness. The only time the animals go outside or feel sunshine is when
workers load them into trucks headed for the auction block or the slaughterhouse.… No
thought is given to an animal’s needs, instincts, or comfort. The animals are just so much
meat. (Achor, 1996, p. 78, emphasis added)

The physical and psychological distress experienced by the countless animals relegated to such
facilities is inconceivable. If one were to devise a “hell on earth” for other animals, worse circumstances could hardly be imagined.
While such treatment of other animals was occurring in the United States and other wealthy
nations, and as the North American “hamburger” culture grew, food retailers in the United
States began seeking low-cost ground “beef” from Mexico and Central America. This practice
was strongly supported by the US government, which, with the assistance of the World Bank,
dispatched hundreds of millions of dollars into Latin America for the expansion of privately
owned ranching operations. This helped place Latin American economies and governments
more solidly under US control, especially after US capitalism and hegemony were challenged
by the 1959 revolution in Cuba.
Lands in Central America, long occupied by subsistence farming villages and indigenous
communities, were expropriated aggressively for the expansion of ranching operations. Rural
jobs connected to coffee and other export crops diminished as many landowners switched to
more profitable ranching enterprises. People who resisted the taking of their land and the loss of
their jobs were violently suppressed by US-backed governments. Central America was engulfed
in brutal repression and warfare for decades, with the most violent periods occurring during
the Reagan administration, as the consumption of cheap “hamburgers” in the United States
steadily grew (Nibert, 2013, chapter 7).
As neoliberalist-styled globalization came to dominate the world in the latter decades of
the twentieth century, and as supplies of vital natural resources and markets declined, US corporations pursued deindustrialization, downsizing, and outsourcing in order to increase profits.
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With the number of workers in labour unions falling and decent-paying jobs disappearing,
growing numbers of families required two wage earners to stay afloat. As an economic crisis
and increasing disparities in the distribution of wealth and income swept the United States,
“law-and-order” rhetoric and policies began to grow, both to quiet dissent and to “manage rising inequality and surplus populations” (Parenti, 2008, p. xii). As the number of people in US
prisons increased and overcrowding ensued, more incarcerated people began to suffer a “hell on
earth” similar to that experienced by “farm animals.”
Like other industries, slaughterhouse companies in the United States also moved to reduce
costs and increase profits. In the 1980s, they started moving “from decades-old, multi-story
urban factories to [enormous] single-floor facilities in rural areas closer to cattle and hog feedlots” (Human Rights Watch, 2004, p. 12, emphasis added). Company owners calculated that
they could save money by shipping one-quarter or one-half of the corpses of other animals to
retailers instead of transporting live animals to be killed in urban areas. Slaughterhouse companies, led by such corporations as Iowa Beef Processors (IBP), further reduced shipping costs
by replacing the shipment of corpses with boxed “meat”; these were shipments of packed flesh
with the bones removed.
Many slaughterhouse owners moved their facilities to so-called “right-to-work” states,2
where it is more difficult to maintain labour unions. Such moves increased profits and helped
neutralize organized labour in the industry. The relocated and highly concentrated new slaughterhouses utilized automation whenever possible and made the disassembly process even more
fragmented—and worker wages fell. As in the past, slaughterhouse firms recruited an ethnically
diverse workforce of recent and vulnerable immigrants, many of whom were undocumented.
For instance, IBP began hiring Vietnamese and Laotian immigrants (relocating them from
refugee camps created in the aftermath of the US war in Vietnam), and Mexicans and Central
Americans (many fleeing violence and repression brought about by US policies and expanding
ranching operations). Conditions for these workers resembled those of their early-twentieth-century counterparts. Some lived in dilapidated mobile homes rented from the slaughterhouse
companies, while others stayed in abandoned railroad cars and shanties. One critic observed
how other slaughterhouse firms followed IBP’s lead by
aggressively recruiting the most vulnerable of foreign workers to relocate to the U.S. plains
in exchange for $6-an-hour jobs in the country’s most dangerous industry. Since permanence is hardly a requirement for these jobs, the concepts of promotion and significant
salary increase have as much as disappeared. That as many as half of these new immigrants
lack legal residence seems no obstacle to an industry now thriving on a docile, disempowered workforce with an astronomical turnover. (Cooper, 1997, p. 2)

As economic conditions worsened throughout the country, more women—both Anglo and
immigrant—were increasingly forced to seek jobs at slaughterhouse firms. As in earlier decades,
women workers continued to experience sexual harassment and exploitation. In 1998, Deborah
Fink described conditions in an IBP slaughterhouse as reported by a woman worker:
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Sexually explicit graffiti appeared on walls and posters; men grabbed their crotches and
made sexual gestures towards women. Men frequently clutched and fondled women. With
this bravado, men controlled the space on the production floor, in the cafeteria, and in the
halls. (Fink, 1998, p. 109)

While wages for urban slaughterhouse workers before the relocations averaged $30,000 a
year, in “right-to-work” states many workers were paid less than half that amount (Smith &
Mosher, 2007, p. 179). In the new and highly mechanized slaughterhouses, it became more
difficult for workers to form unions, not only because of the ethnic diversity and undocumented
status of some workers and the legal difficulties for labour, but also simply because the noisy and
fast-paced nature of the work was not conducive to communication.
Slaughterhouse firms’ cultivation of a highly vulnerable workforce brought increased
exploitation, as serious injuries accompanied the increasing pace of death and disassembly. And
while the pace of the work was oppressive and dangerous for workers, it became even more brutal
for the other animals. Take, for instance, the treatment of cows.
Many problems result from the speed of the entire operation. Large slaughterhouses can
slaughter over three thousand cows daily. The stunner is often too hurried to hit the
correct spot on the cow’s skull. Any of several possibilities can ensue. Sometimes the
cow escapes from the chute and runs wild in the plant.… Sometimes the cow is stunned
but not knocked out. In this case a dazed but conscious cow is shackled and hoisted on
the overhead rail. The frantic cow bellows and stretches in all directions while enduring
unimaginable pain. This is not a rare occurrence. Some former slaughterhouse workers
claimed that 25 percent of the cows were conscious while being shackled and hoisted at
their plants.
Stickers who meet one of these writhing cows seldom get a “good stick.” That is, the
cow’s arteries and veins are not properly cut to allow the blood to drain. Still, there is no
stopping the line, and the cow is next greeted by the head skinners, who literally skin the
cow alive.… Some leggers (those who remove the legs of a cow when it is skinned) have
reported that virtually all the cows at their facilities were conscious when the removal took
place. (Bernstein, 2004, pp. 96–97, emphasis added; see also Eisnitz, 2007)

During this period, corporations also sought even more ways to expand and increase capital accumulation—in a nation and world increasingly characterized by poverty, economic
marginality, and violence—by pressuring politicians to pursue free trade (read: investor’s
rights) agreements. In 1994, President Clinton signed into law the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), which permitted goods made mainly in US-owned factories in Mexico to
be imported tariff-free and which also opened Mexico to goods produced in the United States.
Among the unintended, but not unforeseeable, results was an increase in immigration, mainly
undocumented entry to the United States by the poorest citizens in Mexico and countries to
the South. Noam Chomsky (2010, p. 29) notes:
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It was anticipated by rational analysts that opening Mexico to a flood of highly subsidized agribusiness production would sooner or later undermine Mexican farming, and
that Mexican business would not be able to withstand competition from huge U.S. corporations that must be allowed to operate freely in Mexico under the treaty. One likely
consequence would be flight to the United States, joined by those fleeing the countries of
Central America, which had been ravaged by the Reaganite terror in the 1980s.

Flight from Central America was similarly increased by the enactment of the Central America
Free Trade Agreement of 2005, which expanded corporate and investor rights in that region.
As quality of life continued to decline for many in the United States, the public had to
be distracted from any examination of the underlying role and responsibility of the capitalist
system. Predictably, immigrants fleeing the effects of US-backed, corporate-friendly dictators
and neoliberal economic policies became convenient scapegoats. Anti-immigrant organizations
emerged around the nation, including the National Association for the Advancement of White
People, chaired by former Ku Klux Klan leader David Duke. In 1996, just three years after
NAFTA was enacted, President Clinton signed the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act (IIRIRA); the bill “substantially transformed the U.S. immigration laws
by providing harsh punishments and deportation as well as a ban for re-entry of immigrants
overstaying their visas in the United States” (Megele & Buzzi, 2011, p. 120). It required the
deportation of immigrants (including those who were married to U.S. citizens and who lived
with their families in the United States) who violated the law—even if they were arrested for
petty offences.
The federal government’s increased pursuit of undocumented workers was opportunistically
and cynically used by slaughterhouse firms. Slaughterhouse workers have long complained that
the organization formerly known as the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) was
“being used as a union-busting device to break up organizing efforts” (Human Rights Watch,
2010, p. 113). For example, in 1998, the INS initiated Operation Prime Beef, a program created
in partnership with slaughterhouse companies to give the managers “the tools they need[ed] to
insure [sic] a legal workforce” (Parenti, 2008, p. 151). At the time, Christian Parenti (ibid.) wrote:
The emphasis is on “legal,” but in reality the program is designed to ensure a steady, but
thoroughly intimidated, supply of labor. Prime Beef will give employers advance warning
about raids, which will help businessmen to incorporate INS operations into their own
local labor control agenda. The program will also empower employers to conduct their
own immigration inspections—that is, use federal law as they see fit, to intimidate who
they want when they want. (emphasis added)

Moreover, raids of Midwest slaughterhouse facilities were undertaken without consultation
with the United Food and Commercial Workers Union (UFCW), although the union informed
the INS of its organizing campaigns. This “failure to consult the union violated INS guidelines
requiring agents to make ‘a reasonable attempt’ to determine if a labor dispute (defined to
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include an organizing campaign) is underway before conducting any raids” (Human Rights
Watch, 2010, p. 113).
Anti-immigrant sentiment and repression in the nation was furthered by the September 11,
2001, attacks on the United States. The Homeland Security Act of 2002 led to the creation of the
Immigration and Customs Enforcement Agency (ICE), which took over the enforcement duties
of the INS, and the detention of alleged undocumented people rapidly increased. Work sites of
immigrants were raided more frequently, and large-scale slaughterhouse raids intensified in 2006
in Colorado, Texas, Iowa, Nebraska, Utah, and Minnesota, with arrests that increasingly separated
parents from children (Preston, 2006). Regarding such arrests, one worker noted, “Everyone knows
they are never going to arrest all of us. Who would do this shitty work for them?” (Cooper, 1997, p. 5).
Under such conditions, sexual harassment and exploitation in the slaughterhouses continued as a serious problem and immigrant women were particularly at risk. Their vulnerability
increased in 2002, when the Supreme Court ruled that the National Labor Relations Board, the
body charged with protecting employees’ rights to organize, “cannot require employers to award
back-pay to undocumented workers” (Clark, 2004, p. 4). This ruling actually encouraged the
employment of workers without documentation, since they could essentially be fired for union
activity with impunity, and provided slaughterhouse managers with a new method of retaliating
against women who sought to organize to fight sexual harassment and assault.
As US economic conditions worsened with the near-collapse of the banking sector in
2008, growing numbers of immigrants were arrested and held—sometimes indefinitely—in
ICE detention centres. Under the Obama administration, ICE became the “fastest-growing
incarceration system in the United States,” with an average of 31,000 people held every day
(Human Rights Watch, 2010, p. 3). Detention of immigrants became an increasingly profitable
enterprise as corporations, such as the Corrections Corporation of America, contracted with
ICE to build and manage prisons and detention facilities. According to a recent American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) (2007) report:
The growth in detention has resulted in often horrible conditions of confinement, such as
grossly inadequate health care, physical and sexual abuse, overcrowding, discrimination,
and racism. NGOs [non-governmental organizations] frequently receive widespread complaints from detainees and their loved ones regarding problems such as lack of access to
necessary medications for persons with chronic illnesses; shackling; use of segregation or
tasers for disciplinary purposes; inability to visit with family members and problems with
access to telephones.

The number of humans incarcerated in the United States continues to grow. Nearly 2.4
million people are behind bars and the nation now has the largest prison population in the
world—a population that is “larger than [in] nations with far more people” (Parenti, 2007, p.
108). Moreover, more than 80,000 people are kept in solitary confinement, which is known to
produce suffering, mental illness, and suicide. For the growing corrections industry, however,
incarcerated people “are just so much meat.”
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While human rights advocates are pressing for public awareness of the growing level of
incarceration in the United States and the torture-like conditions many experience, advocates for
other animals similarly work to focus public attention on the confinement and tortured existence
in CAFOs and slaughterhouses. For advocates of other animals, such work brings increasing
risks. Firms that exploit animals are now protected by a 2006 federal law, the Animal Enterprise
Terrorism Act, which labels as terrorists animal rights activists who participate in activities that
interfere with and reduce profit-taking by businesses exploiting other animals. Individual states
are pursuing “ag-gag” bills that criminalize undercover videotaping, photography, and sound
recording that reveal suffering by other animals in CAFO and slaughterhouse facilities.
The entangled oppression of humans—especially people of colour, immigrants, and
women—and other animals in contemporary slaughterhouses is part of a pattern with deep
roots in history. The exploitation of other animals both enabled and promoted European invasion of the western hemisphere, and the profitable oppression of both other animals and indigenous and enslaved peoples played a critical role in the rise and expansion of the disastrous
capitalist system. That expansion led to US war with Mexico and the expropriation of much
of that nation’s land, as well as the violence against Native Americans and the extermination
of other animals in much of the western region of North America. Much of the expropriated
land was and continues to be used for the development and expansion of profitable ranching
enterprises. Many people thus displaced from their land emigrate, only to become exploited in
another segment of the same “animal industrial complex.”
In industrial slaughterhouses, which are perhaps the most nightmarish manifestation of
the capitalist system, one commodity—the labour power of devalued people—is used to kill
and convert other animals into other commodities that are foisted on the public as food. The
exploitation of immigrants and the fostering of racism and xenophobia in the early twentieth
century were not only profitable, but also served to blunt effective challenges to the capitalist
system. Moreover, the slaughter of humans and other animals in warfare has been pursued
both to protect US hegemony and the capitalist system and to promote ongoing accumulation
of capital. While conditions improved for some slaughterhouse workers in the mid-twentieth
century, the historical pattern of entangled oppression re-emerged and intensified by century’s
end. The slaughterhouse industry reorganized to cut costs, a strategy that included efforts to
undermine the effectiveness of labour unions in ameliorating worker exploitation. The contemporary scapegoating of immigrants in the United States furthers their profitable exploitation,
and now incarceration. The confinement and terrible treatment of other animals in CAFOs is
paralleled by growing numbers of immigrants being detained, many indefinitely, in private,
for-profit prisons characterized by violence and brutality that mirrors the horrors of the slaughterhouse. Like the horrific confinement of more than 10 billion “farm animals” in the United
States alone, the growing exploitation and confinement of immigrants is a natural outgrowth
of twenty-first-century capitalism.
The continued vulnerability of immigrants in slaughterhouses and their continued use as
scapegoats is made possible by a national economic crisis brought on by neoliberalist economic
policies. “Free trade” agreements that forced migration from Mexico and Central America,
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continual tax cuts for the affluent, the destructive economic practices of Wall Street firms and
big banks, and the government’s endless and costly campaign against “foreign terrorists” are
a recipe for entangled oppression. The masses of people in the United States—those harmed
by such policies—have little political or economic power, and their views of other animals,
food, immigrants, and war are engineered by powerful elites and their agents. As a result, they
accept, if not support, the ongoing systemic oppression. The historical trajectory of entangled
oppression of humans and other animals is therefore strong and ever-intensifying in the twenty-first century, as the destructive evolution of the capitalist system continues. At the time of
this writing, the divide-and-conquer strategy used to factionalize workers and the general public
has entered a new stage, as elites cultivate resentment of unionized public sector workers in an
attempt to eliminate those remaining unions capable of interfering with unchecked capitalism,
draconian public policies, and plutocratic control.
Many organizations that ostensibly advocate for other animals take the position that
other animals must be accorded the same rights and level of compassion accorded to humans.
However, so long as the quest for private wealth accumulation continues to be the highest priority of societal and governmental affairs, basic respect and compassion for either humans or
other animals will remain unattainable.

Notes
1 Words and expressions that are disparaging to devalued groups (such as “cattle”) and euphemisms that tend
to disguise the reality of oppression (such as “meat,” which disguises the reality that other animals’ dead
bodies are used for food) are placed in quotation marks. If such language is used in quoted material, the
devaluative terms are placed in italics. While this may make the text somewhat awkward at times, it is much
preferable to using smoother language that implicitly supports oppressive arrangements.
2	Right-to-work states are those that, as a result of provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act that authorizes such
state laws, are permitted to undermine the power of labour unions and organizing efforts by making it
optional for workers in a unionized workplace to join the union or support it financially, even though the
union must provide them with representation.
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The War on Compassion1
Carol J. Adams

In our lifetime, what was not supposed to happen “ever again”—genocide—has instead hap-

pened again and again. As Samantha Power shows in “A Problem from Hell”: America and the Age
of Genocide (2002), her study of genocide in the twentieth century, the perception of genocide
is all in the framing. Governments acting against a minority want the violence to be perceived
as civil war or tribal strife, as quelling unrest and restoring order, as a private matter that does
not spill over into the international community. Other governments weigh their own national
interests against the needs of those being killed.
After watching the movie Hotel Rwanda and as I began reading “A Problem from Hell,”
among the many disturbing questions that surfaced for me, besides the obvious one—how could
we have let this happen?—was the question, how can we get people to care about animals when
they do not even care when people are being killed?
But as this question came to mind, I realized that it was the wrong one because it accepts
a hierarchy of caring that assumes that people first have to care about other people before they
care about animals and that these caring acts are hostile to each other. In fact, violence against
people and violence against animals are interdependent. Caring about both is required.
While I could not read about genocide without thinking about the other animals and what
humans do to them, I am sophisticated enough to know that this thought is experienced as an
offence to victims of genocide. However, I am motivated enough to want to ask more about the
associations I was thinking about and sensing, because the definitions of human and animal
exist in tandem, each drawing its power from the other in a drama of circumscribing: the animal
defining the human, the human defining the animal. As long as the definitions exist through
negation (human is this, animal is not this, human is not that, animal is that—although what
is defined as human or animal changes), the inscription of human on something, or the movement to be seen as human (for example, feminism is the radical notion that women are human),
assumes that there is something fixed about humanness that “humans” possess and, importantly,
that animals do not possess. Without animals showing us otherwise, how do we know ourselves
to be human? Despite all of the efforts to demarcate the human, the word animal encompasses
human beings. We are human animals; they, those we view as not-us, are non-human animals.
Discrimination based on colour of skin that occurs against those above the human-animal
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boundary is called racism; when it becomes unspeakably murderous, it is called genocide.
Discrimination by humans that occurs against those below the human-animal boundary is
called speciesism; when it becomes murderous, it is called meat eating and hunting, among other
things. The latter is normalized violence. Is it possible that speciesism subsumes racism and
genocide in the same way that the word animal includes humans? Is there not much to learn
from the way normalized violence disowns compassion?
When the first response to animal advocacy is, how can we care about animals when
humans are suffering? we encounter an argument that is self-enclosing: It re-erects the species
barrier and places a boundary on compassion, while enforcing a conservative economy of compassion, and it splits caring at the human-animal border, presuming that there is not enough
to go around. Ironically, it plays into the construction of the world that enables genocide by
perpetuating the idea that what happens to human animals is unrelated to what happens to
non-human animals. It also fosters a fallacy: that is, that caring actually works this way.
Many of the arguments that separate caring into deserving/undeserving or now/later or
first those like us/then those unlike us constitute a politics of the dismissive. Being dismissive
is inattention with an alibi. It asserts that “this does not require my attention,” or “this offends
my sensibility” (that is, “we are so different from animals, how can you introduce them into the
discussion?”). Genocide itself benefits from the politics of the dismissive.
The difficulty we face when trying to awaken our culture to care about the suffering of a
group that is not acknowledged as experiencing suffering that matters is the same one that a
meditation such as this faces: How do we make those whose suffering does not matter, matter?

False Mass Terms
We are all fated to die. We share this fate with animals, but the finitude of domesticated animals is
determined by us, by human beings. We know when they will die because we demand it. Their fate,
to be eaten when dead, is the filter through which we experience their becoming “terminal animals.”
The most efficient way to ensure that humans do not care about the lives of animals is to
transform non-human subjects into non-human objects. This is what I have called the “structure
of the absent referent” (Adams, 2010, p. 51). Behind every meal of meat is an absence: the death
of the non-human animal whose place the meat takes. The absent referent is that which separates
the meat eater from the other animal and that animal from the end product. Humans do not
regard meat eating as contact with another animal because it has been renamed as contact with
food. Who is suffering? No one.
In our culture, meat functions as a mass term (Quine, 1960, p. 99; Adams, 1994, p. 27),
defining entire species of non-humans. Mass terms refer to things like water or colours; no matter
how much of it there is or what type of container it is in, water is still water. A bucket of water
can be added to a pool of water without changing it. Objects referred to by mass terms have no
individuality, no uniqueness, no specificity, no particularity. When humans turn a non-human
into “meat,” someone who has a very particular, situated life, a unique being, is converted into
something that has no individuality, no uniqueness, no specificity. When five pounds of meatballs
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are added to a plate of meatballs, it is more of the same thing; nothing is changed. But taking a
living cow, then killing and butchering that cow, and, finally, grinding up her flesh does not add
a mass term to a mass term and result in more of the same. It destroys an individual.
What is on the plate in front of us is not devoid of specificity. It is the dead flesh of what
was once a living, feeling being. The crucial point here is that humans transform a unique being,
and therefore not the appropriate referent of a mass term, into something that is the appropriate
referent of a mass term.
False mass terms function as shorthand. They are not like us. Our compassion need not go
there—to their situation, their experience—or, if it does, it may be diluted. Their “massification”
allows our release from empathy. We cannot imagine ourselves in a situation where our “I-ness”
counts for nothing. We cannot imagine the “not-I” of life as a mass term.
To kill a large number of people efficiently, the killers succeed when they have made the
people they are targeting into a mass term. Philip Gourevitch (1998), writing of the genocide
in Rwanda, explains: “What distinguishes genocide from murder, and even from acts of political murder that claim as many victims, is the intent. The crime is wanting to make a people
extinct. The idea is the crime. No wonder it’s so difficult to picture. To do so you must accept
the principle of the exterminator, and see not people, but a people” (p. 202).
Gourevitch says that “the idea is the crime.” The victims are seen by their oppressors as a
mass term: “not people, but a people.” When a group is regarded as a people, not as being composed of individual people, certain conventions of thought and stereotypes take over. The claim
is made that the people can be defined as a group, through racial, ethnic, or species characteristics: in Germany in the 1930s and 1940s, what Jews are like and what Jews do; in Rwanda in
the 1950s and forward, what Tutsis are like and what Tutsis do. These characteristics heighten
the idea of their existence as being a threat to others or as being dirty. The false characteristics
then become fixed through their existence as a metaphor.
The presumptions and mistakes of racial biology reiterate similar presumptions and mistakes in “species” biology. Humans think they can know “cows” or “birds” and use adjectives
drawn from this assumption: cowlike, birdbrain. Susanne Kappeler (1995) observes that
Western theories of racism attained proper “scientific” status in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in the guise of medicine, psychiatry, eugenics, anthropology, demography,
and so forth. They stand in direct continuity with the theories that categorize non-human animals in species, and living beings into humans, animals, and plants—categories
modeled on the paradigms of the natural sciences. These included attempts to established
classifications of “kinds” of people based on “typical” data—be it measurements of bodies
and body parts, genetic data, or behavioral features. (p. 327)

One explanation for the appalling indifference to mass killings of those of us who live in the
United States and Great Britain is that we, like their oppressors, may see the targeted victims as
a mass term. When people are not experienced in their individuality, their deaths may not feel
immediate. During the genocide in Rwanda, one American officer explained the calculations
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they were doing: “one American casualty is worth about 85,000 Rwandan dead” (quoted in
Power, 2002, p. 381).
The “massification” of beings permits the dilution, the diminution of our attention. The
more they are defined as a mass term, the less concern they need provoke. It is like an hourglass:
the sands of our compassion drain into the bottom. How do we flip the hourglass? How do we
revive or awaken compassion?
Mass terms are linked to subjects being diminished. In their diminishment, as I pointed out
in The Sexual Politics of Meat (2000), all that is left for them is to become metaphors for others.
According to Robert Pogue Harrison in The Dominion of the Dead (2005), what we do with
our dead is what supposedly demarcates us as humans. We bury them. The dead influence us
through the laws they bequeath to us, and the cultural and physical institutions we inherit from
them. Everywhere we turn, we experience “the foundational authority of the predecessor” (p. ix).
For the moment, I will not argue with Harrison’s presumption that humans are necrocratic and
non-humans are not (although, for example, elephants’ grieving processes are elaborate.) But,
after genocides or fratricides such as the Civil War, the survivors dig up the bodies buried in
mass graves, as in Rwanda or Gettysburg, and try to reassert through separate burials each one’s
individuality against the annihilation of the mass term. We cannot undo the act of genocide—the
dead are dead—but we can undo part of the idea that allows genocide, the use of mass terms, by
asserting the individual and maintaining our ties to the dead as individuals.
And this is a basic difference; meat eaters bury animals in their own bodies. When non-human living beings are converted conceptually into false mass terms to enable their conversion into
products, we come to believe that their deaths do not matter to themselves. Animals are killed
because they are false mass terms, but they die as individuals—as a cow, not as beef; as a pig, not as
pork. Each suffers his or her own death, and this death matters a great deal to the one who is dying.

Treated Like Animals
In the face of the knowledge that genocide has happened in our lifetime, not only once, but
repeatedly, and that countries such as the United States and institutions such as the United
Nations failed to respond—with Rwanda, the United States was reduced to parsing the difference between “acts of genocide” and genocide—the questions arise: Why didn’t we respond?
Why didn’t we care?
Several forms of explanation have been offered, which Power details in “A Problem from
Hell” (2002). One important reason, Power notes, for people’s apparent indifference, especially
during the Holocaust, is disbelief: “The notion of getting attacked for being (rather than for
doing) was too discomfiting and too foreign to process readily” (p. 36).
Animals are killed daily for being rather than for doing; they may be killed because they are
“just animals.” Humans are not supposed to be killed because they are “a people.” Moreover, it is
humans who do the “doing” to animals. Human beings may be killed for doing (doing wrong,
presumably, but not for doing wrong to animals). When humans are killed for being rather than
for doing, the “beingness” attributed to them is often animal-like.
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Many favourable descriptions of human beings emphasize doing rather than being. Humans
use their intelligence; non-humans are instinctive. Humans love; non-humans mate. Humans
cultivate friendships; non-humans exhibit “affiliative behaviour.” Humans are humane, cultivated, and refined; non-humans are beasts and brutal (Dunayer, 2001). When someone says,
“I was treated like an animal,” he or she means, “I was treated as though I had no feelings, as
though I was not alive.” We have created institutions that reinforce the contention that animals
are, not that animals do. Karen Davis (2005) observes that “seeing animals in industrialized settings such as factory farms encourages the view that animals are inherently passive objects whose
only role in life is to serve the human enterprise” (p. 31). When someone says, “I was treated like
an animal,” he or she means, “I was reduced to literal existence. I could not do; I was done to.”
How are people made less human? Two of the most predictable ways are to define them as
false mass terms and to view them as animals. Acts of violence that include animalizing language
transform people into false mass terms, since animals already exist in that linguistic no man’s land
of lacking a recognizable individuality. When someone says, “I was treated like an animal,” he or she
means, “I was treated as though I were not an individual.” Conditions for violence flourish when the
world is structured hierarchically, in a false Darwinian progression that places humans at the top:
Humans
Subhumans
Animals
Insects
“Material” nature: Earth, “dirt”
The farther down the great chain of being a creature is placed, the lower the barriers to violence.
When someone says, “I was treated like an animal,” he or she means, “I was made vulnerable to
violence by being moved down the species ladder.” This is reflected in the epigraph to the first
book of Art Spiegelman’s Maus: A Survivor’s Tale (1986), which is a quote from Adolf Hitler:
“The Jews are undoubtedly a race, but they are not human” (quoted in De Angelis, 2005). Leo
Kuper writes in Genocide (1983): “The animal world has been a particularly fertile source of
metaphors of dehumanization … [People designated as animals] have often been hunted down
like animals” (p. 88). Or exterminated like insects.
When a group is deemed not human, oppressors have several options for establishing just
what they see the group members as, for the hierarchy that places humans at the top is more
complicated than the one I presented earlier:
Humans
Subhumans
The devil2
Primates other than humans
Mammals other than primates
Predators
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		 Top carnivores3
		Carnivores
Prey (herbivores; four-legged, two-legged)
“Vermin” (rats, mice)
	Reptiles (snakes)
Insects (“pests”)
Spiders
Cockroaches
Ants
“Material” nature: Earth, “dirt”
Using propaganda campaigns, genocidal governments reinforce the idea of being, rather
than of doing: Hitler considered the Jews to be subhuman and vermin; the Hutus in control in
Rwanda regarded the Tutsis as cockroaches (inyenzi) or the devil. When genocidal governments
rename humans as animals, they reinforce the ladder of human superiority by pushing some
people off it. So when someone says, “I was treated like an animal,” he or she is standing on the
human ladder and looking down at those who have never been on the top rung.

The Original Oppression
Human society takes from the oppression of animals its structures and treatment of people.
Although we often fail to see the literal origins of human institutions, as Keith Thomas (1983)
and Jim Mason (1997), among others, established decades ago, all forms of oppression can be
traced to the treatment of animals by humans. Domestication became the pattern for social
subordination, and predation, the pattern for killing and extermination.
It is the nature of the burnt offering (the literal meaning of the word holocaust) of animals
to disappear—whether consumed by fire or by human beings. The literal disappeared, but it
became the form and function of an unequal human society’s treatment of people.
When Theodor Adorno states, “Auschwitz begins wherever someone looks at a slaughterhouse and thinks: they’re only animals” (quoted in Patterson, 2002, p. 53), he is saying that the
structure of human inequality begins in the abattoir. But some claim that there is a difference:
domesticated/enslaved animals have been brought into existence by humans and have life so
humans can take it, whereas people threatened by genocide already exist, and the genocidal
impulse is to completely eliminate them. Non-existence for human beings is their elimination
as a specific group, ethnicity, or race; non-existence for animals, according to this reasoning,
is never being born in the first place. But the genocidal impulse, when considered, helps us see
that this distinction is a fallacy. It assumes that speciesism is not an aspect of genocide and that
racism is not a form of speciesism.
At least one writer believes that “the breeding of animals first produced the concepts of ‘race’
and of ‘pure blood’” (Jean-Pierre Digard, quoted in Sax, 2000, p. 83). Speciesism has always
been a tool of colonialism, creating a hierarchy of skin colour and group characteristics. Kappeler
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(1995) observes that politics is zoology by another name: “The very point of categorization is to
create discriminating identities, ‘types’ of people allegedly sharing the same (typical) feature(s),
thus to justify their social and political roles … and invalidate their rights as individuals” (p. 330).
The category “human being” is stratified:
Race continuum
Whites
Non-whites

“Evolutionary” continuum
Civilized
“Beastlike” (peasants, farm workers)
Primitive (pretechnological, indigenous, aboriginal)
Hunters and herders
Gatherers and farmers

European colonizers evaluated indigenous peoples according to their relationship with
animals and the land. They assumed that those who controlled and killed animals were more
advanced than those who tilled fields. One of the demarcations of the evolutionary status of
a culture was if it was dependent on animal protein. Thus a hierarchy descends from Western
meat eaters to pretechnological hunters to gatherers.
Consider how the Belgians imposed a hierarchy in Rwanda. Gourevitch (1998) notes that
whether or not Hutus and Tutsis were descended from different peoples, they “spoke the same
language, followed the same religion, intermarried and lived intermingled, without territorial
distinctions, on the same hills, sharing the same social and political culture in small chiefdoms”
(pp. 47–48). But still there was a distinction. Tutsis were herders, and Hutus were cultivators:
“This was the original inequality: cattle are a more valuable asset than produce, and although
some Hutus owned cows while some Tutsis tilled the soil, the word Tutsi became synonymous
with a political and economic elite” (p. 48).
Racism recapitulates speciesism. The category “human being” is stratified by speciesism; the
hierarchy imposed by colonialism mirrors that of humans over non-humans:
Race continuum
Whites (civilized)
Primitive (pretechnological,
indigenous, aboriginal, and
targets of genocide)

Species continuum
Humans/top carnivores imagery
Primates other than humans

Mammals
Herbivores
Gatherers and farmers
“Vermin”
Reptiles
Insects
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The race continuum not only recapitulates the species continuum, but draws its strength in
categorization from it.
Immigrants are also regarded, derogatorily, as animals. In an analysis of language used to
discuss Latinos in newspapers, animal metaphors were found to be the predominant imagery.
Researchers found metaphors of immigrants as animals that were lured, pitted, or baited; animals that can be attacked and hunted; animals that can be eaten; pack animals; and rabbits,
needing to be ferreted out (Santa Ana, 2002, p. 82–94). For example, American citizens give
birth, but immigrants “drop their babies.” Santa Ana writes, “The ontology of IMMIGRANT
AS ANIMAL can be stated concisely: Immigrants correspond to citizens as animals correspond
to humans” (p. 86). Thus another hierarchy can be posed:
Human
Member of human society
Citizen

Not human
Outsider or other
Immigrant

According to Kappeler (1995),
Classification is neither neutral, being put to political use only “thereafter,” nor is it objective: it is itself an act of social and political discrimination and thus the expression of the
subjectivity of power. What is said to be a quality of the object is in fact a difference construed in relation to an implicit norm constituted in the classifying subject. Racism and
sexism as political practices construct another race and another sex, a race of “others” and
a sex of “others.” (p. 338)

The concept of “other” requires a normative someone or someones who are not other; who are
the measure by which otherness is established; to whom otherness might move closer or farther
away, but who do not themselves depart from the normative nature of their beingness. This
“otherness” ratifies the primacy of those against whom otherness is defined.
Activist and scholar Karen Davis (2005) reminds us that in a chicken’s experience, the
human hand is the cruelest thing she will know (p. 47). With Davis’s insight in mind, consider
this formative conversation in the history of genocide in the twentieth century. When Raphael
Lemkin, who coined the word genocide, was studying linguistics he asked his professor why
Mehmed Talaat, the person responsible for “the killing by firing squad, bayoneting, bludgeoning, and starvation of nearly 1 million Armenians” (Power, 2002, p. 1) was not prosecuted for
what he had done. The professor told Lemkin there was no law under which Talaat could be
arrested. The professor explained, “‘Consider the case of a farmer who owns a flock of chickens,’
he said, ‘He kills them and this is his business. If you interfere, you are trespassing’” (Power,
2002, p. 17). Perhaps one reason we did not respond to the genocides of the twentieth century
is that we had learned to tolerate a hierarchical world in which killing is accepted.
I recently heard from a feminist animal rights scholar, who wrote:
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I live six miles up the road from one of the largest slaughterhouses in the nation. Nobody
in this little town blinks an eye as each day semi-trailer after semi-trailer crammed full
of living entities streams down Main Street carrying cows to their brutal executions. Got
behind one of these horrors the other day. The stench was overpowering, but what really
got me was the bumper sticker: EAT BEEF: The West Wasn’t Won on Salad.

The triumphalism of such contemporary declarations should remind us that when anxiety
asserts itself about the place of animals in our hierarchical world, it is never asserting itself only
about animals.

Why Don’t We Care?
Jacques Derrida’s “The Animal That Therefore I Am” (2002) identifies the most egregious
actions humans have taken against other animals (including subsuming them all under the
category “animal”): “Everybody knows what terrifying and intolerable pictures a realist painting could give to the industrial, mechanical, chemical, hormonal, and genetic violence to
which man has been submitting animal life for the past two centuries” (p. 395). He assumes
that such a description may be “pathetic”—that is, it will evoke sympathy. Derrida argues that
for the past few centuries, we have waged a campaign against compassion that allows factory
farms and other horrors to continue. He calls it the “war on pity.” Such a campaign instantiates
objectification: both the objectification of the animals who become mass terms and the objectification of feelings, so they fail to be heeded in making decisions about the fate of terminal
animals. If genocide requires the turning of humans into animals, the war on pity provides
the institutional framework for not caring about what happens to someone labelled “animal.”
Derrida (2002) says that
no one can deny the unprecedented proportions of this subjection of the animal.… No one
can deny seriously, or for very long, that men do all they can in order to dissimulate this
cruelty or to hide it from themselves, in order to organize on a global scale the forgetting or
misunderstanding of this violence that some would compare to the worst cases of genocide
(there are also animal genocides: the number of species endangered because of man takes
one’s breath away). (p. 394)

There, even he says it: what is happening to animals some “would compare to the worse cases
of genocide.” He adds,
One should neither abuse the figure of genocide nor consider it explained away. For it gets
more complicated here: the annihilation of certain species is indeed in process, but it is
occurring through the organization and exploitation of an artificial, infernal, virtually
interminable survival, in conditions that previous generations would have judged monstrous, outside of every supposed norm of a life proper to animals that are thus exterminated by means of their continued existence or even their overpopulation. (p. 394)
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Samantha Power (2002) offers several explanations to begin the discussion of why apathy
prevails over caring: we lack the imagination needed to reckon with evil, and it is difficult even
to imagine evil. It is assumed that people act rationally. American policy-makers discovered
that “rational people” can be gratuitously violent (with Derrida, I might add, such a discovery
was made by animal activists centuries ago). The failure to protest is interpreted as indifference,
and those who do care do not have the political strength to change policy. The killing is reinterpreted, deflecting attention from the culprits. The national interest, or so it is thought, prevents
intervention. Being attacked for being rather than doing seems unbelievable.
But now we can add to Power’s list. The ability to objectify feelings so they are placed
outside the political realm is another reason people have not cared. Submission to authority
requires such objectification, indeed, rewards it. Not only do people learn that feelings do not
matter, but even the awareness of feelings is lost within the objectifying mindset. As a result,
people may become afraid to care, as caring requires that they have the courage to break from
the normalizing ideological screen that has posited that “it’s okay if it’s an x, but not a y.”
The war on compassion has resulted in a desire to move away from many feelings, especially
uncomfortable ones. As a result, fear, which is an understandable response to a new experience—say, encountering a snake or a spider—becomes the justification for killing a snake or
a spider. If feelings were not objectified, we might have developed the ability to interact with
the fear, to respect it and the beings who are causing it, rather than trying to destroy both the
feeling and the being.
The war on compassion has caused many people to think that it is futile to care. They are
unable, imaginatively, to see how their caring will change anything. They experience a passivity
inculcated by current political situations, as well as by the media. They lack the imagination
not to believe that something terrible might be done, but that the something terrible that is
happening can be undone.
The war on compassion, further, has caused people to fear that beginning to care about what
happens to animals will destroy them because the knowledge is so overwhelming. They prefer
not to care rather than to face the fragility, at the least, or the annihilation of the caring self, at
the most extreme, that they suspect arises from caring. But caring does not make people more
fragile or annihilate them. In fact, through caring, individuals not only acquire new experiences
and skills that accompany these experiences, but also discover that they are part of a network
that can sustain them even when caring evolves into grief for what is happening.
Finally, the war on compassion has caused people to believe that they have to help humans
first. As long as we treat animals as animals, as long as we accept that there is the category “animals,” both the treatment and the concept will legitimize the treatment of humans like animals.
Derrida (2002) hypothesized that the “war on pity” was passing through a critical phase. It may
have begun when animal activists proclaimed that “if it’s not okay for a y, it’s not okay for an x,”
and in that proclamation began the process of overcoming the divisions between not only the
x’s (animals) and the y’s (humans), but also compassion and the political realm.
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Notes
1 This chapter was first presented as the Paul O’Neill Lecture at Transylvania University in Lexington,
Kentucky, in May 2005, and was first published in 2007 by Columbia University Press in The Feminist
Care Tradition in Animal Ethics: A Reader, edited by Josephine Donovan and Carol J. Adams.
2 The devil (a human-animal being) walks upright and has the facial characteristics of a human, but has
horns, hoofs, and a tail.
3 The top carnivores are those that eat carnivores—for example, birds of prey, tigers, and white sharks.
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The Animal of Bad Faith:
Speciesism as an Existential Project
John Sanbonmatsu

It is one of the great unacknowledged paradoxes of our time that even as the ethical and pruden-

tial case for the abolition of human domination of other beings goes from strength to strength,
gaining in philosophical sophistication and moral urgency, our species’ omnicidal war against
those other beings is speeding up and even accelerating, not slowing down. The facts themselves
are not in dispute: imprisoning thousands of millions of sentient beings in wretched conditions
turns out to be not only a moral abomination, but also ecologically ruinous to the planet, dangerous to public health, and a growing threat to human food security. Animal agriculture destroys
local habitats, pollutes water supplies, degrades the soil, leads to the razing of whole rainforests,
and introduces virulent pathogens to the human population. Studies suggest that unless the
world’s human population shifts very soon to a vegetarian or mostly vegetarian diet, billions
of human beings will starve or go hungry in the coming decades (Jägerskog & Jønch Clausen,
2012). Meanwhile, as the second biggest source of global greenhouse gas emissions, animal agriculture is one of the chief factors in the destabilization of our planet’s atmosphere.
Notwithstanding these and other facts, the number of animals killed for human consumption, more than 100 billion per year (a figure that does not include hundreds of millions
of others killed each year by automobiles, in scientific laboratories, or in the course of “sport”
hunting and fishing, nor those perishing from the systemic pathologies of unchecked capitalism,
including the “collateral damage” of habitat encroachment and destruction, pollution, erosion
of the ozone layer, climate change, and so on), is increasing. Why, in spite of all the facts, and
in the face of strikingly better philosophical arguments, does the system of speciesism seem as
entrenched as ever? Why, almost 40 years in the wake of Peter Singer’s Animal Liberation, a
century after Henry Salt’s Animals’ Rights, and, indeed, more than 1,800 years after Plutarch’s
ethical critique of meat eating, are the vast majority of human beings either unaware of the
abolitionist critique or openly hostile to it?
If the animal advocacy movement does not have a good answer to these questions, and I
do not believe that it does, it may in part be because neither of its existing models of critique—
broadly, the liberal and radical—is able to account for the obscure psychological reservoirs that
continue to sustain speciesism with its irresistible power and authority. Both neglect, as it were,
the suprarational nature of speciesism—its grounding in psychological attachments so deeply
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embedded in the quotidian structures of human life as to constitute existential commitments. In
the liberal view, common to animal welfare discourse and derived from a rationalist conception
of mind, speciesism is depicted as a problem of the mistaken ideas or beliefs that individuals
hold. As in liberal understandings of other forms of oppression, such as patriarchy, racism, and
homophobia, speciesism too is seen as a problem of “ignorance” or “prejudice”—as an idea best
combated through the proliferation of other better ideas. However, were speciesism indeed a
set of mistaken opinions, mere ignorance, it could then be overcome by disseminating the right
information. All we would have to do is expose people to better arguments and new facts. In fact,
though, as every animal activist knows, the meat-eater does not arrive on the scene as a tabula
rasa, an empty vessel ready for the introduction of better, more credible forms of informational
content. Rather, he springs from the system of speciesism as though from Zeus’s head, fully
formed and armed to the teeth with a glittering array of psychological mechanisms, the latter
whetted against his appetites to defend him against the necessity of every inconvenient truth.
While such defences may assume the form of a prejudice, what the liberal model cannot account
for is the sheer obstinacy of the prejudice. The question, then, is not why people remain ignorant
of the facts, but rather why they choose to cling to prejudicial and irrational beliefs and attitudes
in the face of alternative beliefs that are logically and morally superior.
In contrast to liberals, feminist and Marxist critics depict speciesism as the reflection of
underlying social structures and institutions of power and inequality in human society, particularly relations of economic or sexual exploitation.1 The radical critique of speciesism thus focuses
not on individual attitudes and beliefs, but on structures of power and inequality in society.
While superior to the liberal position, this model too remains incomplete. On the one hand,
social elites do profit inordinately from animal exploitation, terror, and violence. Capitalism
drives the exploitation of animals in myriad ways, from financial speculation in hog futures
to the mass marketing of animal products and the genetic engineering of “pharm” animals.
Feminists meanwhile are right to maintain that speciesism is co-constitutive of patriarchy,
expressing and reinforcing its relations of sexual domination and subordination. Nonetheless,
like its liberal counterpart, the radical model fails to offer a convincing explanation for the sheer
persistence and ubiquity of speciesism. In theory, societal-wide beliefs about animals simply
coincide with the interests of a ruling class—whether capitalists or (white) men or both. If
subordinate or oppressed social groups happen to identify with speciesist values, it follows, that
fact only speaks to the hegemonic power of ruling elites, whose interests and worldview come
to define reality for everyone else. But this is not an adequate explanation. If speciesism, as an
idea and a set of practices, is merely the expression of the interests of a dominant class, then why
does it enjoy virtually universal appeal across class, racial, national, cultural, and gender divides?
It is not just elites who participate in, profit from, and, indeed, often take pleasure from, the
speciesist system—it is virtually all human beings in all walks of life and social positions, rich
and poor, men and women, First Worlders and indigenous tribes. Such facts, coupled with the
unremitting hostility of the political Left to animal liberation,2 suggest that speciesism is not
merely a reflection of our own intraspecies social conflicts and hierarchies, but an expression
of an extraspecies animus and will to power in its own right. Missing from the radical model
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is a recognition that we humans beings qua human beings constitute a dominant or ruling
class in ourselves, even a self-conscious class, insofar as most of us are aware of, and “proud”
of, our differences from and power over the other “lesser” beings. While speciesism is partly
grounded in other social formations, this is to say, it also enjoys substantial autonomy as a mode
of production in its own right. By “mode of production,” I mean a way of producing human
life in which the bodies and minds of other beings are treated as objects for human appropriation, exploitation, and extermination. For in whatever form it has taken through the centuries,
whether ancient tribalism, Soviet Communism, or post-Fordist capitalism, speciesism—or the
total organization of material and symbolic human life around the domination and mass killing
of other sensitive beings—has throughout history served as the “primordial” substructure or
organizing principle of the human project, the determining episteme and habitus of every human
culture, economy, and society.
So deeply has speciesism penetrated human consciousness that, without exaggeration, we
can say that it constitutes one of the few truly fundamental existential structures of human life.
By “existential,” I mean three things: First, that speciesism comprises a total stance toward life,
a total project forming the ontological ground of human identity and purpose. Second, that, far
from being something given to us by nature, still less something imposed on us by social elites,
speciesism is something we ourselves freely choose. We could choose to affirm a new relation
with the other animals, based on an ethics of care, non-violence, and compassion. Instead, we
choose the opposite, affirming a way of being human that entails perpetual brutality and mass
violence. We choose speciesism, so to say, and so choose ourselves—but for the worse. Yet it is
characteristic of speciesism as a psychological structure that we should affirm it while denying
that we are doing so. That is, we tell ourselves we have “no choice” but to go on hurting and
killing the other beings. And this is the third sense in which speciesism operates as an existential structure, as a universal form of what the French philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre called “bad
faith,” by which he meant a mode of self-deception in which we suppress our own conditions
of possibility or self-transcendence as free beings. Understanding speciesism as an existential
project in these three senses—as a total stance toward life, as a choice of self and other, and as
the basis of a civilizational bad faith—is crucial if we are to understand why the cause of animal
liberation seems to be advancing so slowly, if it can be said to be advancing at all.

Speciesism as Bad Faith
In Anti-Semite and Jew, published in 1946, Sartre set out to explain why such an irrational ideology as anti-Semitism should continue to thrive in France and elsewhere even after the Nazis’
attempted extermination of European Jewry. Sartre began by observing that anti-Semitism
is not merely a belief or opinion, but a “passion” or “project” through which the anti-Semite
makes “a free and total choice” of him- or herself. To choose to hate Jews is to adopt a particular
stance toward the world—“a comprehensive attitude … not only toward Jews but toward men
in general, toward history and society” (Sartre, 1995, p. 17). Anti-Semitism serves in this way
as an ontologically stabilizing force for the anti-Semite, a fulcrum around which she organizes
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or mediates her relationship to an otherwise chaotic and threatening world. Without the figure
of the Jew, the anti-Semite is nothing, for it is only “vis-à-vis the Jew and the Jew alone,” Sartre
writes, “that the anti-Semite realizes he has rights.” Even if, “by some miracle, all the Jews
were exterminated as he wishes, he would find himself nothing but a concierge or a shopkeeper
in a strongly hierarchical society in which the quality of ‘true Frenchman’ would be at a low
valuation, because everyone would possess it” (Sartre, 1995, p. 28). If the Jew did not exist, the
anti-Semite would have to invent him.
While Anti-Semite and Jew is today a largely forgotten work, with Sartre himself reduced
to a historical footnote in contemporary social theory and philosophy, Sartre’s existentialist
critique of anti-Semitism as a form of bad faith can provide us with key insights into the nature
of speciesism as a way of life. In anti-Semitism, it is negation of “the Jew” that serves as the basis
of the anti-Semite’s positive self-valuation, while in speciesism, it is hatred and negation of “the
animal” as such. Simply by virtue of my belonging to a particular category of beings—Homo
sapiens—an inherent value is bestowed upon me, one that, because it always precedes me, I
need have done nothing to earn. (“There is nothing I have to do to merit my superiority,” Sartre
observes of anti-Semitism, “and neither can I lose it. It is given once and for all. It is a thing”
[Sartre, 1995, p. 20].) Like anti-Semitism, speciesism too is less an assemblage of particular
“opinions” about non-human beings than it is a “comprehensive attitude” to the world, one
arising from a “free and total choice of oneself.” As free beings, we could choose a way of life
that does not require us to dominate and exterminate the other beings. The fact that we do not,
however—that, instead, we continue affirming a way of life that is not only immoral but inimical to our own long-term survival and well-being—suggests that, like anti-Semitism, speciesism
is as much an existential as a political question.
Broadly, existentialism emphasizes our responsibility as human beings to define the meaning and purpose of our existence, without recourse to received “truths” concerning human
nature or fate. A common theme among most existentialist thinkers is therefore the problem
of freedom, and in particular the challenges we face in coming to terms with that freedom.
Because human existence is a work in progress, a becoming, we are never fully “what we are,”
since we are always leapfrogging over our identity in time. Consequently, I am always free to
adopt different attitudes toward my transcendent nature. Indeed, my freedom might be said
to consist just in this transcendence, that is, in the exercise of my capacity to choose myself.
Existentialists are hence concerned in part with the psychology of choice, and in particular
with the ways that self-deception can compromise the individual’s truthful encounter with self,
world, and others. Sartre’s contribution to this tradition, in this regard, was to note that part
of my freedom consists in my ability to “refuse” my freedom, by pretending that I am choosing
when I am not, and that I am not choosing when in fact I am. Sartre’s term for this behaviour,
in which I essentially deceive myself in order to avoid responsibility for my own choices, was
mauvaise foi or “bad faith.”
Ordinarily, when we accuse such and such a person of “acting in bad faith,” we mean that
he or she has acted duplicitously toward some other person. A person who makes a promise
without intending to keep it is said to have acted in bad faith. However, in Sartre’s usage, bad
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faith is a peculiar kind of lie, because it is a lie told to oneself. We engage in bad faith when
we either hide some “displeasing truth” from ourselves or, alternately, embrace some “pleasing
untruth” because we prefer it to a truth we fear (Sartre, 1993, p. 150). But how can the self be
both the deceiver and the deceived? In fact, whether I know the truth and suppress it, or merely
suspect the truth and try to hide it from myself, I can never fully obscure the truth from my
own consciousness. Somewhere “deep down,” I recognize myself as being in flight from the
truth. A classic example of bad faith can be seen in Aesop’s fable of the fox and the grapes. After
leaping at the grapes and finding them out of reach, the fox walks away muttering to himself
that he didn’t want the grapes anyway, because they were bitter. Rather than face his own
physical limitations in reaching the grapes, in other words, the fox transforms the grapes from
something delicious into something unpleasant. Evidence of such “preference reversal,” in which
individuals ascribe a diminished value to an outcome they formerly desired when they cannot
have it, has in fact been found in other species, suggesting that the structure of bad faith may
not be uniquely human. Nonetheless, it is fair to say that for no other animal on earth is bad
faith such a fundamental hazard of consciousness. Sartre indeed viewed bad faith as part of the
human condition, an inevitable characteristic of our complicated psychology as self-determining
beings. Because we continually play cat and mouse with ourselves, obscuring our true motives
from ourselves in order justify choices and actions that contradict our own idealized self-image
of ourselves, bad faith poses a perpetual ethical challenge in human life. Like Mistress Ford in
The Merry Wives of Windsor, I always find myself having to “wrangle with mine own honesty.”
To avoid having to come to terms with my own faults and limitations (or those of my
society), I can engage in one of two broad strategies to keep the truth from myself: I can tell
myself that I am what I am not, or, alternately, that I am not what I am. Having acted the part
of a coward, say, my bad faith allows me to see myself “positively as courageous when I am not
so” (Sartre, 2002, p. 418). Similarly, a man who cheats on his partner and lies to her about it
might say to himself, “After all, I don’t want to hurt her—it’s best if she doesn’t know.” The man
avoids having to take responsibility for his destructive actions by portraying himself as acting
chiefly out of concern for his partner. He thus represents himself to himself as being what he is
not—honest and faithful, a loving partner—while denying what he in fact is—namely, a man
unable to keep his commitments, and unable to take responsibility for his own poor choices.
While the psychological structure of bad faith typically characterizes the individual’s relations
with others, Sartre showed that it could also assume the form of a potent social structure, a total
way of being in the world in which the individual permits himself to function as little more than
one passive corpuscle amongst a myriad of others in a wider circulatory system of social hate
and violence. For Sartre, this system was anti-Semitism. But speciesism functions in a similar
way, as a structure through which the individual “discovers” himself—by hiding from himself.
Thus, just as I might disavow my own cowardice in a difficult situation, hiding the truth from
myself, I as a speciesist may disavow my participation in a system of violence and brutality. For
example, in Animal, Vegetable, Miracle, Barbara Kingsolver’s best-selling account of her family’s
experience running an organic farm, the author informs the reader that she will not use the word
“killing” to describe what she does to the animals on her farm. Slitting the throats of chickens and
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cutting off their heads with a hatchet isn’t killing them, she maintains—it’s “harvesting” them.
She explains her choice in the following way: whereas the word killing “is a culturally loaded
term,” harvest by contrast “implies planning, respect, and effort” (Kingsolver, 2008, p. 220). The
author thus apprehends herself as “that which she is not”—a farmer non-violently harvesting
insentient crops—in order to avoid responsibility for what in fact she is—a person who has chosen to kill other conscious, sentient beings with merciless brutality, purely for aesthetic reasons
(fresh “meat” and the publication of a new book that earned the author a great deal of money).
In fact, the use of transparent euphemism and calculated understatement to obscure the truth
is found in every context in which human beings wish to exploit and kill other beings for their
purposes. Scientists describe the mass killing of animals in their laboratories not as “harvesting”
them, but as “sacrificing” them—invoking a religious, metaphysical term from the premodern era
to justify their actions (Lynch, 1988)—and refer in published papers not to actual animals, but
to what they call “animal models” (as in, “the procedure was performed on the animal model”).
Hunters speak of the animals they terrorize and kill as “equal” participants in a game or “sport,”
ignoring the fact that the animals they hunt do not carry high-powered rifles with infrared
scopes. State wildlife agencies invoke the bureaucratic language of “resource management” of
“surplus populations” to disguise the gassing or shooting of thousands of defenceless individuals.
And so on. Language is here deployed not merely as propaganda, which, after all, is the attempt
to deceive others about one’s intentions, but to disguise the truth from the agents themselves.
This effort to disguise the truth using language is coordinated at a societal level. One of the
unintended consequences of the animal rights movement, in this regard, has been to provoke
a much more complex form of bad faith in society than was hitherto possible or necessary. For
earlier peoples, using and killing other animals was simply seen as part of the given natural order.
Perceiving that other animals were not fundamentally unlike themselves, premodern cultures developed a range of cosmogenic myths and sacred rituals to rationalize violence toward them. In recent
years, however, meat has for the first time in history lost its self-evident status as a necessary and
natural good. Now that an “external” position has developed from which speciesism can be critiqued, such institutions as meat-eating can no longer be taken for granted as rooted in self-evident
metaphysical truths. Instead, they must be consciously defended. Indeed, the more morally and
practically urgent the critique of speciesism becomes, the more obstinately the system’s apologists
rally to its defence in an attempt to restore the artifacts of speciesism to their former “natural” status.
Hence the significance of the national “Defending Your Dinner” contest organized by the New York
Times Magazine in early 2012, which invited readers to submit essays explaining why eating animals
is ethical. The contest was both an acknowledgement of the growing semiotic instability of “meat”
in Western culture, as well as an indication of the spectacular success of the locavore movement in
temporarily stabilizing meat and restoring its lost “aura” for the bourgeois intelligentsia.
Although the “local” organic farming movement might have embraced veganism, it has
instead made “organically grown” or “humane” meat the centrepiece of its aesthetics of “authentic” foods. Naturally, bad faith has proved essential to the discourse. Aficionados of the locavore
food movement continually affirm their “respect” and “compassion” for non-human beings,
even as they commodify animals’ bodies, terrorize them in hunts, shoot bullets into their brains,
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or even shove them into gas chambers (this last is a practice that Temple Grandin, intellectual
doyen of the “humane meat” movement, recommends to farmers [Tell your story, 2012]).3
Meanwhile, critics such as Michael Pollan, author of several best-selling books that condemn
industrialized agriculture but celebrate the aesthetic virtues of “sustainable” meat, justify our
continued confinement and killing of animals on the grounds that the animals choose their
doom at our hands. Such critics maintain that animals trapped in the system of human agriculture—beaten and branded, sexually violated, then killed at a fraction of their possible natural
lifespans—are better off than they would be if left to their own devices in the wild. “Liberation is
the last thing such a creature wants,” Pollan assures his reader, as though intuiting the innermost
longings of the millions of animals enslaved on so-called “family” farms (Pollan, 2007, p. 320).
This conceit, so vital today to the “just so” stories of the organic farming movement, was
first suggested more than 30 years ago by Robert Rodale, the founder of the movement, who
termed exploited farm animals “partners-in-survival” (Rodale, 1981, p. 87). This idea—that
other beings who live and die at our bidding are “partners”—has since been affirmed by dozens,
if not hundreds, of other critics. Thus Jim Weaver, a locavore chef, writes that “cheese may be the
oldest cooperative effort between animals and humans. Today we still need each other because it’s
impossible to make authentic, memorable cheese in a test tube” (Weaver, 2012, p.16, emphasis
added). Animals always consent to their enslavement, and even to their deaths, at our hands.
Consistently, hunters and locavore farmers depict killing as good for the animals they kill, as if
they were doing the animal a favour by taking its life. When writer-turned-hunter Lily McCaulou
kills a goose—“One moment, this beautiful, well-traveled bird was soaring overhead. The next,
she was floating limp in a pond” (McCaulou, 2012, p. 144), because McCaulou has just shot
her—the author consoles herself, and her reader, by meditating on all of the possible hardships
the goose might have faced in the world. The geese, rabbits, deer, and other animals McCaulou
goes out of her way to kill, shot to death with high-powered rifles and shotguns, are killed with
“respect” and “gratitude.” After finding herself “kneeling before a bull elk, up to [her] shoulders
in blood” (p. 3), McCaulou and her husband later “raise [their] glasses and make a simple toast,
loaded with thanks” (p. 299), to the animal whose life she has taken, and whose corpse they
have just dismembered in a wood. Toasting one’s victim, of course, does nothing to restore the
life and vitality of the victim—but it works wonders for the killer, transforming her purposeful
act of cruelty and extreme violence into the symbolism of the gift.
But there may indeed be no level of degradation or practice that cannot in theory be explained
away and justified as a mercy to the victims. As Weaver, defending foie gras, writes: “Okay, gavage
is probably not as fun as paddling in a pond; but on the other hand, these pampered ducks never
have to worry about being hungry or thirsty or left to fend for themselves in the harsh elements”
(Weaver, 2012, pp. 102–103). Kingsolver makes a similarly disingenuous “admission” in her
discussion of killing on her farm, writing that while slitting the throats of animals is “a lot less
fun than spending an autumn day picking apples off trees,” “harvesting” animals is nonetheless
“a similar operation on principle and the same word” (Kingsolver, 2008, p. 220). In both cases,
the function of the author’s “admission” is to gesture obliquely at the underlying violence and
suffering, without actually admitting to it or acknowledging its underlying harm. The experience
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of being force-fed (categorized by human rights groups as torture when practiced on human
prisoners) or even of being killed, is described as just “not as fun” as other sensuous activities that
might yield pleasure and happiness. Such calculated understatement serves to distract the writer
as much as the reader from what is in fact transpiring—an act of murder.
In the locavore genre’s most recent iteration of bad faith, critics have taken to defending
meat culture by denying any ethical or even ontological distinction between killing insentient
plants and killing animals with fully developed nervous systems. Kingsolver, for example, claims
not to understand why ethical vegetarians should object when a farmer “harvests” animals—
whom she describes as “crops that blink their eyes”—while being unmoved by the “similar”
act of “cutting the heads off lettuces” (Kingsolver, 2008, p. 223). The fact that plants are not
animals—that the latter, unlike plants, have worlds, complex emotional lives, are capable of a
wide range of feelings and thoughts, and so on—is either ignored by such critics or, in the odd
case, simply denied (as when Lierre Keith in The Vegetarian Myth describes plants as “sentient,”
insists that they have interests, intentionality, and desires, and tells her readers that plants “love
their lives” as much as animals do [Keith, 2009; Sanbonmatsu, 2011]). Such surreal views go
unremarked by reviewers and by the reading public, despite being demonstrably false, if not
faintly psychotic. Even the most naked contradictions go unnoticed. Hunters allied with locavorism describe their slaughter as “shopping locally” for food, then speak in the same chapter
of driving hundreds of miles or flying to Europe to hunt preferred or exotic “game.” Locavore
chef Weaver, after arguing for 75 pages that we should all eat only locally produced foods,
suddenly shifts gears to wax enthusiastically about purchasing organically “grown” meat from
a warehouse in Brooklyn, after it has been shipped there in huge refrigerated trucks from the
Midwest, at a distance of over 1,000 miles (Weaver, 2012, p. 77).
If such self-contradictory positions go unnoticed by readers, it is because they express the
logical and moral contradictions of the wider culture as such, which would rather lie to itself
than to take responsibility for its continuing crimes. The need to disguise the truth—or rather
to dispose of it—is made into a universal and compulsory condition of life. Society protects
itself against the idea of animal rights with a ferocity and insistence that resembles nothing so
much as the body’s autoimmune system on high alert: a system of total mobilization whose sole
function is to identify, encompass, and quickly destroy any exogenous body that threatens it.
Insofar as society’s future survival depends on humanity finding an alternative to the speciesist
mode of production (simply on prudential grounds), we might extend the metaphor to compare the system’s attacks on its own animal rights “intruders” to a fatal autoimmune disorder,
since society actively seeks to destroy that which could save it (albeit in altered form). In this
war on truth, the individual gets recruited as an “antibody.” Hence the striking consistency
with which people from the most diverse backgrounds respond to the animal rights critique.
Though entirely uncoordinated and spontaneous, their responses are nonetheless coordinated at
an ideological level, forming a seamless web of “common sense.” Independently of one another,
individuals offer up the same fallacious arguments to deflect the moral force of the animal rights
critique. Challenged to rethink the moral basis of animal agriculture, every meat-eater has the
same half-dozen stock replies at the ready, disingenuously posed as “questions”:
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• What about the lion who eats the gazelle? (Other animals eat animals, so it must be
natural and ethical for us to eat them.)
•• What about plants? (Plants are alive, after all. A shift to vegetarianism would entail
more plant deaths.)
•• What about the Native Americans? They prayed to the animals after killing them, and
they used every part. (It isn’t wrong for us to kill animals, so long as we do so “respectfully” and don’t waste any part of their bodies.)
•• If we ended animal agriculture, where would the land come from to grow all the new
crops we’d need? (Veganism would lead to an ecological apocalypse.)
•• If we stopped eating meat, what would become of all the farm animals? (We’re doing
them a kindness by bringing them into existence. They “owe” us.)
Virtually identical sets of ready-made arguments are at hand for defending zoos (“After all,
the animals are going extinct, and this preserves them”), vivisection (“If we didn’t ‘sacrifice’ animals in laboratories, we wouldn’t have hospitals or medical care”), hunting (“We have to control
their populations to keep them from starving to death; hunters make the best conservationists”),
and so on. The fact that one encounters the same catechism of banalities and clichés again and
again, each presented as a precategorical “truth” by the most diverse types—young and old, PhD
and high-school dropout, Latina and WASP—is indicative of speciesism’s status as a totalizing
ideology, a self-contained system of signs capable of framing the individual’s every encounter with
the world. With a wink and a smile, our antagonist appears to be in intellectual earnest, but isn’t.
The speciesist knows deep down, and not only deep down, that his arguments are ill thought out,
made without genuine moral seriousness. Or rather, more often than not, his arguments are not
arguments at all, for they are not made in intellectual earnest, but rather to protect the speciesist
from having to grapple with the implications of his own existential choices. As Sartre observed of
anti-Semites, the latter are well aware “of the absurdity of their replies,” and know that they “are
frivolous, open to challenge” (Sartre, 1995, p. 20). “They even like to play with discourse for, by
giving ridiculous reasons, they discredit the seriousness of their interlocutors,” yet “they are amusing themselves, for it is their adversary who is obliged to use words responsibly, since he believes
in words. The anti-Semites have the right to play” (ibid.). Speciesists, too, far from wishing to get
to the heart of the matter, “delight” like the anti-Semite “in acting in bad faith, since they seek
not to persuade by sound argument but to intimidate and disconcert” (ibid.).

Speciesism, Human Freedom, and Violence
In making these observations, however, it is important that we do not lapse into mere psychologism. Speciesism’s function goes well beyond providing the individual with an alibi for his
personal behaviours. Its raison d’être, rather, is to provide a general ground for the operation
of human identity as such, for the very fact that I am not an animal is the only surety I need to
possess value. No matter how imperfect humanity may be in practice—no matter how bloody
our hands may be as a species, or how ruinous our multivarious ways of life may be for the
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planet—the anthropocentric conceit never fails to recuperate its object. I may be a murderer,
yes—but I remain a human being. Meanwhile, if billions of animals are enslaved by my society,
this empirical reality merely corresponds to and follows from a prior abstract logic that finds
every non-human being to be “always already” enslaved from birth, existing in an eternal state
of unfreedom. Animals in zoos are viewed as being “confined,” not as being held captive as
prisoners (as in a war), because “prisoner” implies a subject for whom the distinction between
freedom and unfreedom is intelligible. But no mere animal can comprehend freedom, being
enslaved by nature to “instinct,” to the body, to pure immanence—in short, to an existence
without an existent. That such beliefs have no relation whatsoever to the reality of animals’
lives, nor to their actual capacities for freedom (perhaps even for an experience of freedom
more vivid than any we might ourselves enjoy), in no way diminishes its universal force. The
purpose and magical consequence of the speciesist stance toward the world is to create an a
priori human freedom where none existed before. In much the same way that a banker creates
money by making a mark in a ledger, signifying the creation of a loan (hence the creation
of a new asset) to be repaid by the borrower, the speciesist opens the ledger of nature and
quickly scrawls down the word “animal.” At a stroke, he magically creates a surplus of human
freedom—ex nihilo; a spontaneous generation of human freedom. The animal is origin point,
the guarantee of our own freedom and rationality. Only by affirming our distance from and
superiority over other, non-rational, unfree beings do we become what we are (or rather, what
we imagine and would like ourselves to be).
“By treating the Jew as an inferior and pernicious being,” Sartre writes, “I affirm at the same
time that I belong to the elite” (1995, p. 27). In saying, “‘I hate the Jews,’” the anti-Semite does
so “in chorus” and thereby “attaches himself to a tradition and to a community—the tradition
and community of the mediocre” (ibid., p. 22). In the same way, in pronouncing the words,
“I am human,” I at once feel myself surrounded by all other humans—a feeling of “safety”;
however, I have won this feeling wholly on the basis of the violent exclusion of all the other
sentient beings. The “animal” functions thus as pure negativity, the negation of humanity, even
of value itself. Every being who is not human is stupid, filthy, and incapable of recognizing the
distinction between slavery and freedom, even between death and life. My humanism serves
as a metaphysical backstop, as it were, to protect me from the otherwise inconvenient truths
of human iniquity, violence, and folly, whether my own or others’. What matters alone is my
ability to lay claim to “an imprescriptible and inborn right to the indivisible totality” of my
race (Sartre, 1995, p. 29). As Sartre noted of one anti-Semitic French nationalist, “Maurras …
declared a Jew to be forever incapable of understanding [a certain] line of Racine.… But the way
is open to me, mediocre me, to understand what the most subtle, the most cultivated [Jewish]
intelligence has been unable to grasp. Why? Because [as an authentic Frenchman] I possess
Racine—Racine and my country and my soil” (ibid., p. 24). Similarly, I swell with pride over
the accomplishments of my race, assuming personal credit for Hamlet, for Einstein’s theory of
relativity, for the Apollo moon landing—even though I would never think to take “credit,” or
responsibility, for the Holocaust, for patriarchal violence, for the extremities that I and most
others of my species inflict each day on billions of other beings.
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Speciesism thus enables me to apprehend myself as being what I am not—a moral being
uniquely endowed with reason. But by the same token, I am also left free to pretend that I am
not what in fact I am: that I am not “really” an animal like other animals, appearances to the
contrary. The fact that I have an animal body that sweats, has hair, produces waste, experiences
the world sensuously, and so on, is hidden from sight. So too with my other “animal” capacities—my playfulness or desire for the companionship of others, my solicitude toward and love
for my offspring, and so on. I am asked to treat these cherished aspects of my own being as
irrelevant to my “true” nature—a disembodied, passionless mind or spirit. This grotesque misrepresentation of essence of our own species has its origins in an ancient disjuncture between
the human and the animal. Starting perhaps 11,000 years ago, with the advent of agriculture
and the confinement and exploitation of other animals to serve a variety of human purposes,
human beings developed systems of thought and value that corresponded to their new powers
over life. As Freud observed,
In the course of his development towards culture man acquired a dominating position over
his fellow-creatures in the animal kingdom. Not content with this supremacy, however, he
began to place a gulf between his nature and theirs. He denied the possession of reason to
them, and to himself he attributed an immortal soul, and made claims to a divine descent
which permitted him to annihilate the bond of community between him and the animal
kingdom. (quoted in Patterson, 2002, p. 3)

This “need” to annihilate the animal in order to engender “the human” remains the defining
hallmark of contemporary civilization. That this compulsion persists even after more than a
century of Darwinian and ethological science, in the face of a raft of empirical evidence demonstrating beyond doubt the striking cognitive and emotional continuities between Homo sapiens
and other species, is merely a testament to the tenacious power of speciesism as a form of life.
Like anti-Semitism, which always “precedes the facts that are supposed to call it forth”—the
anti-Semite’s conclusions about Jews are prior to any actual experiences she may have had
with them—speciesism too grounds itself only in the guise of empiricism (Sartre, 1995, p. 17).
For centuries, scientists “discovered” scientific facts to justify their common anti-Semitic (and
other) prejudices. So-called “explanations” of “the basis of heredity and race [only] came later,”
providing a “slender scientific coating” to what was in fact a “primitive conviction” (ibid., p.
38). In much the same way, for centuries post-Enlightenment science sought to confirm the
prior Christian ontotheological view of other animals as irrational and incapable of genuine
consciousness, and hence of freedom, dignity, and grace. Contemporary society still views the
other beings through the same lens, greeting contrary evidence with boundless bad faith. Like
the anti-Semite, the speciesist too “is impervious to reason and to experience” (ibid., p. 20). No
matter what feat some other species is shown to be capable of, no “mere animal” will ever possess
that one mystical quality that alone bestows value—membership in Homo sapiens. Confronted
with some new study demonstrating the intelligence or emotional sensitivity of other animals,
the dyed-in-the-wool speciesist will always discover—or invent—some corresponding new
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reason to exclude non-human beings from the realm of value. If an animal is shown to be capable of mourning a loss, or experiencing some other emotion we normally associate exclusively
with a human capacity, he will say, “But no animal will ever speak.” If, however, several species
are shown to be capable of using signs, and arguably even language, to express concepts and
feelings, then he will shift his focus to their inability to perform higher mathematics, or to use
tools, or to express empathy. Yet faced with other findings—say, that New Caledonian crows
fashion tools for themselves, or that chimpanzees outperform human beings on short-term
memory tests, or that rats will self-sacrifice out of empathy for other rats—the speciesist will
only smile and move on to new terrain.
Acting to ensure the speciesist’s unwavering attachment to the distinction between “us” and
“them” is a most robust metaphysics. As Sartre observes, what makes “the Jew” a Jew “is the
presence in him of ‘Jewishness,’ a Jewish principle analogous to phlogiston or the soporofic virtue
of opium” (Sartre, 1995, pp. 37–38). Where, for the anti-Semite, Jewishness is a “metaphysical
essence” transcending every particular Jew, an unchanging aggregate of biological and cultural
characteristics, for the human being as such it is the singular figure of “the eternal animal”
(ibid.). In reality, each of the millions of other animal species we share the planet with has its
own claim to unique biological and cognitive virtues and capacities, ones that we cannot begin
to comprehend. Hammerhead sharks perceive the subtle electrical fields of other marine animals;
Arctic terns make a round-trip migration each year of over 40,000 miles, navigating by starlight,
sunlight, terrestrial landmarks, and the magnetic field of the earth; bats returning to their cave
in Mexico somehow unfailingly find their own offspring among millions of other baby bats, in
complete darkness. Yet our speciesist “knows,” in advance of every possible fact, every personal
encounter, that no mere animal could have as rich and vivid and meaningful a lived world as we
do. He “knows” that lobsters, leafcutter ants, bottlenosed dolphins, Weddell seals, elephants,
jellyfish, octopi, long-horn beetles, sea anemones, sheathbill birds, right whales, and so on, despite
their differences, are at a fundamental level ontologically indistinguishable from one another.
A mature conception of life would, on the contrary, maintain an openness to the being of
other beings. It would also embrace self-examination and the scrutiny of our institutions. But
speciesism instead continually shifts our gaze outward, away from the interiority of conscience.
The anti-Semite, as Sartre notes, “has chosen to find his being entirely outside himself” (Sartre,
1995, p. 21). His hatred of Jews, that is, saves him the trouble of having “to look within.” For
“what he flees even more than Reason is his intimate awareness of himself” (ibid.). Speciesism
similarly provides us with the perfect alibi not to know ourselves. It provides us with something
even more valuable and comforting even than our feeling of power over others—namely, a clear
conscience. Just as the anti-Semite’s hatred of Jews allows him to avoid having to confront the
facts of his own existence, including his own foibles and mistakes—permitting him to constitute
himself as being what he is not—the speciesist’s own starting assumption of infinite superiority
over every other sentient species becomes an excuse to avoid the true facts of human society,
above all its grounding in universal violence. For by dismissing in advance every fact that might
unseat my concept of the other beings as being unworthy of life, I avoid having to reflect on the
moral implications of my participation in an exterminationist way of life.
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Absolute, total violence is in fact the innermost logic of speciesism. Beneath the mockery,
the eye winking, the ridicule, there lies a barely disguised sadism and lust for power. Speciesism
is not, in the final analysis, merely a set of mistaken beliefs, a prejudice; it is the idea of murder
itself, the affirmation of mass killing as the central organizing principle of human life. “What
[the anti-Semite] wishes, what he prepares, is the death of the Jew,” Sartre observes (1995, p. 49).
It is true that “not all the enemies of the Jew demand his death openly, but the measures they
propose—all of which aim at his abasement, at his humiliation, at his banishment—are substitutes for that assassination which they meditate within themselves” (ibid.). The true object of
speciesist discourse is to enforce a mob mentality between human beings and the diverse totality
of all other sentient beings. Virtually every social institution, every cultural gesture, prepares for
the murder of non-human beings. Universities are monuments to our overweaning desire and
striving to be as omniscient gods, rather than lowly animals. Holiday dinner rituals place the
corpse of a defeated enemy in the centre of the table. Every zoo, every aquarium, every circus
serves to demonstrate the humiliation and abjection of the captives on display inside them. The
casual but insistent humiliation of animals on television and in video games, in children’s books
that poke fun at farting dogs and “stinking” pigs, serves as subtle invocation to the pogrom,
as preparation for the acceptance of the scientific gulags, the concentration camps for pigs and
chickens, the search-and-destroy expeditions of hunters.
While innumerable human beings enjoy torturing or killing animals for sport, whether
as personal acts of torture or in socially sanctioned killing expeditions like fishing or hunting,
most people do not fall into this camp. They do not feel rage against other animals, nor do they
experience a need to kill them for sport. Rather, they evince no interest, no special passion visà-vis the other animals at all. They choose speciesism by doing nothing at all, standing passively
before the total system of human violence. As Sartre observed, there are anti-Semites who in
fact “do not detest the Jews.” But the fact that they do not hate the Jews does not mean that
they “love them either”:
While they would not do them the least harm, they would not raise their little fingers
to protect them from violence. They are not anything; they are not persons. Since it is
necessary to appear to be something, they make themselves into an echo, a murmur,
and, without thinking of evil—without thinking of anything—they go about repeating
learned formulas which give them the right of entry [into elite social circles]. (Sartre, 1995,
pp. 50–51)

In this passivity of ordinary people before normalized violence lies the origins of both
genocide and speciesism. Indifference toward the cruel fate of the others who lie beyond the
prospect of one’s own escarpment, the latter hewn from an adamantine egoism, pervades our
relations with other animals, whose lives or deaths, rendered invisible by society, become to us
as insubstantial as air. It is true that, in sorting non-human beings into categorical types, some
for liquidation and others for emotional companionship, society makes it possible for individuals to develop relationships of genuine mutuality or love with other animals. Yet while an
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individual might feel sympathy for a particular injured bird, even putting it in a box overnight
with some food, she may not otherwise “raise a finger” on behalf of lab animals or animals in
factory farms, nor look askance at her own diet of chickens, ducks, and other avians. Pressed
about the horrific conditions of animals caught up in the agricultural system, she is likely to
say, “Of course that’s wrong, so I try to eat free-range meat when I can.” By the same token,
another may say that he is, “of course,” against the “unnecessary” cruelty of testing cosmetics
on animals—then nonetheless affirm the “necessity” of using genetically altered animals for
the manufacture of human organs or drugs for commercial gain, saying that he trusts “responsible” scientists to determine when they have “no choice” but to “sacrifice” animals. In neither
case will the individual inquire too closely into the actual conditions of animals in confined
animal feeding operations (CAFOs) or laboratories, lest the horror unsettle his or her prior
convictions. As the saying goes, there are none so blind as those who refuse to see. Or, to work
another cliché, if ignorance is bliss, willed ignorance is something else entirely—viz., the bliss
of the bystander who hears his neighbour being taken away by the secret police in the middle
of the night, but who nonetheless returns to a peaceful sleep, having reassured himself that the
authorities “must know what they are doing.”

Authenticity and Freedom
If I have stressed the existential features of speciesism, it has been not only to emphasize its
irrational features as a set of psychological commitments, but also to emphasize the ways that
modern human identity is bound up with the negation of animality in ways that fundamentally
implicate and compromise our own freedom. Speciesism stripped bare is nothing other than the
attempt to banish that freedom by hollowing out a structure within daily life through which we
might escape our personal and collective responsibilities. Sartre described anti-Semitism as fear
of the human condition. But speciesism manifests an even deeper and more universal fear of the
human condition by providing us with an inexhaustible well from which we may continually
draw excuses, in order to avoid having to take responsibility both for who we are, and for who
we might become, were we but to choose differently.
So, as I have said, we choose speciesism, and so choose ourselves, and “for the worst.” The
violent conceptual collapse of all other beings into the single metaphysical category of “the
animal” results in a double self-estrangement. In alienating ourselves from the other beings,
first, we alienate ourselves from our own embodied being as animals, slighting those parts of
ourselves—the feeling, loving, sensuous, intuitive dimensions of our existence—that don’t fit
the requirements of the callous machinic order. But we also estrange ourselves from our own
humanity, insofar as we refuse responsibility for what may ironically be the one unique freedom
that we can legitimately lay claim to and exercise as a species—namely, the freedom to refrain
from violence toward the other beings. Perversely, we degrade and vitiate the meaning of our
own species’ freedom by using it as a rationale for enslaving the other beings, as if that freedom,
which in reality is only a responsibility we bear, not a value-bestowing quality or virtue, were
some transcendent metaphysical warrant to commit outrages against the defenceless populations
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of others. By telling ourselves that we have no “choice” but to kill and to consume animals,
thereby refusing responsibility for our participation in terror, we undermine our claims to being
the kind of being that alone can exercise autonomous judgment.
Here we might pause to ask why a sane being would willingly choose a form of civilizational
life based on atrocity and mass violence, rather than an ethics of compassion. Why do we continue to choose without choosing, denying our transcendence even as we demonstrate it? Why
should so many of us refuse, in the face of better arguments, every opportunity given us to
relinquish our totalitarian control over the other beings? Such questions admit no ready answers.
It would be tempting to reply simply that the human condition is a condition of absurdity and
ambiguity, rooted in bad faith; however, to respond by depicting the bad faith of speciesism as
inevitable would be to lapse into bad faith ourselves. While we can never fully avoid bad faith,
Sartre rightly maintained that we can and should strive as much as possible for self-honesty. By
facing ourselves and examining our motives, he thought, we might then achieve “authenticity,”
or a coincidence between our thoughts and our deeds, between the self and truth. Such authenticity is the condition of true freedom, since without an authentic relation to our deeds, there
can be neither genuine self-knowledge nor ethical action.
In this regard, nothing I have said is meant to imply that society cannot have a greater
or lesser degree of relation to truth. On the contrary, we must speak of different historical
“regimes” of bad faith, systems of societal self-deception that vary in complexity and fixity in
direct proportion to the prominence of the critiques made against the system. This should give
us some cautious optimism. Because animal agriculture is being maintained at increasing cost
to the biosphere, even to the point of imperiling the future of the human project, speciesism
may be close to experiencing something like a legitimation crisis. We will therefore have to seize
every opportunity available to us to push society to confront its crimes, and to develop a new
conception of what it means to be human. This alone will take great courage. As Sartre wrote,
“Authenticity … consists in having a true and lucid consciousness of the situation, in assuming
the responsibilities and risks that it involves, in accepting it in pride or humiliation, sometimes
in horror or hate.… There is no doubt that authenticity demands much courage and more than
courage” (Sartre, 1995, p. 90, emphasis in original).
Yet as I emphasized at the outset of this paper, our consciousness of the situation is blocked
not only by the powerful elites who profit from animal industries, but also by ourselves. Fear
of self-knowledge is the ground upon which speciesism daily erects its corrupt edifice. And we
have alas known since ancient times that few of us in practice accept Socrates’s maxim that “the
unexamined life is not worth living.” Rather, like other animals, we live largely by habit, and we
are more concerned with getting by and being accepted by our society than in subjecting ourselves or our values to the harsh light of reason, except when forced to do so. We share with the
other beings a native conservatism, an inertia, which is simply to say, a willingness to adjust our
expectations to avoid having to take excessive risks. That said, if ever there was a special case to be
made for human exceptionalism, it is here—in the possibility, and necessity, of our overcoming
habit in order to cultivate genuine self-consciousness. For while other species may experience bad
faith, for none but Homo sapiens, the animal of bad faith, does it constitute not merely the horizon
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of life, but the greatest threat to life. Somehow, those of us who seek another way will have to
convince our fellow animals of bad faith to accept the burden of a freedom that would demand
more from us than the exercise of power and domination. In this, truly, we have “no choice.”

Notes
1 According to David Nibert, animal “oppression is primarily motivated by economic interests and the interests of elites” (Nibert, 2002, p. 197). Carol Adams and Josephine Donovan (1995) have analyzed speciesism
chiefly as a manifestation of patriarchy.
2 The notion that humans might constitute a class in and for themselves is buttressed by the fact that animal
liberation has been systematically excluded from the discourses of the Left, which continues to bar it from
the universe of social justice causes. Socialists have now been at least peripherally aware of the animal rights
critique for at least 150 years, yet to this day, not a single leftist periodical in North America has adopted an
animal rights perspective. Meanwhile, animal themes are excluded from the meetings and conferences of
the Left. The lot of making the feminist case for animal rights has fallen to a handful of largely neglected
theorists, while more prominent and renowned Left-feminist critics, such as Margaret Atwood (2004)
and Barbara Kingsolver (2008), vigorously defend meat-eating as “natural” and right—while ridiculing
vegetarians—in national best-selling works. While we might hold that a “truly” socialist and feminist
society would necessarily be abolitionist, it should therefore give us pause that the vast majority of leftist
and feminist critics continue to oppose animal rights.
3 “Birds don’t like to be hung upside down,” she said. “If you go to a [gas] chamber system, you get rid of the
stressful situation. People are not going to torture dead chickens” (Tell your story, 2012).
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Fragments of an Animalist Politics:
Veganism and Liberation
Kris Forkasiewicz

Both animal oppression and liberation are embedded deep in the structures and habits of indus1

trial society. Their geographically, economically, and historically varied patterns do not easily lend
themselves to generalization. They require assessment that will account for differences in economic
situation, balance of political power, inclinations of the people directly involved, and those comprising the more detached “public.” The risk one runs in abstracting from significant contextual
variables is that of becoming suspended in a vacuum of vague and practically useless concepts.
But today the capitalist world economy is strengthening its grip on the totality of social
reproduction; it brings almost every conceivable area of human activity under its aegis, promoting uniformity subjected to optimal rates of capital accumulation. Increasingly subsumed
into a singular structure, differences become ones of degree rather than of essence. This makes
big-picture analysis not only possible, but also necessary. Therefore, I assume the following queries to be valid and reasonable under most contemporary conditions of liberationist activism: Is
it sufficient to advocate veganism—the personal practice whereby one forgoes the use of animal
products whenever practicable—in order to effect lasting change in the relationship of humans
vis-à-vis other animals? Or are there structural forces underpinning individual choice that have
the power to nullify the efficacy of vegan advocacy? Is the focus on veganism inherently liberatory, or does it require allocation within a broader framework to have socially transformative
effects? More fundamentally still—and the first question to tackle—is this: Is a radical-liberationist perspective indispensable, or does it suffice to work for animal well-being within the
boundaries set by a moderate, liberal politics? Because animal liberation is not an uncontested
goal among activists, I proceed by offering a brief, critical outline of the context in which the
liberationist/vegan current of the movement must at present operate. In the process, it will be
delineated from some of the other social forces concerned with animal well-being.

Three Degrees of Insufficiency
The moderates of the animalist movement (those who refrain from advocating an unmitigated
abolitionist position regarding animal oppression) include the reformists and neo-reformists.2
The former, more conservative faction consists of a multitude of activists and enthusiasts who
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struggle for so-called animal welfare within the structural limits set by animal agriculture, breeding, experimentation, hunting, and so on. The fundamental structure of animal exploitation is
left unquestioned, unchallenged, untouched. If these systems of exploitation can be likened to a
room, reformists wish not to venture outside, or to smash its walls, but to rearrange the furniture.
Underlying the reformist project is a series of convictions. Among these is that the evils of
animal oppression ought not to be exaggerated. Many reformists generally fail to see animal husbandry itself—behavioural and genetic manipulation, captivity, killing—as a form of oppression.
When face to face and pushed hard enough, they may confess to believing that it is possible to
be both fundamentally unfree and “happy.” Bigger cages, some pasture, less antibiotics, more
daylight, and so on, make for a happy horse, pig, or hen. Such a condition, however, amounts to
a mere shadow of a fulfilled life. One has a feeling that reformists are still somehow trapped in
reductionist perceptual and conceptual schemes in which other animals are seen as reflex-driven,
fairly one-dimensional beings. This view is all the easier to assume because traces of countless
captive animals’ resistance to oppression are routinely erased (Hribal, 2011). This erasure, combined with enforced docility, may give the wrong impression of animal contentment.
Even when reformists concede that institutionalized animal use constitutes oppression,
they insist that the system is too pervasive to be abolished, and that unlike radicalism, which
is dangerous, gradual change is safe. Clearly, though, one is not doing activism for a sense of
security; the job involves significant risk. However, if it is dangerous to struggle for liberation,
that is an indication of how unfree other animals, and we ourselves, are. Activists are being
pushed into a corner, gradually stripped of their rights to protest a miserable condition. It is fine
to invoke Dr. King, remade into a harmless myth, but Trotsky is off limits. Seen in light of the
above, the next reformist thesis sounds ludicrous: “We all work towards the same end.” There
is clearly a major discrepancy between the goals professed and worked towards by the different
strands of the movement, as indicated by the room analogy described above. First, not everyone
rejects oppression wholesale, and not everyone resigns him or herself to seeing it in practice as
something to merely tinker with. Disidentification from the reformists may be an important
political and strategic step for liberationists, who, by definition, strive for paradigm-shifting
emancipation. By doing so, they may be able to pressure the reformists into explaining why they
equivocate on matters of oppression, and persuade them to take a stronger stance.
Another faction on the confused animalist scene consists of the neo-reformists, who
declare animal liberation as their goal, but whose actions diverge from it every step of the
way. Increasingly succumbing to co-optation by animal exploitation businesses, the substance
of their self-definition is reduced to a hodgepodge of superficially radical slogans. People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) is a quintessential example, with the main thrust of
its activity exhibiting an attention-hungry attitude directed at mediatization, and neutralized
through the loss of any kind of oppositional momentum beyond the sensationalist spectacle.
The spectacle is one of appearances of liberation in the very midst of slavery. Meanwhile, deals
are made, such as with KFC Canada, whereby exploiters transition to more efficient methods
of killing chickens (PETA, 2008).3 But it should not seem controversial to insist that “humane
killing” of other animals en masse, destined from their birth to become chicken nuggets, is an
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oxymoron. Pushing for reforms such as these allows PETA and its supporters to experience a
soothing illusion of success; such illusory success is almost fanatically desired as a panacea to
counter real defeatism in the movement. But it comes at the high price of confusing victory with
a perpetuation of institutionalized misery.
Other organizations follow suit by conducting promotional campaigns in co-operation with
industry’s corporate players. The campaigns are aimed at negotiating a compromise with animal exploiters. As with the PETA-KFC case, they result in win-win-lose situations. The minor
changes in exploitation they bring about are beneficial to the industry in that they introduce
technological innovation that makes exploitation more profitable. Just as importantly, animal
products come to bear the stamp of a “radical animal organization’s” approval. That is the first
winner. Next, the organization can boast success in bringing about “realistic change,” and use
the argument to get donations from a concerned, yet largely ignorant, support base. Here is
another winner. Who loses, then? A multitude of objectified animals abandoned to the effectively uncontested grinding of the machine.
Though many supporters will deny it, reformist and neo-reformist organizations have
largely become a part of the animal exploitation complex and need it just as much as it needs
them. Odds are, in any country where animal “protection” is an issue at all, there operates at
least one such group. On account of its moderate, modest postulates, that group is most probably positioned centrally, surrounded by smaller, more radical organizations and coalitions. The
workings of the system based on oppression turn moderate politics into a reactionary position.
The different strands of reformism gain influence by succumbing to what the Frankfurt school
critical theorists, after Freud, called the reality principle—that is, by effectively resigning themselves to the contours of the status quo. Within such a constellation, the related problems of
human species-supremacy and the self-estrangement of the human being from its own animality
scarcely ever arise; thus animal liberation is completely marginalized.
We can now focus on the strand of animalism that is the proper subject of this chapter,
namely those who more unequivocally subscribe to animal emancipation. In recent years, for
many of its proponents, veganism has become the be-all and end-all; this can be traced back to
the establishment of the Vegan Society in Britain in 1944. It is significant that activists align
their advocacy with personal practice; this sort of transformation has an implicitly political,
prefigurative dimension. But even Gandhi, with his assertion that you must “be the change
you wish to see in the world,” would have to admit that a chasm separates the microcosm of the
singular body from civilizational transformation. The gap is and will be unbridgeable as long as
vegans remain focused on the personal at the cost of the properly political.
Veganism is no more or less than a matter of interanimal decency necessary to refrain from
all exploitation and needless suffering and killing. Aggrandized into a full-blown life philosophy, however, it slips into a position of being expected to solve more problems than it is able to.
Meanwhile, it remains on the social margins, unable to disrupt the trademark liberal illusion
of the mainstream, namely that all significant historical problems have essentially been solved.
Because many of us4 want to make veganism an easy sell, it’s difficult to admit that vegan advocates suffer the same social alienation that is typical of other radicals.
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As this pathological civilization soaks the soil and dyes the waters of the world with blood,
we are stigmatized at once as malcontents and utopians, and pushed aside. As a result, the movement is becoming inwardly, rather than outwardly, oriented. A subculture emerges that, by its
own admission, folds back on itself and leaves the ugliness of the world outside the door. All this
follows a trend of retreating from the “personal is political” into a belief that the personal will
suffice to take care of the political. Vegans thus join dumpster divers, urban gardeners, potluck
organizers, “lifestyle” anarchists,5 eco-villagers, and others who seem to turn their backs on the
depressing political context of their milieux. In the end, people who seem to know how bad
things are get together, engage in pleasant, relaxing activities, and enjoy each other’s company.
In a sense, this is both understandable and precious, a development of new ways of relating in
roughly egalitarian settings. Also, for the animals we are, it is natural to befriend like-minded
bodies. It would not be objectionable, were it not for the apoliticism it engenders.
This situation is not without precedence. Historical examples abound of attempts at kick-starting a pristine society by retreating from the drudgery of the old into communes, phalansteries,
and so on. By confining ourselves to our own ranks, we seem to think it acceptable to fiddle while
Rome burns. The isolation is not a strategic or tactical choice; it is a surrender, an easy way out
of a pressing situation, and a symptom of a serious crisis whose dynamic begins to make sense
with a simple realization: the vegan movement sees animal exploitation not as a political matter,
but as one of cultural and ethical misperception. In other words, oppression can be traced back
to wrong ideas, and it suffices to correct those in people’s minds. It is a crisis of consciousness.
Gary Francione has become an activist celebrity noted for a face-to-face, case-by-case
approach to combatting animal exploitation. He thinks animals ought to be considered persons
rather than property, and that this shift in status can be achieved outside of any sort of strict
organizational discipline, without establishing mass organizations, through educational activity
focused on the individual (Francione, 2010). Even though Francione might not truly believe
this to the letter, most of his activities have been devoted to fostering this kind of approach.
Although his popularity has perhaps waned since the publication of his more original work (see,
for example, Francione [1995] 2007, [1996] 2007), I think of Francione as a one-man apogee of
the veganism-centred position. He has repeatedly admitted that many people cannot be reached
through pro-vegan agitation. On the other hand, he claims, there are enough ears willing to
listen to keep us busy for the rest of our lives. But that is not what we want, is it? There are many
potential vegans, of course—perhaps all individuals who are not yet vegan are vegan in potentia,
and have resisted what is really a basic conversion. Some will be reached but, for reasons to be
discussed shortly, one more vegan will never be enough. Meanwhile, the whole issue consumes
a disturbingly large amount of our precious time.
Like the other activities that animal advocates have kept themselves occupied with, today’s
focus on vegan education has an easy-to-miss cost attached to it. It makes us persistently neglect
the strategic-liberationist goals of the movement. The discussion of how to translate the growing
ranks of vegans into liberatory institutional change either goes unheard or fails to develop at
all. In the process, we tend to overestimate both the strength of our numbers and the impact of
our actions. Many vegans spend a considerable amount of time on websites that resonate with
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their interests and ethical preferences. These, however, drown in a sea of other sites—those that
are “neutral,” fostering pervasive liberal indifference, and those that are openly reactionary. And
then there is the real world of flesh and blood and systemic violence. Despite all of our efforts,
who runs the show?
Once we look at our situation through the eyes of a realistic and pragmatic strategist, we
will see ourselves as weak. This is the first step we must take to awaken from our rather blissful
slumber. To the degree that vegan abolitionism is motivated by so-called humanitarian concerns, Marx’s criticism applies to it. Isaiah Berlin wrote that as Marx looked at the reformers
and radicals of his day, it seemed to him that “under the guise of earnest philanthropic feeling
there throve, undetected, seeds of weakness and treachery, due to a fundamental desire to come
to terms with reaction, a secret horror of revolution based on fear of loss of comfort and privilege
and, at a deep level, fear of reality itself, of the full light of day” (Berlin, 1978, p. 9). He saw
that “humanitarianism was but a softened, face-saving form of compromise, due to a desire to
avoid the perils of an open fight and, even more, the risks and responsibilities of victory” (ibid.).
We too secretly hope that serious change does not come, or that when there are enough vegans,
things will just straighten themselves out. The problems are exacerbated by the fact that the
“animal question” is far broader in scope than it is usually taken to be; it lies at the core not
only of why and how one animal species ruthlessly exploits a myriad of others and itself, but
also of what that species is and what place it occupies on earth. No one has the whole answer,
and perhaps we will forever have to rely on fragments pointing to a totality beyond reach. What
is worrisome is that vegans are, on the whole, uninterested in this bigger picture.6 But what if
the foundations of the modern social order, i.e., the totality, form powerful currents that overwhelm our local, narrowly conceived struggles, and make our efforts futile? What if it crystallizes in most individual, day-to-day actions as well as in structural transformations of tectonic
proportions? Once we have awakened to this as a problem, the next step is to turn theory right
side up: animal oppression is not primarily a matter of wrongheaded thinking, but a historical
expression of a mode of practical, material human life. To decipher the links between oppression
and liberation, we will have to examine more of what makes us tick.

What Is in the Way
For centuries, animal oppression has been entrenched in capitalist structures. The significance of
this observation cannot be overestimated: animal bodies are sucked into, and processed in, the
heart of capitalism, the commodity form. Capitalism is based on capital accumulation, an inherently expansive process of incremental growth achieved through the transformation of the world’s
richness into quantifiable, uniform, and exchangeable units. Although commodities seem to be
just plain things of more or less use, they are in fact—as Marx noted—endowed with seemingly
magical powers (1976).7 Though occurring in precapitalist forms of society, under capitalism they
come to constitute the universal form of society’s reproduction (Lukács, [1968] 1971).8 To the
enormous extent that production for exchange value predominates, considerations of social usefulness are eclipsed by the profit motive. Bearers of exchange value, commodities move along lines
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of profitable exchange wherever these lines can be established. Instances in which our vital needs
are still satisfied are largely coincidental, or related to the continued and diminishing existence of
extracapitalist forms of distribution. But there is really no address to which to send complaints:
the wealthy follow rhythms of accumulation that they did not set up. Through the domination of
the commodity form, human animals become the products of their own products. This is where
the magic lies. The movement of commodities presents itself to us not as a relationship between
producers, but as “the fantastic form of a relation between things” (Marx, 1976, p. 165).
Sadly, social activists and movements also give in to the domination of commodity form,
and to the degree that they do, they lose the edge of being a meaningful opposition. This is
precisely what happens to those segments of the animalist movement that seek to work “with
capitalism” for animal protection. They end up being sucked into a powerful whirlwind, and
thereafter they follow the rules of the game that turns the bodies of animals into conduits for
capital flows. Collaborationist organizations may choose to ignore the power of the commodity
form but—due to this self-deceit—it will digest them all the more thoroughly. PETA, which owes
much of its high profile to an embrace of capitalism, is a case in point. In an interview with Susan
Finsen, co-founder Alex Pacheco made it clear that he was trying to market compassion, which,
he thought, could be sold to the consumer in much the same way as toothpaste or soap (Finsen,
1997, p. ii). Within this approach, compassion thus joins the movement of commodities and
becomes one of them, its qualitative features of resistance to exploitation subordinated to exchange
relationships. It now has a price, and when sold skillfully, it will enable an organization to grow in
influence and power. Tied into commodity logic and ever more cognizant of its financial bottom
line, that organization will turn into a profit-seeking corporation focused on increasing its market
value. All of this will occur long before any measure of success in reducing demand for animal
flesh and labour is achieved. No matter how firm an ethical position veganism is, it is not immune
to processes of commodification. Easily turned into a fad, it is welcomed by businesses that profit
from niche, lifestyle-based consumption. Oddly enough, it becomes fashionable to be vegan, if
only the reasons for doing so are harmless to the rhythms of economic activity.
From the predominance of the commodity form it follows that capitalism is much more
than a set of institutional arrangements; it constitutes a prevalent form of experience of reality,
that of an atomized, monadic, isolated, disembodied self.9 It overwhelmingly uproots moral
pleas for compassion from a sphere of bodily feeling and into a context of reification; because
capitalism implicitly yet forcefully teaches us to comprehend the world as a series of useful or
useless objects, the suffering body is usually already an “It” instead of a “Thou.”10 This is not to
say that all experience is mediated this way. There are still places to hide from the commodity
form, but they are disappearing with the flow of time, and it is not possible to struggle for civilizational transformation from a position of political withdrawal. The commodity form penetrates
into our most intimate perceptions of each other and the world, making capitalism far more
difficult to abolish than an enemy who could be tracked down and beheaded. The commodity
demands that the world be remolded in its image, and this is, in fact, happening.
Capital’s intolerance of boundaries to accumulation can bear no ambiguity, and so capital
converges with technoscience11 in an attempt to sweep away traces of ambivalence in the vast
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grey zone between the “+” and the “–,” the “yes” and the “no.” To that end, nature is conceptualized, processed, and subjugated as a dissectible and fully knowable object. This enables and reinforces the modern addiction to, and overreliance on, science and technology. Technoscientific
mediation intensifies at the pace of commodification. Complex commodities require some form
of technological processing. In turn, technoscientific operations must assume a commodified
form; they are developed solely within the dynamic of capital circulation. Due to the near-universality of both, every conceivable problem is reduced to a matter of administrative, technocratic manipulation within an arbitrarily set but unquestioned structure—thinking is uprooted
from its natural context of somatic embeddedness, reduced to the juggling of abstract symbols,
and entrusted to a clique of experts. Inseparable from the ubiquity of technology is the social
domination of instrumental rationality. Everything, including life itself,12 becomes a matter of
technique; everything becomes a question of rational management. Zygmunt Bauman observes
that the very accessibility of technology “redefines successive parts of human reality as problems
clamouring for resolution” (1991b, p. 220, emphasis in original). What follows is a profound
disenchantment of life—now reduced to manipulation of quantifiables—that breaks down the
dynamic unity of our bodies and the earth. A dual schism results: one within ourselves, which
divides us into an analyzing, computer-like mind and a mechanical body; and the other between
the dynamic, non-material human essence and the inert matter of nature. These make for a
comprehensive, materially and practically dominant trend of de-animalization and de-naturalization, which translates into a pervasive alienation of daily life.
Buried under piles of techno-junk, slabs of concrete, and layers of scientistic discourse, we
find ourselves unable to enact any semblance of egalitarian interanimal kinship. We are deprived
of a concrete, experiential basis that would make this possible. How is one even to conceive of
the felt intelligence of a cow if one has scarcely ever been around a cow? How is one to appreciate
the support of the earth under one’s feet when the land has been rendered mute to the senses,
and the senses have become far more familiar with endless little black rows on a flatscreen?13 In
the process of this forced domestication we become deskilled and ever more dependent on the
abstract apparatus of production of which the average person can comprehend little. Reliance
on professionals becomes the default response to a nuisance. Year by year, technoscientific
mediation deepens our estrangement from the life of our animal senses. People bump into one
another as if on autopilot in the street, guided into places fixed in busy schedules, ear glued
to the phone, eyes in a blank stare, efficiency on everyone’s lips. Cellphones and smartphones,
combined with a lack of sensorial rootedness, make it difficult to remember a time when gadgetry was not viewed as indispensable.
Crowded into urban dwellings inhospitable to non-human others, we seem to see human
faces wherever we turn but, perceptually maimed and half-awake, we are scarcely able to relate.
This is not due to a crisis of humanist values, nor to insufficient will to take “appropriate” action.
For the most part, adaptation to mass society requires “spacing out”—shutting off whatever
world we live in, and shunning a relationship to our immediate surroundings based on the
fullness of bodied attention. In the midst of this remoteness from the reality of the senses, a
hunger grows for experiences of more-than-human otherness and regrounding in the corporeal,
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but these are increasingly rare. The human has mistakenly been made the locus of philosophical
explanation and, I would add, political praxis. Mistakenly, says Maurice Merleau-Ponty, because
one explains nothing by man, since he is not a force but a weakness at the heart of being.…
His existence extends to too many things, in fact to all, for him to become the object of
his own delight, or for the authorization of what we can now reasonably call a “human
chauvinism.” (1963, p. 43)

Whether in a liberal guise or not, contemporary humanism reproduces the chasm between
the human and the rest of the natural world as if Darwin had never done his work. The anthropocentrist sentiment reappears within the otherwise admirable Marxist critique. Of the necessity of mending natural relations, David Harvey writes that nature should
no longer be viewed as “one vast gasoline station,” as the German philosopher Martin
Heidegger complained in the 1950s, but a teeming source of life forms to be preserved,
nourished, respected and intrinsically valued. Our relation to nature should not be guided
by rendering it a commodity like any other. (Harvey, 2010, p. 234)

A promising statement that is, unfortunately, followed by the repetition of a familiar theme.
Rather than a commodity, to Harvey nature “is the one great common to which we all have
an equal right but for which we also bear an immense equal responsibility” (ibid., 234–35,
emphasis added). It can be supposed that wolves and cows and ravens are not part of the “we,”
but rather part of that to which the human “we” is entitled. Though it is not stated explicitly,
nature is clearly external to the human, something with reference to which we are a visitor with
claims of access from the outside, and to that end something alien. From a gasoline station
nature is turned into a city park, a place people visit but to which they do not belong, of which
they are not part. Animal liberation deepens the Marxist critique of commodification of nature
by reclaiming nature as the very ground of human sociality, simultaneously reclaiming us as
natural beings. It is therefore a movement toward re-immersion of self-repressed, but still entirely
natural, humanity into the surrounding earthly ecology. It is a movement of homecoming.

Death Throes
Modern civilization lives and dies with the proliferation of a host of interrelated oppressive
practices throughout the totality of human activity. Animal oppression and liberation are virtually inseparable from questions of (1) human de-animalization and technical regimentation of
human life; (2) capitalist-produced vast spaces of immiseration and economic destabilization;
(3) human overpopulation, encroachment into and destruction of the habitats of other animals
worldwide, and general ecological devastation; and (4) militarism and war. The list could go
on, leading to a single conclusion: we are collectively invested in oppression. In this situation, no
matter how noble the ideas and values of alternative ways of organizing society, they can rise
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up only to a certain marginal role in social discourse and practice, but no further. The dense
material reality of social practice stands in the way. One cannot help using theological language
at this point: this is the Fall, if ever there was one. Elites may still be able to watch it from their
remote enclaves of privilege, but their lower strata gradually roll down and join the oppressed.
In fact, a careful observer may be convinced that, due to internal contradictions, the capitalist
formula is finally in its death throes.14
As a historical form of society, capitalism has a developmental trajectory and, therefore, an
end, too. Depending entirely on the existence of attractive avenues of accumulation, capital is
running out of fresh investment opportunities, and the old ones are insufficient due to progressive market saturation. At the same time, capitalists are continually fighting off a progressive, if
occasionally interrupted, rise in the costs of production.15 Looking at things from a long-term
perspective, one comes to understand that opportunities for capitalists are shrinking. China and
the former Eastern bloc are already integrated into the system. So too, to a large degree, are South
and Southeast Asia and Africa.16 Scarcely anyone remains outside of the capitalist economy, so
there are not many more open spaces left to fill. In a finite world, a system with insatiable hunger
sooner or later runs out of places to go. While it is true that state-backed capitalism proves more
flexible and resilient than its most acute critics could imagine, its flexibility should be attributed
to ad hoc extra-economic solutions that, with time, only lead to more serious trouble.
With nowhere else to expand, capitalism has gone virtual, with difficulties “in part resolved
by the creation of fictitious markets where speculation in asset values could take off unchecked
by any regulatory apparatus” (Harvey, 2010, p. 217). Having inflated a financial bubble over a
period of more than 30 years, capitalism stumbled in 2009 in a property-led crisis, from which
it has been able to bounce back only with massive worldwide bailouts and other measures.17
Crises of increasing magnitude are inherent in capital’s way of operation. Perhaps at this point
capitalism is burning out and, ultimately, nothing can save it. Immanuel Wallerstein (2012)
thus comments on one of the most fundamental contradictions of the system:
What maximizes income for the most efficient players in the short run (increased profit
margins) squeezes out buyers in the longer run. As more and more people and zones are
fully engaged in the world-economy, there is less and less margin for “adjustments” or
“renewal” and more and more impossible choices faced by investors, consumers, and governments.

For capital to exist as capital at all, it must move in cycles of expanding investment. With
each cycle, a surplus is produced that must then be reinvested to establish an annual compound
growth of about 3 percent, at which capitalism tends to achieve optimal systemic balance.
Resuming this level of growth meant finding profitable avenues of investment globally of 1.6
trillion dollars in 2010. The figure will reach about 3 trillion dollars in 2030.18 One must ask:
With no opportunities for a profitable rate of return on investment on the whole, where will that
money go? What will prevent the system from coming to a halt? Will state interventions that
pump taxpayers’ money into the dying machine suffice?
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Perhaps critics like Harvey are right to say that “capitalism will never fall on its own. It
will have to be pushed. The accumulation of capital will never cease. It will have to be stopped”
(2010, p. 260). Whether or not Harvey is right on this point, clearly “the capitalist class will
never willingly surrender its power.” It most certainly “will have to be dispossessed” (ibid.).
These increasingly turbulent times may turn out to be not entirely tragic, but may present
opportunities for decisive political action. It will take a coordinated, focused, immense force to
make a wobbly giant fall. The problem is what takes his place. The circumstances of practical
life after capitalism will form the background of our relatedness to others and the world: the
post-capitalist form of experience. It is in the vital interest of the vast majority of animalkind
that the basis of this experience is not barbarism, although it is difficult to see how it could be
much worse than what innumerable beings of the earth suffer today.
Of course, the above critique runs contrary to liberal proclamations of “progress,” of spreading democracy, of technological optimism, and of superficial environmentalism, all of which
tend to trivialize the seriousness of the situation. Nearly all of these proclamations originate
within the privileged strata of the human population, either in the Global North or among elites
of the South. They are bent on changing everything so that nothing changes. These voices of
powerful propaganda use mainstream media channels that are inaccessible to radical, that is to
say actual, opposition. This has enormous consequences for animal liberation prospects.
To begin with, animal exploiters and their associations lead an onslaught of disinformation campaigns through hired public relations agencies, and are relentless in their attempts
to tighten their grip over the public. They incessantly mingle with legislators through intermediate councils and committees on which they buy seats and craft their bill proposals.
They hire security firms to investigate activists and infiltrate groups. They quickly expand to
countries where consumption of animal-derived products has heretofore been limited, such
as the emerging industrial powers of China and India. But they still feel more at home within
the cultural and institutional order of the West. Normalization of animal oppression is synchronized with family, school, peer group, and professional life. This process of normalization
consists of many familiar steps. It starts with the animal parts and secretions that children
consume from an early age. It proceeds with pictures of flesh and milk right next to cows in
elementary school coursebooks that describe to kids “what cows are for.” Somewhere along
the way, it acclimates individuals to established leisure-time patterns—fishing, hunting, the
occasional grill party, and so on—that are typically tied into socially accepted models of
masculinity. A protein-heavy diet of steak for the man of the house is a must. The wife will
settle for chicken breasts, in case red “meat” really isn’t healthy. They will then take their seats
on a sofa wrapped in cowskin, and will probably glimpse a KFC commercial on TV. We also
learn fairly quickly that there are “people” and then, far below, there are “animals.” By the
onset of adulthood, the average person ends up with a largely unspoken conviction of how
“necessary” and “rational” it is for animal exploitation to continue. With animal use comes
civilization and progress, and who would dare to question this? Exploiters spend hundreds
of millions of dollars to plunge the majority of the population into a lifetime of reactionary
ideology, conformity, and bad habits.
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Being on the right side of the barricade does not guarantee victory. If history were to teach
us one thing only, it would perhaps be that truth is pushed aside by empires. The truth of animal
oppression is systematically twisted by many of society’s most talented professionals, who have
been lured by wealth, comfort, and prestige. These scientists, public relations specialists, law
enforcers and security experts, lawyers, doctors, engineers, economists, business executives, IT
specialists, and others, systematically support animal exploitation; they devote all of their talent
and most of their energy to it.
There are some among us whose skills are equal to these professionals, and whose dedication
is altogether unparalleled. But our ranks are much more modest, we have less time on our hands,
limited access to invaluable resources, and complicated lives to navigate, and we are organizationally dispersed and ideologically confused. Against us stands an economic power that is
legally, politically, and ideologically supported by a bureaucratic state apparatus bent on protecting its private property and profits as sacrosanct. It would seem to have all it needs to put activists
out of play. The crackdown has already begun, especially in the United States and Britain, and
it will only intensify, taking full advantage of our strategic weaknesses. In addition to what has
already been discussed, these consist of (1) the current prevalent model of animalist activism in
the movement, and (2) the apoliticism of the otherwise promising abolitionist veganism.
The model is characterized above all by a split between the reformist organization and the
covert direct action cell scattered among the others in the underground. The top tier of aboveground activists tends to become professionalized, and they are thus constrained by the dynamic
of their organization’s dependence on donations from a moderate general public. They become
quite conservative themselves, losing whatever oppositional momentum the organization might
otherwise develop. In turn, the dedicated and skillful underground activists are, on the whole,
fairly quickly incapacitated by the far more powerful law enforcement agencies. Instead of a
lifetime of action, their active “careers” likely span no more than a few years. Radicalism is
therefore neutralized in two ways: by financial/bureaucratic incorporation into the mainstream
above ground and state repression underground. The vast void in between needs to be filled by
anti-systemic and popular resistance. In view of the first weakness, the abolitionist vegan platform
is a promising development within the movement on two counts. First, it makes repression by
law enforcement agencies more difficult by substituting “open rescue” tactics for sabotage.19
Secondly, it becomes harder for corporate businesses to co-opt such abolitionist organizations
due to their non-negotiable moral baseline.
The vegan platform’s weakness lies in its failure to grasp its own broader meaning, potential,
and place. For we are facing a challenge that we have yet to find the guts to accept: that of an
arduous, potentially perilous cultural and political war against the foundation of this oppressive
civilization. Witness the order that devours the earth upon which it rests; can any leniency be
expected of it? Will there be mercy for the dissenter? Beneath the facade of tolerance lurks a
perpetual, behind-the-scenes holocaust. In Herzog, Saul Bellow poignantly writes:
You think history is the history of loving hearts? You fool! Look at these millions of dead.
Can you pity them, feel for them? You can nothing! There were too many. We burned
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them to ashes, we buried them with bulldozers. History is the history of cruelty, not love
as soft men think. (2003, p. 315)

Not millions, Mr. Bellow—billions.

The Politicized Animal
Whether it is efficacious to foster opposition to animal oppression with vegan advocacy rests
on a few conditions. First of all, veganism must fit into a broader movement back to our animal roots and toward civilizational transformation. For the re-animalized human being, it is
a simple outcome of interanimal kinship, of belonging to the same order of existence as other
sentient, vulnerable, mortal beings of the earth. There is an animalist politics that has yet to be
clarified, but that includes and deepens the foundations of past radical movements. It should be
obvious by now that veganism cannot become an end in itself, nor a reflexive response to every
encountered problem relating to animal oppression or exploitation. Instead, it must be tied into
the development of a popular, lasting, consolidated movement, international in scope but able
to intervene locally and regionally, and to tear society out of liberal apoliticism.
It is in the interest of the wealthy, and against the interests of the rest of us, that the majority feels disgusted with politics. Yet here we are, shooting ourselves in the foot. Many activists
seem to believe that animal liberation can be won over and above the dirt of politics by exerting external pressure on the ruling classes. That is not possible, since the very system of highly
bureaucratized liberal government, the cherry on the political pie of modernity, constitutes the
negation of the animal. It safeguards the non-stop functioning of the productivist capitalist
order that subordinates human and other bodies to continuous alienated performances. Liberal
civil society has guaranteed and protected the freedoms of “a minority perpetually en route to
becoming everyone” (Wallerstein, 1995, p. 2). As a speciesist and class-exclusive construct, it
never did and never would stand for everyone. It diffuses its overarching hegemony beneath a
layer of superficial diversity, peddling its philosophy, common sense, and everything in between
to the very masses that become dispossessed under its reign. Since it dictates the conditions of
our social existence, we cannot change it unless we engage it. This involves, at the same time,
struggling against capital on which cultural and political formations are highly dependent
(Chibber, 2007). A bunch of scattered activists will not be able to take advantage of political
and ideological momentum. Only a vibrant political movement might do so, and only if it is
able to use the weaknesses of the system against it as soon as it reveals them.
There is a concreteness to grassroots political action that will help reground theory and
orient the otherwise confused practice. It’s a potent tool for those human animals who still
haven’t been domesticated enough to unfeelingly accept their miserable separation from earthly
rhythms, whether in a filthy slum or on the top floor of an office building. This much we should
understand: this is a war to give up our species’ dominion. It is a war to overcome the mechanical
standardization of life. The echo of our once-wild and still-beating hearts reminds us to fight
it to the end. The Hegelian notion of freedom as recognition of necessity is in fact an animal
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realization that things need to be done, and we are already in the midst of processes that are
remaking human and other bodies in the image of senseless drones. Our animal nature rebels
against the juggernaut of human invention. Most vegan advocates have yet to see through its
ideological veil and the pervasiveness of its practical domination.
It has been necessary to shed light on the limitations of veganism seen as individual protest. Vegan individualism and subcultural isolationism are unfortunate consequences of disenchantment with the corruption of mainstream, parliamentary, lobbyist, professionalized,
expert-based, corporate-activist politics. But the divorce of veganism from politics on the one
hand, and the corrupt formula of political life on the other are forms of alienation; they can and
must be overcome with a more direct, participatory approach. Veganism will assume a truly liberatory dimension only once it has been grounded in a broader political framework of collective
grassroots action. Setting ethical, ideological, and political limits that stem from radical critique
can go a long way toward making liberationist organizations insusceptible to collaborationism.
Radicalism—which is, at bottom, a faithfulness to the truth of bodily suffering—is necessary
insofar as it constitutes an indispensable precondition for uprooting the system as it stands
today: a critical oppositional edge.
The hard groundwork needs to be done in communities, emphasizing local, grassroots activity. To this end, animal liberation would have to become more firmly based as a set of values and
actions in concrete social relations: work, neighbourhood, and more. In the process, the animalist community could drop its largely defensive position, open up organizationally, and broaden
its social base. So far, the animal movement has been peculiarly unrooted in society, a scattered
multitude lacking a major, animalist-liberationist ethos. If it is to prevail as a major social movement, animal liberation propaganda will ultimately face the task of pervading existing networks
of activists engaged in other liberation struggles and demonstrating how the liberation of other
animals and the liberation of human animality are two sides of the same coin. Animalism ought to
struggle to infuse the long-term goals of different movements with that central message. Animal
liberation is thus an already present, if unacknowledged, element of any liberatory struggle. The
bodily presence of activists in their communities—not only in homogenized urban centres,
but also more evenly distributed across the political and geographical landscape—would create
prospects for revitalizing direct political participation. This would help to build the foundation
for a true carnal politics, and assist in overcoming the ongoing spectacularization of society and
the power of the flat, mediatized image.
Relatedly, when approaching other radical activists, animal liberationists should be ready
to learn about the limits the liberal (a)political formula sets for liberation struggles and the
inherently oppressive nature of capitalist society. This alone would fundamentally change the
prevailing loyalties of the mainstream of the animalists, which, at the moment, opportunistically flirts with the liberal-capitalist agenda, and consequently falls prey to its systemic dynamics. Bureaucratization, elitism, and a deficit of democracy inevitably follow from this attitude.
Meanwhile, activism as a meaning-making and meaning-giving way of life must be connected
to a sense of agency and power at every level of engagement and for every participant. This move
away from professionalization among the cadres and the debilitating hierarchization within
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organizations (the “just do as you’re told” orientation), as well as from spectatorship among
the public (the “we will do it for you” attitude), will sustain, invigorate, and help expand the
movement. It will enable a convergence of the locality, direct participation, and elements of DYI,
with a broader decommodification of life.
Obviously, much more specificity is required to formulate guidelines for organization and
action; however, as indicated in the introduction, this requires accounting for local and regional
conditions in their dynamic configurations, something that cannot be done here, and calls for
analyses formulated by engaged grassroots activists. One can drop bombs from a safe distance,
but will not effect social change. Detachment is what enables oppression in the first place, be
it ontological, physical, or political. There is absolutely no substitute for co-presence to make us
realize the truth of another’s suffering. No amount of moral reasoning, imagination, and conceptual abstraction will suffice. The manufactured eclipse of lived proximity with other sentient
bodies deprives us of the opportunity for frequent empathic encounters and the development of
interspecies solidarity. It must be steadfastly opposed and reversed; what is hidden behind walls
of concrete and electric fences must be brought into plain sight. The first ones to see it ought to
be other Left radicals, who are already sensitive to the suffering of fellow humans and are natural
allies for political action. We must all reclaim ourselves as sentient, sensing bodies to be able to
appreciate the extent to which we are being duped, and to feel what gruesome exploitation of
other bodies really means. We must empower ourselves as political animals, active participants
in a historical shift for which there is no blueprint and no precedent.
Animal liberation is not simply just another movement amongst the others. Its proper place
is actually beneath all of them. Contrary to anthropocentrist rhetoric, it is animal indignation
that moves the workers to strike, only post hoc reinterpreted as an ideal of strictly human dignity. It is the animal that is sedated with the empty promises of liberal progress, and it is the
animal that cannot stand this repressive civilization. Animal liberation can no longer be reduced
to just another facet of the struggle. It is the basis that undergirds all struggles, and all opposition
as such; therefore, the mode in which veganism ought to function is one of permeation, of going
beneath. That is, it should move through and across the entire Left, helping to form a basis for the
struggle against all oppression. It will thus begin to unite the innumerable local and piecemeal
struggles scattered across the face of the earth that are already underway. Animal liberation is
both a germ of and a movement toward an emergent, post-capitalist form of human life. It will
not be centrally planned. It need not be jump-started with a name. It requires that our animal
desire be reforged into political will and determination, and sustained over generations to come.

Notes
1 Even though the terms oppression and exploitation do not always overlap (the former connoting deprivation of freedom and imposition of suffering and death, and the latter referring to an instrumentalist-economic relation), I use them largely interchangeably for the purposes of this chapter.
If the context of a given paragraph requires more precision, however, the terms are appropriately
differentiated.
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I use the terms reformism and neo-reformism, instead of the popular welfarism and new welfarism, to
indicate the provenance of these currents of activism with similar historical tendencies discernible in
other social movements. The history of socialism, feminism, black liberation, environmental, and other
movements provides telling examples of co-optation of the opposition by the establishment. Welfarists
are the reformists, and the new welfarists precisely the neo-reformists, of the animalist movement—the
former being traditional moderates, and the latter radicals-turned-collaborators. Within a few years, the
two strands might in fact merge, making the prefix neo- in neo-reformism altogether obsolete, as even
the rhetorical remnants of once-radical positions are abandoned. For an analysis of new welfarism, see
Francione, Rain Without Thunder, ([1996] 2007).
3 For more information on PETA’s campaign for “controlled-atmosphere killing” (CAK) of chickens and
turkeys, see PETA, “The Case for Controlled-Atmosphere Killing,” n.d. Notice how the organization
openly identifies with the exploiters’ economic interests by calling CAK “more profitable.”
4 Although I am critical of this segment of the movement, I do not hesitate to include myself in it. My
concern, however, lies with the development of animal liberation into a broader political and antisystemic
opposition, as well as with its thematic reformulation to incorporate the liberation of human animality.
5 See Bookchin 2001 for an analysis of differences between subcultural identity preservation and social and
political involvement. (A refutation of anthropocentrist and speciesist elements of Bookchin’s social ecology
is not the topic of this chapter, although it would logically follow from the argument presented here.)
6 This lack of interest may be simultaneously a sign of (1) a sense of being overwhelmed and understaffed,
itself an expression of insufficient mobilization and attraction of new blood into the movement; (2) separation from other social movements that are resistant to abandoning anthropocentrist ideology; and, perhaps
most interestingly, (3) a reflection of late-capitalist over-specialization and compartmentalization of both
knowledge and practice. For these reasons, and possibly more, activists prefer to plow their little plot rather
than engage in research into the processes that underlie the existence of seemingly separate issues.
7 In volume 1 of Capital, Marx writes that analysis of the commodity “brings out that it is a very strange
thing, abounding in metaphysical subtleties and theological niceties” (1976, p. 163). On the following
pages of the section it becomes clear that its “mystical character” can be traced to its very form. The form
of the commodity as commodity—a quantifiable item designed for exchange—is constituted as the externalization of social relations between producers into a relation between products, which then imposes itself
upon producers.
8 Lukács writes that “this development of the commodity to the point where it becomes the dominant form in
society did not take place until the advent of modern capitalism” ([1968] 1971, p. 86, emphasis in original).
9 See Steinberg, Fiction of a Thinkable World, 2005, pp. 167–183 for a discussion of capitalism as a factor
engendering the experience of this sense of self.
10 Compare with Buber, I and Thou (1937). I do not hesitate to broaden the humanistic and theological basis
of Buber’s dichotomy of I-Thou and I-It relationships to include interspecific animal encounters. Thus reinterpreted, the I-Thou becomes the quintessentially full-bodied, face-to-face relation, the essence of Mitsein,
or being-with. In turn, the I-It epitomizes the mutual alienation of the oppressor and the oppressed.
11 For the purposes of this chapter, I assume the term technoscience to refer to a complex of processes of
production that form a crucial aspect of the modern worldview. In technoscience, matters of technical
manipulation, bureaucratic administration, replicability, and quantifiability are of paramount importance.
As I am interested primarily in how it translates into individual experience of the world, I have opted to
disregard the more specialized uses of the term. Suffice it to say, I take theoretical research and its practical
application to be so intertwined as to be most usefully analyzed as a functional whole. Hence, there is no
technology-science opposition. Instead, a technology-science complex exists that remakes the world into
an artifice, supremely antagonistic to that which is wild, non-standardized, and resistant to incorporation
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into a pre-ordained, super-imposed order. Thus characterized, technoscience bears all the marks of modernity. Existence is modern, Zygmunt Bauman writes, “in as far as it is administered by resourceful (that
is, possessing knowledge, skill, and technology) sovereign agencies.… Agencies … define order and, by
implication, lay aside chaos, as that leftover that escapes the definition. The typically modern practice, the
substance of modern politics, of modern intellect, of modern life, is the effort to exterminate ambivalence
… it is the modern practice, not nature that truly suffers no void” (1991a, pp. 7–8). Modernity and capitalism cannot be reduced to one another but are mutually reinforcing and intimately related phenomena.
12 For a discussion of the inclusion of life “as such” into the capitalist dynamic under the neo-liberal regime,
see Cooper, Life as Surplus (2008). Human-generated manipulation of life reaches way back to the transition to agricultural economies, but only in modernity and under capitalism does it come to be incorporated
into a totalizing project of “design, manipulation, management, engineering” (Bauman, 1991a, p. 9).
13 See David Abram’s eco-phenomenological analysis in Abram 1996 and 2010.
14 See Wallerstein, World-Systems Analysis (2004), in which the author says, “Whenever a difficulty can be
solved in some way, then there is not a true crisis but simply a difficulty built into the system. True crises
are those difficulties that cannot be resolved within the framework of the system but instead can be overcome only by going outside of and beyond the historical system of which the difficulties are part.… The
modern world-system in which we are living, which is that of a capitalist world-economy, is currently in
precisely such a crisis, and has been for a while. The crisis may go on another twenty-five to fifty years”
(pp. 76–77). Wallerstein goes on to elaborate on the contradictions of the system in detail, something I
cannot afford to do here.
15 Wallerstein calls neoliberal globalization just such a “massive political attempt [by capitalists] to roll back
remuneration costs, to counter demands for internalization of costs, and of course to reduce levels of taxation.… As with every previous such counteroffensive against rising costs, it has succeeded partially, but
only very partially … the costs of production in the first decade of the twenty-first century are markedly
higher than they were in 1945.” He concludes that the “underlying structures of the capitalist world-economy have been moving in the direction of reaching an asymptote which makes it increasingly difficult to
accumulate capital” (2005, pp. 1272–73).
16 Despite geographical and historical fluctuation of varying significance, including the waning of the US
political and economic hegemony, the modern capitalist world economy remains a global and virtually
universal system today. Even nominal opposition in the form of national socialist-style experimentation
is tied back into it and fulfills a largely supportive role in its perpetuation.
17 For analysis, see Harvey, The Enigma of Capital and the Crises of Capitalism (2010), in which the author
says that bailouts amount to “taxpayers simply buying out the banks, the capitalist class, forgiving them
their debts, their transgressions, but only theirs.… And the banks are using the money, not to lend to
anybody but to reduce their leveraging and to buy other banks. They are busy consolidating their power”
(pp. 30–31).
18	Harvey (2010, p. 216) compares these figures to the $150 billion surplus that it was necessary to invest in
1950 and $420 billion in 1973. The figures are adjusted for inflation.
19 The tactic of open rescue generally assumes that activists remain mask-free, unless avoiding health hazards
requires them to do otherwise. Liberated animals are given veterinary care, and placed in safe homes or
sanctuaries. The conditions of exploitation are documented and publicized. Attention is drawn to the
horrors perpetuated by the exploiters. With activists’ identities revealed, it becomes more difficult to label
them as “terrorists.” However, the method is not without critics. Some maintain that it is more resource
intensive than clandestine direct action, as it becomes necessary to pay fines and damages, and sometimes
cover the legal costs of court trials as well.
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5
The Role of Evolutionary Thought
in Animal Ethics
Rod Preece

I
In the historically oriented animal rights/welfare literature it has been common, indeed almost
universal, to posit Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution as a major turning point in favour of
ethical consideration for animals in Western cultural discourse. The reality, however, is that the
story of ethics in evolutionary thought is a complex one that merits a closer investigation. In fact,
the idea that humans are evolutionarily related to other animals has been a part of intellectual
discourse since the symbolic origins of philosophical thinking with Thales—it was so designated
by Aristotle—in the Greek colony of Ionia, present-day Turkey, in the eighth century BC (or
BCE), and, in rather more enigmatic form, at least as far back as Sumeria some three thousand
years before what is now customarily called the common era (CE).1 In his book From the Greeks
to Darwin: The Development of the Evolution Idea through Twenty-Four Centuries ([1894] 1929),
Henry Fairfield Osborn elaborated the ideas of over 50 contributors to the evolutionary theme
prior to Charles Darwin (1809–1882). Admittedly, forms of evolutionary thought prior to the
close of the eighteenth century are not always immediately apparent as such, but a careful investigation indicates they are there to be discovered. Nonetheless, to listen to a great deal of contemporary discussion about evolution one would have thought it arose dramatically as a previously
unexamined novelty in the midst of the nineteenth century from the pen of Charles Darwin.
What was novel about Darwin was not the discovery of evolution, but his remarkable
exposition of the means of evolution—natural selection, which, crudely put, is the process in
which competition for scarce resources in the environment will determine which individuals
survive and reproduce most successfully, and the variations from the norm in those successful
individuals (i.e., those characteristics most suited to the needs occasioned by the environment)
that will predominate in succeeding generations; eventually those characteristics will become
universal in the population. Darwin did not discount entirely the force of will, but his theory was conducive to explanation of adaptation by heredity alone and was understood by his
followers in that manner. The alternative theory that evolution occurred by force of will and
habit (known as Lamarckism; after the French naturalist Jean-Baptiste Lamarck [1744–1829])
held that characteristics acquired by animals during their lifetime could be inherited by future
generations. The customary example is that of the giraffe, which, in stretching its neck to reach
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the succulent leaves at the top of the tree, passed on the elongated neck to its offspring. But the
doctrine was also interpreted to imply that skills learned during a parent’s lifetime could be
passed on to the offspring. The idea of evolution has in fact been an integral part of intellectual
deliberation for much of the time of Western speculative discourse. The question to be examined
here is to what extent the impact of evolutionary ideas affected notions of ethical relationships
of humans to other animals.
Traditions resembling evolutionary thought, or at least offering veiled hints at evolution,
were present even before the period studied by Osborn. Thus, for example, in the third millennium BCE the Sumerian schools taught that originally humans walked with all their limbs on
the ground and chewed herbs like sheep—an obscure hint at our descent from other animals.
Of perhaps somewhat more dubious evolutionary relevance was the Cheyenne belief that bison
were originally carnivorous, that humans belonged to their diet, and that humans were originally herbivorous. But in the process of prehistory the positions were reversed. If not avowedly
evolutionary, the Cheyenne belief reflected a recognition that species were not static in nature
but had changed substantially in the course of prehistorical experience. There were no explicit
ethical principles expressed in these cases, but in the Cheyenne case the implication was that
the prior habit of bison devouring human flesh offered a justification for the Cheyenne to now
consume animal flesh. Unfortunately, what is not known is when the belief became a part of
Cheyenne legend, though it was certainly well established by the nineteenth century as a traditional aspect of Cheyenne culture.
Of more immediacy and clearer ethical relevance was the embryonic evolutionary thought
in the pre-Socratic era of the Greek empire, even though by tradition, via Aristotle and Cicero,
systematic ethical thought was first introduced by Socrates several centuries after the initial
fumblings toward intellectual discourse by Thales of Miletus and his Ionian associates and successors. It is of especial significance in that at that time direct evolutionary relationship seemed
to be of greater impact than mere fellow animality in determining ethical obligation, given that
biological kinship with other animals had been acknowledged from time immemorial without
having had much beneficial effect on the treatment of fellow animals. Thus, Thales introduced
the idea of evolution by enigmatically announcing that “nothing comes into being out of nothing” and declaring that Mother Sea was the source of all existence. Thales’s statement might be
construed in a broad variety of ways that would not involve what we understand by evolution.
Nonetheless, Thales’s student Anaximander interpreted the master’s beliefs as evolutionary, a matter of considerable importance in that he understood the content and context of Thales’s thought
from personal experience and far better than we ever could, especially in light of the paucity of
documentary evidence, and even that being from later authors commenting on their progenitors.
In the third century CE, Hippolytus of Rome reported Anaximander to have believed that
“humans resembled another kind of animal, namely fish” (Refutation of all Heresies, 1.6.6).
And in the first century, Plutarch mentioned Anaximander’s view that “originally humans
were born from animals of a different kind, because the other animals can soon look after
themselves while humans alone require a long period of nursing: that is why if they had been
like this originally they would not have survived” (Miscellanies, fragment 1.79.2 as reported in
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Eusebius, Preparations for the Gospel, 1.7.16). Of immediate relevance to our ethical inquiry is
Plutarch’s assertion that “Anaximander, having declared that fish are at once the fathers and
mothers of men, urges us not to eat them” (Table Talk, 730DF; see Barnes, 1987). We should
not accept Plutarch’s findings without circumspection as is evidenced by his interpretation of
Pythagoras as an ethical vegetarian, an interpretation that remained in vogue until at least the
end of the nineteenth century, when vegetarianism was invariably dubbed “Pythagoreanism,”
and still lingers today. In fact, Plutarch’s famous exposition of Pythagoras was born from his
prodigious imagination rather than from reliable evidence. There is some doubt whether, in reality, Pythagoras was a vegetarian at all and a distinct probability he would not have been so from
ethical principle (Preece, 2008, pp. 89–92). Nonetheless, in the Anaximander case, Plutarch’s
account rings true and is at least consistent with other contemporary and slightly later views.
While acknowledging the role of the earliest pre-Socratics, Osborn deemed the Pythagorean
Empedocles of Argentium (fifth century BCE) to have taken “a great stride beyond his predecessors and may justly be called the father of the evolution idea,” and a convincing case can be made
that he drew ethical conclusions from it ([1894] 1929, p. 32). We should not, however, assume
that a belief in evolution necessarily redounded to the animals’ benefit. In numerous instances,
it merely served as a demonstration of the distance we had come from our animal forebears.
Everyone acknowledged that humans were animals, though an almost equal number
thought of humans as a very special animal, so ordained by God, by the gods, or by nature.
Even those who acknowledged the deer or other prey as offering itself willingly to the human
hunter, as is said of Native Americans, never imagined humans offering themselves willingly
as fodder for their predators. The idea of an evolutionary relationship to the other animals (i.e.
to evolutionary descent from them) added a dimension that tended to diminish somewhat the
sense of human uniqueness and to emphasize somewhat our similarities to our fellow animal
beings, and hence a greater degree of responsibility toward them. The question customarily
asked by classical scholars was whether we shared communitas (fellowship, a common bond, fellow-feeling) with the other animals; those answering in the affirmative believed we owed them
significant responsibilities. Those who acknowledged an evolutionary relationship to the other
animals were somewhat more likely to acknowledge our communitas with them. Much later,
the question commonly asked, by the seventeenth-century German natural-law theorist Samuel
Pufendorf, for example, was whether humans and other animals shared “common right,” a factor that Pufendorf strenuously rejected, whereas the English naturalist John Ray, who stressed
human-animal continuities and recognized a human-animal proximity, maintained the reverse.
If an acceptance of some form of evolutionary theory was not necessary to a sense of human
obligation, it tended to encourage it. Even Pufendorf, like Immanuel Kant later, abominated
gratuitous cruelty to animals, though not for the sake of the animals, but because it would be a
serious detriment to human character. In short, the common intellectual view was threefold (the
few Cartesians who believed animals were insentient beings exempted): (1) those who thought in
terms of the exclusivity of humans believed that in order to improve human character we should
not inflict needless harm on animals; (2) those who emphasized our corporeal and psychological similarities to other species without acknowledging our evolutionary relationship and who
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thought we owed them a measure of responsibility on account of the similarities; they thought
we owed them a moral obligation for their sakes; and (3) those who thought that, on account of
our evolutionary descent from other animals, we owed them an even greater responsibility not
to harm them and possessed an even greater regard for their interests (some evolutionists, however, managed to escape this conclusion). It is not the case that those who espoused evolution
were necessarily, or overwhelmingly, among the strongest proponents of the rights of animals,
but that the recognition of evolutionary kinship encouraged a recognition of the rights of animals. In other words, it was quite possible to recognize our obligations to animals without an
acknowledgement of evolution, as was emphatically the case with Porphyry and Plutarch, but
an acknowledgement of evolution made it more difficult to escape an acknowledgement of our
ethical obligations. However, a crucial rider is that in those cases where evolution was seen as
essential progress from lower to higher beings, with the human at the apex of nature, the specialness, almost exclusivity, of the human often led to a disregard for the interests of the supposedly
lower beings. Of course, in practice in society at large, animals were commonly treated with
abject cruelty and almost total disregard for their interests, but those who so treated them did
not have common intellectual opinion on their side.
Of the numerous Classical Greeks who espoused evolution, Aristotle is the most renowned.
He adopted one of the competing versions of evolution then in vogue and was roundly critical
of alternate evolutionary views. Aristotle’s conclusion was that evolution was from lower forms
of being to higher forms, humans being at the apex of nature, reason being the reigning criterion of value. Notoriously, he held to the view that other animals existed for the sake of humans.
Nonetheless, when his concentration was on animal studies, he recognized more their inherent
value even though it remained a great deal less than that of humans. If evolution brought some
scholars closer to human responsibility toward animals it should nonetheless be recalled that, relying
on human-animal homologies, such luminaries beyond Porphyry and Plutarch as Theophrastus,
Philo of Alexandria, Lucretius, and Sextus Empiricus among the more significant classical animal
advocates, were drawn to their views without explicitly embracing evolution. They were certainly
no less attuned to the moral importance of animals than the evolutionary thinkers of their time.

II
It is no longer academically respectable, as it once was, to refer to the period from the Sack of
Rome to the Renaissance as the Dark Ages, but, if occasionally illuminated, those ages possessed
neither the broad intellectual sweep of Classical Greek lore and learning nor the episodic shafts
of brilliance encountered in the Renaissance, largely infused by the recovery of the consummate
Greek passion to understand the world as it was. It should come as no surprise that, steeped as
they were in other-worldliness, those Dimly Lit Ages produced no significant contributions to
evolutionary thought. With the onset of the Renaissance, the mind oriented to the secular here
and now, and material gradually returned to the world of intellectual speculation.
Following the flourishing of the Renaissance in its intellectual and artistic glory through
the minds of such luminaries as da Vinci, Michelangelo, Newton, and Hobbes, we hear not
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infrequently speculative voices promoting the merit of the case for evolution—though a consistent language of evolutionary thought had not yet been developed. In England, we hear from
Edward Tyson, in Scotland from Lord Monboddo, in the Netherlands from Pierre Maupertuis,
in Switzerland from Jean-Baptiste Robinet, and in France from Jean-Baptiste Lamarck. Charles
Darwin himself emphasized the contemporaneous late-eighteenth-century contributions from
Johann Wolfgang Goethe in Germany, Etienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire in France, and his own
grandfather Erasmus Darwin in England. The evolution era had arrived, Charles Darwin being
only half a century behind the late-eighteenth-century contributors he applauded when he first
formulated his evolutionary hypotheses in the mid-1830s, though he did not publish them until
1859. Charles Darwin differed fundamentally from those forebears in positing natural selection
as the primary cause of evolutionary change.
The overriding evolutionary theme of the early centuries following the Renaissance was
that animals evolve by striving to perfect themselves, not as the beings they are with the wants,
needs, and purposes they possess, but by approximating human accomplishments. Will and/
or striving were the locomotive forces of animal adaptation to different forms. Humans were
decidedly imperfect beings in the gradations of the so-called Scale of Nature, which included
God and the angels, but among material beings, humans were at the apex of nature and were
the goal toward which lesser animals were thought to strive. In fact, evolution as understood in
the post-Renaissance centuries was not seen as incompatible with the Scale of Nature (or Great
Chain of Being) but was, if not explicitly so expressed, an adjunct or supplement to it. Those
who embraced evolution did not see their advocacy as directed against the gradations of chain
thought and, arguably, a majority of those who adopted Darwinism, including the close associate
of Darwin T. H. Huxley, still thought of humans as a vastly superior and essentially different
form of creature. As Huxley expressed the matter in Man’s Place in Nature (1894): “No one is
more convinced than I of the vastness of the gulf between civilised man and the brutes; or is more
certain that whether from them or not he is certainly not of them” (cited in Preece, 1999, p. 50).
Relying on Plato’s conception of irrational animals, the Greek scholar Plotinus, the founder
of Neoplatonism, formalized in the third century AD a model of the relative status of beings
when he devised what became know as the Great Chain of Being. From God through the
archangels and angels to humans, other animals, plants, and minerals, the model depicted
the relative status of immortal and mortal beings, with the possession and degree of reason
being the reigning criterion of relative value. In the fifth century, Plotinus’s formulation was
rendered into the more generally understood Latin and popularized by the Roman scholar
Macrobius. The model proved to be one of the most important presuppositions of Western
thought, remaining the primary understanding of the relative place of the Deity, his heavenly
elite of angels, humans, and the lesser orders of existence at least until the close of the nineteenth
century and, arguably, at least as far as mortal beings are concerned, remaining implicitly the
manner in which relative importance is commonly conceived today. It was in the context of
the Great Chain of Being that ideas of evolution were developed in the post-Renaissance and
Enlightenment eras. And while those ideas led to a recognition of the proximity of humans to
other animals in some instances, in others it led to a celebration of the superiority of humans
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over other animals and human essential distinction from them. Indeed, these antithetical suppositions of proximity and essential superiority were to be found contradictorily in the writings
of numerous scholars. The two propositions were not seen as being in irreconcilable tension.

III
A revolution in evolutionary thought began at the onset of the nineteenth century when the French
botanist Jean-Baptiste Lamarck turned his attention from plants to animals. With Lamarck, evolution became recognizable in its modern form, though very different in its idea of evolutionary
causation from the subsequent evolutionary vision of Charles Darwin. Lamarck argued that evolution took place by offspring acquiring characteristics that had been developed by the parents in
their lifetime. Thus, for example, as previously noted, the giraffe had found succulent leaves in the
high branches of trees and had successfully striven to stretch its originally shorter neck to reach
those leaves. The longer neck thus acquired was passed on to its offspring. The popularity of what
was commonly known as Lamarckism—though there were other and earlier contributors to the
genre than Lamarck—lasted until well into the twentieth century when it remained a hard-fought
alternative to Charles Darwin’s evolution by natural selection. It was steadfastly maintained by
many on the left of the political spectrum since it was in accord with notions of the importance
of environment rather than heredity. Such socialists as Trofim Lysenko in the Soviet Union and
Henry Salt, Edward Carpenter, and Bernard Shaw in England were adamant in their rejection of
Darwinism because it was out of accord with their ethical beliefs that all members of whatever
social class were, in principle, equally capable. They opted instead for a form of Lamarckism—
though their conviction arose from ethical principle rather than from scientific evidence. They saw
Darwinism as, in essence, the promotion of aggressive competition, elitism, and the status quo.
Moreover, Salt, Carpenter, and Shaw were among the most adamant in their pursuit of the animal
cause, and were convinced Darwinian evolution was as inimical to animal as to human ethics.
They were outraged that such Darwinians as Darwin himself and T. H. Huxley—“Darwin’s
bulldog,” he was called—were prominent in support of unregulated animal vivisection by physicians and scientists, quite in contrast to animal advocates in general in the late nineteenth century. Moreover, Darwin had acknowledged that he based his evolutionary theory on the analysis
of Thomas Robert Malthus’s Essays on the Principle of Population (1798), expanding Malthus’s
conclusion on human population to animals in general, and arguing that all animal organisms
reproduce in a geometrically increasing ratio, whereas the numbers in any given species remain
relatively constant. There was a perennial struggle for the scarce resources necessary for survival.
The consequence was that variation in species was an important factor in determining which
individuals survived. Those who survived would tend to be those with individual chance variations in attributes that were most suitable to the environment. Such a doctrine was repugnant
to socialists, indeed to humanitarians in general, since the implication was that the poor would
always be with us and that no attempted eradication of the ills of poverty could possibly succeed.
The essence of the ethical basis of the human-animal relationship is expressed in the writings of the prolific nineteenth-century French novelist Honoré de Balzac. He was explaining
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the underlying philosophy of his series of novels La comédie humaine in his 1842 general introduction to the series by referring to Geoffroy Saint Hilaire, a major evolutionist of his time, but
also to other commentators, such as Bonnet and Leibniz. He called their overriding theme the
theory of synthetic unity, which he explained as: “There is but one animal. The Creator used one
and the same principle for all organized beings.”2 But the principle is not exclusive to evolution.
It was present in all those who recognized a significant and consistent human-animal continuity.
It is this unity, this commonality, that is deemed to define what it is to be an animal. We
owe other animals a measure of responsibility because they are like us. If we owe a responsibility
to fellow humans because they are of the same kind as ourselves, we owe non-human animals a
responsibility in that they too are like us, if not to the same degree. Yet they are like us whether
we see the animals as derived from the same template or whether we see them as descended
from the same stock. If there is any difference, it can only be minor. Evolutionary thought adds
another dimension to the human-animal relationship, but it is not one that changes our idea
of what it is to be animal. Indeed, not only had we long recognized the human as animal, but
in important respects, scientific work outside evolutionary thought had also already confirmed
the proximity of humans and other animals in a manner that entailed essentially the same
ethical implications. Thus in 1680 in his De motu animalium (“on the movement of animals”),
Giovanni Borelli in Italy showed that the same laws as those determining human limb movements governed the wings of birds, the fins of fishes, and the legs of insects. However, both
those who thought in terms of human-animal homologies and those who thought in terms of
evolution continued to believe that, despite the commonalities, the human alone was a very
special kind of animal quite unlike other animals and not to be judged in the same manner as
other animals. If human and non-human animals were very similar in important respects, there
was something special, distinct, and more worthy in the human animal.

IV
Charles Darwin left England on his intellectually dramatic voyage as assistant to the naturalist
on The Beagle in 1835, and it was with the finches in the Galapagos Islands off the coast of South
America that he first found the evidence that eventually led him to his explanation of evolution
by means of natural selection. It stimulated a revolution in scientific thought—and turmoil in
social thought. As is well known, many Christians—and the vast majority in the Western world
were then professing and at least formally practising Christians—ridiculed and abominated
what they saw as the new doctrine of evolution. The revulsion was not entirely new. Thus, for
example, Samuel Taylor Coleridge wrote to his fellow poet William Wordsworth censuring
him for not denouncing evolution in The Excursion (1814): “I understood that you would take
the Human race in the concrete, and have exploded the absurd notion of [Alexander] Pope’s
Essay on Man, [Erasmus] Darwin and all the other Believers [in evolution]—and even (strange
to say) among Xtians of man’s having progressed from an Ouran Ourang state—so contrary to
all History, to all Religion, nay to all possibility” (1965, pp. 574–75). If the Victorian anti-evolution furor was more vitriolic and widespread it was because Darwinian evolution arose in the
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context of a scientific revolution that questioned traditional religious orthodoxy—such as the
assertion that the earth was many times older than that allowed by the teaching of the Christian
faith which, on the authority of the Bible, reckoned the earth to be some six thousand years old.
Evolutionary thought was seen as an aspect of the Godless secularism of the new learning. It
was a mode of thinking rather than just evolution itself that the anti-evolutionists were in revolt
against. Evolution was merely its most outrageous manifestation.
What is less well known than the Christian backlash against evolution is that there was a
sizeable number who had no problem in principle with the idea of evolution, of human descent
from other animals. They rejected not evolution but Darwinian evolution by natural selection
in favour of a neo-Lamarckian form of inheritance of acquired characteristics. And these were
among the more prominent, respected, and vociferous animal advocates. They were also frequently socialists or radicals of another persuasion who found that the Darwinian version of
evolution favoured the role of inheritance, an idea that they found politically repugnant since it
would tend be a prop to the prevailing class system. They preferred evolution that emphasized
the role of the environment, which fit more readily into their socialist philosophy or radical and
humanitarian philosophy of allowing for the rise of the working oppressed.
We should not imagine that the rejection of Darwinism reflected an anti-intellectualism
among the secular naysayers to the Darwinian doctrine, as is often the case today. There were
many scientists and naturalists, a majority even, who were unconvinced by the Darwinian hypothesis, as well as those who calumniated the doctrine on ethical grounds. Of course, Darwinism
was a scientific and not an ethical doctrine, though it may be said to have ethical implications.
Indeed, up until almost the middle of the twentieth century, it was not uncommon to encounter
formal ethical theories in academic circles that posited evolution, i.e., biological and even cultural
development, as the standard of the good. But the distinction between normative and descriptive
statements was not at all as clear as it later became. In fact, most of those convinced by Darwinism
assumed evolution to imply change to a higher and more worthy form, as it does often enough
today in popular parlance. Evolution was commonly viewed as conformity with Victorian progressive ideals, which were the hallmark of Victorian and Edwardian culture. Empire itself could
not have been achieved without the idea of progress—which, of course, was presumed to exist
in the development of empire, which the imperialists arrogantly imagined to be to the benefit of
the colonized. Most saw the idea of progress as endemic in the idea of evolution.
A few, such as the late Victorian Dorset novelist and poet Thomas Hardy, who fought for
better conditions for battlefield horses, welcomed what they saw as the animal sympathetic implications of Darwinism, while most prominent animal advocates saw it in a very different light.
According to Hardy: “The most far reaching consequences of the establishment of the common
origin of all species [which Hardy incorrectly associated exclusively with Charles Darwin] is ethical.… Possibly Darwin himself did not wholly perceive it, though he alluded to it” (excerpted
in Cullen Brown, 1990, pp. 290–91; see also Preece, 2005, pp. 333–34.). But his was a rare
voice in the early years of Darwinism, and many would doubt whether he had fully understood
Darwinism, for the great pioneer of natural selection was an avowed supporter of unrestricted
or minimally regulated vivisection, which Hardy thought entirely incompatible with the ethical
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implications of the theory. Many of the most prominent animal advocates saw the doctrine as
entirely inimical to animal, as well as human, interests, deriving, on the whole, their version of
Darwin not from The Origin of Species itself but from the so-called Social Darwinists who interpreted Darwinism, quite incorrectly, to imply unfettered competition among both humans and
animals and to depict an unassailable hierarchy in nature: “higher” over “lower” animals, whites
over blacks, men over women, the bourgeoisie over the working class, economic competition over
social co-operation. Darwin himself was horrified to find his science portrayed as the doctrine
that might makes right. Certainly, Darwin had based his science on the Malthusian doctrine
that saw life as an inevitable competition for scarce resources, but he had not drawn the social
conclusions that were attributed to him. Moreover, the scientific bases of Darwin’s teachings were
far from secure. Proponent of Darwinism Edward Clodd subtitled the 1907 edition of his book
on the history of evolutionary thought With an Intermediate Chapter on the Causes of the Decline
and Arrest of the Movement. It was not until the work of the Austrian Augustinian monk Gregor
Mendel (1822–84) on the effect of heredity in garden peas became generally known and accepted
by the second quarter of the twentieth century that the scientific basis of natural selection was
secured. Mendel’s studies and experiments became the foundation of the modern science of
genetics and his findings indispensable to the scientific acceptance of Darwinism.
The initial revolt against Darwinism from a secular and non-scientific perspective found
its most strident and effective voice in the words of English author and iconoclast Samuel
Butler, who denounced Darwinism in his 1878 book Life and Habit for banning mind from
the universe, a view which he elaborated in his 1887 Luck or Cunning? The latter book had a
profound effect on Bernard Shaw and, through Shaw, on his Victorian/Edwardian animal
advocate associates. The tantalizingly suggestive and certainly provocative title was impressive to
all those who were disturbed by the determinism of modern science in general and Darwinism
in particular. Shaw denounced Darwinism as “fatalism,” which removed the impact of will
and spontaneity from animal being. Shaw sought to replace “fatalism” with what he called
the Life Force, following French philosopher Henri Bergson’s élan vital. The neo-Lamarckians
were appalled at what they were convinced was the Darwinian view of animal life as no more
than a quasi-Cartesian understanding of animals as automata. In line with this general tenor of
thought were such luminaries as the early nineteenth-century German Arthur Schopenhauer
and Shaw’s contemporary Bergson. Shaw attempted to replace natural selection with the power
of will as the source of evolutionary change, as earlier evolutionists had done.
The most fulsome version of this interpretation was contained in Bernard Shaw’s Back to
Methuselah (1921), a gargantuan five-part play that was largely unsuccessful as theatre. With
Shaw declaring with all earnestness the human potential to become mindless entities through
the force of indomitable will, it succeeded no better as philosophy. American poet T. S. Eliot
echoed common intellectual opinion in castigating the ideas on which the play was based,
especially the concept of the Life Force, as “gross superstition” (Holroyd, 1991, p. 134). Shaw
designated his philosophy as Creative Evolution to contrast it with Darwinian evolution, but
in elaborating his thesis in dramatic form, he turned his attention almost exclusively to matters of human concern and seemed to forget about the other animals. Nonetheless, the very
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lengthy essay that Shaw appended to the play contained a fulsome account of the objections to
Darwinism held in general by neo-Lamarckians.
But if Shaw was turning his attention from animal concerns to exclusively human concerns,
he was not an exception. The human suffering occasioned in World War I and then repeated in
the Great Depression before it was resurrected in World War II succeeded in generally turning
attention away from animal suffering. It was not to be resurrected in significant manner until
its rebirth with the formation of a group of young scholars at Oxford University in the 1960s,
consisting of such stalwarts of the modern animal protection movement as Stephen Clark,
Andrew Linzey, Richard Ryder, and Peter Singer.
If both the neo-Lamarckian and Darwinian versions of evolution emphasized human-animal proximity through descent, and both only marginally more than that implied by the
recognition of common homology—the idea that there is a kind of animal template to which
all complex animals more or less conform—the Lamarckian variety was judged by the more
prominent animal advocates to lead to a more favourable interpretation of animal life based
on spontaneity and will rather than viewing animals as minimally self-determining quasi-machines. Neo-Lamarckians were convinced that the Darwinian conception of animal life was a
demeaning one of the animal as a mindless automaton.

V
Chicago schoolteacher J. Howard Moore was the first of the major animal rights scholars to
glorify Darwin’s role. In his The New Ethics of 1907, he treated Darwin as the singular prophet
of the recognition of the closeness of the human-animal connection and trumpeted the contribution Darwinian science had made to the understanding of the kinship relation among
all animals with its moral implications. He, like others before him, failed to recognize prior
contributors to the idea. Moore’s decision to become a vegetarian arose out of his understanding of that connection which, for him, implied that it was unjust to eat our fellow animals in
the same manner and for the same reasons that it was unjust to eat fellow humans. Although
subscription to evolution by acquired characteristics remained more common among prominent animal advocates than evolution by natural selection—when a clear distinction was made
between the two, which it rarely was—Moore set the stage for a more common recognition of
the central connection between Darwinism and animal ethics. Among those who remained
committed to Lamarckism were the foremost in the animal protection field, such as Henry Salt
and the charismatic Edward Carpenter with his cult following. The renowned anarchist Peter
Kropotkin could also be counted among the neo-Lamarckians. But their time of influence was
on the wane. Evolution—which increasingly came to imply the Darwinian version alone—was
now in the ascendancy. Alternative forms of evolution were soon forgotten, as research findings
increasingly supported the Darwinian framework of evolution as the sole valid form.
Although evolution by natural selection was certainly not necessary to a recognition of
the rights of animals, it eventually became the avenue through which a deeper understanding
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of human-animal continuity and proximity was expressed and came to form an important
basis for the recognition of human responsibility to fellow animals. This became increasingly
pronounced as evolution by natural selection became the scientific standard through which the
human-animal relationship would be understood. It should, however, be well recognized that
many of those who continued to doubt or deny the validity of the Darwinian hypothesis still
believed that treating animals well was an important aspect of the development of human character. Many also adopted the Kantian perspective of regarding animals as being without moral
agency and not self-conscious ends-in-themselves, though still deserving of considerate treatment. Darwinian evolution, then, became the most common, but not indispensable, factor in
facilitating the recognition of the moral importance of treating animals with care and concern.
Darwin’s support for vivisection ensured that the vast numbers opposed to vivisection,
as there were in the late nineteenth century, were also inimical to his evolutionary theory (see
Preece, 2003). By the second decade of the twentieth century, Darwin’s support for minimally
regulated vivisection was being forgotten by many animal advocates, as were the laissez-faire
views of the so-called Social Darwinists. Increasingly, evolution could now be judged for what
it was, a theory that brought the human and non-human animal ever closer. Moreover, with
increasing acceptance of Darwinism by the scientific establishment, its popularity had diminished substantially after an initial enthusiasm in the closing decades of the nineteenth century—Darwinism became the sole legitimate evolutionary doctrine. The exception was in the
Soviet Union and its satellites where, until the death of Stalin, Lysenko’s neo-Lamarckism was
steadfastly maintained. Increasingly, the rejection of Darwinism became the province of the
uneducated and unsophisticated. In fact, it was so long forgotten that there were grand distinctions among the types of evolutionary theory—and they had never penetrated the general
public consciousness anyway—that to accept evolution was to accept Darwinism. Especially
in his Descent of Man (1871), Darwin was now recognized to have given greater emphasis to
sociality and co-operation among animals than he had in The Origin of Species, and his early
opponents had failed to recognize it. The new recognition diminished the traditional opposition
to Darwinism on the grounds that it reduced the human animal to a mere automaton. Neither
evolution in general nor Darwinism in particular were ever the sole means through which the
public recognition of the worthiness of animals and their historical, biological, and moral connection to humans could be achieved. Nonetheless, by the later twentieth century, Darwinism
had become the primary and solely legitimate vehicle through which these connections could
now be understood.

Notes
1 The phrase “before the common era” (BCE) is used to avoid the implication of dating terms being a reference to one specific religion.
2 The general introduction is prefixed to each of the novels. This is taken from Le Père Goriot (London: Daily
Telegraph), p. vi; no publication date, but probably 1899.
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6
Animals as Subjects and the
Rehabilitation of Humanism
Gary Steiner

There is a tradition of thinking in the West that goes back to the ancient Greeks, accord-

ing to which human beings are cognitively and morally superior to non-human animals. This
superiority, so the story goes, entitles human beings to use animals and the rest of nature as
instrumentalities for the satisfaction of human needs and desires. In antiquity, Aristotle and
the Stoic philosophers set the terms of the dominant Western discourse about humans and
animals by arguing that even though human beings are animals, the experiential capacities of
human beings are fundamentally more sophisticated than those of non-human animals, and
that animals were created by the gods expressly for the purpose of satisfying human needs. For
both Aristotle and the Stoics, the highest form of activity is contemplation of eternal truths or
the logos of nature. Human beings alone were thought to be capable of detached, rational contemplation. This capacity was thought to place human beings in special proximity to the gods;
and the lack of this capacity on the part of animals was thought to be an indication that animals
were mere things, albeit living ones, that could be used by human beings in pretty much any way
they saw fit. The use of animals and other natural resources freed human beings (those who were
considered sufficiently rational, at any rate) for the activity of contemplation, an activity from
which animals were categorically excluded due to their complete incapacity for rational thought.
In the modern age, this set of prejudices about humans and animals—that only human
beings are rational, and that this capacity confers moral superiority on them—is given an
interesting twist by Descartes. For Descartes, human beings are not essentially animals at all,
but instead possess a rational soul that is distinct from the physical world. Animals, by comparison, are biological machines with no capacity whatsoever for “inner” experience. Thus for
Descartes, we need not have any scruple about the ways in which we use animals to satisfy our
desires: animals, Descartes believes, were created by God and are “incomparably better ordered
than any machine that can be devised by man” (Descartes, 1985, p. 139). But for all that, they
are essentially machines with no subjectivity—no inner awareness, no interests, and certainly
no moral status. In Descartes’s view, we need be no more concerned about the things we do to
animals than we should be about breaking up a pile of rocks or pruning a bush.
The past generation has witnessed an increasingly strong reaction against the sense of
human exceptionalism that lies at the core of this tradition of thinking. In ethology (the study
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of animal behaviour), thinkers such as Donald Griffin challenged the traditional prejudice that
human and animal experience is completely different in kind. Griffin focused on similarities
and continuities between human and animal experience, and did a lot to render implausible
the Cartesian view of animals as biological reaction devices. The object of Griffin’s endeavour
to rethink the mental capacities of animals was the tradition of behavioural ethology, which,
like behavioural psychology, had sought to explain experience in terms of outward, observable
behaviour without having recourse to inner states because such states could not be evaluated
scientifically. Griffin called for a move to cognitive ethology, an approach to the study of animal experience that starts from the proposition that animals have rich inner lives that, in key
respects, are like the inner lives of human beings.
From this revolution in ethology, it was a short step to the insight that the tradition may
have been as wrong about the moral status of animals as it had been about the nature of animal
experience. For if animal experience is not essentially different than that of humans (even if the
two differ in some particular ways), and if animals possess something like beliefs and desires
and strive in their subjective lives to act in accordance with ends, then it seems fair to say that
life is in some sense meaningful to animals, just as life is in some sense meaningful to us—that
life matters to animals, even if it doesn’t matter to them in exactly the same ways that it matters
to humans. Against the background of this recognition, it became impossible, or at least much
more difficult, to deny animals some kind of moral status, although it remains a major point of
contention to this day just what sort of moral status we ought to recognize that animals possess.
Many people now acknowledge essential continuities between humans and animals but still
argue for a hierarchy of moral status according to which the lives of animals matter, but matter
less than those of human beings. Some argue that the degree of moral status a being possesses
depends on that being’s experiential capacities; Peter Singer, for example, has famously argued
that we should accord a higher moral status to a high-functioning great ape than to a comparatively low-functioning human being. Singer also argues that because typical non-human
animals are less capable of suffering than are typical human beings, it is entirely permissible to
treat animals as replaceable resources and to do things such as kill animals for food as long as
we raise them in comfortable circumstances and kill them painlessly (Singer, 2009, pp. 15, 229).
Today, some other people argue that levels of supposed mental or experiential sophistication are
irrelevant to considerations of moral status, so that there is no basis for ascribing a superior moral
status to human beings and an inferior one to animals. Gary Francione takes such a position
when he argues that if your child and a dog are trapped in a burning house and you can save
only one of them, there is no basis for believing that your child is morally more deserving of
being saved than the dog (2000). The child and the dog possess an inherent moral equivalence.
For Francione, the fact that you might well opt to save your child rather than the dog simply
reflects the fact that you identify more immediately with the child than with the dog; it does
not commit us to any moral hierarchy according to which human beings are superior to dogs
or other animals (Singer, 2009, pp. 15, 229).
Thinkers such as Singer and Francione proceed on the basis of certain humanist assumptions about moral status: that a being has to possess a certain kind of subjectivity in order to
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count as a beneficiary of moral concern, and that our relationship to morally significant beings
is best understood in terms of the notion of duties. The notions of subjectivity and duty are
part of a larger set of humanist concepts, all of which devolve upon the notions of agency and
responsibility. In the historical discourse of humanism, thinkers such as Pico della Mirandola
proposed that what is truly special and estimable in human beings is our capacity for free
self-determination (della Mirandola, 1948, p. 225). These thinkers saw in the notion of agency
(the capacity to act) the essence of moral status, and they reproduced the ancient prejudice
according to which human beings are essentially active and animals essentially passive. Even
thinkers such as Singer, who base considerations of moral status not on the capacity for abstract
thought, but instead on sentience (the capacity to suffer), follow the logic according to which
one must be a kind of “subject” in order to count in our moral considerations. For Singer, as for
Jeremy Bentham before him, the kind of subject one must be in order to count morally is the
kind that can experience suffering and has a preference to experience pleasure rather than pain.
In this turn away from rationality and toward sentience, some people see the promise of a
more satisfactory approach to the moral status of animals. After all, isn’t sentience (again: the
capacity to suffer) perhaps the most poignant indication that we and animals share essentially
the same lot in life, namely, to be mortal, to be thrust into a cosmos that appears to have no
essential meaning, and to suffer unto the death that inevitably awaits us? But, in fact, utilitarian
approaches such as those of Bentham and Singer ultimately privilege human beings over animals. As noted above, Singer sees no reason why killing and eating animals should be morally
objectionable, provided that we are nice to the animals we raise for food and that we kill them
without stress or pain. In this respect, Singer follows Bentham, who is well known for having
argued in the late eighteenth century that the decisive question regarding moral status is not
whether animals can talk or reason, but whether they can suffer. What is less known about
Bentham is that he went on to argue that when we kill animals for food, “we are the better
for it, and they are never the worse. They have none of those long-protracted anticipations of
future misery which we have. The death they suffer in our hands commonly is, and always may
be, a speedier, and by that means a less painful one, than that which would await them in the
inevitable course of nature.… We should be the worse for their living, they are never the worse
for being dead” (Bentham, 1948, pp. 310–11n).
The crux of Bentham’s reasoning, and that of virtually any thinker in the humanist tradition
who seeks to preserve the traditional moral hierarchy in which human beings are superior to animals, is this: human beings possess cognitive capacities that animals lack, and it is the possession
of these capacities that makes human beings morally superior to animals. In Bentham’s case, the
cognitive capacity in question is the ability to contemplate the distant future: because we can
think about our future suffering whereas animals cannot think about theirs, we are, in some
sense not specified by Bentham, worth more in the cosmic scheme than animals. One could add
to this, as Singer does, the consideration that our ability to contemplate the distant future makes
our future more significant in the moral scheme than the future of any animal; because animals
cannot think about their long-term possibilities for the satisfaction of their desires, animals are
not really losing anything when they die, whereas human beings are losing a great deal because
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they can think about what they are losing when they die. This is what leads Singer to classify
typical human beings as individuals and typical animals as replaceable resources.
In the passage cited above, Bentham adds a consideration: when we kill animals for food, we
are essentially doing them a favour by subjecting them to a quicker and less painful death than
they would experience in a natural setting. This statement is highly questionable on a number
of grounds, for it assumes that when we kill animals for food, we do so quickly and painlessly;
however, just read a little about the husbandry practices of companies such as Smithfield Farms
and you will come away with a very different impression. Of course, people often tell me that
we don’t have to raise animals in factory farming conditions and that if we wanted to, we could
raise them considerably more humanely; but as a matter of simple fact we don’t pursue that
option—and even in situations in which people do, they are assuming that they enjoy the ius
vitae ac necis, the right of life and death, over animals. But do we possess such a right? Or is the
idea that we have this right a residue of the tradition of speciesistic, anthropocentric thinking
that stretches from Aristotle and the Stoics to Bentham and Singer and beyond?
This question has become increasingly urgent in recent years, and it goes along with the
larger question of whether we have a right to use animals as instrumentalities for the satisfaction of our desires. This larger question goes far beyond the question of killing animals and
touches on an extraordinary array of uses of animals. We use animals for clothing, in scientific
experiments, as beasts of burden, and as captive entertainment. I found a website that lists
the following products made from cows: anti-aging cream, medicines, pasta, imitation eggs,
cake mixes, dyes and inks, adhesives, minerals, laboratory research materials, plastics, pet
foods, plant food, photo film, shampoo and conditioner, emery boards, lamination, wallpaper,
plywood, refined sugar, charcoal, fertilizer, glass, musical instrument strings, tennis racket
strings, hormones, enzymes, vitamins, air filters, brushes, felt, insulation, plaster, textiles,
cosmetics, gelatin, flavourings, drywall, candies and confectionery, nitrogen, phosphorous,
chewing gum, candles, detergents, fabric softener, deodorant, perfume, crayons, paint, oils
and lubricants, biodiesel, waterproofing agents, cement, ceramics, chalk, explosives, fireworks, matches, antifreeze, insulation, linoleum, and rubber. The conclusion urged by the
person who set up this website is that “there is no such thing as a vegan;” such a list helps to
illuminate the extraordinary extent to which uses of animals are so deeply interwoven into
our cultural practices that it is difficult to imagine life without them (There is, 2010). And
yet that is exactly what I think we must do—imagine life without these uses of animals, and
then begin to work toward that goal.
You don’t have to embrace veganism as an ethical imperative (as I do) to take the view that
we are doing a grave injustice to animals. Few people writing about the moral status of animals
today argue for veganism; they typically argue that animals possess some kind of moral worth
and that we need to do a better job of acknowledging and respecting that moral worth. Thus
humanist thinkers such as Singer argue that we should treat animals better than we do, but
they do not object in principle to many of the ways in which we use animals. This is the crux
of contemporary “welfarist” thinking: that certain uses of animals (including killing them for
food) are permissible, provided that we treat the animals humanely.
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Other thinkers in the humanist tradition argue that we have duties with regard to animals, but that these duties are really duties to humanity; for example, thinkers from St. Thomas
Aquinas to Kant to Peter Carruthers have argued that we should not be cruel to animals—not
because we owe anything directly to animals, but because being cruel to animals makes us more
likely to be cruel to human beings. And even when thinkers in the humanist tradition argue that
animals have inherent moral worth equal to that of human beings and that we have direct duties
to animals to respect that worth, they often find ways to reintroduce the traditional moral hierarchy that assigns a superior place to human beings. Thus Tom Regan starts out by proclaiming
the equal inherent worth of all beings that count as “subjects of a life” (a designation that includes
many human beings and many animals), only to conclude that in emergency situations the lives
of humans are to be given priority over the lives of animals (Regan, 1983, pp. 243, 351). Regan
offers an example similar that of the burning house: there are four human beings and a dog in a
lifeboat, and one of these beings must be thrown overboard for the remaining four to be saved.
Regan argues that it is unquestionably the dog that must be thrown overboard, and moreover
that ethics requires that we be prepared to sacrifice any number of dogs—a million or more—to
save the life of just one human being. The reason for this is the same as that provided by Bentham
and Singer—a human being has more to lose by dying than any dog could possibly have.
That the prejudice of human exceptionalism, the idea that human beings are fundamentally
different than and superior to animals, keeps finding its way back into humanist thought has
led a number of contemporary postmodern thinkers to lodge a wholesale critique of humanist
notions such as agency, right, and duty, and to seek a radically different approach to the moral
status of animals. The various postmodern approaches are united by a concern with countering
human exceptionalism, first, by seeking to deconstruct the putative boundary between human
beings and non-human animals, and, second, by rethinking the notion of justice in terms that
dispense with the idea of determinate principles or imperatives. In the remainder of this discussion, I would like to focus on several key features of contemporary postmodern approaches to
the moral status of animals. In doing so, I would like to explain why I believe postmodernism
is ill equipped to offer any concrete hope for the plight of animals.
One of these features is the deconstruction of the boundary traditionally drawn between
humans and non-human animals. Derrida and a number of contemporary thinkers have sought
to problematize this boundary by showing how the tradition has played very fast and loose
with the distinction between reaction and response. Thinkers from Aristotle to Descartes and
beyond have characterized the behaviour of animals in terms of mere reaction, as a kind of
automatic acquiescence to external forces on which animals cannot take a deliberate stand.
Aristotle argued that appetite or desire acts as a strict cause in animals, so that animals have
no choice, but are governed by their impulses. If an animal sees food, that animal simply eats
the food; there is no evaluation of any kind, no consideration of whether the desire to eat the
food is a desire that the animal should act on. In contrast, Aristotle believes, human beings can
and ought to deliberate about their desires; human beings respond thoughtfully to stimuli and
exigencies in their environment rather than reacting in an instinctive manner, as animals do.
This capacity for deliberation is necessary for ethical and political agency, which, in Aristotle’s
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view, animals lack altogether.1 In modernity, Descartes implicitly employs the response-reaction distinction when he argues that animals are mere machines and that their behaviour has
no internal component whatsoever but is a mechanistic response to external stimuli. Human
beings, being essentially rational, can respond to problems and exigencies in the sense that they
take a deliberate, reasoned stand on various possible courses of action. For Descartes, as for
Aristotle, the capacity of animals to react is essentially passive, whereas the capacity of human
beings to respond is essentially active.
Derrida and other postmodern thinkers challenge this claim about an essential difference
between human beings and animals by calling into question the proposition that animals cannot respond. Historically, we human beings have arrogated to ourselves the capacity for genuine
response, for the capacity to take a deliberate stand on our lives and the lives of others. When
Derrida asks the question, “And say the animal responded?” he is calling on us to be open
to the possibility that we are not alone in being conscious beings whose lives are meaningful
to us (Derrida, 2008). Of course, one hardly needs to occupy the postmodern standpoint in
order to be open to this possibility. Philosophers from Plutarch and Porphyry in antiquity to
Schopenhauer in modernity have expressed a clear sensitivity to the ways in which animals are
consciously and actively engaged in life. Plutarch went so far as to say that when we kill animals for food their cries signify that they are “begging for mercy, entreating, seeking justice”
(Plutarch, 1995, p. 550). What distinguishes a postmodern approach such as Derrida’s from
the view of a thinker such as Plutarch is that Plutarch sees no need to challenge the traditional
idea of agency; instead, he wants us to acknowledge the agency or subjectivity of animals, and
he wants to use this acknowledgement as a basis for extending genuine moral concern to animals. Derrida challenges the traditional assumption that human beings alone possess agency,
arguing that many animals are “autotelic,” which is to say that they posit and pursue goals
(teloi) (Derrida, 2009, pp. 94, 49f, 181, 219, 309). Derrida even flirts with the possibility that
many non-human animals possess the capacity for some kind of language, and he decries the
“humanist arrogance” involved in supposing that human beings alone are capable of (or have
the right to) speech (Derrida, 2010, pp. 310, 343f, 360).
On the other hand, by problematizing the very distinction between reaction and response,
Derrida wants as much to challenge the idea of agency in humans as to extend subjectivity to
animals. Human beings, Derrida suggests, “designate” animals as a category of beings “that
[remain] without a response, without a word with which to respond,” in an effort to arrogate
to human beings alone the capacity to respond (Derrida, 2008, p. 32). Behind such an act
of self-assertion lies a fundamental question about the capacities that human beings actually
possess, as well as the question of whether there is such a thing as the human or the animal
in general. With regard to the first question, Derrida challenges Heidegger’s suggestion that
human beings are distinctive in being capable of what Aristotle called apophantic logos, that
form of language use in which we isolate specific objects of discourse and predicate determinate qualities of them (Derrida, 2010, pp. 360–61, 368, 381–82).2 At the same time, Derrida
challenges Heidegger’s claim that only human beings are capable of “letting beings be” and of
having an active relation to death (Derrida, 2008, p. 159–60). With regard to the question of
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whether there is such a thing as the human or the animal in general, Derrida maintains that
all such generalizations do violence to the concrete particularity of the living. In light of the
extraordinary violence we have done to animals, both materially and by means of reductive
generalizations that deny agency to them, Derrida proposes that we think of animals in terms
of the neologism “animot.” The animot is “neither a species nor a gender nor an individual [but
rather] an irreducible living multiplicity of mortals” (Derrida, 2008, p. 41). Just as Nietzsche
had asserted against the traditional idea of the self or autonomous individual that “the body
is but a social structure composed of many souls” (Nietzsche, 1992a, p. 217), Derrida believes
that notions such as the autonomous individual or the animal in general are abstractions that
neutralize the dynamic tensions that constitute any living phenomenon (Derrida, 2009, p.
183), and states that “the confusion of all nonhuman living creatures within the general and
common category of the animal is not simply a sin against rigorous thinking … but a crime of
the first order against the animals, against animals” (Derrida, 2008, p. 48). Rather than there
being anything like determinate individuals with determinate wills and a determinate grasp of
reality, there is irreducible multiplicity—“radical dissemination … insurmountable difference”
(Derrida, 2010, pp. 366, 368).
If, as Derrida believes, every putatively stable and determinate phenomenon is in fact a constantly shifting product of the play of différance, then the traditional ideas of autonomy, agency,
and responsibility are ultimately nothing more than idealized distortions of a field of irreducibly
obscure and indeterminate phenomena. It is on this basis that Derrida seeks to rethink the idea
of justice as something groundless and infinite, but nonetheless incumbent upon us. We find
ourselves confronted not by a world of determinate objects, relationships, and phenomena on
which we can take a reasoned stand, but rather by the endless, irreducible play of differences.
These “differences … are effects which do not find their cause in a subject or a substance,” which
is to say that the play of differences is fundamentally beyond the grasp of any putative subject
or agent (Derrida, 1982, p. 11). Even more, it is to say that subjects or agents themselves are not
causes but instead are themselves effects of the play of différance and hence lack the detachment
and autonomy that historical discourses of subjectivity have attributed to the self or subject.
With this deconstruction of the traditional idea of autonomy or agency comes a comparable
rethinking of the notion of justice: “The customary discourse on man, humanism and human
rights … has encountered its effective and as yet unthought limit, the limit of the whole system
in which it acquires meaning” (Derrida, 1995, p. 298). This customary discourse not only does
nothing to address the injustices done to oppressed others, but it also facilitates institutionalized
violence against these others. Thus we must abandon the traditional juridical concepts of law
and justice altogether and look forward to “the future of another law and another force lying
beyond the totality of the present” (Derrida, 1995, p. 298). No longer to be conceived in terms
of more or less determinate rights and obligations attributable to specific individuals, justice is
now to be understood as something infinite and irreducible, as is the notion of responsibility and
the very idea of making a decision about what is just and unjust. To the extent that action and
politics take place “within the general space of … the ‘trace,’” there can be “no decision, and thus
no responsibility, without the experience of some undecidability. If you don’t experience some
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undecidability, then the decision would simply be … the application of a rule, the consequence
of a premise, and there would be no problem, there would be no decision” (Derrida, 1999, p. 66).
Rather than being reducible to finite, determinate rules or principles, justice remains forever beyond the grasp of concepts. It remains infinite and, as such, genuine justice can never be
anything more than what Kant called a regulative ideal. The tradition has sought to conceive of
responsibility in determinate terms—in terms of specific, clearly articulable rights and responsibilities that pertain to at least more or less clearly identifiable individuals. But if individuals
and rights are ultimately nothing more than complexes of traces or products of the play of
différance, if any supposedly determinate being or concept is really nothing more than what
Nietzsche called “a moveable host of metaphors,” then our appeals to determinacy are distortions
of underlying dynamic processes and struggles (Nietzsche, 1992b, p. 84).
Thus the deconstruction of the traditional notions of agency and responsibility brings with
it a comparable deconstruction of the moment of ethical decision. Just as determinate concepts
such as selfhood, agency, and responsibility do violence to the irreducible complexity of lived
existence, the endeavour to act in accordance with clear principles does violence to the task of
ethical choice. Cary Wolfe describes this point in the following way: the attempt to ground ethical judgment in reasoned principles “reduces ethics to the very antithesis of ethics by reducing
the aporia of judgment in which the possibility of justice resides to the mechanical unfolding of
a positivist calculation” (Wolfe, 2003, p. 69). By appealing to determinate principles, we avoid
rather than take responsibility, because each concrete ethical exigency is unique and irreducible
to every other exigency; by subsuming a variety of singular instances under a sort of one-sizefits-all rule, we fail to acknowledge the fact that every ethical judgment has an irreducibly
aporetic dimension—that each particular ethical exigency possesses an irreducible uniqueness
in virtue of which the moment of decision involves a dimension of uncertainty. The pretense of
acting in accordance with principles is the pretense of overcoming this essential aporia. To act in
an authentically ethical manner is to preserve a keen awareness of this dimension of uncertainty,
rather than trying to reduce the anguish of ethical decision to “the mechanical unfolding of a
positivist calculation.” One recent feminist writer has employed this reasoning in an attempt to
offer a critique of vegetarianism as a determinate ethical principle: “Absolutism functions only
as an attempt at domination; that is, accept this rule and you won’t be required to think ever
again!” (George, 2003, p. 219).
This critique of the traditional appeal to principles touches on a related commitment of
postmodern approaches: not only is the appeal to determinate concepts and principles a distortion of reality, but it also serves an interest in domination. A number of contemporary postmodern thinkers make this charge against ideas such as universal human rights or the rights of man,
arguing that this kind of abstract principle outwardly appears to be inclusive, but, in reality,
has been used to reinforce a system of exclusions and privilege powerful segments of humanity at the expense of others. With regard to our relationship to animals, postmodern thinkers
have levelled comparable charges against notions such as agency or sentience: by setting up a
requirement of agency for inclusion in the moral community, we establish a standard that we
may (and do) use polemically to include ourselves and exclude most, if not all, animals. This is
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what Derrida has in mind when he states that we have denied animals the capacity to respond
simply in order to arrogate that capacity to ourselves. The traditional assertion of a strict either/
or between human beings and non-human animals regarding the capacity to respond raises
a number of questions: How much agency, or what kind of agency, is “enough” to qualify a
being as a full member of the moral community? Does the being need to be capable of human
language? Of conceptual abstraction? Of contemplating the distant future and the remote past?
Derrida believes that he is avoiding this problem altogether by rejecting talk of agency and basing our ethical responsibilities to animals on the same claim to our compassion that motivated
Bentham to base considerations of moral status on the capacity of a being to suffer. Now we are
to recognize that we have an infinite debt of responsibility to animals, not because of kinds or
degrees of agency that they may possess, but instead because we have common cause with them
as beings that suffer and die.
As appealing as this approach may appear to be, it is beset with some serious deficiencies.
The total critique of reason on which it is based, and the resulting dismantling of the notions
of agency and principles that go along with it, leave us ill equipped to take anything like a clear
stand on the moral status of animals—or on the moral status of anything, for that matter. The
traditional notions of agency and decision articulated by modern liberal political theory assume
an immanent critique of reason, which is to say that reason can be employed productively in a
critical reflection on its own nature and limits. This is the kind of critique of reason that Kant
had in mind when he wrote his critiques of pure and practical reason. In contrast, Derrida’s
critique of agency and decision is part of a total critique of reason that challenges at the most
fundamental level the proposition that reason has any kind of authority that transcends particular perspectives. In rejecting the idea that reason in any way transcends perspective, thinkers
such as Nietzsche and Derrida reduce reason to just another affect, just another force in an
irreducible multiplicity of forces and perspectives.
To conceive of reason in this way is to see it not as an arbiter of truth but as an instrument
of violence. Moreover, a total critique of reason has tragic implications for ethics and politics
inasmuch as it confronts the postmodern thinker with an insurmountable dilemma: either
paralysis in virtue of a complete inability to make a meaningful distinction between different
principles or possible courses of action, or arbitrariness in virtue of the fact that reason can no
longer be appealed to as the basis for justifying one’s choice. Thus it is no accident that Derrida
characterizes the moment of decision on the model of Kierkegaard’s interpretation of the story
of Abraham and Isaac, according to which Abraham’s decision to kill Isaac transcends the realm
of reason and the universal and cannot be made intelligible to any other human being (Derrida,
1999, p. 67). Just as Abraham’s decision pertains to absolute, irreducible singularity, every genuine ethical or political decision must confront the irreducibility of vulnerable others, who are
never abstract selves. Any appeal to abstract rules or principles in our face-to-face encounters
with concrete others would do violence to those others by extinguishing their “absolute singularity” (Derrida, 1988, p. 640). Genuine ethical responsibility demands that we relate to others
not through the mediation of abstract concepts or principles, but rather immediately, as “the
real thing,” as living, concrete, unique singularities (Derrida, 1999, p. 77).
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This appeal to the primacy of irreducible singularity gives rise to the dilemma noted above.
By lodging a total critique of reason, Derrida renders himself unable to make any clear, non-arbitrary pronouncements about ethical or political exigencies.3 Consider in this connection several statements made by Derrida and other postmodern thinkers about ethical vegetarianism.
Derrida once said that he was “a vegetarian in [his] soul” (Wood, 1999, p. 20), but he also said
that he was “not recalling [the violence that traditional philosophy has done to animals] in order
to start a support group for vegetarianism, ecologism, or for the societies for the protection of
animals” (Derrida, 1991, p. 112). Derrida stated on one occasion that he did “not believe in
absolute ‘vegetarianism’, nor in the ethical purity of its intentions—nor even that it is rigorously
tenable, without a compromise or without a symbolic substitution” (Derrida & Roudinescu,
2004, p. 67). Derrida believed that the entire program to secure animal rights simply reinforces
the kind of violence it seeks to overcome (Derrida, 2008, p. 89). Thus any categorical call for,
say, the right of animals not to be killed and eaten by human beings simply perpetuates a regime
of violence rather than holding out the promise of improving the lives of animals.
I find this reasoning bizarre: we have an “obligation to protect the other’s otherness,” but
apparently this obligation does not entail refraining from destroying the other (Derrida, 1991,
p. 111). Leonard Lawlor succinctly, if unwittingly, draws out the implications of Derrida’s views
on animals when he suggests that “unconditional hospitality” toward animals is compatible
with “minimal carnivorism” (Lawlor, 2007, pp. 3, 105). Lawlor explains that he is “a practicing
vegetarian, but at holidays [he eats] meat” (Lawlor, 2007, p. 145n54). The ultimate inadequacy
of the postmodern approach to animals is evident in this lapidary admission—that an infinite
debt of responsibility to animals is by no means a bar to eating them. And if it is no bar to
eating animals, then why should it pose any obstacle to using them in a variety of other ways?
On what basis are we to decide in a given singular instance whether the use or consumption
of animals is permissible? Why privilege “holidays” over other times of the year as occasions
when we may kill and eat animals? And if we can justify killing or using animals in one singular instance, what is to stop us from justifying it in any and every other instance? Indeed, is
justification even a notion that makes sense in the context of a postmodern confrontation with
our responsibilities toward animals?
In fact, I think it is not. Justification involves an appeal to reasons for preferring one course
of action to others. Postmodern thinkers are united in what I have called a total critique of
reason—an appeal to considerations that go beyond the reach of reason, and that see reason
as nothing more than a tool for domination. It is in this spirit that Derrida once stated that
Bentham “changes everything” by basing considerations of moral status not on rational or
linguistic capacity, but instead on the capacity to suffer (Derrida, 2008, p. 27). And, indeed,
I believe that a sense of felt kinship with animals rather than any kind of detached reflection
on capacities is the origin of our sense of moral connectedness with animals, just as this kind
of reflection is the origin of our sense of moral connectedness with other human beings. But it
is something altogether different to seek to discount the role of reason in moral reflection, as
Derrida and many other postmodern thinkers do. In fact, reason has a very important role to
play in moral judgment and justification, and the ways in which postmodern thinkers proceed
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reflect an implicit awareness of this, notwithstanding the sweeping criticisms of reason that
they offer. Philosophers from Plato and Aristotle to Kant and Schopenhauer have amply noted
the dangers of allowing the effects to govern our lives unchecked by rational reflection. Even
Aristotle recognized that passion plays a crucial role in the moral life; but he also recognized
that there is a difference between unchecked appetite (epithymia) and desire that has been subjected to rational scrutiny (bouleusis). Rational reflection helps to provide the assurance that the
desires that move us are not simply born of self-serving prejudice or a yearning for pleasure.
Reason, as Schopenhauer recognized, permits us to transform an affective sense of connection
with all beings who suffer and struggle into abiding principles for conduct toward those beings.
It is on this basis that Schopenhauer argues for duties of “eternal” or “heavenly” justice toward
animals as beings that share with us in suffering and mortality (Schopenhauer, 1958, pp. 350,
357–359; 1995, p. 152).
In my own work I have found inspiration in Schopenhauer’s idea of eternal justice for my
efforts to arrive at a rationally defensible principle regarding our moral obligations toward animals. Schopenhauer’s idea has the tremendous advantage of getting us past the anthropocentric
limitations of the conception of justice advocated by the likes of Epicurus, Hobbes, and John
Rawls, a conception according to which justice is a set of conventional arrangements arrived at
by human beings that are intended to promote mutual non-harm. On the traditional contractualist view, only those actions that parties to the social contract have agreed not to perform
are unjust; for example, if we agree not to take each other’s property except under specific,
agreed-upon circumstances, for example, if we agree that one of us will buy the other’s property
at an agreed-upon price, then it would be unjust for you simply to take my property if I refuse
to accept the price you have offered me. This approach to justice has two limitations: First, it
views justice as a quid pro quo, which is to say that it considers the essence of justice to be a
bargained-for exchange in which my motivation for being just is that I will gain something by
doing so. And second, it renders incoherent the idea that anything we do to animals—anything—could possibly be considered unjust, inasmuch as animals are incapable of being parties
to explicit contractual arrangements.
Schopenhauer’s conception of eternal justice has the great advantage of acknowledging that
it is entirely possible to do injustices to animals, inasmuch as the essence of justice is to refrain
as far as possible from harming sentient beings—not because of anything we hope to obtain
from so refraining, but because animals by their very nature are entitled not to be harmed by
us, at least in situations in which we are not engaged in a life-and-death struggle with an animal. And, as we know, the vast majority of situations in which we use animals are not “burning
house” cases in which our lives are on the line. They are situations in which we are using animals
because it is convenient, pleasurable, and customary. Schopenhauer’s insight into eternal justice
is of a piece with Plutarch’s observation that animals “are entitled by birth and being” to the
enjoyment and “duration of life” (Plutarch, 1995, p. 549). It provides the basis for a lived recognition that many of the things we do to animals are downright injustices, notwithstanding the
fact that few if any animals appear to be capable of entering into the kinds of explicit mutual
agreements of non-harm that the tradition has claimed are essential to a justice relationship.
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For all that, it is troubling that even Schopenhauer found ways to justify the consumption
of meat and experimentation on animals, and that Plutarch abandoned vegetarianism late in
life. I do not take this as a sign that reason is bankrupt, but rather as a reminder that we cannot
rely on reason to function in an automatic, recursive fashion. Reason permits us to reflect on our
sense of felt kinship with others and to formulate principles that remind us in conceptual terms
of the debt we owe to sentient beings. But this is only the beginning. Once we have formulated
these principles, the task that remains is to be ever vigilant about acting in accordance with
them. In some cases this will be a relatively straightforward matter. But in many others, we will
be confronted with seemingly irreducible conflicts and obscurities. Only in a highly reductive
conception of the idea of principles does being committed to a principle mean you never need
to think again. The principle at which I have arrived in regard to animals illustrates this fact all
too well. I call this principle the vegan imperative, and it consists in seeking to avoid doing harm
to animals as far as humanly possible. It requires us to stop eating meat, stop using animals
as sources of raw materials for clothing and other products, stop experimenting on animals
altogether, stop using animals as beasts of burden, and stop using animals as living toys for our
amusement. This all sounds straightforward until you try to live in accordance with the vegan
imperative. As the list noted above makes patently clear, uses of animals are so intimately interwoven into our cultural practices that in a strict sense there is no such thing as being vegan, if
this means that you do not participate in any way in uses of animals. So we have to understand
the vegan imperative, and principles more generally, in a different way—as regulative ideals for
our conduct that we may never be able to implement once and for all, but which serve as a goal
for our endless striving always to do a better job of according sentient beings the respect and
concern that they deserve.
The postmodern—or, more precisely, Derrida’s poststructuralist—emphasis on the irreducible singularity of concrete situations makes any such approach incapable of recognizing
anything like the vegan imperative, let alone any other principle. Only by acknowledging that
we human beings are a certain kind of agent, one that can formulate and act in accordance
with principles of justice and morality, can we ever begin to embrace the responsibility toward
animals that we have for too long ignored. It is for this reason that I think we should resist the
lure of postmodernism and be willing to be humanists just a little bit longer.

Notes
1 There is, however, another side to Aristotle’s thinking about animals: in his zoological writings, Aristotle
is considerably more willing to acknowledge the cognitive and deliberative capacities of a wide variety of
animals than he is in his psychological, ethical, and political writings. But he bases his political theory on
the view that animals are aloga, which is to say that they are altogether lacking in rational capacity. On this
tension in Aristotle’s thought, see Steiner (2005, pp. 57–76).
2 	Heidegger characterizes the capacity for apophantic logos in terms of the capacity to relate to things “as
such,” and he denies this capacity to animals. On the apophantic “as,” see Heidegger 1963, p. 201 and
1976, p. 127–163. On Heidegger’s denial that animals are capable of the “as such” of apophansis and his
concomitant claim that animals are “world poor,” see Heidegger, 1983, pp. 285, 291, 360, 368, 443.
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3 Strangely, and perhaps tellingly, this does not prevent Derrida from advancing a number of rather clear
statements about the unmitigated evil of apartheid (see Derrida, 1995). As I have argued elsewhere, it is
worth asking whether Derrida is as concerned about the moral status of animals as he purports to be, and
whether his approach to the moral status of animals ultimately escapes the anthropocentric limitations that
he attributes to Heidegger. See Steiner, 2005, pp. 217–22.
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7
The Trouble with Posthumanism:
Bacteria Are People Too
Zipporah Weisberg

This chapter warns against the growing trend to conflate Critical Animal Studies (CAS)

with posthumanism. As Ken Shapiro and Margo DeMello note, from the 1990s onwards, after
humanities and social sciences disciplines “joined the crowd,” the majority of animal studies
(AS) “scholarship occurred under the rubric of posthumanism and postmodernism” (2010,
p. 310). It is not unusual for many CAS scholars, such as Steve Best, whose politics would
otherwise militate against any formal association with posthumanism, to situate their work
within the discourse of posthumanism. The explosion of posthumanist literature and theory in
recent decades also attests to its increasing popularity and dominance within AS. Cary Wolfe’s
Posthumanities series with University of Minnesota Press—which includes well-known theorists such as Donna Haraway, Judith Roof, and Michel Serres—is perhaps the most well-known
example. Posthumanism is not limited to animal studies, but is also gaining ground within gender studies, queer theory, postcolonial theory, science and technology studies, cultural studies,
comparative literature, and other disciplines.
Perhaps because of posthumanism’s wide applicability and presence across disciplines, it is
difficult to define with precision. Many acknowledge different strands of posthumanism and,
in an effort to avoid a reductive account of such a multi-faceted field, refer to posthumanisms in
the plural. Nevertheless, three assumptions underlie what is identified as critical posthumanist
thought (first so named by Didur, 2003), at least within AS: (1) we are at a crucial historical juncture wherein the human subject is destabilized by increasing incursions of technics and informatics into human and non-human life; (2) the arbitrary opposition between the historically
embedded and essentialist categories of “the Human” and “the Animal” is no longer tenable;
and (3) humanism—which perpetuates a phantasmagorical conception of a disembodied rational human subject wholly disconnected from, yet simultaneously “lording over,” the material
world and its non-human inhabitants—can no longer serve as the basis of critical philosophical
inquiries into human and non-human interrelationality, ethics, and politics (Wolfe, 2010, p.
xvf; Badmington, 2000, p. 2).
While in advancing these claims critical posthumanist theory makes important contributions to wider efforts in AS, CAS, and beyond to free theoretical investigations into the subject from anthropocentric constraints of humanist thought, it is also prone to some troubling
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tendencies that potentially jeopardize AS’s, and especially CAS’s, ability to uphold their fundamental ethical and political commitments. Problematic elements of posthumanist thought
include its fetishization of boundary dissolution, hybridity, and technoscience; its derogation of
species-integrity; its conflation of creaturely essence with essentialism; and its frequent lapses
into self-indulgent theorizing at the expense of genuine ethical analysis. While it is undesirable
to homogenize CAS, it is equally undesirable for CAS to uncritically adopt posthumanism’s
problematic categories of analysis, and to allow itself to become indistinguishable from it, as is
increasingly the case.

Merits of Posthumanism: The Critique
of Dualist Metaphysics and Human Exceptionalism
There is unequivocal consensus among critical posthumanist theorists that what they variously
refer to as “traditional,” “conventional,” “metaphysical,” (Castricano, 2008, pp. 6–8; Cavalieri,
2008, p. 97) and “ontotheological” (Calarco, 2008, pp. 104–106) humanisms are not progressive, as typically assumed, but “reactionary” (Badmington, 2000, p. 2). For posthumanists, the
philosophical glue that binds all otherwise historically distinct forms of humanism together—
Renaissance, Enlightenment, liberal, and even more recent Marxist, socialist, existentialist,
and ecological iterations of humanism—is the notion that humans are unique and superior to
other animals, not least because of their supposed monopoly on reason and language and/or
their possession of a soul. As Richard Twine says, the view “common to the overlapping fields of
critical posthumanism and animal studies, is of humanism as a reduction of value and agency
to the ‘human,’ a curiously centred and bounded category that has elevated itself by contrast
to the ‘animal’ and drawn upon ideas of animality to essentialize human difference” (2010, p.
175–76). In even more uncompromising terms, Best maintains that
“humanity” is a social construct involving the identity and conception humans have of
themselves as members of a species. In its arrogant, alienated, and domineering Western
form, human identity reflects a host of problematic assumptions, biases, prejudices and
myths derived from religion, philosophy, science, and culture as a whole. (2009b, p. 1)

As I have argued elsewhere, Donna Haraway goes so far as to regard humanism as a form of
sadism (Weisberg, 2009, p. 23). In Haraway’s view, “Sadism produces the self as a fetish, an
endlessly repetitive project” (1989, p. 233). Modern humanism, she observes, does the same by
projecting the image of “man” onto nature and reshaping it in “his” image—a phenomenon
she calls the “god trick” (1991b, p. 189). Thus, Haraway concludes, “Sadism is a shadow twin
to modern humanism” (1989, p. 233). Haraway (1989) recognizes that the impact of sado-humanism on animals has been particularly devastating, citing Harry F. Harlow’s outrageously
cruel “maternal deprivation” experiments at the University of Wisconsin-Madison from the late
1950s and early 1960s, in which he subjected infant monkeys to egregious cruelties (pp. 239–42;
Weisberg, 2009, p. 24–25).
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Posthumanism’s incredulity towards the unified, autonomous, rational subject on one hand,
and its presupposition that humanist metaphysics are largely to blame for the subjugation of
animals (as well as other “others,” such as women, people of colour, and indigenous peoples) on
the other, are directly inherited from its theoretical and ideological antecedents, poststructuralism and antihumanism (Badmington, 2000, p. 9). Wolfe suggests that although posthumanism
has several lineages, it can be traced to the antihumanist bent of poststructuralism, epitomized
by Foucault’s claims in the 1960s that “man” was only a recent invention and was rapidly
spiralling towards obsolescence (2010, p. xii). Posthumanists have developed this Foucauldian
line of thinking, but focus especially on the implications of the “death of man” for rethinking
human-animal relations. For example, posthumanists urge us to recognize the myriad ways
in which information, digital, and biotechnologies are radically disrupting any lingering early
modern conceptions of static, homogeneous, and unified human identity.
A central tenet of critical posthumanism is that we are at a crucial historical juncture at
which “the decentering of the human by its imbrication in technical, medical, informatics networks is increasingly impossible to ignore” (Wolfe, 2010, p. xv–xvi). Posthumanism, more than
other branches of animal studies, recognizes that it is no longer tenable to assume that human
and non-human beings are independent from the technological infrastructure but are always
already enfolded in it (Best, 2009a, p. 4). Hayles observes that “technology [has] become so
entwined with the production of identity that it can no longer meaningfully be separated from
the human subject,” or from the animal subject (1999, p. xiii). In this context of increasing technological intervention in human and non-human life, posthumanists are right to insist that it is
no longer plausible to claim that humans are somehow at one remove from the material world
and its organic and inorganic components.
Overall, posthumanists’ repudiation of the anthropocentric tenets of conventional humanism
is a crucial feature of any substantive critique of animal oppression. Undeniably, humanism has
contributed to the rationalization of non-human animals’ brutal subjugation for centuries. A brief
glimpse into the work of three key early modern humanists demonstrates this. Renaissance humanist Pico della Mirandola (1463–1494), for example, positioned humans at the centre and apex of
creation and claimed that for humans to become fully human—i.e., quasi-divine—they would need
to suppress and eliminate animal elements of their natures by way of the exclusively human activity
of philosophical contemplation ([1496] 1956, pp. 7, 10). For Pico, humans are as gods in contrast
to the “fermenting dung-heap of the inferior world teeming with every form of animal life” (p. 5).
Displaying similar contempt for non-human life, English statesman and humanist philosopher
and scientist Francis Bacon (1561–1626) posited that it was humans’ divine calling to subjugate
nature and non-human animals (1999b, aphorism 129), and that their subordination was integral
to the twin pursuits of knowledge and power (1999b, aphorism 129). He also argued that non-human animals are ontologically malleable material for manipulation and transformation. As he says,
nature reveals “her” secrets best when “under constraint and vexed; that is to say, when by art and
the hand of man she is forced out of her natural state, and squeezed and molded” (1999a, p. 82).
French philosopher and scientist René Descartes (1596–1650) characterized animals as
automata that “functioned” much like clocks—a view that reflected the Baconian notion that
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non-human animals were effectively objects to be disassembled and reassembled at will ([1637]
1968, p. 73–74). Though the Cartesian disdain for non-human animals is well known and need
not be repeated here, it is worth reminding readers that by regarding animals as automata in
theory, Descartes was able to inflict excruciating tortures on them in practice—such as nailing
dogs to boards and cutting them open for circulation experiments, all without anesthetic—without the slightest hesitation (Singer, 1990, p. 201–2). The agony of Descartes’s animals—and of
billions of others being tortured in similar ways in modern laboratories—should reverberate
through the conscience of any critically thinking person today as a scathing indictment of the
sado-humanist legacy. It is only a small step from Descartes’s nails to Harlow’s wells of despair,
and to today’s biomedical laboratories.
Liberal humanism, meanwhile, has perpetuated human exceptionalism by suggesting that
it is by virtue of being human alone that one should be accorded rights. By advancing a theory
of natural law, natural rights, and natural man, liberal humanist contract theory helped solidify
the notion of a common essential identity between humans to the exclusion of other animals. As
Davies says, with the “abstract singularity and universality” of these thinkers’ respective conceptions of man, “a full-blown essentialist humanism is generated” (1997, p. 26). Left humanisms
also reproduce anthropocentric assumptions. While Marx called for humans’ reconciliation
with nature, his conception of reconciliation was hardly advantageous for non-human animals, as it prioritized interests of humans and allowed for nature’s ongoing objectification and
instrumentalization. Marx perpetuated some of Enlightenment humanism’s worst fallacies,
such as the (essentialist and anthropocentric) view that humans are the sole possessors of the
supposedly superior qualities of rationality, will, and self-consciousness—the constituents of his
“species-being.” Meanwhile, Jean-Paul Sartre’s existentialist humanism suggests another troubling contradiction. One the one hand, Sartre replaced a static conception of “human nature”
with that of “a human universality of condition.” For Sartre, it was false to conceive “of man as
the end since,” he rightly insisted, “man is still to be determined.” On the other hand, Sartre’s
existentialist humanism remained loyal to Cartesian dualism and rationalism (1960, p. 67).
Other humanisms, such as Murray Bookchin’s (1995) anarcho-humanist social ecology, allow
the ongoing exploitation of animals, while Peter Staudenmaier’s eco-humanism rejects animal
liberation as anathema to the emancipatory project (2005, p. 116). Staudenmaier says that animal liberation is “a specific kind of moral mistake and a symptom of political confusion,” and
that it is “anti-humanist and anti-ecological” and “frequently at odds with the project of creating
a free world” (2005, p. 116). Such statements lead Best to conclude that Left humanisms carry
the “pathology” of humanism: “As part of the problem rather than the solution, Leftist humanist
theories (including ‘eco-humanist’ variants) fail to advance a truly revolutionary break with the
mindsets and institutions underpinning hierarchy, oppression, violence, species extinction, and
the current global crisis” (2009b).
If the link between humanism, human narcissism, and sadism is not enough to delegitimize
humanism as a valid ground for an account of human and non-human animal subjectivity
and interrelationality, the growing knowledge about the cognitive, emotional, social and even
political and cultural complexity of other animal species emerging from a variety of disciplines
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confirms that it is simply untenable to attempt to preserve the centuries-old rigid bifurcation
between humans and the millions of other species on earth. Posthumanism properly insists that
we finally “get with the program,” abandon tired old prejudices, and reformulate our understanding of ourselves and our role in the universe as one among many other species with whom
we are always already in relation. Posthumanists posit doing so not by relying on metaphysical
speculation, but rather on indisputable scientific truths surrounding the complexity of animal
subjectivities. Reaffirming the importance of non-violent scientific practices pointed to above,
Best insists, for example, that
ethically progressive and truly inclusive, the new outlook—not only post-capitalist, but
also post-anthropocentric, post-speciesist, and post-humanist—would also be scientifically valid, by accurately representing the true place of Homo sapiens in the social, sentient,
and ecological communities in which it finds itself enmeshed. (2009b, p. 26)

Paola Cavalieri and Kelly Oliver similarly stress the important role a non-exploitative, non-mechanistic science can play in debunking humanist prejudices (Cavalieri, 2008, p. 98; Oliver, 2007,
pp. 15–19).
The importance of (certain forms of) science in rescuing animals from their objectified status
cannot be overstated. Renowned primatologist Jane Goodall points out that with the rise of cognitive ethology—or the non-invasive study of animal behaviour—in the early 1960s, for example,
there was increasingly compelling evidence that we are not … the only creatures capable
of love and hate, joy and sorrow, fear and despair.… In other words, there is no sharp line
between the human animal and the rest of the animal kingdom. It is a blurred line, and
becoming more so all the time. (2007, p. xiii)

Cognitive ethologists, scientists, and even psychoanalysts such as Marc Bekoff, Jonathan
Balcombe, and Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson have demonstrated the cognitive, emotional, and
sensuous complexity of other animals and, by so doing, have shattered the artificial barrier that
has been erected between humans and all other species. They thereby aim to restore—or perhaps
for the first time explicitly affirm—other animals’ co-subjectivity with human animals (Bekoff,
2007; Balcombe, 2006; Masson, 2003).
With ethologists’ abundant and indisputable evidence of other animals’ subjecthood in
mind, Wolfe asks us to
rethink our taken-for-granted modes of human experience [which he characterizes as the
“closed domain of consciousness, reason, reflection”] … by recontextualizing them in
terms of the entire sensorium of other living beings and their own autopoietic ways of
“bringing forth a world”—ways that are, since we ourselves are human animals, part of
the evolutionary history and behavioral and psychological repertoire of the human itself.
(2010, p. xxv)
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Here Wolfe takes on not only Descartes but also Martin Heidegger, who insisted that other
animals were “poor-in-world” because they did not “dwell” in the “house of Being,” which is
constituted by language (quoted in Calarco, 2007, p. 20). By grounding humans in the “entire
sensorium of other living beings,” Wolfe dispenses with the humanist (/idealist) fixation on
language, reason, or logos as constitutive of human subjectivity. Instead, Wolfe asserts shared
sensuousness alone as the basis of subjective experience, of richness-in-world.
Anat Pick builds on Simone Weil’s philosophical theology to replace the human/animal
divide with a species-inclusive conception of the “creature.” In her words, “the creature … is
first and foremost a living body—material, temporal, and vulnerable” (2011, p. 5). Rather
than trying to determine which criteria a being must meet to merit ethical consideration—an
approach that lends itself to anthropocentrism and “like us” arguments—Pick maintains that
we should focus on the basic experience of “the flesh and blood vulnerability of beings—whether
human or not” (pp. 2–3). As creatures, humans and animals share the common risk of injury
and the inevitability of death—whether or not one can perform algebra is of no consequence
here. Vulnerability alone justifies ethical attentiveness.
Other critical posthumanist theorists, such as Jodey Castricano, overcome human exceptionalism, binary thinking, and especially the glorification of human rationality, in part by
“exploring the medical, biological, cultural, philosophical, psychological, and ethical connections
between nonhuman animals and ourselves” (2008, p. 2). For Castricano, developing an ethics
based on empathy is of central importance (pp. 5–6). With a strict hierarchy of beings in place,
empathy is moot, for one cannot share the experience of another being who exists on an entirely
different ontological plain, so to speak, than oneself. As Emmanuel Levinas and other existential phenomenologists have shown, empathy and (non-totalizing) identity with the Other (not
the generalized Other but a particular individual Other) are potential cornerstones of a radical
interspecies ethics and politics.
Such efforts to debunk the myth of the rational disembodied human subject are integral
to the larger campaign to reconfigure human and animal subjectivities in a complex matrix of
sensuous, emotional, cognitive, and ethical potentialities. But there is another side to the critical
posthumanist coin that threatens to derail the important work being done in AS and CAS to
re-examine human/animal subjectivities and relationships.

The Haraway Effect: The Fetishization
of Hybridity and Boundary Dissolution
Since the publication of Haraway’s A Cyborg Manifesto (1991a), The Companion Species Manifesto
(2003) and When Species Meet (2008), hybridity—or the collapse of boundaries between organic
(human, animal, nature) and inorganic (technics, culture)—has been seen as an antidote, if not
the panacea, to the scourge of humanist dualist metaphysics. Hybridity has become a kind of
fetish concept—cited ad nauseam in critical posthumanist literature with little critical attention
to the dangers it represents when actualized in practice, while Haraway herself is fetishized as
the authority on progressive reconfigurations of human-animal relationships. Far from being a
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liberatory concept, hybridity is in fact a pernicious and repressive notion that ultimately reaffirms the logic of late capitalism (Weisberg, 2009). In addition to promoting the disorientation
of the human subject in compressed space and time, late capitalist modernity exhibits flagrant
disregard for animals’ ontological integrity, as evinced in the mass production of transgenic,
chimeric, and other genetically modified animal commodities in the animal industrial complex. Thus, while hybridity may sound like an important challenge to humanist fantasies of a
huge metaphysical gulf between humans and non-human animals, and between “nature” and
“culture,” it is much more troubling when we consider its implications in practice. Transgenic
animals—including so-called “spider-goats,” or goats spliced with spider genes so that they produce spider “silk” from their milk, which can be used for weapons manufacturing, among other
things; or pigs mass-produced as “organ factories” for xenotransplantation; or chimeric “food”
animals injected with human growth hormone to shorten the time between birth and market;
or “pharm animals” genetically engineered to produce pharmaceuticals and destined to serve as
“drug factories”—are among the most abject victims of the excesses of corporate technoscience.
These and other transgenic animals are wholly integrated into the machinery of production.
Their integration with the technical apparatus as extensions of it—the collapse of boundaries
between animals and technics, in other words—is co-extensive with their dis-integration, literal
and figurative, as embodied subjects-of-a-meaningful-life. Despite these obvious concerns with
advancing a theory of hybridity, Theresa Heffernan approvingly observes that “hybridity is a
privileged concept in the linear reproductive model that produces the same, allowing ‘difference’
to proliferate; the hybrid also displaces emphasis on the original and challenges the traditional
understanding of nature” (2003, p. 118). A brief glimpse into posthumanist literature bears out
Heffernan’s observation about the primacy of hybridity theory in posthumanism.
In his foreword to Wolfe’s Animal Rites: American Culture, the Discourse of Species and
Posthumanist Theory (2003), W. J. T. Mitchell falls into the same trap of collapsing the critique
of dualism with the celebration of hybridity: “Perhaps we need a new term to designate the
hybrid creatures that we must learn to think of, a ‘humanimal’ form predicated on the refusal of
the human/animal binary” (p. xiii). Why must the repudiation of dualism amount to the celebration/promotion of hybridity per se, given the many problems associated with actual practices
of hybridization? Surely there are other ways of imagining co-human and non-human animal
subjectivities that don’t risk reaffirming the logic of corporate technoscience? In a manner that
is also similar to Haraway, Scott Bukatman waxes lyrical about the “infinite possibilities and
cyborg multiplicities, defined in and through the technologies that now construct our experiences and therefore ourselves” (2000, p. 111). What he does not acknowledge is that these
“infinite possibilities” and “cyborg multiplicities” are, as noted, actualized in the form of cloned,
chimeric, and otherwise genetically engineered animals.
In a similar vein, Eugene Thacker praises Haraway’s hybridity theory. He is especially tickled by the way in which she supposedly “shows how the doubled contingencies of humans and
technologies will always require critical gestures, ironic gestures, even ludic gestures, which will
turn upside down, and render impure and non-innocent, our views of the human condition”
(2003, p. 79). Thacker’s reproduction of Haraway’s language of “ironic and ludic gestures”
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and “non-innocence” indicates that he and other posthumanists influenced by Haraway treat
hybridity as integral to some risk-laden but ultimately healthy, exhilarating, playful, and even
fun proverbial teenage rebellion against narrow-minded parents—a rebellion that catapults the
adolescent from its stifling and “innocent” humanist origins into the “non-innocent” wonders
of posthumanity and the ontological chaos it induces. The romanticization of “non-innocence”
in this context, no matter how loosely the term is used, is not only inappropriately sanguine,
but entirely misleading. Who said there was anything “innocent” about the humanist homogenization of animal being into raw material for ontological manipulation and commodification
in the first place? Hybridization is decidedly non-innocent inasmuch as it involves a violation
of animals’ ontological boundaries. Surely, this lack of innocence should not be cause for celebration, but for consternation.
Rosi Braidotti regards her theory of “nomadic subjects” and “nomadic thought” as a development of Haraway’s hybridity theory and so-called “process ontology” (2006, pp. 199, 200). She
praises Haraway for representing “power as a dynamic web of interconnections of hybrid contaminations, as a principle of non-purity,” and for “refus[ing] to fall into the pitfall of the classical
nature/culture divide.” She claims that by rejecting the “subject-object, nature-culture divides
[that] are linked to patriarchal, oedipal familial narratives,” Haraway “mobilizes an enlarged sense
of community, based on empathy, accountability, and recognition.… Moreover, she extends these
prerogatives to non-human agents or subjects, such as animals, plants, cells, bacteria and the
Earth as a whole” (p. 200). She does not mention, however, that Haraway’s conception of empathy
is such that one may claim solidarity, sisterhood, and solicitude for the same creatures one condones killing and eating (see Haraway, 2008, pp. 296–300; Weisberg, 2009 p. 49). Braidotti
applauds Haraway for the “inspirational force” emanating from her posthumanist project in general and her account of oncomouse (see Haraway, 1997b)—the first patented transgenic animal,
hailed by Haraway as the embodiment of “transgressive” politics—in particular. For example,
she contends that “the cyborg, the coyote, the trickster and the oncomouse” all of which figure
prominently in Haraway’s work, “produce alternative structures of otherness” (p. 201). Braidotti’s
claim that oncomouse and other hybrids “produce alternative structures of otherness” is simply
untenable—the relationship between humans and oncomouse reproduces the unequal (human)
subject/(animal) object relation that has been characteristic of sado-humanism for centuries.
It is important to acknowledge that not all posthumanists regard hybridity as inherently
liberatory, nor do they conflate the theory of boundary dissolution with the practice of genetically
altering animals. While Twine emphasizes that “new biotechnological innovations and their
associated imaginaries have become the science for much speculation on the ontological status
of the ‘human,’” (2010, p. 175), for example, he also acknowledges that “animals remain real
conduits for bio-capitalisation and targets of human consumption at the outset of the 21st century” (2007, p. 99). Perhaps because of the problems outlined above, some critical posthumanists
attempt to disassociate themselves from hybridity theory and articulate a different version of
critical posthumanism. Helena Pedersen, for example, resists identification with the posthumanist “‘cybernetic’ orientation towards relationality, focusing on human-machine interaction
and hybridity” (2010, p. 242). Heffernan too acknowledges that, “at first glance, it seems that,
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in many ways, these theoretical interests in hybridity seem to parallel and challenge the production of ‘hybrids’ in the scientific arenas of biotechnology and genetic engineering, begging
the question whether postmodern theory has unwittingly laid the philosophical ground for this
new science” (2003, p. 118). Bart Simon notes that critical posthumanists such as Heffernan are
aware that “the proliferation of hybridizing practices in biotechnology and genetic engineering
seem to turn the postmodern conception of hybrid subjectivity into a technoscientific fact.” He
adds that “increasingly the discourse of popular posthumanism [transhumanism] and theoretical postmodernism seem to parallel each other.” As a result, he rightly concludes that “this
is a troubling situation for those invested in the political promise of the postmodern franchise”
(2003, p. 4). However, these acknowledgements of the dangers of hybridity theory are typically
drowned out by ringing endorsements of it.

The Derogation of Species-Integrity and the
Conflation of Essence and Essentialism
Not only do hybridity theorists fail to properly evaluate the real implications of biotechnological
hybridization, they also often dismiss opposition to hybridity as nostalgic obsession with the
allegedly fictitious notion of “species-integrity.” For Haraway, for example, critics of hybridity
and biotechnology subscribe to the supposedly naive belief that each being has its own ontological trajectory (1997a, p. 217). Pitting her work against the supposedly reactionary tradition
that espouses preservation of species integrity, she warns condescendingly, “Neither a cyborg
nor a companion animal species pleases the pure of heart who long for better protected species
boundaries and sterilization of category deviants” (2003, p. 4). The implicit claim that concern
for preserving species boundaries is equivalent to fascistic or eugenic sterilization programs is not
only unfairly dismissive of legitimate concerns regarding the agony resulting from the disregard
for species integrity. It is also profoundly ironic given that biotechnology, which is committed to
producing profitable and/or “productive” and “successful” “designer” animals (and eventually
designer humans as well), is devoted to eliminating “deviant” behaviours, characteristics, and
traits that interfere with its rapid production as meat or some other profitable product for human
consumption and use—just like the Nazis and eugenicists of the early to mid-twentieth century
sought to do with humans who disrupted the social and political order by failing to meet their
standards of racial, cognitive, and physical “perfection.”
Although, compared to Haraway, Jill Didur is more wary of the naturalization of “genetic
hybridization” and the way it is “represented as continuous with the ‘natural processes of evolution,’” she is equally perturbed by what she regards as “humanist” overtones in the critique
of species boundaries violations (2003, p. 108). She dismisses Vandana Shiva’s critique of the
horrific injuries and congenital defects experienced by factory-farmed pigs as another example
of the supposedly puritanical obsession with species boundaries (p. 108). She reduces Shiva’s
outcry to a paranoid response to the “images of miscegenation, contamination, deformity, and
social deviance [that] abound in this [activist] literature,” which is critical of biotechnology.
Unsurprisingly, Didur cites Haraway’s claim that debates surrounding biotechnology convey
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“unintended tones of fear of the alien and suspicion of the mixed” (Haraway quoted in Didur,
2003, p. 109). Like Haraway, Didur reduces legitimate criticism of the extreme violence against
animals necessarily involved in genetic modification to an extension of oppressive ideological
and social presuppositions and prejudices. Shiva and others’ concern is, as Didur sees it, not for
the unfathomable suffering and humiliation experienced by transgenic creatures, but for some
racist preoccupation with genetic purity (p. 109). What these critical posthumanists forget is
that the biotechnologists responsible for systemic atrocities against animals similarly scoff at
the notion of species-integrity to justify the violence they commit (see Rollin, [1985] 2002).
Biotechnologists defend genetic manipulation of other animals in laboratories by suggesting it is
simply another phase in the natural course of evolution (which is, not coincidentally, something
Haraway has also claimed) (see Gigliotti, 2009, pp. xv–xvi; Haraway, 2004, p. 72).
Another disturbing element of posthumanists’ condemnation of the notion of species-integrity is that they see no difference between criticizing the way notions of telos and species differentiation have been used to stratify human and animal groups into oppressive hierarchies—and
to justify violence against and extermination of those at the bottom of the heap—on one hand,
and congratulating those who reject the notion of telos and species differentiation to further
systemic inequalities and atrocities, on the other. In truth, animal liberation and environmental
activists are not critical of biotechnology and hybridity because these destabilize widespread
conceptions of normality, nor because they free various groups from confinement within restrictive categories that silence and enslave them, but precisely because these involve unfathomable
cruelty to animals, which creates another avenue for the fascistic elimination of undesirables
(both non-human and human animal), and will inevitably create chaos within the already fragile ecosystem (Rifkin, 1998, p. 2). In ignoring these key impetuses behind the wish to balance a
respect for species-integrity—for other animals’ ontological unity and entelechy, that is—while
dispensing with the tradition of confining animals within rigid taxonomies to rationalize their
subjugation, critical posthumanists jeopardize the credibility of their own critique.
Also, like many mainstream bioethicists and biotech apologists, posthumanist hybridity theorists fail to recognize the difference between creaturely essence and essentialism. Whereas essentialism reifies the subject into a fixed type with predetermined and immutable characteristics, the
avowal of essence within phenomenology and critical theory simply translates into the recognition
that all beings possess a trajectory of possibilities that are meaningful to them, and that can only
be actualized and come to fruition under certain conditions. Respecting essence does not mean
projecting fantasies of pure, untouched, unchanged, and unchanging nature, as posthumanists
claim. Honouring essence means honouring the fact that each species has a particular set of psychological, physical, perceptual, social, and emotional behaviours and needs that are specific to
it—such as, in the case of humans, walking on two legs, or, in the case of other animals such as
pigs, cows, and chickens, having ample space to roam around, grass to eat, sunlight to bask in,
mud to roll in, nests to build, the unhindered opportunity to nurse and wean their young—and
that if unmet, violated, or otherwise dishonoured cause tremendous distress and suffering.
Essence is not mutually exclusive with historical contingency. Phenomenology is an especially helpful framework for striking this important balance. While phenomenology is “the
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study of essences,” it is “also a philosophy which puts essences back into existence, and does not
expect to arrive at an understanding of man and the world from any starting point other than
that of their ‘facticity’” (Merleau-Ponty, 2006, p. vii). In other words, to study essences is not to
study immutable forms, but rather to recognize how beings unfold within the always changing
historical and material conditions; it is to study the vicissitudes, nuances, and particularities
that constitute material and embodied life in the world. To say that the essence of the human
(and animal) subject is rooted in existence is to say that its style of being is either promoted
or undermined by the environmental, historical, and social conditions in which it is situated.
Terry Eagleton agrees with anti-essentialists that essentialism can be reductive and lead to
oppressive ideologies and regimes that subjugate certain groups on the basis of perceived fundamental differences from the dominant group(s). However, he maintains that essence can also
mean that beings are constituted by certain qualities, properties, and capacities that are essential
to their flourishing, such that if they were prevented from unfolding they would radically transform the subject. In short, to insist that each being has an essence does not suggest that there
is only ever one central property to which that being is reducible (1996, p. 98). It simply means
that other beings ought to be allowed to be what they are. For birds to be birds, they cannot live
in cages, but must fly freely and land where they wish and do what birds do. By suggesting that
animals ought to be permitted to be what they are, I am not positing some romanticized ahistorical figure of the untouched animal. Animals have been transformed by humans for millennia
(by way of breeding, domestication, and so on). There is no idyllic “before” to which we should
aspire to “return” in some kind of primitivist narrative. Rather, the goal is to create conditions
for the mutual unfolding of both human and animal subjects as internally coherent and unified,
but also intersubjectively intertwined, sensuous beings—which is to say, animals. Ultimately, for
a being to be free to actualize itself and its potentialities on one hand, and to be free from harm
on the other, it must remain within certain species-specific ontological (and genetic) limits.
Fetishization of hybridity and boundary dissolution, and allergy to species-integrity and
essence, are symptomatic of a larger problem plaguing postmodern/poststructuralist thought,
which posthumanism has inherited: perpetuation of an ahistorical grand narrative about the rise
and fall of the grand narrative of the unified subject. As Eagleton warns, we should be skeptical
about postmodern/poststructuralist theory’s tendency “to deliver a fable about the so-called
‘unified subject,’ which sounds wildly unhistorical—which sounds, indeed, alarmingly like the
grand narratives it disowns” (p. 34). Most importantly, we ought to ask why we must dispense
with the subject entirely. Why not simply speak in terms of embodied, vulnerable, perceptually
attuned subjects, instead of rational, disembodied subjects? Why must we be “posthuman,”
rather than more completely human, which is to say, more completely animal?

Cybernetics, Technoscience, and the
Transhumanist Connection
In its largely uncritical appraisal of technoscience, posthumanism resembles transhumanism
(also known as popular posthumanism and extropianism), despite the latter’s overt avowal of
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Renaissance and Enlightenment humanism. Transhumanism, which emerged as a movement in
the 1980s, seeks to “ameliorate” human life, and even overcome mortality, through technological
innovation and intervention (Transhumanist FAQ, n.d.). According to Nick Bostrom, Oxford
philosopher and founder of the World Transhumanist Association, tranhumanism “holds that
current human nature is improvable through the use of applied science and other rational
methods, which may make it possible to increase human-health span, extend our intellectual
and physical capacities, and give us increased control over our own mental states and moods”
(2005, p. 202–3). As noted, transhumanism also considers itself an outgrowth of Renaissance,
Enlightenment, and secular humanisms (Bostrom, 2005, p. 202). The “Transhumanist FAQ”
posted on the Humanity+ website cites Pico della Mirandola, Francis Bacon, Isaac Newton,
Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, and Immanuel Kant, as well as Benjamin Franklin and Voltaire as
key ideological predecessors, and describes among its key principles (the very humanist notions
of): “Perpetual Progress, Self-Transformation, Practical Optimism, Intelligent Technology,
Open Society, Self-Direction, and Rational Thinking” (Transhumanist FAQ, n.d.).
Given transhumanism’s self-conscious grounding in humanism, it is unsurprising that many
posthumanists are loath to be associated with it. Haraway, Thacker, Wolfe, Badmington, and
others draw a line in the sand between critical posthumanism and transhumanism. Haraway
proclaims that she has abandoned the terms “posthuman” and “posthumanism,” precisely
because of the risk of their conflation with transhumanism. Haraway says, “I never wanted to
be posthuman, or posthumanist, any more than I wanted to be postfeminist” (2008, p. 17). She
is especially repelled by the transhumanist “techno-blissed-out” call, “‘Let’s just go for downloading human consciousness onto the latest chip’ and get rid of pain and suffering that way”
(Gane & Haraway, 2006, p. 151). Nevertheless, Haraway remains a major influence on critical
posthumanist thought. Wolfe also distinguishes between various iterations of cyborg-transhumanism and his version of posthumanism, which eschews the transhumanist goal of “escaping
or repressing not just its animal origins in nature, the biological, the evolutionary, but more
general by transcending the bonds of materiality and embodiment altogether” (2010, p. xv).
Thacker similarly distinguishes transhumanism from critical posthumanisms. He explains that,
“while not denying the significance and transformative possibilities of new technologies, these
critical [posthumanist] takes on the posthuman offer a more rigorous, politically and socially
rooted body of work from which the difficult task to imagining the future may begin” (2003,
p. 79–80). Thus, it is unfair to conflate critical posthumanism with transhumanism; however,
such differences notwithstanding, certain key parallels exist between the two bodies of thought
and signal the need to rethink the basic assumptions and aims of critical posthumanist theory,
and to temper reliance on the discourse of posthumanism and the posthuman within CAS.
For a start, critical posthumanism and transhumanism are historically linked. Posthumanism
in general and hybridity theory in particular are direct and loyal descendants of cybernetic theory. As Wolfe and Hayles note, posthumanism can be traced back to the Macy Conferences on
cybernetics from the mid–1940s to the 1950s, which disrupted any assumed mutual exclusion
between human ontology and mechanical, technical, and communicational systems (Wolfe,
2010, p. xii; Hayles, 1999, p. 7). Hayles says the key outcome of the Macy Conferences was “a
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theory of communication and control applying equally to animals, humans, and machines”
(1999, p. 7). At the same time, cybernetics set the stage for transhumanism inasmuch as it
involves controlling, manipulating, altering, and “enhancing” organic life through technoscience. Although Haraway attempts to distance herself from transhumanism, her cyborg theory
has been hugely influential in both critical posthumanist thought and transhumanist thought.
Wolfe says Haraway’s Cyborg Manifesto is the “locus classicus” of “the ‘cyborg’ strand of posthumanism[, which] is what is now being called ‘transhumanism’” (2010, p. xiii).
Transhumanists are as dismissive of preserving species boundaries as posthumanists.
Bostrom levels his criticism of the notion of species integrity against those he contemptuously calls “bioconservatives.” Prominent members of this group include Leon Kass, Francis
Fukuyama, and Jeremy Rifkin, among others. Bostrom says their main concern is that “human
enhancement technologies might be ‘dehumanizing’” (2005, p. 203). Like Haraway, Didur, and
others, he conflates the argument for preserving respect for species boundaries—especially when
presented along the lines of Aristotelian entelechism—with a naive misconception that “nature”
is wholly disparate from “culture,” or that massive gulfs exist between species and ought to be
maintained. Bostrom explains that while so-called bioconservatives such as Kass argue that each
creature exhibits characteristics unique to, or typical of, its species,
[t]ranshumanists counter that nature’s gifts are sometimes poisoned and should not always
be accepted. Cancer, malaria, dementia, aging, starvation, unnecessary suffering, and cognitive shortcomings are all among the presents we should wisely refuse. (p. 203)

Although, as this example demonstrates, transhumanists approach species integrity from
a different angle than critical posthumanists—and even insist, contra the latter, that there are
some universal and essential human characteristics—they concur that tampering with “species-specific natures” is, well, perfectly natural and acceptable (p. 203). Bostrom criticizes folks
like Kass who “rely on the natural as a guide as to what is desirable and normatively right”
(p. 205). Yet he presents a confused logic: he biologizes social ills and naturalizes artificial
technological modification of humans (and other animals), while at the same time he accuses
bioconservatives of naturalizing human behaviour—in short, he accuses bioconservatives of
the same tendency he is equally guilty of. In any case, his repudiation of the Kassian view, that
different creatures have certain ontological trajectories that we ought not interfere with, recalls
posthumanists’ reductive view of the concept of telos explored above.
Relatedly, transhumanist and posthumanist theorists are equally impatient with opposition
to biotech and enhancement technologies and often dismiss criticisms as unnecessarily pessimistic, apocalyptic, and dystopian. Bostrom, for example, writes off concerns that technological
modifications of human “nature” will necessarily reduce the human to “a contented cow” as
“exceedingly pessimistic” (p. 205–6). Although Hayles distinguishes herself from transhumanists in part by not allowing herself to be “seduced by [their] fantasies of unlimited power and
disembodied immortality,” she nonetheless resembles them in reinforcing a dualism between
either “nightmare” or “dream” scenarios of the posthuman (1999, p. 5). Didur follows suit
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(2003, p. 98). Braidotti, in turn, praises Haraway for being an “utterly non-nostalgic post-human thinker” whose “conceptual universe is the high-technology world of informatics and
telecommunications” (2006, p. 198). The implication is that critique of technoscience, like the
critique of the violation of species boundaries, is symptomatic of a foolish “nostalgia” for some
kind of non-existent idyllic pre-technological age.
The most troubling overlap in critical posthumanist and transhumanist thought, however,
is the two traditions’ shared belief in the emancipatory potential of technoscience. Both posthumanism and transhumanism embrace technoscience as the principal means for freeing human
and non-human animal life from existing oppressive ontological and ideological constraints.
Of course, critical posthumanists reject transhumanists’ placement of humans at the top of the
imagined hierarchy of beings, and they do not accept the transhumanist goal of “perfecting”
human beings through technological enhancement. However, abundant evidence shows that they
share enthusiasm for ways in which technoscience can ameliorate human and non-human life.

Enter Bacteria, Exit Ethics
Posthumanist thought risks systematically purging CAS of its political and ethical substance.
On one hand, critical posthumanism is committed to the larger struggle in the animal advocacy
movement to effect systemic change on this basis. As Castricano, citing Wolfe, explains,
Posthumanist theory takes seriously the possibility that, “a hundred years from now we
will look back on our current mechanized and systematized practices of factory farming,
product testing, and much else that undeniably involves animal exploitation and suffering
… with much the same horror and disbelief with which we now regard slavery or the
genocide of the Second World War.” (quoted in Castricano, 2008, p. 11)

Such claims confirm that critical posthumanist theory aims to bridge theory and practice and
seeks political and ethical transformation. For this, it should be applauded. However, posthumanism has disappointed on this front. As Gary Steiner notes, despite their promise to validate
the non-human subject and take moral commitments to them seriously, “this is precisely what
one does not find in postmodern writings on animals.” Instead, Steiner says, “one encounters a
panoply of vague gestures toward some indeterminate sense of continuity between human and
animal life, and a general sense that we ought to have more compassion for animals” (2013,
p. 2). Although Steiner is referring to postmodern theory in particular, the grievance applies to
posthumanism, too. We have already seen the ethical dangers associated with affirming this
“indeterminate sense of continuity between human and animal life” in the form of hybridity
theory. While Haraway and other posthumanists gesture in the direction of the ethical, they
do not recognize that their ontological claims are inconsistent with their ethical claims. Or, if
they do try to develop an ethics out of their hybrid ontology and technoscientific theory, they
can only offer a distorted or perverted ethics, which implicitly and sometimes explicitly supports
violent domination.
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Posthumanist scholars often explore the animal question as a self-indulgent intellectual exercise, rather than as a means for developing a radical praxis, and so produce what John Sanbonmatsu
aptly calls “baroque theory.” Sanbonmatsu observes that “for earlier generations of radical intellectuals, theory was closely tied to its usefulness both in illuminating structures of power and in
providing a theory of how to actually change society” (2004, p. 79). Baroque theory, however,
eliminated this connection between theory and practice. Theory is increasingly committed more
to “trend innovation” than to ethical or political transformation (p. 91). Without recognizing this
contradiction in his own affiliation with posthumanism, Best echoes Sanbonmatsu, arguing that
in its “immersion in abstraction, indulgent use of existing and new modes of jargon, pursuit of
theory-for-theory’s sake, avoidance of social controversy,” and so on, animal studies is emptied of
ethical and political substance (2009c). In their poststructuralist preoccupation with textuality,
semiotics, and deconstruction, posthumanists “vaporize animals’ flesh and blood realities” and
“reduce them to reified signs, symbols, images, words on a page” (2009c).
Myra Hird’s work provides an exquisite example of vaporized theory, obscurantist technoscience-speak, and the ethical and political abyss into which posthumanist thought leads,
and what I am increasingly inclined to call “pornographic theory.” Drawing directly from
Haraway’s work, Hird “attempts to build a microontology—engaging with the sciences of the
microcosmos—within biophilosophy” (2010, p. 36). Hird delivers the final proverbial blow to
the subject by urging us to think of ourselves not as subjects, not as selves at all, but as clusters of
bacteria. “Bacteria are people too,” she implies, and ought to be ignored no longer. Reproducing
Haraway’s “ironic” and “cutesy” language, she writes,
Of all the cells in a human body, 10% are eukaryotic (derived from bacteria) and 90% are
bacteria.… So turtling all the way down means that we are, ancestrally, made up of bacteria. It also means that any given human/animal body is a symbiont: 600 species of bacteria
in our mouths and 400 species of bacteria in our guts, and the countless more bacteria that
inhabit our orifices and skin. (p. 37)

Confirming her wish to eliminate the subject once and for all, she exclaims, “Indeed, the number of bacteria in our mouths is comparable to the total number of human beings that have ever
lived on earth” (p. 37). Here, Hird resorts to crude mathematical logic—the logic of technological rationality—whereby quantity is more important than quality. For Hird, the very fact
that there are so many bacteria inhabiting our bodies suggests that they ought to take the place
of the anyway already dead subject. Resorting to abstruse technobabble, Hird explains, that
microontologies concern companion species that are not species at all: companion with
not-species as it were. Populating this “unseen majority” are about 5x1030 bacterial cells
on Earth: that’s 5 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 bacterial cells.… Another
estimated 1018—1 000 000 000 000 000 000—bacteria circulate in the atmosphere
attached to dust. Most organisms are bacteria: they evince the greatest organismal diversity, and have dominated evolutionary history. (p. 36)
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The world is saturated with bacteria, Hird reminds us with entirely unnecessary numerical
precision, yet we hardly pay heed to them when conceptualizing intersubjective relations. And
this is, in her view, intolerable. For, as Hird goes on to explain, bacteria have done so much for
us. Ejecting human subjects from history altogether, Hird claims that, “Bacteria invented all
major forms of metabolism, multicellularity, nanotechnology, metallurgy, sensory and locomotive apparatuses (such as the wheel), reproductive strategies and community organization,
light detection, alcohol, gas and mineral conversion, hypersex, and death” (p. 36–37). In other
words, bacteria, not human subjects, are the agents of innovation and transformation. Echoing
Haraway, and with the unsung glories of microcosmic organisms in mind, Hird says that “our
all-too-human insistent focus on ‘big like us’ obscures the rich diversity of living structures
and processes through which the biota, including animals like us, thrive” (p. 37). The only way
to break this putatively anthropocentric pattern, Hird insists, is to preoccupy ourselves with
infinitesimal microorganisms who have been unjustifiably neglected in metaphysics, ethics, and
politics for so long. The implication is that animal liberationists focus on “big” creatures, such
as primates, cows, pigs, and chickens, not because they are being subjected to horrific systemic
violence, but because they are more human-like than bacteria. Hird conveniently forgets that
animal advocates also defend small creatures such as rodents, reptiles, and insects, many of
whom are distinctly unlike humans in many ways.
The disastrous ethical repercussions of Hird’s micro-ontology are exposed in her closing
statement. Hird’s emphasis on the microscopic and the numeric reflects late capitalism’s increasing preoccupation with the minute and the mathematical in the form of computer code, DNA,
and so on. We have seen what this has done to animal subjects. Yet again, imitating Haraway’s
characteristically “ironic” and “cutesy” tone, and cribbing Derrida’s ethically dubious conception of “eating well” (which gives licence to continue eating animals as long as one does so
“responsibly”), Hird claims that “microontologies partake of further parting bites.… How does
our current concern with human-animal relations obscure bacterial intra-actions that have
nothing to do with humans, and are beyond human recognition? Eating well with bacteria, for
instance, complicates animal rights discourse, vegetarianism, and veganism” (p. 38). If it were
not so deeply disturbing, it would be laughable that Hird feels no qualms displacing sentient
beings with bacteria and suggesting in no uncertain terms that animal rights, vegetarianism, and
veganism are potentially irrelevant, or, at the very least, radically destabilized as a result. Hird
closes by, not surprisingly, dismissing humanism: “This task is indeed far ahead of us: we must
somehow survive humanism, if we are to survive at all” (p. 38). Since this statement follows on
the heels of the challenge to veganism, Hird appears to be blaming humanism for leading animal activists to direct their attention to mammals, birds, and fish instead of bacteria. Humanism
has led animal rights to focus solely on animals who resemble us in size, if nothing else.
Certainly, it is important to recognize that the earth is made up of diverse organisms of
various sizes, and that there is more life and vitality around us than mechanistic science has
acknowledged. Part of the interspecies emancipatory project is re-enchanting and re-animating
the earth and its inhabitants. But Hird takes the vitalist or materialist perspective to the point
of flattening ethics beyond recognition. Ethics is purged of meaning if we start calling for rights
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for bacteria, and in the meantime abandon systematic efforts to boycott the torture of animals
for human use and consumption. It is unacceptable from an ethical point of view to derail CAS
and animal liberation’s current focus on the creatures ensnared in the animal industrial complex
(and those ravaged by human hubris in the form of habitat destruction, environmental devastation, and so on) in order to account for the existence and ethical claims of bacteria.
Overall, Hird’s micro-ontology amounts to a form of intellectual “pornography” inasmuch
as it is ethically obscene. It seeks cheap intellectual thrills through a farcical simulation and
mockery of genuine and meaningful ethical analysis.1 Like baroque theory, it reduces concepts to
fetishized commodities. It tries to start the latest trend, to compete in the “marketplace of ideas”
by being as aesthetically outrageous and gimmicky as possible, by indulging in the extreme, but
offering little of substance (Sanbonmatsu, 2004, p. 91). In attempting to simultaneously shock,
excite, and seduce its readers into displacing living animal subjects with micro-organisms, and
in challenging the validity of animal rights and veganism on this basis, it, like pornography,
humiliates and degrades its object and perpetuates an ideology and practice of violence.

CAS Beyond Posthumanism
Given the dangers that posthumanism poses to the integrity of ethical, political, and critical
theory and practice, CAS should unambiguously distance itself from posthumanism. If we continue to defer to posthumanism as the progressive discourse by which to automatically define all
work being done in CAS, we risk cancelling the political, ethical, and intellectual commitments
according to which CAS has been and should continue to be defined. That “posthumanism”
and the “posthuman” represent so many different philosophical, epistemological, and methodological positions and approaches is itself cause for concern. As noted, posthumanism represents
multiple viewpoints, many of which are not conducive to rethinking or radicalizing human-animal relations, namely because they attack humanism without attacking anthropocentrism.
Pederson observes that, in education, posthumanism ignores interspecies subjectivities and is
more interested in the figure of the posthuman as a “symbolic decentering of the human subject,”
while posthumanist thought within environmental studies has disappointingly and inappropriately remained preoccupied with “human concerns” (2010, p. 243–44). Filling a concept with
multiple, often contradictory meanings, and throwing it about carelessly here and there as a
“catch-all” concept, risks emptying it of meaning altogether (Horkheimer, 2004, pp. 16–17).
Unlike posthumanism and its theoretical parent, poststructuralism, critical theory provides a better framework for a comprehensive analysis of the fascistic tendencies of our current
technocratic order. Not least among their virtues, the critical theorists of the early Frankfurt
School—Theodor W. Adorno, Max Horkheimer, and Herbert Marcuse—present a healthy suspicion towards technoscientific “development” and its contribution to the enslavement and degradation of human and non-human animal life. At the same time, they by no means dismiss the
liberatory potential of technology. Indeed, Marcuse praises (certain applications of) technology
throughout his work as a potential vehicle for emancipation, especially as a means for the elimination of toil and the “pacification of the struggle for existence” (1964, pp. 220, 235). But, crucially,
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he does so without ignoring the undeniable fact that technology in its current form is inherently
repressive—not least because of its role in facilitating the collapse between former ontological and epistemological “areas of contradiction” (p. 66). At a historical juncture when technology—including biotechnologies, digital technologies, social networking technologies, and many
others—are increasingly mobilized by the corporate-state apparatus in ever-sophisticated ways,
not only to torture and kill animals en masse, but to quell dissent by way of surveillance and so
on, Marcuse, as well as other allied critics of technology-as-technique of the early mid-twentieth
century, such as Jacques Ellul (1964) and Lewis Mumford (2010), are crucial resources for our
urgent task of developing a substantive CAS critique of technological totalitarianism.
Although it is important to allow CAS to evolve organically, it is also helpful to “go back to
the sources” of CAS and revisit its original mandate. For a start, CAS, unlike posthumanism,
is and ought to remain unabashedly abolitionist, opposed to all forms of instrumentalization,
commodification, and exploitation of both non-human and human animals (Best et al., 2007).
While Best’s conflation of his own work in CAS with posthumanism in some writings is troubling, his other writings militate against such a move. For example, he explains that “CAS avows
its explicit ethical and practical commitment to the freedom [and] well-being of all animals and
to a flourishing planet. It opposes all forms of discrimination, hierarchy, and oppression as a
complex of problems to be extirpated from the root, not sliced off at the branch” (Best, 2009c).
Posthumanists’ unwillingness to advocate veganism, for example, automatically positions the
two branches of thought in irreconcilable opposition.
For CAS to remain a properly critical discourse, it should develop the critical theory of the
early Frankfurt School. As Best explains,
Like the Frankfurt School, CAS synthesizes social theory, politics and the critique of
capitalist domination in a revolutionary project to transform society and psychology alike.
CAS must stay relentlessly negative and uncompromising in its critique of the current
social order, as it remains affirmative in the sense of validating possibilities of resistance and
envisioning an alternative future.… Just as in the 1930s and beyond Adorno, Horkheimer,
Marcuse, Fromm, and others confronted a situation of growing totalitarianism, the domination of nature, the defeat of revolutionary movements, rampant consumerism and conformism, the co-optation of dissent, and the occlusion of emancipatory alternatives and
possibilities, the same situations prevail today, only in more advanced form, and they all
form the context, background, and motivation for CAS. (2009c)

By and large, the critical theory of the early Frankfurt School is mutually exclusive with
posthumanism. Whereas Adorno, Horkheimer, and Marcuse sought to rehabilitate the internally
coherent, rational, and embodied subject, posthumanists embrace the subject’s evaporation into
an ontologically indeterminate hybrid; whereas Adorno, Horkheimer, and Marcuse were critical
of the technologization of life and consciousness in late modernity, posthumanists regard both as
at least potentially emancipatory; whereas critical theory is grounded in humanism, posthumanism is resoundingly anti-humanist; and whereas critical theorists oppose domination in all forms,
posthumanists are not averse to the instrumentalization, exploitation, and even killing of animals.
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Repositioning CAS within the critical theory of the early Frankfurt School and the radical
Left tradition more generally would complicate the assumption that humanism is irredeemably
reactionary and ought to be discarded. To be sure, some posthumanists are more circumspect
on the status of humanism. Wolfe, for example, openly admits to certain ideological affinities
between humanism and posthumanism. While it opposes the human supremacism espoused
by humanism, he notes that posthumanism upholds certain fundamental humanist “values,”
especially its delegitimization of revealed truth and religious hierarchy and authority (2010, p.
xvi). Similarly, according to Twine, many critical posthumanists are inspired by the progressive and emancipatory elements of traditional philosophical humanism while at the same time
rejecting its repressive ontology. Twine, citing Tony Davies’s observation that humanism is at
once regarded as the “philosophical champion of human freedom and dignity” and also as “an
ideological smokescreen for the oppressive mystifications of modern society,” rightly insists
that “it is misleading to posit posthumanism simplistically as a radical break from humanism”
(2010, p. 178–79). Although posthumanists condemn humanism for the violence it has brought
about, the prefix “post” indicates that posthumanism stands in an ambiguous and tenuous
relationship with humanism—in short, it recognizes that, in spite of itself, it cannot entirely
abandon humanism. Pointing to Jacques Derrida’s contention that a total break with humanism is impossible, largely because Western philosophy is so informed by humanist thought,
Badmington explains that “all systems are self-contradictory, forever deconstructing themselves
from within” and that every attempt to escape humanism will be at least partially orchestrated
by humanism itself (2000, p. 9). He adds that not only must we not characterize posthumanism as wholly antihumanist but, echoing Derrida contra Foucault, also argues that we must be
cautious about premature jubilation about the alleged death of “Man” (2003, p. 11, 13). Despite
admitting to difficulty effecting a total break with humanism, and frustration with traditional
antihumanists’ perpetuation of an all-too-humanist anthropocentrism, our brief foray into critical posthumanist literature indicates that it clearly seeks to disassociate itself from humanism
as much as possible and is in fact vociferously and explicitly antihumanist most of the time. The
inability to escape humanism is regarded, at least as articulated by Badmington, as more of a
nuisance and an obstacle than anything else. Badmington himself admits that while humanism
is always lurking, he is “not for one moment interested in preserving humanism” (2003, p. 10).
Against this tendency, I propose, following Sanbonmatsu’s call for a “metahumanism”
(2007), that we recuperate and revise Left humanisms—and some aspects of other humanisms—to develop a new interspecies humanism that aspires towards joint human and non-human animal emancipation. Certainly, Left humanisms uphold some unattractive elements
of other forms of humanism, but they are distinct from earlier forms inasmuch as they are
grounded in historical materialism, and social and environmental justice. Posthumanists typically fail to engage with a historically fluid and conceptually nuanced movement and set of
ideas that, when examined more closely, are especially conducive to advancing the interspecies
emancipatory struggle.
Though it may be counterintuitive to suggest as much, humanism can easily be purged of
its human supremacist biases. As Ted Benton (1998, p. 11) has shown, Marx’s naturalism potentially militates against the anthropocentrism of his humanism, even if Marx himself stubbornly
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reasserted human mastery over other creatures. Moreover, socialist humanism, as interpreted by
Erich Fromm, for example, can be understood simply as “a protest against man’s [sic] alienation,
his loss of himself and his transformation into a thing” under capitalism (2004, p. v). Fromm
explains that Marx’s humanism is “a movement against the dehumanization and automatization
of man [sic] inherent in the development of Western industrialism” (p. v). Although many think
such a movement is obsolete given how deeply enmeshed in the technical apparatus we are,
the increasing colonization of human and non-human life by technological rationality makes
revitalization of this socialist humanist movement more crucial than ever before.
Another ingredient in reorienting socialist humanism away from anthropocentrism is simply
re-evaluating human alienation as co-constitutive with non-human animal alienation, a project
for which Barbara Noske (1997) laid the groundwork. Once this revised analysis of alienation is
established, it is illogical to imagine human emancipation as occurring independently of animal
liberation. If human and non-human animals are mutually alienated under technocapitalism,
both must be mutually disalienated, from each other and from themselves. Against posthumanists’ claims, part of this process involves the rehumanization, not the posthumanization, if
you will, of humans. In the context of twenty-first-century technological totalitarianism, the
human subject is rehumanized by reinventing both itself and other animal subjects as at once
mutually embodied and interrelated, and autonomous, unified, and ontologically distinct from
each other and from the machinery of production (/destruction).
Left humanisms are integral to the interspecies emancipatory project because of their recognition of the (1) possibility of self-creation and social and historical transformation of the subject
from a repressed to a non-repressed being; (2) importance of balancing individual freedom with
ethical and political responsibility to others; (3) need to mobilize critical and dialectical rationality; (4) importance of affirming and seeking objective but nontotalizing truth, and relatedly, of
articulating normative ethical and political principles (albeit outside of a liberal framework); and
(5) importance of humanizing, i.e., de-instrumentalizing, education so that it serves to develop
the individual as a well-rounded, and intellectually, ethically, and politically active subject.
Given how fragmented and ineffectual the animal advocacy movement has become, today more
than ever those struggling for a framework for interspecies solidarity and a strategy for action
could benefit from a reinvention of humanism beyond the human. As Steiner cautions, “the goal
of contemporary reflections on the problem of oppression should not be to move toward some
ill-conceived ‘posthumanist’ future but instead to revise traditional humanist conceptions so
that they better reflect the lives and needs of sentient beings” (2013, p. 4–5).

Note
1 My colleague David Redmalm was the first to describe Hird’s use of numbers as “pornographic” during
a seminar focusing on her work. I have borrowed this idea but expanded it into a more general critique of
pornographic theory.
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Ray Greek

Introduction
Animal experimentation has been considered a necessary evil probably for as long as it has been
performed. Antivivisection societies arose concurrently with the use of animals in research in
the nineteenth century. Then, as now, whenever the practice was challenged, defenders maintained that either they experimented on dogs or they would be forced to experiment on children.
Currently, everyone claims to be uncomfortable with using animals in research, even the people
who do it on a daily basis. Animal experimenters state that they would really like to stop the
practice but they have no choice.
For example, Robert Vassar of Northwestern University states: “Chronic dosing in mice
and monkeys is necessary to show the efficacy and safety of the antibody before it’s taken into
humans” (Vassar, 2011, pp. 932–933). Dr. Jacques Messier of the Toronto Humane Society
came under fire for being involved in animal-based research at Nuvo Research. He stated: “The
animal testing is done because it is mandated by the government agencies who want to be sure
these products are safe for human use” (Yuen, 2011). David Pruce of Understanding Animal
Research commented, “At the end of the day, you have to get to a stage where you need to see
what the medicine does in a whole animal or in a whole person, and what we want as patients
is to know that a medicine, when it comes on the market, is absolutely safe. So, at the moment,
yes, we still do need to use animals” (Pruce, 2011).
In Animal Models in Toxicology, Gad wrote:
Biomedical sciences’ use of animals as models [is to] help understand and predict responses
in humans, in toxicology and pharmacology … by and large animals have worked exceptionally well as predictive models for humans.… Animals have been used as models for
centuries to predict what chemicals and environmental factors would do to humans.…
The use of animals as predictors of potential ill effects has grown since that time.… If
we correctly identify toxic agents (using animals and other predictive model systems) in
advance of a product or agent being introduced into the marketplace or environment,
generally it will not be introduced. (Gad, 2007, pp. 1–3)
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These examples could easily be multiplied (e.g., Hau, 2003; CSPI, 2008; Huff, Jacobson, &
Davis, 2008). In this chapter, I will examine the validity of such claims.
Animal use in science and research can be assigned to nine categories (see table 8.1). Another
classification scheme would be to divide the use of animals in science into uses that assume
animal models are predictive for human response to drugs or disease and uses that do not make
this claim. Another grouping would categorize animal uses as scientifically viable or not. None
of these categorizations should be taken as anything other than methods for understanding the
uses of animals in science. The ethicality of using animals in science at all is a separate problem.
Such classifications allow society to honestly evaluate the various aspects of animal use. It is
important to avoid fallaciously assuming that, because some animal uses are valid they all are,
or conversely assuming that all uses are scientifically untenable because some uses are.
In this chapter, I will explain why the use of animals in categories 1 and 2 in table 8.1—
using animal models to predict human response to drugs and disease—is not scientifically
viable, while conceding that uses represented by categories 3 to 9 are scientifically viable. The
supposed successful employment of animals in research represented by categories 1 and 2 is
cited to justify essentially all uses of animals in science. Furthermore, the modalities represented by categories 1 and 2 consume the greatest number of animals, attract the most media
attention, generate the strongest emotions, and receive the greatest amount of money from
taxpayers, charity donors, and others. I will therefore focus most of this chapter on analyzing
whether animal models can predict human response for the purposes of drug development
and disease research.
Table 8.1: Categories of Animal Use in Science and Research
1

Animals are used as predictive models of humans for research into such diseases as
cancer and AIDS.

2

Animals are used as predictive models of humans for testing drugs or other chemicals.

3

Animals are used as “spare parts,” such as when a person receives an aortic valve from
a pig.

4

Animals are used as bioreactors or factories, such as for the production of insulin or
monoclonal antibodies, or to maintain the supply of a virus.

5

Animals and animal tissues are used to study basic physiological principles.

6

Animals are used in education to educate and train medical students and to teach
basic principles of anatomy in high school biology classes.

7

Animals are used as a modality for ideas or as a heuristic device, which is a component
of basic science research.

8

Animals are used in research designed to benefit other animals of the same species or
breed.

9

Animals are used in research in order to gain knowledge for knowledge sake.

Source: Greek and Shanks, 2009.
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Prediction and Animal Models
Before examining the empirical evidence regarding the predictive value of animal models, the
meaning of the term and concept predict must be clarified. Predict can be used in a number
of different ways. I can say that I predicted the winner of the ballgame last week and this is
an accepted form of usage; however, such use has no scientific meaning. One scientific use of
predict describes when a scientist generates a hypothesis then makes predictions based on this
hypothesis. Such predictions are tested and the validity of the hypothesis is thus established or
refuted. Another scientific use for predict refers to the evaluation of the predictive value of a test,
method, or practice as a whole. The various parameters used in this kind of evaluation can be
quantified as outlined in table 8.2 and applied to a variety of situations. For example, one can
judge whether a diagnostic blood test is predictive for a disease, such as cancer, by applying
these formulas. Nonscientific and nonmedical practices can also be judged using the parameters
outlined in table 8.2, such as the use of drug-sniffing dogs in airports. The positive predictive
value (PPV) of the dogs is the percentage of times the person singled out by the dogs is actually
carrying drugs, while the negative predictive value (NPV) is the percentage of people not carrying drugs when the dogs do not single them out. In order for a test or practice to be viable in
medical science, it needs to have a high PPV and NPV. It is unrealistic to discard a modality if
the PPV is less than 1.0 (or 100%, or perfect) but in medical science, values around 0.9 (90%)
are usually considered acceptable. With that in mind, we will now examine some studies that
have used, or that are amenable for us to use, the calculations in table 8.2.
Table 8.2: Method for comparing a practice or test with gold
standard and for calculating sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value, and negative predictive value
Gold Standard
GS+
Test

GS–

T+

TP

FP

T–

FN

TN

T+ = Test positive
T– = Test negative
T = True
F = False
P = Positive
N = Negative
GS+ = Gold standard positive
GS– = Gold standard negative
Sensitivity = TP/TP+FN
Specificity = TN/FP+TN
Positive predictive value = TP/TP+FP
Negative predictive value = TN/FN+TN
Source: Ray Greek.
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Toxicity studies offer us an opportunity to examine the use of animals as predictive models.
The results from toxicity studies are quantifiable and thus amenable to calculating their positive
and negative predictive values. Some toxicity studies have been published and thus we have
access to them, which is not true of many studies that have negative results. If animal models fail
to predict toxicity in humans, then we will be forced to ask why they do not and what would be
different about using animal models in disease research such that we would expect the results to
predict human response. The same evolutionary factors that separate the species used in toxicity
studies separate them in disease research.
Litchfield (1962) evaluated the results of toxicity testing from rats, dogs, and humans for six
drugs. Thirty-nine physical signs that could be evaluated in all species were studied. The PPV for
rats was 0.49 and the PPV for dogs was 0.55. These are numbers one would expect from tossing a
coin. Similarly, Dixon (1972) published the results of a number of toxicity experiments on dogs and
monkeys. The false positive and false negative rates were too high for the results in dogs and monkeys to be considered predictive for humans. Fletcher reported on 45 drugs and stated: “As a very
approximate estimate, for any individual drug, up to 25% of the toxic effects observed in animal
studies might be expected to occur as adverse reactions in man” (Fletcher, 1978, p. 695). Since the
raw data from this study are not available, it is impossible to calculate PPV and NPV. However,
data from animal models that lead to a mere 25% of observed toxic effects being seen in humans
denotes the modality are not predictive. Random chance could result in a 25% correlation.
Heywood reported that in only 4 of 24 cases were human toxicities correlated with some
animal species and concluded that “the best guess for the correlation of adverse reactions in man
and animal toxicity data is somewhere between 5 and 25%” (1990, pp. 57). Obviously, any value
in the 5 to 25% range is not sufficient for a test or practice to qualify as predictive. Suter reported
the results from testing six drugs in animals, the side effects of which were already known in
humans. The study found that at least one species demonstrated correlation for 22 side effects,
but incorrectly identified 48 side effects that did not occur in humans, while missing 20 side
effects that did occur in humans (1990, p. 73). This yields a PPV of 0.31.
It is important to note that when testing a drug in animals, many side effects are observed.
Some of these are life threatening and others a mere nuisance. Even if we accept that 25% of
the side effects seen every time toxicity testing is performed in animals will also be observed in
humans, this gives us no information that is of value. The 25% may be rashes and an increase
in sleep, or they may include liver toxicity and bone marrow suppression. If all we know is that
humans will experience 25% of the side effects seen in animals, we have no basis for assuming
that the drug is safe or dangerous. We have no basis for continuing or stopping development of
the drug. The information must be more precise to be useful.
Evaluating a new chemical for carcinogenicity is part of toxicity testing. David Salsburg of
Pfizer addressed this in 1983, while reporting the results of testing 170 compounds:
If we restrict attention to long term feeding studies with mice or rats, only seven of the
19 human non-inhalation carcinogens (36.8%) have been shown to cause cancer. If we
consider long term feeding or inhalation studies and examine all 26, only 12 (46.2%) have
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been shown to cause cancer in rats or mice after chronic exposure by feeding or inhalation.
Thus the lifetime feeding study in mice and rats appears to have less than a 50% probability of finding known human carcinogens. On the basis of probability theory, we would
have been better off to toss a coin. (1983, p. 63, emphasis added)

Many of the most commonly used tests, such as the Draize test (for toxicity to the eye) and
the LD50 (the dose at which 50% of animals die), were never considered predictive for humans
(Ekwall, 1999; Roggeband et al., 2000). Dawson and colleagues studied suicide attempts and
suicides by pesticides in Sri Lanka and found that the World Health Organization toxicity
ranking, based on LD50 in rats, did not correlate to toxicity in humans. The pesticide paraquat,
for example, was far more lethal than would have been anticipated by the LD50 test (Miller &
Bhalla, 2010; Dawson et al., 2010).
These results from toxicity testing are not unique. For example, Sietsema summarized the
comparative pharmacology literature concerning the bioavailability of over 400 drugs and stated
that, “in general, absolute oral bioavailability does not correlate well between species, though
relative comparisons might be made” (Sietsema, 1989).
Scientists try to match the animal species that is assumed to be most likely to react like
humans to the drug being tested. This is, however, fanciful, as animals and humans are complex
systems and much that needs to be known in order to predict how humans will respond cannot
be known until after the drug is tested on humans. Hence, it is impossible to know which animal
species will resemble humans until after both humans and other animal species have been tested.
Lavery states that for these reasons animal models are poor predictors for human response (Lavery,
2011) and are unsuitable for demonstrating “proof of principle” (Anderson & Kimmelman, 2010).
Giri and Bader summarize the situation in the following way: “Clearly, drug testing on animals is
unrealistic and causes unforeseen reactions in human clinical trials” (Giri & Bader, 2011).
This lack of predictive ability in drug development extends to the use of animals to model
human disease. Enna and Williams state: “A major hurdle in the translational medicine undertaking is the fact that most preclinical animal models of disease generally lack predictive value
with respect to the human condition under study” (Enna & Williams, 2009, p. 12). This
includes genetically modified animals (LeCouter et al., 1998; Nijhout, 2003; Van Regenmortel,
2004; Darlison, Pahal, & Thode, 2005; Miklos, 2005; Shapiro, 2007; Geerts, 2009), animal
models of cancer (Gura, 1997; Rangarajan & Weinberg, 2003; Leaf, 2004; Zielinska, 2010;
Johnson et al., 2001; Brennan, Federico, & Dyer, 2010; Caponigro & Sellers, 2011), and animal models of other diseases (Shanks & Greek, 2009). The use of animals in basic research has
also been disappointing, with only approximately 0.004% of published studies leading to new
treatments (Crowley, 2003; Lindl, Voelkel, & Kolar, 2005; Contopoulos-Ioannidis, Ntzani, &
Ioannidis, 2003; Rothwell, 2006; Leslie, 2010; Grant, Green, & Mason, 2003; Butler, 2008).
The case for using animals as predictive models for human response to perturbations such
as drugs and disease is further compromised by the fact that even individual humans respond
differently to drugs and disease. A medication that is effective for one person will be ineffective
for another, while an effective medication will cause a severe side effect for one person but not
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another. Moreover, it has long been understood that men and women do not respond the same
to diseases and drugs (Kaiser, 2005; Wald & Wu, 2010; Willyard, 2009) and that there are
differences in responses between ethnicities (Couzin, 2007; Gregor & Joffe 1978; Kopp et al.,
2011; Wilke & Dolan, 2011). There are even differences in the responses of monozygotic twins
(Bruder et al., 2008; Dempster et al., 2011; Fraga et al., 2005; Javierre et al., 2010; Wong,
Gottesman, & Petronis, 2005). These intraspecies differences make a prima facie case against
interspecies extrapolation. As we will see in the next section, there are even better reasons to
dismiss the use of animals as predictive models.

Theory in Science
The above toxicity studies are examples of empirical evidence. Empiricism demands evidence from
the senses. In medical science, this is usually accomplished by doing experiments or research in
the form of studying what happens to actual patients. Empirical evidence is the ultimate arbiter
in terms of what works and what does not; however, a theory in science explains a large amount of
empirical data, is based on a vast amount of supporting evidence, and allows predictions to be made
about future events of natural phenomenon (Committee on Revising Science and Creationism,
2008, p. 11; Science, 2011). Theories in science include the big bang theory, the germ theory of
disease, and the theory of relativity. Theory in science differs from hypothesis, which refers to an
idea about the material universe that needs to be tested (Gallagher, 2008; Williams, 2008), and
from theorem in mathematics, which means a statement that has been mathematically proven. I
will now discuss the theory supported by the empirical evidence discussed above.
Science has excelled at using the method known as reductionism to explain various phenomena in the material universe. Briefly, reductionism suggests that in order to understand the
whole of something, it must be broken down into its parts and each part studied and understood. Upon completion of that task, the whole will also be understood. This has worked very
well for understanding entities that can be described in terms of simple systems at the level
being studied. For example, a rock falling out of an airplane can be described using Newtonian
physics. The rock can be treated as a point and its velocity and trajectory calculated. All other
aspects of the rock, such as its atomic composition, age, and colour, are immaterial. The same is
true for a human falling from an airplane. The same calculations can be made based on treating
the human as a simple system; in other words, ignoring all aspects of the human except those
relevant to the influence of gravity on a free-falling body. For example, one can ignore the fact
that the falling human has a liver that metabolizes drugs at a certain rate and that this rate
is determined in part by the genetic makeup of the human and in part by the environmental
influences the human has been exposed to. These aspects of the human have no effect on the
velocity and trajectory of a free-falling body. Therefore, the plummeting human can be treated
as if he were a simple system instead of the complex system that he actually is.
The aspects of humans that make us a complex system do, however, influence essentially
everything that medical science is currently studying. There are many defining characteristics
of a complex system as opposed to a simple system, but for our discussion the most important
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is the fact that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. One cannot use reductionism to
learn everything about a complex system. The complex system has properties that can only be
appreciated by studying the whole intact system. The function of genes is one example. The same
gene can perform different functions depending not only on the species, but also on the strain of
animal. For example, very different outcomes have been reported for knocking out a gene from
two different strains of mice (Morange, 2001; Pearson, 2002). In brief, one lived and one died.
Such extreme differences in outcomes have also been reported for monozygotic twins (Bruder
et al., 2008; Dempster et al., 2011; Fraga et al., 2005; Javierre et al., 2010; Wong, Gottesman,
and Petronis, 2005). For example, one twin will suffer from schizophrenia and the other will
not, despite being raised in the same general environment.
Another important characteristic of a complex system is dependence upon initial conditions.
This is best illustrated by an example from a chaotic system (chaos and complexity are divisions
of the same field of study). In the 1960s, Lorenz conducted weather simulation experiments on
a computer. He rounded off a variable in the program from six digits to three and ran the simulation again, only to find that the outcomes were exactly opposite at certain points in time from
what they had been before (see figure 8.1 for a representative graph of Lorenz’s experiments).
This became known as the butterfly effect, referring to the notion that a butterfly flapping its
wings in China could influence wind patterns sufficiently, under the right conditions, to cause
a storm in Kansas on what would otherwise have been a beautiful sunny day. For the purposes
of our discussion, small changes in genetic makeup can also result in the butterfly effect, except
that instead of the outcome being weather, it would be response to disease or drugs.
Complex systems have many other characteristics, including modularity, nonlinearity, the
presence of feedback loops, adaptation, robustness and redundancy, interactions with the environment, different levels of organization, emergence, and a large number of components. Furthermore,
what are parts or components on one
level can be wholes on another. Limited
space prevents an in-depth discussion
of these, but all are relevant to this
topic and all explain why outcomes in
one complex system will not translate
to outcomes in another.
Evolution has acted on complex systems to form new species.
Evolution has resulted in organisms
with, among other things, different
•
••
••
••

genes,
gene mutations,
gene networks,
gene regulation and
expression,
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•• modifier genes,
•• proteins, and
•• protein-gene interactions.
These genetic differences mean that the initial conditions of one species are very different
from the initial conditions of another. Because of these differences in initial conditions, we
observe dramatically different responses to drugs and disease, not only among species, but also
among individuals of the same species, even between monozygotic twins.
The theories of evolution and of chaos and complexity allow us to place the empirical
evidence discussed above into the proper context, and make predictions about future results
from animal models. The theory of evolution allowed Darwin to predict the existence of a
moth with a 10- to 11-inch proboscis, which was necessary to access the nectar in the white
Christmas star orchid of Madagascar, and indeed such a moth was discovered (Milner, 2009,
p. 142). Evolution has used very small differences in genetic makeup to allow different niches to
be filled. Because evolution has acted on organisms that are complex systems, these small differences lead us to expect different outcomes from the same perturbation (in the form of drugs
or disease) to the system. However, our expectation does not need to be correct every time, as
what we are really positing is that any given animal model will never have a high enough PPV
and NPV to qualify as a predictive modality in medical science. This is why, despite the fact
that an animal species can usually be found to replicate human response to a drug, the species
is not predictive in the scientific sense of the word. A high PPV requires a history of being
right, not just one correlation.
The theoretical considerations above also explain why animals can be successfully used in
categories 3 to 9 in table 8.1. Using an aortic valve from a pig to replace a diseased aortic valve
in a human is an example of category 3. In this example, the valve is dead tissue and thus conforms to the laws and principles of physics vis-à-vis flow and pressure. In other words, it can be
treated as a simple system. (Advocates for animals will point out that there are alternatives to
using a valve from a pig, such as homografts—which use valves from other humans—or synthetic valves.) The use of animals as bioreactors, category 4, is typified by producing monoclonal
antibodies (MAbs) in mice. Antibodies, also known as immunoglobulins, are produced by white
blood cells called plasma B cells; they function to identify and destroy invaders such as bacteria
or viruses. Monoclonal antibodies are produced from the same parent cell and thus attack the
exact same invader. They are currently used to treat certain cancers and immune disorders.
Mouse monoclonal antibodies were used as a heuristic device and to learn more about MAbs
in general, but when given to humans they were largely ineffective and/or dangerous. Human
MAbs are now produced from bacteria, and hence have none of the impurities associated with
MAbs from mice; they are very effective in humans (Hansel et al., 2010; Huls et al., 1999; Loisel
et al., 2007; Vierboom et al., 2007).
The use of animals to discover or study basic physiological principles, as a heuristic device,
or to gain more knowledge in general (categories 5, 7, and 9) are examples of how animals
are used in basic research. Basic research, as opposed to applied research, makes no claim of
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predicting human outcomes. Basic research in the physical sciences of physics and chemistry
led to the development of many technologies commonly used in medicine, such as magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) scanners. Basic research using animals has not been so productive
(Greek & Greek, 2010; Rothwell, 2006; Crowley, 2003). Nevertheless, since there is no claim
of applicability, basic research using animals cannot be criticized as unscientific.
Since basic research using animals has led to so few treatments (Greek & Greek, 2010), and
indeed because it offers no promises of treatments, it is usually difficult for basic researchers to
obtain grants. This has led many in the research community to present their basic research as
applied research. For example, one National Institutes of Health (NIH) grant recipient wrote
in his application:
The role of the liver during the post-burn response is essentially unknown, and many burn
and trauma surgeons consider the liver as unimportant, with little or no effect on post-burn
outcomes.… This [rat] study is important because characterizing and identifying the molecular mechanisms associated with burn-induced hepatic apoptosis and ER stress will lead to
improvements in the clinical care of severely burned patients. (Jeschke, 2011, emphasis added)

The above is a straightforward claim that what is in reality basic research using rats will predict
human outcomes. It is not unique (Shanks & Greek, 2009). In light of the empirical evidence
and the supported theory, such claims force us to question the scientific integrity of scientists
who have a vested interest in the lucrative field of animal research.
Category 6 is the use of animals as teaching aids, such as occurs in secondary school biology
classes. This category focuses on using animals as simple systems to demonstrate the similarities
among species. This is also scientifically viable because the level of examination is superficial
and, at this level, the similarities among species outweigh the dissimilarities. Again, animal
advocates will point out that there are myriad other non-animal options, such as dissecting
cadavers and/or using technology such as DVDs. The use of animals to teach medical skills
such as intubation and certain manual skills, such as those needed to care for trauma patients,
is somewhat different from animal use in secondary education. Because of variation in anatomy,
the value of learning to perform a procedure on an animal is not always translatable to human
patients, although some skills, such as fundamental suturing techniques, can be learned on
animals. Of course, these skills can also be learned without using animals.
Category 8 is the use of animals to study a disease that occurs in animals of the same species. For example, boxer dogs can be studied in order to learn things about cancer in other boxer
dogs. However, the scientific validity of this process is increasingly being called into question;
just as one human will react differently than another, so too is there intraspecies variation in
other animals. In fact, the goal of human medicine is personalized medicine. Eventually, all
medical practice and research will be individualized and largely gene-based. This use of animals
also raises ethical questions regarding the detrimental use of one animal to benefit another. A
recent example of this category in practice is the testing of a vaccine on captive chimpanzees
that is designed to be used in wild chimpanzees in Africa (Cohen, 2011).
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Fallacies
One purpose of education is to teach critical thinking, in part so the student can make intelligent decisions later in life regarding topics about which he or she has no formal education.
Critical thinking is perhaps best summarized by Massimo Pigliucci, who stated that “one cannot
simply trust authority no matter how, well, authoritative it may appear to be. There is, unfortunately, no shortcut to using one’s brain and critical sense and doing some background research
before taking a position” (Pigliucci, 2010, p. 90).
Pigliucci, Sagan (1996), Shermer (2011), Schick and Vaughn (2010), and others have discussed critical thinking in depth and I refer the reader to their work; however, we should examine some common fallacies used by those who advocate using animals in research.
Fallacies are used by those who cannot defend their position using science, logic, and critical
thinking. If someone has a vested interest in animal-based research, then he or she will most
likely find the facts outlined above very frustrating. One simply cannot defend the use of animal
models to predict human response to drugs and disease using science, so the dissemination of
fallacies abounds. I will now analyze some of these fallacies.
There are various appeal-to-emotion fallacies used by advocates for animal testing. These seek
to induce a state of emotion that lends itself to deciding the issue based on emotion rather than
scientific data. For example, the statements “We should test on animals in order to protect sick
children” and “You are being ridiculous by suggesting society stop animal testing” lack scientific
merit, but are made in order to elicit support from the naive listener.
The notion that scientists must use your dog or your child to conduct research is an example of
the false dilemma or false dichotomy fallacy. This type of claim is untrue in part because of the facts
discussed above, but also because, in reality, there are degrees of human-based research and testing, and all require informed consent and must pass ethics committees. Some of the drug testing
performed on animals is currently being done with humans in the form of microdosing (Lappin &
Garner, 2003, 2008; Lappin et al., 2006). Other testing involves humans who have agreed to test
a new drug. The horror (rightly) associated with human experimentation vis-à-vis Nazi Germany
is but one type of human-based research and is an exception to an otherwise ethical rule. Other
examples of human-based research and testing include observational studies, such as in the field
of epidemiology, and traditional clinical research, in which two treatments are compared in three
or more groups of patients—group one receives treatment one, group two receives treatment two,
and group three receives a placebo. This is commonly done when trying to ascertain the value of
a new non-life-saving drug. Human tissues are also used for testing and research. Human DNA
is currently being studied in order to match genes with drug effects. Clearly, then, human-based
research and testing is not ipso facto unethical—in fact, it occurs every day with great success.
Your dog or your child is also an example of appeal to emotion; in this case, the fear of human
experimentation as occurred in Nazi Germany and or the fear that diseases will go uncured.
Another assertion is that “Animals are needed to protect humans from dangerous drugs,
therefore animal testing should continue.” This is an example of the bare assertion fallacy. No
evidence is offered in support of the statement, rather the reader is asked to accept the validity
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of the statement merely based on the fact that it has been asserted. As I have pointed out, animal
models do not predict human response to drugs. The number of drugs that would have harmed
people, but that were not allowed on the market because of animal testing, should be no greater
than the number that would have been cancelled due to random chance. Conversely, good drugs
have been lost because of inaccurate results from animal testing. These facts combined mean
that animal testing has done more harm than good. One must also consider that the unfounded
confidence in animal models delayed the search for testing methods that are truly predictive.
The fallacy known as appeal to law also frequently underlies claims defending the use of
animals in research and testing. Generally speaking, laws in most countries do require animal
testing and research before a drug is tested in humans or a medical intervention is tried in
humans. However, the law is not an authority on ethics or science—therefore, appealing to it as
an arbiter of what is good ethics or good science is invalid. The fallacy known as appeal to authority is commonly seen in conjunction with appeal to law. In the appeal to authority, an authority
figure, such as a person who holds a PhD and uses animal models or a government official who
supports animal testing, is cited as proof of the validity of performing animal-based research.
Citing instances in which animals and humans responded similarly to a perturbation and
concluding that animals are therefore useful to predicting outcomes from drugs or diseases is an
example of the fallacy of insufficient statistics, the proof by example fallacy, and the base rate fallacy.
In order to ascertain whether animal models are predictive for humans, one must analyze all the
available data or at least enough to make a scientifically valid conclusion. A thorough analysis
was demonstrated in the preceding sections, and more studies can be found in other books and
articles. The conclusion is unequivocal: animal models cannot predict human response to drugs
and disease in the scientific sense of the word predict.
The nirvana fallacy is when someone points out, correctly, that human-based research is
not perfect. Currently, there is no testing method to assure that every drug a human takes will
be side-effect free as well as efficacious. However, animal-based research and testing has been
shown ineffective and therefore should be abandoned regardless of what else is available. One
does not use failed vaccines, for example, just because a successful vaccine is not available.
Moreover, the future of testing is human-based, using gene chips and humans themselves, and
that line of research is what should be pursued. This is personalized medicine.
Because of the fact that advocates for animal testing do not have science on their side, they
frequently use argumentum ad nauseam. Regardless of the logical and scientific proof offered,
the advocate will keep asking the same questions in different forms and keep making the same
claims that have been refuted to avoid admitting that his or her position is invalid. Ad hominems
and ad populum arguments are also frequently made.
The spotlight fallacy is used when animal testing advocates point out that some people in the
animal protection movement are frequently spotlighted by the media, break the law, and engage
in violent tactics. The implication is that everyone in the movement is violent and law-breaking,
and hence all of their views should be ignored. Even if such a point were true, that every single
person involved in animal protection is violent, it would not invalidate the science that demonstrates, and explains why, animal models are not predictive.
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The Future
The scientific community is beginning to acknowledge that animal models are flawed and hence
cannot predict human response. Donald A. Prater, DVM, deputy director in the European
Office of the United States Food and Drug Administration stated: “[It is] clear that in vivo animal studies may not be the gold standard that new toxicology methods are compared against”
(2013). Elias Zerhouni, former director of the US National Institutes for Health and current
head of research and development at Sanofi, was quoted in the June 25, 2012, issue of Forbes
as saying: “R&D in pharma has been isolating itself for 20 years, thinking that animal models
would be enough and highly predictive, and I think I want to just bring back the discipline of
outstanding translational science, which means understand the disease in humans before I even
touch a patient” (Prater, 2013).
Perhaps the best example of the scientific community being forced to accept facts is the
paper published by Seok and colleagues (2013). The team studied mice and humans for gene
response to sepsis, burns, and trauma. Approximately 150 drugs have been shown efficacious
for sepsis in mice, but all have failed in humans. They discovered that the genes involved in
human reaction to sepsis and burns, the genes expressed, were different than the ones activated
in mice under similar conditions. Kolata (2013) discusses the problems with challenging the
dominance of the animal model in biomedical science: “The [Seok] study’s investigators tried for
more than a year to publish their paper, which showed that there was no relationship between
the genetic responses of mice and those of humans. They submitted it to the publications Science
and Nature, hoping to reach a wide audience. It was rejected from both.” Kolata then quotes Dr.
Ronald W. Davis, a co-author of the Seok article, who nicely summarizes the current thinking
regarding animal models: “Reviewers did not point out scientific errors … the most common
response was, ‘It has to be wrong. I don’t know why it is wrong, but it has to be wrong.’”
Science is the best method humans have discovered for understanding the material universe.
Current science, including evolutionary and developmental biology, evolutionary biology, complex systems theory, philosophy of science, pharmacology, and oncology, support the contention
that animals are of no predictive value for human responses to drugs and disease. Those seeking
to change the status of animals should present this fact to society.
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Looking at Fragments of Nature:
A Perspective on Zoo and Aquarium Captivity
Rob Laidlaw

The day I sat down to write this chapter, I received several news articles about a proposal by

the Georgia Aquarium to import 18 beluga whales (10 females, 8 males) for their own facility, as
well as SeaWorld parks in California, Texas, and Florida, and the John G. Shedd Aquarium in
Illinois, with the possibility of animals going to the Mystic Aquarium in Connecticut post-import.1 The whales were caught in the Sea of Okhotsk in the far east of Russia, by a company
that regularly captures belugas and sells them to marine parks and aquariums around the world
(Georgia Aquarium, n.d.).
The Sea of Okhotsk has been a long-time hunting ground for belugas. In the early twentieth
century, thousands of belugas were killed for meat, reducing their numbers so drastically that
by the 1960s the hunt was no longer viable. In the 1980s a new threat to this still recovering
population of belugas surfaced in the form of captures for the zoo and aquarium trade.
The Georgia Aquarium applied for the import permit as part of their five-year, multi-million-dollar program to improve the genetic diversity of captive belugas in the United States. At the
time of writing, there were 34 belugas held in US facilities, out of approximately 200 worldwide,
and most of them haven’t conceived or given birth. The population is far too small to be sustainable, especially when one considers that beluga captive breeding overall has not been successful,
and that US zoos and aquariums have experienced a decline in beluga numbers over the years. If
facilities in the United States want to keep their tanks and pools stocked, they have two options:
acquire captive whales from outside the United States or remove them from the wild.
As most people know, belugas are popular white, arctic whales, so it’s not surprising that
facilities trying to entice the public to visit would want them. Belugas are an iconic species,
a charismatic megavertebrate that captive facilities believe will increase visitor numbers and
revenue. And remarkably, in this case, the zoos and aquariums are suggesting that removing
belugas from the wild is a good thing for belugas. According to the Georgia Aquarium website,
“Maintaining a sustainable population of beluga whales in human care is essential to the survival of belugas everywhere” (Georgia Aquarium, n.d.).
Of course, convincing people that the proposed beluga imports are a good thing could
be a daunting task, so the negative aspects of catching wild belugas and maintaining them
in captivity are downplayed and the purported “benefits” are broadcast vociferously at every
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opportunity. Proponents of the import plan talk about how studying the biology, physiology,
and diseases of belugas, as well as a relatively small suite of other issues that can more or less be
studied in captive animals, will aid in the survival of the species (Georgia Aquarium, n.d.). But
these proponents seem to focus more on the needs of the institutions themselves than on the
whales or their conservation.
The Georgia Aquarium has also characterized the proposed import as a rescue, saying that
the whales would have been captured anyway and sent to other, less qualified aquariums, but
the whales are being purchased by the Georgia Aquarium and its partners. And regardless of
any action by the aquarium, more whales will be captured in the future (an average of 21 are
captured every year for sale to public display facilities, mostly in China these days) and sent
elsewhere. The aquarium has not rescued any animals here.
The Georgia Aquarium had a possible alternative to capturing wild whales. There are
approximately 40 beluga whales (most taken from the same region of Russia, with the rest
captive-born) already residing at Marineland in Niagara Falls, Ontario, a facility that has been
plagued by allegations of poor animal conditions and abuse for years. Instead of rescuing some
or even all of these already captive whales, the Georgia Aquarium and its partners have instead
chosen to acquire perfectly healthy whales from the wild.
Zoos and aquariums want to attract visitors and generate revenue, and they believe they
need charismatic species to do that. A small handful of species—belugas included—are sought
after for that reason. They believe that it is easier to increase visitor numbers, generate corporate
support, and, to a limited extent for those people actually doing some kind of captivity-based
research, secure grant funds, with charismatic, high-profile animals like belugas. So, at its core,
it’s about money.
The Georgia Aquarium denies that the beluga import is about financial gain. They point
out that they are a non-profit organization and that most of their revenue goes to animal care,
research, and conservation (Georgia Aquarium, n.d.), but that doesn’t negate the fact that the
aquarium is a business and that employee paycheques depend on its solvency, and it certainly
doesn’t address the fact that many other zoos and aquariums (such as its partner, SeaWorld) are
profit-oriented.
While belugas are listed as “near threatened” by the International Union for Conservation
of Nature (IUCN), the most significant threats they face are pollution and, to a lesser extent,
hunting in parts of their range. It’s uncertain the degree to which climate change and the
subsequent continued decline in sea ice might also affect this species, and, if so, in what way
in terms of population size. But maintaining a small group of belugas in captivity doesn’t even
begin to address the issues that threaten them in the wild, even though the captivity industry
may try to suggest otherwise.
If one were to create a list of species that are conservation dependent and that need immediate assistance, it would be clear that there are a great many critically endangered candidates
that might be saved by even a modest influx of resources. Belugas aren’t on that list.
The import plan just doesn’t make any sense from an overall conservation perspective. If
someone is looking to do the most good and create the biggest bang for their wildlife conservation
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buck, they don’t put a large, long-lived (more than 60 years), wide-ranging, intelligent, highly
social species that has more than 100,000 individuals still existing in the wild anywhere on
their priority list.
The beluga is a species represented in captivity by a miniscule number of reproductively viable individuals with a terrible breeding record, with little hope of there ever being enough additional space to maintain a truly sustainable population.2 It is a species that requires hundreds
of millions of dollars to house and maintain in captivity. It makes no sense as a conservation
initiative, and yet, that is exactly what proponents suggest it is.
Of course, in addition to money, there are other factors that influence the demand for
belugas. I believe one of them is the stigma now associated with one of the former stars of the
aquatic world: orcas. During the past two decades, the public has come to understand that
orcas need more than zoos, aquariums, and marine parks can provide. They know that orcas are
highly mobile animals with home ranges measuring in the thousands to hundreds of thousands
of square kilometres, and are highly social, with males often staying with their mothers for their
entire lives. They also know that the species is exceptionally intelligent. This new, widespread
understanding has been propelled by the Free Willy film series and a spate of other theatrical
and documentary films that show orcas as individuals with relationships, feelings, and needs. If
you’re a zoo, aquarium, or marine park owner who keeps orcas in captivity, that kind of understanding isn’t necessarily a good thing.
As criticism of orca capture and keeping has grown, the captivity industry has shifted its
attention, at least in part, to beluga whales instead. This exemplifies a strategy employed by
many who profit from live animals, or their parts or derivatives: if one species or group of animal
species becomes difficult to acquire and/or problematically controversial, just change to another
species or group. The pet industry provides another example. When it became more difficult
for pet bird businesses to acquire cheap, exotic birds from the wild, many of them turned to
reptiles instead. As the number of wild-caught birds decreased, the number of wild-caught
reptiles increased. The same seems to be happening with orcas and belugas. As orcas become
more difficult to acquire and their controversy quotient skyrockets everywhere in the world, the
number of captive orcas decreases, while the number of captive belugas increases.3
In addition to the fact that belugas are remarkable-looking animals, with stunning white
colouration, marshmallow-like bodies, and flexible necks that make them desirable exhibit
animals, they also have that look of perpetual contentment, because their faces are not flexible.4
An added bonus for zoos and aquariums is that while many people can recognize a beluga
whale, they don’t know a lot about their natural lifestyle, biology, and behaviour. While there
have been belugas in captivity for more than 100 years, there haven’t been any theatrical films
about belugas, and there’s never been a beluga Free Willy or Flipper—at least not yet. In addition, belugas have the advantage of being cheaper than orcas, reportedly costing an estimated
$100,000 each, instead of the rumoured $1 million or more for an orca.
The news articles said the Georgia Aquarium had already spent about $2 million—yes,
that’s $2 million—during the past five years on research missions to do population counts
and studies to make sure the removal of the belugas wouldn’t have negative effects on the
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whale population in that area (Emerson, 2012). What that actually means is that the project
was focused on estimating the annual sustainable take quota, and not on beluga conservation
needs. Compared to a great many conservation project budgets, $2 million is a huge sum of
money, but it did little, if anything, for the long-term conservation prospects of the targeted
beluga population in Russia. The studies are being used by the Georgia Aquarium as part of its
application for the permit required by the National Marine Fisheries Service for importation
into the United States, and to satisfy the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) Animal
Acquisition and Disposition Policy.
Should the zoo and aquarium industry be successful with this import, many animal protectionists and conservationists believe that it will pave the way for other facilities to import
wild-caught whales for “commercial” purposes under the guise of conservation, education, and/
or research. It may even help pave the way for permits to capture whales directly from US waters.
The last import of wild-caught beluga whales into the United States occurred in 1992, when
four animals caught in Churchill, Manitoba, were shipped to the John G. Shedd Aquarium in
Chicago. Two of them died within a month from an overdose of deworming medication. Nine days
later, Canadian Minister of Fisheries and Oceans John Crosbie announced that his government
would no longer allow the capture and export of belugas for public display (Canada bans, 1992).
While many people believe that zoos and aquariums no longer take animals from the wild,
the practice is, in fact, not uncommon. The AZA and, for that matter, most other zoo associations support the capture of animals from the wild. The AZA says the pending beluga import
will satisfy the organization’s Animal Acquisition and Disposition Policy and accreditation
standards. According to a statement by AZA chief executive officer Jim Maddy, the accreditation
standards “allow for the responsible, humane collection of animals for aquariums and zoological
parks” (2012b). He also quotes the organization’s Acquisition and Disposition Policy: “When
acquiring animals from the wild, careful consideration must be taken to evaluate the long-term
impacts on the wild population. Any capture of free-ranging animals should be done in accordance with all local, state, federal and international wildlife laws and regulations and not be
detrimental to the long-term viability of the species or the wild or captive population(s)” (ibid.).
While animal welfare is mentioned in the policy, it certainly doesn’t seem to be a priority. For
example, one section says the policy is intended to “ensure that the welfare of individual animals
and conservation of populations, species and ecosystems are carefully considered during acquisition and disposition activities” (AZA, n.d.a). How welfare is to be “considered” is not explained.
In this case, there doesn’t seem to be a lot of attention paid to whale welfare. Are the trauma of
capture and the stress associated with transport and life in captivity, the effect on beluga mothers
and relatives who watch their close family members snatched from their home never to return,
and the devastation of matrilines (a distinct possibility in this case)5 factored in, and, if so, how?
The Georgia Aquarium’s website minimizes the impact of capture on wild whale families, stating, “Beluga whales are social animals and are often found in very small, dynamic maternal groups
that change as additional calves are born. These small groups then come together and separate many
times (known as fission/fusion societies) depending on migrations, feeding areas and/or reproductive times. Therefore, removal of select animals only minimally impacts any one group” (Georgia
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Aquarium, n.d.). This statement is contrary to what has been found in other social cetaceans (orcas
and bottlenosed dolphins), where the removal of key individuals in a social group can disrupt the
entire group, because that key individual was the glue that held these animals together. No one
really knows if belugas retain lifelong bonds with their offspring, relatives, and pod members. It’s
not an area that has been adequately studied, but it’s certainly plausible that they do.
There may be other kinds of impacts, too. There’s now strong evidence that elephants,
chimpanzees, and other “higher” species may suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
after experiencing traumatic incidents (Bradshaw, Capaldo, et al., 2008; Bradshaw, Schore, et
al., 2005). Could it be the same for captured belugas? Perhaps there are also long-lasting, or
permanent, impacts on the wild relatives of captured whales.
And while it’s nice to say everything should be done in accordance with all applicable laws,
what if the laws are inadequate or their effectiveness is reduced or negated by lax enforcement or
corruption? Would similar captures be tolerated in North America? The US Marine Mammal
Protection Act is far stronger than any laws dealing with marine mammals in Russia.
The process of capture is being portrayed in a rather clinical manner, focusing on population
numbers, highlighting the purported benefits to beluga whales as a species, and downplaying the
impact on individuals and their respective families or social groups. But once the belugas are in
tanks and pools, something interesting will happen. The emphasis will presumably shift from populations to individuals. The belugas will be given names, and keepers, docents, and public relations
staff will talk about them like they’re family pets, anthropomorphically describing them as playful,
jealous, moody, kind, or as exhibiting any one of a variety of other, usually positive, emotions. Most
often, however, zoo and aquarium visitors will be told that the animals are happy. Rarely, if ever,
will a visitor hear mention of the belugas being sad, anxious, depressed, lonely, angry, or fearful,
although they almost certainly experience these emotional states in plenitude in captivity.
While the zoos and aquariums say they care about belugas and their survival, their actions
suggest otherwise. In all likelihood, the 18 belugas experienced a harsh, physically and emotionally traumatizing capture and confinement process.6 Individuals and families were apparently
corralled with nets in shallow water, and those unlucky enough to fit industry criteria were targeted for removal and placed into holding. At every stage of this process, the whales would most
certainly have been stressed and traumatized, and, in the absence of evidence to the contrary,
some may have been injured or killed.7
The survivors will eventually be transported to an entirely alien environment half a world
away where they will be forced to live in arbitrary, artificial social groupings and subjected to
persistent viewing by humans. Some effort will be made to group individuals to encourage
breeding, but in the end there won’t be any real hope of maintaining a viable captive beluga
population. A few research studies with only tangential relevance to the wild context will be
done and, long before they reach old age, the whales will start to die off.
According to renowned architect and former zoo director David Hancocks, “Zoos [and aquariums] shout loudly about their achievements, ignore or defend their shortcomings, and rarely
do much that is in fact useful. Most problematically, they persistently say one thing and do the
opposite” (Hancocks, 2012). Hancocks hits the nail on the head, and the proposed beluga import
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plan is just the latest example that proves his point. For the Georgia Aquarium and its partners to
suggest that they are helping protect wild belugas by capturing them and putting them in tanks
really does show how the captivity industry says one thing and does the opposite. Zoos and aquariums, from the smallest amateur displays to the largest professional operations, as well as their
representative organizations, claim that they are making important contributions to conservation
and public education. They say so loudly and frequently. They do not say they aim for, or hope
to produce, such results. They state the achievement of these goals as fact. Mission accomplished.
Statements on the AZA website, such as “AZA-accredited zoos are leaders in the protection
of endangered species,” (AZA, n.d.b) and “Elephants in AZA-accredited zoos help educate visitors, make emotional connections and change behaviours that positively impact elephant conservation,” (AZA, 2011b) are just two examples of such claims. Yet, with an estimated 10,000
zoos worldwide, representing tens of thousands of workers, millions of person hours, and billions
of dollars in annual operating budgets, the actual record of the captivity industry is nothing to
boast about. To a large extent, breeding programs are not sustainable and few zoos provide more
than token support for field conservation work. Other than a few high profile examples (e.g., the
black-footed ferret, Przewalski’s horse, California condor, and Wyoming toad) that zoos boast
about at every available opportunity, their contribution to conservation through captive propagation and reintroduction could best be described as an unmitigated failure. Only a relative
handful of species have established self-sustaining populations in the wild as a result of captive
breeding efforts and most of those successes didn’t happen because of zoos (Laidlaw, 2001).
In Zoo Conservation Biology (2011), John Fa, Stephan Funk, and Donnamarie O’Connell
state: “Although the zoo community espouses the rationale that captive breeding should contribute to endangered species being returned back to the wild, they are still not the primary
proponents, providers of release animals, funder or managers of reintroduction” (p. 198). Indeed,
while facilities, organizations, and agencies doing reintroduction work may be associated with
zoos in some way, the work itself is normally done outside of the zoo context. At the Toronto
Zoo, for example, a video is shown that explains that none of their captive breeding of amphibians is on display because the public poses a threat as a potential source of fungal spores deadly
to the very animals at risk. There are a multitude of enormous challenges inherent in the conservation efforts, particularly captive breeding, of zoos.
Despite the relatively large number of zoos, there’s not a lot of space for animals. In Zoos
in the 21st Century: Catalysts for Conservation? (2007), William Conway, former president of
the Wildlife Conservation Society, calculates that all of the world’s zoo animal spaces could
fit into New York’s tiny borough of Brooklyn (212.7 square kilometres) (p. 16). Even though
space is at a premium, zoos still devote most of it to common, not endangered, species. When
one considers the scale of species endangerment and the fact that it is escalating (with many
thousands of species threatened today), if one were really interested in conservation, wouldn’t it
make more sense to devote as much zoo and aquarium space as possible to endangered animals?
In the early 1980s, when the US-based AZA Species Survival Plan (SSP) initiative began,
it was meant as a blueprint for cooperative breeding that would ensure stable, genetically viable
animal populations over the long term—but it doesn’t seem to be working. The 2011 AZA SSP
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Program Handbook recognizes the declining sustainability of zoo populations, the reasons this
is happening, and strategies for how they can deal with it.
Species Survival Plans are now divided into green, yellow, and red categories based on the
program’s sustainability criteria, which are based on population size and sustainability score (the
projected genetic diversity at 100 years or 10 generations). Green and yellow programs involve
50 or more individuals, while red may involve an even smaller number. No matter what the
designated program colour, the fact is that the population starting point for these programs is
often minimal. The situation is problematically compounded by the fact that individuals within
a captive population may already be inbred; spread amongst a large number of facilities, creating
additional management challenges; and/or may not be allocated enough space.
According to the Feline Conservation Federation (n.d.), about a dozen feline species are managed in SSPs, but none have been allocated the space needed to function in a sustainable manner
according to the plan. The federation also reports that many zoo spaces are filled with post-reproductive animals or individuals whose genetics are already adequately represented in the population.
The issue of sustainability seems to permeate the industry. The November 2011 newsletter
of the Canadian Association of Zoos and Aquariums (CAZA) states: “The maintenance of the
animal collections in CAZA institutions has been identified by the Board as one of the major
threats that the industry will face in the future.” It goes on to say, “AZA and EAZA [European
Association of Zoos and Aquaria]—the two largest Associations with managed animal programs—have recently conducted a thorough review of their programs and have found that while
there are some successes there are many more that are not going to be able to achieve the long
term sustainability that they have been designed to create” (CAZA, 2011).
Conway also points out that zoos often keep animals in ways that are not productive:
“Today, all zoo populations are small, many are bizarre. Of 38 AZA zoos which have clouded
leopards, 19 have only one sex” (2007, p. 16). Conway also points out that, “today, fewer than
200 species of threatened mammals are sustainably propagated in the world’s zoos” (ibid.). The
IUCN has listed over 7,700 taxa (species and subspecies) of mammals as facing at least some
level of threat to their survival.
After identifying the need for zoos to “re-think their captive breeding strategies and the
targets and criteria they apply to define viable populations for conservation,” Fa, Funk, and
O’Connell point out that “instead of critically evaluating the implications on captive breeding
or using more strict criteria, the threshold values were relaxed by applied zoo management
(90% in 100 years), mainly because of practical constraints (available ‘places’ for breeding) and
pragmatism” (2011, p. 256).
As if space issues and sustainability weren’t problematic enough, there are other inherent
challenges. Principal among them are the changes that tend to occur in succeeding generations
of captive animals. Most zoo-based captive breeding programs are envisioned as long-term
initiatives lasting decades or even centuries. The AZA talks about 100-year or 10-generation
timelines for their SSP breeding programs, but in any long-term captive breeding program there
is a very real chance that the animal the program starts out with may be very different from
the animal that is produced generations later. That is because the process of natural selection,
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whereby traits favouring life in the wild are increasingly represented from one generation to the
next, is absent in captive situations. In its place is a reverse process of sorts whereby heritable
traits that favour life in captivity dominate, making each successive generation better able to
survive in captivity, but often less able to survive in the wild, and increasingly unlike the animal
that was supposed to be “saved.” This is one reason so many serious captive propagation initiatives, usually conducted by government agencies and private conservation organizations on an
in-situ basis, aim to put animals back into the wild as soon as possible. The faster the animals
are returned, the less different they’ll be from what the program was trying to save.
How fast can changes occur? Apparently, far faster than anyone thought possible.
In 1959, Russian scientist Dmitry Belyaev initiated a now-famous experiment involving
foxes that shifted ideas about the speed at which animals can change. From a captive population
of foxes, he decided to breed only those animals who were outgoing and responsive to humans.
He did this with each successive generation, and in just 10 years time, the foxes had changed
considerably. Their ears went from erect to floppy, their tails from straight to curly, and their
colour patterns changed. They barked and wagged their tails when they were happy, something
wild foxes don’t do. In just one decade, the progeny of the original wild foxes were markedly
different animals. For all intents and purposes, they had become domesticated (Trut, 1999).
There’s evidence to suggest that changes can occur in a broad range of species at lightning
speed. For example, one study examined fish hatched from two captive-bred parents versus fish
hatched from one wild and one captive-bred parent. The first group was 40% less successful
than the second. This is something that few people in the past would have believed possible
(Black, 2007).
According to Fa, Funk, and O’Connell, “It has emerged that the most efficient approach to
limit inbreeding and genetic adaptation is to minimize the number of generations in captivity …
[and to] plan captive breeding for conservation (i.e., reintroductions) to be completed including
successful reintroduction in a time-frame that is as short as possible (e.g., black footed ferret) …
We suggest that the time-frame from founding captive populations to re-establishment of viable
populations in the wild should aim at a time-frame as short as possible and of 40 years maximum,
whenever possible” (2011, p. 256, emphasis in original). The rapidity of physical and physiological
change (as well as behavioural change) is a compelling reason why captive breeding should rarely,
if ever, be employed as a front-line, long-term conservation strategy. Instead, it should usually
be used as a short-term, last-ditch effort to rescue a species when efforts to retain that species in
the wild have failed.
These days, there’s hardly a single human endeavour that doesn’t take cost into consideration, and conservation and captive breeding and reintroduction are no different. Every program
and project is struggling for funds, so it doesn’t make sense to pump money into the most expensive captive propagation programs that have the least chance of success, or, as is the case with
the beluga, are not even needed. While most estimates place the average cost of maintaining
an animal in captivity at substantially more than protecting it in the wild, if you factor in the
full costs associated with keeping animals in traditional zoo and aquarium environments, the
numbers can be even higher. And when you consider that some zoo-based captive propagation
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programs are supposed to run for decades or even a century or more—many with no end in
sight—the accumulated costs could be staggering.
If we accept that zoos and aquariums are conservation institutions, we must acknowledge
that built into the fabric of every zoo and aquarium are the amenities that serve visitors. They
include, but are not limited to, parking lots, paved roads and walkways, viewing platforms,
heated or air conditioned comfort stops, food kiosks, restaurants, gift shops, restrooms, children’s
playgrounds and splash pads, train rides and shuttles, and the list goes on. When all of these
costs are considered, and they must be because the animal spaces are part of that mix, the true
cost of each zoo or aquarium acre can easily run into the millions or tens of millions of dollars.
Making the entire financial picture even less workable from a bang-for-each-conservationbuck perspective is the fact that captive facilities are increasingly allocating staggering sums of
money for massive new exhibits, exhibit complexes, and pavilions that they hope will increase
visitor numbers. Many of these new “attraction exhibits” only superficially recreate portions of
wild habitats and are focused more on visitor perceptions than they are on animal needs or conservation. The capital costs for many of these exhibits can be mind-boggling, with some running
into the tens of millions of dollars. For example, the Cleveland Zoo’s elephant exhibit cost approximately $25 million (Cleveland, n.d.), while the elephant exhibit at the Los Angeles Zoo came in
at more than $40 million (Bartholomew, 2010). I think anyone would be hard pressed to prove
that these exhibits don’t drain potential funding sources for other exhibits, animals, and projects.
In 2010, I collected news items describing new capital projects in zoos and aquariums, most
of them new exhibits for specific kinds of animals, such as penguins, great apes, and elephants.
In just one month, the total amount for capital projects exceeded $1.213 billion dollars and
those were just the ones I heard about. Certainly not all of those projects came to fruition, but a
significant number did, and they represent a massive expenditure of time, energy, and resources
for a relatively miniscule number of animals, most of which are common species.
The captivity industry would presumably respond by saying that this kind of comparison is
selective and unfair (indeed, they have said that), and, indeed, it would be unfair if they didn’t
claim that zoos and aquariums are institutions of conservation that are vital to the survival of
endangered wildlife—but they do say those things. They make these claims not about components of zoos and aquariums, or off-exhibit spaces, or off-site facilities, but about zoos and
aquariums themselves.
Are the massive funds consumed by zoos and aquariums really a good use of resources for
someone truly interested in conservation? Do they produce even a minimally acceptable return
on investment? The answer is a resounding no. If one considers the tens of billions of dollars
consumed by zoos and aquariums over the years, and then compares that with their actual hard
conservation outcomes, the zoo and aquarium industry must surely rank as an unmitigated
disaster of the highest order.
Zoo and aquarium proponents typically point out that a considerable portion of the funds
spent on zoo and aquarium facilities are not, and never would be, available for field conservation.
That’s true. Municipal, regional, and national government funds, as well as some corporate contributions, are often earmarked for operating costs and shortfalls, infrastructure, and/or specific
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capital projects. If these funds weren’t spent at a zoo or an aquarium, they’d go to roads, health
care, or some other area. However, the time, energy, and dedication of the tens of thousands of
people, many of them volunteers, who currently labour to keep captive facilities afloat could be
better spent raising funds and support for real conservation work, especially the preservation of
wild spaces, protecting existing animals in intact natural habitats, and, where captive breeding
can actually be useful, breeding and rescue centres.
In the Zoo Inquiry, a 1994 report published by the World Society for the Protection of
Animals and the Born Free Foundation, the authors compared the cost of in-situ programs
(protection of habitat and animals in the wild) to ex-situ programs (zoo-based captive breeding
and reintroduction programs). They estimated the cost of keeping one black rhinoceros captive
in a zoo and compared that with the cost of protecting wild habitat for one rhino. The former
was pegged at $16,800 a year, while the latter was estimated to be $1,000 a year. By extension,
habitat for 16 rhinoceros could be preserved in the wild for the same cost as keeping one rhinoceros in a zoo (World Society, 1994, p. 30). They then took this one step further by comparing
what could be protected for approximately the same cost as keeping 16 rhinos in a zoo for a
year. The example they came up with was Garamba National Park in the Democratic Republic
of Congo (formerly Zaire), which at the time had an operating budget of $269,500.
They found that by directing these funds to the park, 492,000 hectares of land and the
wildlife that calls it home—including 31 northern white rhino, 4,000 elephants, 30,000 buffalo,
the entire giraffe population of the country, 14 other ungulate species, 16 carnivore species, 10
primate species, 93 small and medium-sized mammal species, plus all of the birds, reptiles,
amphibians, fish, invertebrates, plants, and other life forms in the park—would be protected.
While there are exceptions, for the most part it’s a lot cheaper and more effective to protect
animals in the wild. That’s not to say that there aren’t significant challenges and setbacks in the
field (there are, and there have been in Garamba8), but the point is that you can do more in the
field for a lot less. If return on investment is important, you can get a much bigger bang for your
conservation buck in the wild.
That’s not to say that every captive breeding effort in the world is monstrously expensive.
They don’t need to be. For example, captive propagation programs that are operated on an
in-situ basis aren’t nearly as expensive as most zoo- or aquarium-based breeding programs. Some
propagation initiatives, such as those operated by government agencies in New Zealand for a
variety of species, are reasonably priced and effective.
To be entirely fair, I should point out that there are some zoo-based captive propagation initiatives that are relatively inexpensive as well. For instance, the Como Zoo in St. Paul,
Minnesota, breeds endangered Wyoming toads in aquariums in a bedroom-sized lab that is not
open to the public. Other zoos currently house and breed amphibians in similar conditions.
Some zoos even maintain separate non-public facilities, such as the National Zoo’s Smithsonian
Conservation Biology Institute in Front Royal, Virginia. With no need for the usual visitor
amenities, these areas can be constructed and operated in a cost-effective way.
Given all the hype and propaganda, one could be forgiven for believing that the zoo
and aquarium industry is a conservation panacea. After all, that’s the message they’ve been
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promoting for many years. But in reality, even though there is admittedly a small role for some
zoos to play in the captive propagation of endangered species, their activities and effectiveness
in this area have been ridiculously and dishonestly overstated throughout the years.
As the futility of captive breeding as a default front-line conservation strategy becomes
evident to some in the industry, a portion of zoo and aquarium captivity supporters has shifted
to promoting the idea that zoos can be major conservation players by supporting work in the
field. They most often suggest that zoos can provide material, technical, and financial support,
and/or conduct captivity-based research that will help animals in the wild, as was suggested in
the beluga example earlier in this chapter. Like so many other claims, this one also has a grain
of truth, although the role that captive institutions can play is overstated.
What about money? At present, it appears as though most zoos provide proportionately little, if any, direct financial support to the preservation of wild animals or wild spaces. Those that
do often don’t provide very much. According to a May 2012 New York Times blog titled “Zoos
Raise Money for Faraway Animals,” “the Association of Zoos and Aquariums estimates that its
member zoos and aquariums gave less than 2 percent of their operating budgets to field conservation activities for wild animals in 2010—about $134 million” (Kaufman, 2012). If we accept
that number as accurate, it still seems remarkably small compared to the billions of dollars the
association’s members consume each year. Elephants provide an example of this dichotomy. The
AZA promotes its commitment to the preservation of elephants in the wild, but AZA member
facilities appear to provide only token support to a handful of field projects. A significant portion of AZA zoo contributions are directed to the International Elephant Foundation (IEF), a
non-profit organization populated by members of the zoo (and circus) industry. According to a
January 9, 2012, news release, the IEF and AZA planned to allocate just $225,000 in 2012 to
support elephant conservation around the world, raising to $2 million the grand total the IEF
has contributed since its creation in 1998 (AZA, 2012a). Not much when you consider that AZA
zoos collectively are spending hundreds of millions of dollars rebuilding their elephant exhibits
for the approximately 300 elephants they maintain.
While most captive facilities allocate little, if any, of their financial resources to non-zoo
field conservation, there are exceptions. Two of note are the Wildlife Conservation Society
(which operates the various New York City zoos) and the Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust.
They actually do what most zoos claim. They can and should serve as an example to the rest.
Members of the captivity industry also promote themselves as important research institutions that can play a pivotal role in saving wild animal populations, but much of their research
seems to be focused on the development of reproductive technologies (often in animals that
have no problem breeding in the wild, such as elephants) or captive husbandry. While some of
it may in theory have applicability to field situations, delivering new processes, procedures, and/
or technologies to the field may not be practical, cost-effective, or desired. Regardless, most zoos
spend little or nothing in this area and, so far, the collective output of the industry is minimal.
So, what’s left? For validation, the captivity industry’s trump card is education. For years,
zoos have claimed to educate visitors. But do they? (see Marino et al., 2010). There’s little empirical evidence to prove that the primary vehicle for education in most zoos—the animal in the
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cage—actually teaches anyone anything. In fact, viewing animals in cages may be educationally
counterproductive by conveying the wrong kinds of messages to visitors. Most zoo visitors don’t
spend much time looking at animals, anyway. If the animals are not active, visitors quickly move
from one cage to the next. For some animals, such as reptiles, the average length of observation
time can be as little as 8 seconds. For others, it can be a minute or two. An unpublished 2010
Zoocheck study at the Toronto Zoo revealed that, on average, visitors spent just 77 seconds
looking at elephants. There’s not a lot to that can be learned in such a short time span, except
perhaps the size, shape, and colour of the animal; even then, their shape is often fat and bloated
compared to what the elephant looks like in the wild.
A frequently repeated statistic is that more people visit North American zoos and aquariums
annually than attend all major league professional sports combined. Zoos claim that many of
these people are not only educated at the zoo, but that they are also inspired to change their
behaviour in ways that benefit animals and the environment; however, there is little evidence
to support that claim (Balmford et al., 2011). One could fairly ask: Where are the legions of
conservationists that zoos claim to produce?
There is, however, one issue about which there appears to be widespread agreement, at least
in principle: as long as wild animals are kept in captivity, they should be treated humanely. The
fact that animals can suffer physically, mentally, and emotionally is well established. For this
reason, captive environments should be large enough and complex enough to compensate for the
lack of natural freedom and choice that animals experience in the wild, and they must facilitate
expression of natural movement and behaviours. This principle has been widely espoused by the
modern zoo community in various articles, books, and television documentaries.
Yet despite the best of intentions or claims, a review of the captivity industry as a whole
reveals that most animals are still consigned to monotonous lives, in undersized, impoverished
enclosures, both old and new, that fail to meet their biological and behavioural needs. Many in
the captivity industry will bristle at this statement, and will point to numerous improvements
in the zoo field. And, yes, there have been some housing and management improvements, particularly in veterinary care. They’ll claim they’ve shifted from menagerie-style entertainment
centres where animals are displayed in barred, sterile, biologically irrelevant cages, to kinder,
gentler, more scientifically based kinds of institutions. But many of the “advances” in zoo animal
housing and husbandry are superficial and provide little benefit to animals. For example, the
many new, heavily promoted, “arctic art deco” polar bear exhibits that have sprung up in zoos
around the world pay scant attention to the natural biology and behaviour of these animals. The
small spaces, artificial rocks, and hard floor surfaces (some exhibits do provide small expanses of
grass) typically more closely resemble a Flintstones movie set than the natural habitat of polar
bears. These exhibits are often designed for the public and dupe them into believing that current
zoo conditions are profoundly different than they were in the past.
If we look again at the example of elephants in North American zoos, it’s easy to see the
lack of progress. Despite tens of millions of dollars being spent to build new exhibits or refurbish
existing ones, elephant biology and behaviour are given short shrift. The ability of zoo elephants
to move, socialize, or behave normally is severely restricted, because the exhibits are still bland,
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boring, and, for an elephant, small.9 And while zoo associations say they are improving things,
their efforts in this regard usually result in relatively small steps forward.
Currently, the AZA’s elephant-keeping standards recommend a minimum of 500 square
metres (5,400 square feet) per elephant (AZA, 2011a, p. 4), which is the equivalent of 27 parking
spaces.10 In 2011, that was raised from the previous recommendation of 167 square metres (1,800
square feet) per elephant (AZA, 2009, p. 28), or the equivalent of 9 parking spaces. That increase
is a very small improvement, and seems to continue to ignore what field biologists tell us about
elephants—that they need room to roam. Instead, this recommendation appears to be based on
the capacity of AZA member facilities (primarily, how much space and money they have) and,
perhaps, their tolerance for change. Unfortunately, this situation is unlikely to change because
zoo associations represent their member’s interests. They can’t create standards that dictate
extremely large, complex spaces and other natural conditions, because their members couldn’t
meet them. So, they opt for relatively small, incremental changes over time. This approach has
been characterized by some as “fiddling while Rome burns.”
Many new zoo and aquarium exhibits are not “meaningfully” larger than the sterile spaces
of days gone by, and one look at the prison-like, off-display holding facilities and night quarters
of many facilities, where a significant number of animals spend a good portion of their lives, is
proof of the hypocrisy of claims that things are different than they were in the past.
If all is not well in North America’s more luxurious zoos, a more transparent problem is
found in the hundreds of substandard roadside zoos that dot the continent. These amateurish
operations fall far below any professional standard and do nothing but cause misery and death
to thousands of animals. In such facilities, we see animals in visible distress lying unprotected
from the full glare of the hot summer sun; primates in barren cages with no opportunity to
climb; groups of black bears, scarred and wounded from fighting, begging for marshmallows as
they sit in stagnant moats of excrement-filled water; nocturnal animals kept without shade or
privacy; animals without water; and so on—the list seems endless.
Having been to hundreds of zoos around the world, I know that vast numbers of animals languish in grossly substandard zoo and aquarium conditions. Recent investigations in
Malaysia, Japan, India, the European Union, and North America show just how dire the situation is. Instead of carefully considering the biology, behaviour, and natural lifestyles of animals
in the wild, and constructing facilities based on that knowledge, zoos and aquariums tend
to do something altogether different. Their plans are typically guided by whatever space and
resources are available. In a nutshell, instead of making the zoo fit the animal, they try to make
the animal fit the zoo.
As I was finishing this chapter, an article titled “Modern Zoos Could Be Creating a New
Kind of Animal: Wild by Nature, Shaped by Captivity” appeared in the Washington Post. It
contained a quote from Satch Krantz, director of the Riverbanks Zoo and Garden in South
Carolina. Referring to the public giraffe-feeding program, he said, “You just watch the expression on that child’s or that adult’s face when that twelve-inch tongue comes out and wraps
around that piece of lettuce. I think something like that has done more for giraffe conservation
than anything else on earth” (Wilcox, 2012).
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Therein lies the problem (or at least one key problem among many). Many zoo and aquarium
proponents believe that their institutions are conservation catalysts and harbingers of change.
They say they are educating the masses, that the people behind them have the best interests of
animals at heart, and that, generally speaking, they are doing an outstanding job of housing
and caring for their live collections. That’s what they say. But, as Hancocks said, zoos often
say one thing and do the opposite. And a lot of what the captivity industry and its supporters
believe seems to be based on faith because, more often than not, they have no proof that what
they believe is actually true. Where is the evidence that a giraffe-feeding session actually helps
giraffes at all?
Why is it that so many people believe that zoos and aquariums are good or beneficial or
necessary for animals? There are many possible reasons. My own belief, however, is that modern
zoos and aquariums have been largely unfettered in promoting their messages to the public. It
is only since the mid-1990s that the claims of modern zoos, particularly regarding education
and conservation, have been reviewed and challenged by individuals and organizations—and
that has generated global discussion, debate, and a gradual shifting of perceptions and attitudes.
Are there good captive environments where the biological and behavioural needs of animals
are being satisfied? The answer is yes, but they are few and far between.
Is it possible for zoos and aquariums to make a useful contribution to conservation and
education? Again, the answer is yes, but few of them actually do.
With ever-increasing scrutiny and criticism (something for which zoos and aquariums have
no one to blame but themselves), it’s surprising that the so-called “responsible” members of the
zoo and aquarium industry have not acknowledged the obvious: that the present state of captivity is untenable, and that they haven’t moved forward in a proactive way to change things.
They now have a choice to make. Zoos and aquariums can voluntarily change their focus and
format, adopt more progressive, humane policies and practices, push for the closure of substandard facilities, and become real advocates for wildlife, or they can be dragged kicking and
screaming into the modern age.
In the 1995 article “End of the Ark?”, Michael Hutchins, then director for conservation and
science at the AZA, said, “The zoo profession is at an important crossroads in its history. The
world is changing around us, and if we choose to conduct business as usual, we are not sure that
zoos will ultimately survive” (Sunquist, 1995). His words are truer today than they were in 1995.

Notes
1 By the time this book is published, the Georgia Aquarium beluga application process will have played out.
The application will either be denied or issued. If it is issued, the permit holder may choose not to utilize
it, but if they do, the belugas may be imported and placed in the designated US facilities.
2 The Georgia Aquarium suggests that the industry’s poor track record with belugas resulted because they
were a relatively new addition to modern zoos and aquariums. On its website (see http://www.georgiaaquarium.org/belugaconservation.aspx), the aquarium says, “In recent years, the track record for belugas in the
care of zoos and aquariums has been nothing less than exceptional.” This position is extremely difficult to
reconcile with the ongoing deaths of both adult belugas and calves.
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3 For example, Marineland in Niagara Falls, Ontario, and the Vancouver Public Aquarium in British
Columbia have both showcased orcas for decades. Today, Marineland has one solitary orca remaining and
approximately three-dozen belugas, while the Vancouver Aquarium sent its last surviving orca to SeaWorld
in 2001 and today displays two belugas.
4 This is similar to the “dolphin smile.”
5 Beluga females tend to return to the same feeding grounds every year (i.e., they show site fidelity) and
their offspring learn to do so, too, leading to various feeding bays and estuaries in a region holding related
individuals. The feeding season is when captures occur, meaning that multiple captures that occur in one
location can devastate a matriline, removing unique genes (or gene complexes), knowledge, and cultural
traits from the overall population. The belugas that are the subject of the Georgia Aquarium application
were captured in the same area.
6 I say “in all likelihood” because at the time this chapter was written, no videos showing any of the 18 belugas being captured in 2006, 2010, and 2011 had been made available, so there is no evidence to suggest that
the capture process was actually different than previous captures in this region in the past. However, the
Georgia Aquarium claims the whales were not chased, but simply netted after they entered shallow water.
The reader is left to decide what to believe.
7 International Fund for Animal Welfare video footage of beluga captures shows “violent” captures occurring
in this manner in previous years.
8 Wars in the DRC resulted in increased poaching in Garamba National Park, which caused a severe threat
to a number of species, including elephants and northern white rhino (see Rhino Resource Center website,
http://www.rhinoresourcecenter.com/pdf_files/125/1255075757.pdf).
9 The author has visited many of the new elephant exhibits in the United States, including those in Cleveland,
Los Angeles, and Dallas. While the spaces in these exhibits are somewhat larger than in the past, they are
still so small that they are unable to maintain vegetation beyond minimal grass cover, and their interiors
are lacking in variation and complexity. This opinion was corroborated in 2012 in Judge John L. Segal’s
decision in a case about the Los Angeles Zoo elephant exhibit. He commented on the lack of vegetation
inside the exhibit and the frustration that elephants would experience when seeing vegetation outside of the
exhibit: “It is one thing to place electric fencing between elephants and something they are not interested
in.… It is another thing to place such electric hot-wiring between the elephants and something they like,
need, and use as part of their natural behavior.” Thus, rather than providing the elephants with trees to
rub against and knock down as part of “an enriched environment that stimulates and elicits species-specific
behavior,” the zoo’s elephant management system frustrates the elephants by keeping trees in visual and
sensory range, but out of reach behind electrically charged wires (see Elephant Voices website, http://www.
elephantvoices.org/index.php?option=com_docman&task=cat_view&gid=90&Itemid=155).
10 Based on the size of a standard parking space of 18.5 square metres (200 square feet) (http: //en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Parking_space).
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Gay Penguins and Other Inmates
in the Canadian Legal System
Lesli Bisgould

The zoo opens up a whole new world for the animals. In the wild, they would never
experience boredom, obesity, loss of purpose. You know, the American dream!
—Homer Simpson, The Simpsons

Introduction
We confine people in prisons to punish them for bad behaviour and we confine animals in zoos
because we love them. This is a strange kind of love. Our legal system sanctions it, classifying
animals as property, or things, which enables us to intern them for our amusement and use them
for our various other purposes with little constraint. Things have no legal rights.
Yet, in modern times, the old assumptions that underpin legal notions of animal things are
attracting scrutiny and, thereunder, they are quickly revealing their flaws. Scientific knowledge
accumulated over many decades has amply demonstrated that animals are not the unfeeling
machines we claimed they were when we first legislated the rules of our relations with them,
and sophisticated ethical analyses question how we justify hurting animals now that we can no
longer deny that they suffer the effects of our actions.
Propelled by science and ethics, public interest in animal issues is mounting and it is
pressuring law to better reflect contemporary insights and values. Using zoos as the context
for discussion, this chapter provides a general overview of how current laws, arising from the
animals-as-property model, fail to offer and actually pre-empt any meaningful protection of
animal interests. With that understanding, efforts to bring law in line with progressive thinking
can avoid inadvertently perpetuating the very problems they seek to solve.

A Strange Kind of Love
In late 2011, the Toronto Zoo decided to separate two endangered male African penguins
named Pedro and Buddy. The pair had been part of an all-male exhibit at a previous zoo and
had remained close when transferred to Toronto. The bond between Pedro and Buddy was so
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close that they were reportedly engaging in classical mating behaviours, causing some observers
to wonder whether they were gay.
The zoo separated them for breeding purposes, wanting to take advantage of their good
genes. Its decision to do so attracted extensive, even international, attention. People wondered
whether there is such a thing as a gay penguin and whether this action really had homophobic
motivation. The debate also brought into relief the discomfort modern society is beginning to
show about traditionally unchallenged forms of animal exploitation. Many people were troubled
by the fact that two birds, confined in captivity and far from home, had found companionship
and that comfort, whether amorous or platonic, was being taken away.
Zoos are not the only place in Canadian society where individuals are confined against their
will. People, too, are sometimes kept in secure enclosures from which they cannot escape. The
range of justifications for doing so falls under the rubric of criminal law and generally includes
punishment, deterrence, public safety, and rehabilitation. Without assessing the validity of these
justifications in the human context, it can uncontroversially be said that none of them applies
to the confinement of animals in zoos. Animals have committed no crime for which to be punished or from which to be deterred or rehabilitated,1 and while imprisoning dangerous people
might remove them from our midst and ostensibly protect public safety, zoos intentionally bring
dangerous animals close.2
Of course, zoos do not rely on criminal law justifications for keeping animals captive.
For most of their hundreds of years of existence, they have needed no justification at all. Zoos
developed to feed human curiosity, a sufficient consideration in its time, with no pretensions of
allowing anything other than gawking at unusual creatures and the wealth of people who could
collect them in their own private menageries. But over time, as public interest in the welfare of
animals themselves has grown, zoos have had to try to reinvent themselves. Instead of straightout entertainment, modern zoos promote themselves as agents of conservation and education.3
In the case of Pedro and Buddy, the desire to separate them for breeding purposes was based
on reasons that were distinctly absent from the public debate. Even if a conservation argument
were a sufficient justification for manipulating individual lives, there was no conservation argument in this case. African penguins have no problems breeding in their natural environment.
The threats to their population are the usual suspects in this context and they have nothing to
do with reproduction: commercial fisheries and global warming affect the abundance of their
food supply and push these birds to search for prey that is less nutritious and farther off shore,
while oil spills destroy penguins and their habitat. By separating these penguins for breeding
purposes, what the zoo was conserving was its own captive stock.
Sometimes it is not enough for zoos to separate captive companions for breeding. It is not
uncommon for zoos, having brought a number of individual animals into captivity, to find at
some point, whether before or after, that the population is not self-sustaining. In such circumstances, more free animals are taken from the wild to maintain the captive population. This
is the opposite of what the term conservation connotes; in fact, there are very few examples of
animals that are bred in captivity so that they can be released to the wild.
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Zoos sometimes breed animals for another reason that is not even ostensibly related to
conservation: babies are a popular attraction and good for business. When they grow up and
the zoo has insufficient space to accommodate them, unwanted animals can be killed or sold
to farms, other zoos, circuses, or hunt camps. In 1999, the Toronto Zoo was the subject of an
exposé that revealed that many of its unwanted animals had been sold to questionable fates,
including wildlife dealers and, in one case, a Texas hunt camp where success was guaranteed to
hunters wishing to kill exotic animals.4
The educational message of the act of separating Buddy and Pedro was equally anthropocentric, demonstrating that the lives of individual animals may be ordered to serve somebody
else’s purposes, and bringing the inherently contradictory nature of zoos into relief. There are,
of course, some zoos that are worse than others, yet all zoos teach the same lesson: in confining
individuals for their entire lives so that a paying visitor may get a glimpse of them whenever he
or she might feel like it, zoos reinforce assumptions of a natural hierarchy in which humans are
the pinnacle. They tell us that the lives of animals are so unimportant that we may dominate
and manipulate them to suit our own desires.
It is therefore illogical for zoos to claim that they inspire respect for animals, because that
message is undermined by the very medium by which it is being conveyed. And history belies
the claim: during the hundreds of years zoos have been in existence, the violent exploitation of
animals, whether native or exotic, wild or captive, has only increased—and dramatically. One
need no more proof of the failure of zoos to truly educate or inspire respect in visitors than
their very existence. If people looking at confined animals were really learning about what they
were witnessing—what it means to be on the other side of the bars—it would not seem such a
pleasant way to spend the day. This is true particularly for children, who so often show a natural
kinship with animals. Children would not make the plaintive demands that their parents insist
are the reason they go to the zoo if they were really being educated about all of the privations
to which the animals are subjected for that purpose.
Even if the conservation and education objects that modern zoos profess to hold were
sincere, the fact remains that zoos are an entirely unnatural setting for animals to live in. The
abstract forms sunk in the concrete swimming pool provided for Pedro and Buddy are a sterile
substitute for the tremendous variations in the shores and vast waters of southern Africa. Lucky
when they find a compatible companion, individuals thrust together in a zoo exhibit do not
form the complex social and lifelong family relationships that often exist in nature. And when
zoo visitors go home at the end of the day, animal captives do not. They are often moved to even
smaller, more restrictive secure enclosures beyond public scrutiny.
Some claim that captivity keeps animals safe: food and veterinary care are provided and
animals are protected from predators and the elements.5 Yet, one need not conduct any studies
of human prisoners to determine whether these are sufficient enticements to make them prefer
confinement to freedom. Nor does such a simplistic approach account for the profound physical
and psychological stress and illnesses that befall animals in captivity and how much shorter
their lives are in many cases, despite the conveniences. For all these reasons, while the comments
above are admittedly expressed as broad generalizations for purposes of this brief chapter, it is
not hyperbole to say that zoos are prisons.
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Human beings have legal rights that are meant to ensure that our fundamental interests
(such as our interest in life, liberty, and security of the person) cannot be overridden, except in
limited circumstances and on a principled basis. Whether or not imprisoning human beings is
the most appropriate social response to the behaviour we label “criminal,” nobody would (any
longer, at least ostensibly) find it acceptable to imprison some humans merely to satisfy other
humans’ curiosity or pleasure, or interest in education, conservation, or profit. Humans have
the right not to be treated as objects, or as the means to somebody else’s ends. Penguins, gay or
straight, have no such rights.
On the other hand, the story of Pedro and Buddy is just one among many modern controversies related to keeping animals in captivity, which show that the public taste for this kind of
exploitation is beginning to sour. During the time this chapter was being written, the Canadian
media was relaying several other stories with similar themes, such as that of Iringa, Toka, and
Thika, three elephants at the Toronto Zoo who are supposed to be moving to a much better home
at a California elephant sanctuary, but are caught in a political struggle as the zoo industry tries
to defend its credibility under unprecedented scrutiny. We also learned the story of Lucy, a lone
elephant who has suffered physical and psychological misery at the Edmonton Valley Zoo for
many years. Lucy, too, has been offered sanctuary and the world’s leading elephant experts have
supported the move, but the zoo has persistently refused to let its main attraction go. And after
decades of documented criticism, persistent media attention finally began to be paid to the abysmal lives of the many marine and terrestrial animals held captive at Marineland in Niagara Falls.
As this chapter goes to print, it is uncertain whether any of these stories will have a happy
ending. But what is clear is that the solid ground on which this and other forms of animal
exploitation have rested for so long, comfortably beyond all public scrutiny, is beginning to give
way. Those concerned about the fate of animals at human hands are looking for change and they
are increasingly turning to the legal system to help them bring it about.

Animals as Legal Things
To understand what happens when we seek legal means of stopping humans from harming
animals, we must return to the seventeenth century and the ideas fundamental to our current
legal system that were introduced by philosopher John Locke. Among other things, Locke was
the primary architect of the Western theory of property rights, and in particular, the notion
that a property right gives its owner exclusive use and control of an object.6
Locke’s ideas about property arose out of a desire to find a way to ground a private entitlement to animals and other “natural resources.” Like others of his time, Locke subscribed to the
biblical view of creation and human supremacy. Genesis says that the earth and its resources
were created for the common use of all people. So how could any one person use any natural
thing—say a tree—without infringing on the corresponding entitlement that everybody else
had to that same tree? And surely God had given us “dominion” over animals so that they could
be of some use. It was necessary to appropriate them in some way.
Locke applied a creative twist to the accepted norms and directed Western thought for
centuries to come. He determined that while we belong to God, our bodies belong to us, and
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therefore, so does the labour that we make our bodies perform. That meant that we could
acquire property by attaching our labour to an object in nature: she who chopped the tree earned
its exclusive use; when a person took control over a wild animal, it was his to keep. Right then,
at the dawn of the very concept, and in fact, as an inherent part of the concept itself, animals
formally acquired the legal status of property. The significance of this idea cannot be overstated.
Property owners have important rights in respect to their property, most notably, the right to
use their property as they see fit, subject to certain limitations arising generally from harm that
use might cause to others. However, property itself has no rights, particularly against its owner.
That is what it means to be property.
The fundamental premises of property law have not changed much since the seventeenth
century, although some humans who were once considered property or quasi-property have
since fought and become legal persons. Animals are the only sentient beings who remain property in law. Even inanimate constructs such as corporations, trusts, and churches have become
legal persons able to assert their interests in courtrooms and other legal settings. Since acquiring
their status as property, animals have been treated much like the machines Descartes said they
were, machines that do not think, feel, communicate, have their own interests, or matter in
any moral way. The institutionalized use of animals has since become ubiquitous in Western
economies.
The heavy reliance on animal exploitation in modern Western economies is the result of
a confluence of many factors, including the fact that the Industrial Revolution and the ensuing industrialization of animal use—most notoriously in agriculture, but also in the research,
pharmaceutical, and entertainment industries, among others—occurred with few moral quandaries and no legal barriers because, by that time, the idea that animals were mere things to be
exploited as efficiently as possible was well-settled as far as philosophy and law were concerned.
As a result, many hundreds of millions of animals now suffer and die every year in the
Canadian economy alone.7 Countless wild animals live and die in the spectre of the notorious
exotic animal trade, encompassing zoos, circuses, marine parks and aquariums, novelty acts,
and the private pet industry. Millions of wild animals are killed for food, for fashion, for fun, or
because they are bothering us in some way. Some two million animals, domesticated and wild,
“purpose bred” and “random source”8 are killed in the name of science. (That number cannot
be relayed with any precision for a number of reasons: there is no federal legal mechanism for
overseeing what happens to animals in Canadian laboratories, the research itself is done in
secret, and the reporting of numbers is largely voluntary.) Some 700 million domesticated land
animals (approximately 20 times the human population of the country) are raised and killed
for food every year (water-based animals are not individually counted). The anonymity of such
vast numbers blurs the lives and miserable experiences of the individuals who comprise them.
To talk about changing laws that affect how animals are treated requires a clear understanding of the depth of our dependence on their property status and what is at stake when that status
is re-evaluated. If animals were not “things,” we could not regard them as means to our own
ends. We could not treat them as entertainers, exhibits, or toys. We could not use them as food,
clothing, or research tools. More significantly perhaps, we could not sell them or their various
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bits and pieces for a profit. These are advantages that people who have been free to exploit animal
resources over the centuries have proved unwilling to forsake.
Yet over time, the “animals as things” approach has lost its factual premise. If property
law has not much changed since the seventeenth century, science has. In the many decades
since Darwin first said “evolution,” the knowledge accumulated through various branches of
both natural and social science—chemistry, neuroscience, psychology, biology, including most
recently, genetics in particular—has transformed our understanding of other animals. We have
always relied on categorical distinctions between “us” and “them” to justify the differential
treatment we accord them, but science has now eroded the boundary lines between those categories. It turns out that while we differ from animals in some ways, we are profoundly similar
in others. Darwin was right: we vary in degree but not in kind. Other animals do think, feel,
communicate, and have their own interests. As we have come to appreciate this, animals have
begun to matter to us in moral ways. With this knowledge we confront the question: What are
the morally relevant differences between humans and other animals that justify our harming
them in ways that are unacceptable to harm other humans?
“Us” and “them” are familiar categorizations in the human realm, where they have served
the purpose of preserving the privileges amassed by the former. We have a long history of using
gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and other apparent differences to justify differential
treatment. But one by one, we have had to abandon these distinctions as morally irrelevant when
it comes to the fundamental right a person has to live his or her life and not be regarded as
somebody else’s resource.9 We now confront a similar problem caused by the category of species
to which Western ideology is so attached, for the categorical distinction between “human” and
“animal” is not real. It is by now well understood that humans are one among many species that
together comprise the animal kingdom, and that all animals are more or less closely related to
one another by virtue of our descent from common ancestors. Science has put beyond any doubt
the notion that other animals are sentient too, and that they, too, have a fundamental interest
in living their lives and not being made to suffer and die for our various purposes.
So what are the morally relevant differences between “us” and “them” that justify differential
treatment? The struggle to find an honest answer to this question has stimulated a new sense of
respect for animals in Western societies and it is creating pressure to re-examine both the outdated
assumptions on which current laws governing animal things are based, and the laws themselves.

From Things to Persons
Canadian animal protection laws exist in two general forms. The Criminal Code applies across
the country and contains several anti-cruelty laws.10 Additionally, provinces have some form
of legislation that purports to address animal welfare. These provincial statutes create humane
societies, or, where there are no humane societies, they grant the power to enforce the laws they
establish to other authorities, like police or other government agencies.11
Like their counterparts in other British common law jurisdictions, Canadian anti-cruelty
laws set out in the Criminal Code have their genesis in the knowledge and priorities of the
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nineteenth century. They prohibit causing unnecessary pain, suffering, and injury to animals.
In doing so, they bring the animals’ interests into consideration, admitting as their premise
that animals feel pain and suffering in the first place. This is not an insignificant step forward
from merely allocating ownership interests in animals as Locke did two centuries earlier, but it
remains profoundly insufficient.
The prohibition against causing unnecessary pain and suffering may have superficial appeal,
but it does not take long to figure out that if it is prohibited to cause unnecessary pain, suffering,
and injury, it is permitted to cause necessary pain, suffering, and injury. What is necessary pain,
suffering, or injury? Since we write the laws and we interpret them, it turns out that “necessary”
means whatever we want it to mean. It is ultimately lawful to cause animals to suffer whenever
it suits almost any human purpose, be it a matter of survival, preference, convenience, custom,
pleasure, or profit, so long as the suffering is not entirely gratuitous.
A simple comparison shows why this is the case. If a starving person killed another person
for his meat, or if a sick person in need of a transplant kidnapped another person for her kidney, we know without a trial that the person claiming that what he did was necessary for his
own survival would have no defence to the ensuing murder, kidnapping, or assault charges. He
would not find support if he uttered such a defence out of court either. As between legal equals,
it is absurd, even obscene, to use the word necessary in this context. While one person is using
her kidney, another person cannot claim any socially or legally recognized need for it himself.
This is not the case when it comes to animals, even though most of our animal exploitation
is not a matter of survival, but of preference or profit.12 As soon as the word necessary appears in
anti-cruelty laws, it reveals the stark categorical distinction that law maintains between human
persons and animal things. To the extent that law recognizes any conflict between the interests
of those two entities, the resolution of that conflict has been predetermined by how the parties
are characterized in the first place. A thing and its owner have no legally recognized conflicts
because the thing has no legally recognized interests to assert or any mechanism by which to
assert them. How else to explain the continued operation of a facility such as Marineland,
where so many highly sophisticated and social whales and dolphins, who normally have an
ocean for their home, can be lawfully kept in swimming pools and made to perform tricks for
amusement park visitors? The protection anti-cruelty laws provide is so constrained and qualified that they become largely ineffective for all but the most egregious and isolated incidents
of gratuitous violence.
Provincial animal welfare laws are more expansive than the anti-cruelty laws contained in
federal criminal legislation, and some of them contain progressive elements. However, they are
severely constrained from the outset by the same underlying premise that animals are things
that humans own and can use for our own purposes. Provincial animal welfare legislation tends
to prohibit causing or permitting animals to be in “distress,” meaning that an animal has to
suffer distress before any legal response is authorized. In some cases, provincial animal welfare
legislation establishes positive standards of care that must be met when a person has animals
in her care or control. However, whether they contain positive standards of care or not, all of
these laws also generally express that distress does not arise, or standards of care do not have to
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be met, when animals are hurt in the course of an activity that is carried out in accordance with
“generally accepted practices.”
Such provisions might seem to be superficially protective of some animal interests, unless one
has gone to the trouble to learn about how animals are treated in the course of practices that are
generally accepted in agriculture, research, wildlife management, entertainment, and so on, for it
is through those very practices that the overwhelming majority of animals in Canada are terribly
hurt in the first place. It bears pausing a moment to consider how strange and unacceptable an
approach this would be in the context of practices that cause harm to humans rather than animals. Imagine someone arguing that activities such as drug trafficking, theft, or making child
pornography should be lawful specifically because so many people engage in or profit by them.
Similarly, exemptions are sometimes made for treatment of animals that is consistent with
“recommended codes of practice,” but such codes are prepared by the very industry that is using
the animals in the first place, and they simply sanction practices that industry chooses to further
its own priority—maximizing the profit to be made from the animals.13 The definition of distress
contained in provincial legislation is sometimes qualified by the use of the term unnecessary, or
other terms that operate in the manner discussed above.14 Even where it is not so qualified, the
inherent limitations in the laws are significant, and it is not the function of provincial humane
societies, whose authority is normally directed to isolated instances of animal distress, to fundamentally modify industrial practices and eliminate the institutionalized suffering that is the
norm within a given industry.
Lucy’s case provides another example of the constraints built into animal welfare legislation.
Elephants are highly social, very intelligent, wide-ranging animals who have complex physical,
psychological, and social needs. They require very large spaces, variegated natural terrain, pasture,
lots of things to do, and a moderate climate. Wild female elephants spend their entire lives in relatively stable family groups with their mothers, sisters, aunts, cousins, and even their grandmothers.
Lucy was captured as a baby in Sri Lanka in 1977 and she has been captive at the Valley
Zoo in Edmonton ever since. For 18 years, she had the company of an African elephant named
Samantha, but in 2007, Samantha was sent to another zoo on a long-term breeding loan. Lucy
therefore lives in what can properly be called solitary confinement. Captivity has prematurely
aged her and she suffers from several serious health problems that are common to captive elephants and that the zoo has not been able to resolve. She lives in a small, barren enclosure and
when she is not on display, including over Edmonton’s cold winters, she is confined indoors to
even smaller concrete and rubber quarters.
Lucy’s living conditions appear to violate several provincial zoo standards that provide
(among other things) that female elephants should not be kept alone. In 2010, two animal
protection organizations and a resident of Edmonton brought an application seeking a declaration from the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench that the City of Edmonton (which owns the
Edmonton Zoo) was violating provincial zoo standards in its treatment of Lucy. However, the
case was dismissed without any consideration of its merits on the basis that the applicants did
not have “standing” to advance it, and that animal welfare within the province was up to the
humane society to enforce, even though the Edmonton Humane Society had failed to take any
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action to assist Lucy.15 By a majority of two to one, the Court of Appeal agreed and dismissed
the applicants’ appeal.16
There have been no sanctions of any kind for the suffering Lucy has been caused to undergo
in her fourth decade of confinement at the Valley Zoo. There have been no federal or provincial
sanctions against the Toronto Zoo for the privations to which Pedro and Buddy have been subjected as a result of their confinement or their separation. Yet in what commonly understood
sense of the word is it “necessary” that the public have such easy access to these animals in the
first place? Answers like, “We must breed captive penguins so we can continue to have captive
penguins,” or “My child wants to see a whale” are unsatisfactory if the animals’ interests truly
factor in the equation in any serious way. An answer like, “I cannot afford to go to Africa to see
elephants where they live” begs the question: Why do we assume that because I want to should
mean therefore I can?
In sum, animals are conceptually imprisoned in the legal system by barriers every bit as
effective as those at the zoo. While some laws seem superficially to protect animal interests, any
meaningful effort to bring that protection to fruition quickly collides with their entrenched
status as things. In their assumptions, terminology, and effects, current laws hold fast to the
notion that animals are property to be exploited for the benefit of human owners, even if they
purport to modulate the suffering to which animals are subjected in the course of that exploitation. With some exception, anti-cruelty and animal welfare laws can be seen to be less successful
at protecting animals than they are at protecting the practices that most often hurt animals.
Never in history has the evidentiary basis for change been so clear. The assumption that
animals are insignificant things destined to suffer and die as we see fit has lost credibility in the
realms of science and ethics, and the property status that has prevailed in the legal realm begins
in turn to lose whatever validity it might once have had. If law is to retain any logical consistency
or moral credibility, a new approach is inevitable. In Lucy’s case, while a two-judge majority of
the Court of Appeal decided that the case should be dismissed for lack of standing, Alberta’s
Chief Justice Fraser took a very different view. Her thoughtful dissenting judgment provides
an extensive analysis of the failings of current laws to meaningfully respect animal interests
and hints at the ways in which law must change in order to do so.17 The decision in its entirety
illustrates a distinct tension between old ideas and new, between the conservative formalism
behind which the status quo so often finds its protection and the broader perspective required
to respond honestly to the ethical calls of modern times.
Property is a word embodying a particular legal relationship that we have chosen to enforce.
We could choose another that better reflects our knowledge about our biological kinship with
others in the animal world. We could decide that other animals should not be regarded as property any longer, but that they should be regarded as legal persons. This would not mean that they
are entitled to human rights, but it could mean that when it comes to actions we wish to take
that could affect them, they are entitled to equal consideration of their fundamental interests.18
As this chapter comes to a conclusion, there are no simple solutions to be proffered as to
how to get from this point to that one. Animal exploitation has been deeply engrained in our
society for a very long time and powerful vested interests work hard to protect the status quo.
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Legal personhood for animals could come as a result of a direct challenge, or as the culmination of smaller initiatives that slowly chip away at the idea that animals are mere things with
no interests of their own. For example, municipalities across Canada (and around the world)
have implemented prohibitions on keeping certain species within their jurisdictions, such as the
exotic animals who are made to perform in circuses or whom some people like to keep as pets.19
In response to concerns about puppy mills, the City of Richmond, British Columbia, passed a
bylaw prohibiting the sale of puppies and dogs in retail pet stores within its jurisdiction. Three
pet stores tried to have the bylaw quashed but it was upheld, and now other municipal jurisdictions are beginning to follow.20
Along the path to personhood, it is important to be mindful of the loaded meaning of
legal words and concepts, because what industry and government promote as progress is often
not so. Moving away from an assumed entitlement to exploit animals and toward a state where
animals have something more like actual legal rights is different from accepting the continued
exploitation of animals in perpetuity and trying to modify it to a slightly less miserable form,
though efforts at change (some well-intentioned, others duplicitous) seem sometimes to meld
the two objectives. Where advocates for animals are not seeking outright prohibitions on particular forms of animal exploitation, a central question to guide the strategic analysis is whether
the goal of the legal change being contemplated and the arguments to be made along the way
challenge the idea that animals are things we own and can use for our purposes, or whether they
perpetuate the very ideas that are the basis of the problem in the first place.
As animal interests are taken more seriously, and as animal personhood comes to fruition,
many conflicts between human and animal interests will certainly arise. The conflicts between
humans struggling to coexist are constant—there would be no need for law without them. The
Canadian legal system has its flaws, but at its conceptual best it offers a place for those conflicts
to be articulated, heard, and resolved on a principled basis. Where the ethical imperative for
change is clear, the fact that affecting that change will be challenging hardly suffices as a reason
not to do so.
As we persevere in exposing the outdated assumptions that ground our laws, we undermine
the conceptual line between “us” and “them” that forms the species barrier. We move toward
a state where penguins and elephants are regarded as more than just objects of amusement, or
specimens to be confined and studied, but as individuals worthy of actual respect. We seek not
to control by domination and violence, nor to profit on the misery of others, but to apply our
creativity and ingenuity toward finding more peaceful ways to coexist.

Notes
1

The notion of “rehabilitation” requires further commentary. Rehabilitation, in a somewhat different sense
of the word, does arise to some degree in the context of captive animals. There are some legitimate rescue
centres and sanctuaries that seek to assist sick, injured, or orphaned animals to recover and return to the
wild, or if they cannot return to the wild, to provide a decent home and good care in captivity. These are
distinguished from zoos in that they exist for the purpose of benefitting animals rather than people. Many
legitimate rescue centres and sanctuaries either prohibit or severely limit the amount of public viewing to
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which the animals are subjected; however, because of a general lack of regulation in this field, the mere
use of the name “rescue centre” or “sanctuary” is not sufficient assurance that a facility operates in the best
interests of the animals. Some facilities that call themselves sanctuaries are nothing more than roadside
zoos or private menageries in which animals live in deplorable conditions. Further information can be
found on the website of Zoocheck Canada, www.zoocheck.com.
2 Animals do try to escape their enclosures and they are sometimes successful. The threat to public safety
posed by bringing dangerous animals close is discussed in several reports prepared by Zoocheck Canada.
See, for example, “Wild Neighbours” (Zoocheck Canada, 2010), www. Zoocheck.com/reportpdfs/safetyreport2010.pdf, or “The Bull in the China Shop: An Assessment of the Human Safety Risks Associated
with Wild Performing Animals in Circuses” (Zoocheck Canada, 2005), www.zoocheck.com/reportpdfs/
BullinCinashop.pdf.
3 These roles are thoughtfully examined in chapter 9 of this book. Thanks to Rob Laidlaw and Barry Kent
MacKay for their helpful discussions of these issues.
4 See Scot Magnish’s “Special Report: Wildlife for Sale,” Toronto Sun, October 10, 1999, p. 33.
5 The degree to which such a claim is true varies significantly among facilities. For example, among the many
problems animals face at Marineland is the elements. Many terrestrial animals have insufficient shade
from the hot summer sun. The sun also burns the skin of cetaceans whose pools keep them close to the
water’s surface, whereas in nature they can swim deeply enough to avoid the direct and constant contact
of the sun’s rays. Enclosures too crowded with animals who require much more space and distance from
one another have proved fatal to both terrestrial and marine babies.
6 See for example, John Locke, Two Treatises of Government, 2nd ed., Peter Laslett (Ed.) (Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press, 1967); in respect of animals, see 303–20 in particular. The discussion of
Locke’s theory with respect to natural rights and animals in this section summarizes the analysis of the
topic undertaken in Gary L. Francione, Animals, Property and the Law (Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1995), at 38–48.
7 For a detailed description of the Canadian picture, see John Sorenson, About Canada: Animal Rights,
(Winnipeg, MB: Fernwood Publishing, 2010). An older but still highly relevant discussion can also be
found in Charlotte Montgomery, Blood Relations: Animals, Humans, and Politics (Toronto: Between the
Lines, 2000).
8 Purpose bred is an industry term used to describe the animals who are bred, sometimes genetically engineered, and patented by private corporations specifically for the purpose of being used in experiments.
Random source is a term used to describe the lost and abandoned pets and other animals that research
facilities gather cheaply from pounds and a variety of other sources.
9 This is not to suggest that we have achieved actual equality in the human world. Biases based on the enumerated examples and many others certainly persist. However, at least formally, if not yet substantively,
equality is a Western value and a goal to which we strive; humans cannot own and enslave other humans,
nor treat one as mere means to another’s ends.
10 See Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c. C.46, ss. 445.1–447.1.
11 For example, in Ontario: Ontario Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, RSO 1990, c. O.36.
Provincial legislation also creates municipalities and empowers them to enact bylaws. To varying degree,
municipal bylaws can also contain provisions addressing animal welfare. While such laws typically provide
minimal standards of care for companion animals kept within the jurisdiction, they can also be more
ambitious. As observed near the end of this chapter, some municipalities have responded directly to the
harms of the pet and exotic animal trades by prohibiting the sale or keeping of certain animal species
within the municipal jurisdiction, and have thereby prevented people from keeping exotic animals as pets,
or even having exotic animals travel through the jurisdiction to perform in a circus or novelty act.
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12 This is so even when it comes to food and research. It modern times, in most places, it is not necessary
to eat animal products and, in fact, an increasingly strong case can be made that doing so, especially to
the degree that modern Western societies do, is harmful for our health. When it comes to research, much
animal research is directly commercial and does not even purport to be seeking to cure disease. Further,
respected scientists have begun to express that use of the animal model for human disease can be deceptive
and can hinder, rather than further, progress.
13 	Recommended codes of practice in respect to many of the animals used in agriculture are now prepared
under the auspices of the National Farm Animal Care Council, composed almost entirely of industry
organizations. The codes endorse some of the most horrific practices affecting animals in their daily lives.
14 For example, in Ontario, “distress” is defined as “the state of being in need of proper care, water, food or
shelter or being injured, sick or in pain or suffering or being abused or subject to undue or unnecessary
hardship, privation or neglect,” Ontario Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, R.S.O. 1990,
c. O.22, s. 1(1).
15 See Reece v. Edmonton (City), 2010 ABQB 538.
16 See Reece v. Edmonton (City), 2011 ABCA 238. Lucy’s tragic state is detailed in Chief Justice Fraser’s
thoughtful but dissenting decision.
17 See Reece v. Edmonton (City), above note 17, paras. 39–199.
18 For further consideration of this idea, and of the essential issues relating to animals and the law generally,
one should read the works of American legal scholar Gary L. Francione.
19 In Ontario, these bylaws have been aggressively challenged by the circus industry, which has had some
successs, but on spurious legal grounds that beg reconsideration. For further discussion, see Lesli Bisgould,
Animals and the Law (Toronto: Irwin Law, 2011), pp. 265–66.
20 See International Bio Research v. Richmond (City), 2011 BCSC 471.
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Anthropomorphic Visions of Chickens
Bred for Human Consumption
Karen Davis

The misery of egg-laying birds has been well documented, but what about the life
of chickens bred for eating?
—Andrew Purvis, “Pecking Order”

In 2004, a professor of agriculture at Dordt College in Sioux Center, Iowa, gave a talk in

which he argued that the animal rights movement consists mainly of urbanites with “anthropomorphized visions of animals.” Animal rights people, he said, know animals mainly as pets,
and because they have been taught that humans “really are like animals,” these people have a
sentimentalized view of animals (O’Rourke, 2004, p. 1567).
Granted, animal rights people may be tempted to try to turn their companion animals
into duplicates of themselves, surrounded as so many of us are by machines and multi-layers of
comfort in an entirely humanized, technologized world into which our animal companions—
our cats and dogs and pet birds—must fit, along with the home furnishings and appliances.
Rhetorically, some animal advocates may be tempted to portray all animals on the planet as
existing in a kind of Disneyesque framework of utopian harmony outside of any natural ecological order. It is possible for even the most dedicated animal rights advocate to slide unwittingly
from sensitivity to sentimentality toward the members of other species, to the point where the
identities, needs, and desires of other creatures become artificially fused, or confused, with the
advocate’s own, resulting in a false anthropomorphism of overzealous “humanization” of both
domestic and free-living animals. That said, the majority of activists I have worked with for more
than 30 years are passionate about wanting non-human animals to be able to live according to
their natures and to be respected for who they are. The desire to share our lives companionably
with certain animals, and to protect all animals from human cruelty as much as possible, is quite
different from the desire to separate our species from the rest of the animal kingdom, except in
the role of a controlling, subjugating force.
Animal exploiters brandish the term anthropomorphism to silence criticism of their mistreatment of animals. Ever since Darwin’s theory of evolution erupted in the nineteenth century (The
Origin of Species appeared in 1859), anthropomorphism has been used to suppress objections to
the cruel and inhumane treatment of animals and to enforce the doctrine of an unbridgeable
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gap between humans and other animals—except when convenient, as in the use of non-human
animals as experimental “models” for human diseases, or dressing them in costumes and making
them do demeaning tricks for our amusement. The term anthropomorphism, which originally
referred to the attribution of human characteristics to a deity, now refers almost entirely to the
attribution of consciousness, emotions, and other mental states, once commonly regarded as
exclusively or predominantly human, to non-human animals.
While sentimentalized anthropomorphism may be a risk for animal advocates, anthropomorphism based on empathy and careful observation is a valid approach to understanding other
species. Indeed, we can only see the world “through their eyes” by looking through our own.
The imposition of humanized traits and behaviours on other animals for purely selfish purposes,
forcing them to behave in ways that are that are unnatural to the animals themselves, is not the
same thing as drawing inferences about the emotions, interests, and desires of animals rooted
in our common evolutionary heritage.
Humans are linked to other animals through evolution, and communication between many
species is commonplace. Reasonable inferences may be drawn regarding such things as an animal’s body language, facial expressions, and vocal inflections in situations that produce comparable responses in ourselves. Chickens, for example, have a voice of unmistakable woe or enthusiasm
in situations where these responses make sense. Their body language of “curved toward the earth”
(drooping) versus “head up, tail up” is similarly interpretable. Behavioural resemblances do not
require an exact match. One may consider these resemblances in terms of the common wellspring from which all experience flows, or in the form of a musical analogy, in which the theme
of sentience and its innumerable manifestations hark back to the matrix of all sentient forms.
Anthropomorphism conceived in these terms makes sense. One may legitimately formulate ideas
about non-human animals—their desires, needs, deprivations, and happiness—that the rhetoric
of exploitation seeks to discredit. One may proffer a counter-rhetoric of animal liberation.
The treatment of chickens bred for human consumption exemplifies false anthropomorphism as its worst. Paradoxically, it entails the industrialized severance of chickens from all
human sympathy and connectedness with the natural world, while simultaneously imposing on
them a set of humanized constructions designed to reflect only what we want to extract from
them at the expense of who they are and what they need in order to continue being chickens.
In this discussion I focus primary attention on chickens bred commercially for their flesh as
opposed to chickens bred for their eggs. Chickens bred for meat production and characterized
by the poultry industry as “broilers,” “fryers,” and “roasters” represent the largest number of
land animals bred specifically for human consumption. Globally, more than 40 billion chickens
are slaughtered for meat each year out of an estimated 65 billion farmed animals killed for this
purpose. Approximately 5 billion egg-laying hens are in battery cages throughout the world,
many of them in production complexes holding up to a million or more birds (Davis, 2009, p. v).
Despite the disparity in numbers, the plight of battery-caged hens has received more attention from animal activists than that of chickens bred for their flesh. Why is this? One reason, I
believe, is that the suffering of egg-laying hens in battery cages is much more dramatically apparent to most people than the suffering of chickens in broiler sheds. An onlooker can distinguish
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only a few hens out of the thousands crammed together in battery cages, and images of their
torture and frustration, their entanglement in wires and beating of their wings against cage bars,
are distressing even to people who are unfamiliar with chickens. By contrast, chickens bred for
meat are not raised in cages, although this could change by the end of the twenty-first century
(Davis, 2009, pp. 120–21; Texha, 2012). Instead they are raised to the age of six weeks on floors
in enormous buildings the size of football fields, where they appear to the eye in their first week
of life as thousands of indistinguishable fuzzy yellow chicks, eating, drinking, and mixing with
the sawdust and wood chips. In the weeks that follow, their weight multiplies approximately 65
times until, sitting heavily and inert in layers of excrement, lame and in pain, they appear to a
person standing in the doorway of the stench-filled shed like lumps of dough stretching into the
dark, or what a journalist once called “a sea of stationary grey objects” (Purvis, 2006).
How did they get this way? Ever since the 1950s, chickens have been divided into two
distinct types—broiler chickens bred for meat production and laying hens bred for egg production. Battery cages for egg-laying hens—identical units of confinement arranged in rows and
tiers—and confinement sheds for broiler chickens became standardized during the 1940s and
the 1950s in North America, and spread through Europe in the decades that followed.
Previously, chickens, turkeys, ducks, and geese roamed largely at will, often sharing the
farmhouse with their owners. They foraged in the fields and among the bushes and willows of
the brooks and springs looking for the grasses, seeds, sprouts, insects, vitamins, and minerals
they needed, with little or no dependence on homegrown grain.
Chickens were raised in towns and villages as well as on farms, and many city people kept
them in back lots of various sizes. As late as 1930, the average number of chickens for the three
million reporting farms in the United States was 23 (Wilson, 1974, p. 218). At that time, many
chickens still seem to have enjoyed a fairly normal life, roosting in the trees in the summer and
sheltering in the stables and sheds during the winter with the other animals on the farm. Families
used the birds for food and sold them and their eggs at the country store and to travelling haulers
who went from farm to farm collecting unwanted young roosters (cockerels) and sick, spent, and
deformed hens from the egg-laying flock. Assembling a quantity of birds, the haulers would sell
them to a poultry broker who arranged for their delivery to other poultry handlers, city slaughterers, and butcher shops. This is essentially the nature of the live poultry market trade to this day.
The development of the broiler chicken industry from a family enterprise to a commercial
agribusiness was featured in a special issue of Broiler Industry magazine in July 1976. As the
United States of America celebrated its 200th anniversary that month, the chicken industry
celebrated its 50th, according to the editors. Ray Goldberg, who with John Davis coined the term
agribusiness in the mid-1950s at the Harvard Business School, observed that one would have been
“hard-pressed 50 years ago to find even a dozen flocks of chickens in lots of as large as 10,000
per farm that were being raised especially for supplying poultry meat” (Goldberg, 1976, p. 14).
The US Department of Agriculture traces the beginning of continuous year-round production of broiler chickens to a farmer named Cecile Long Steele in Ocean View, Delaware.
In 1923, Steele raised a winter flock of 500 birds, overcoming traditional dependence on seasonal egg-laying and the raising of chicks by mother hens in the spring and early summer. The
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chicken industry sets 1926 as the start of its era. In that year, Steele and her husband, Wilmer,
built a farm capable of producing 10,000 chickens year-round, and the first railroad car full of
live broiler chickens (as opposed to “run-of-the-farm fowl”) was shipped from New Hampshire
to New York City, at a time when live chickens were being transported from New England to
New York by truck and from the Midwest to eastern markets by train, to be slaughtered in the
backrooms of grocery stores (Coleman, 1976, p. 49–50).
My own acquaintance with broiler chickens began in the mid-1980s, when my husband
and I rented a house in Maryland on a piece of land that included a backyard chicken shed.
One day in June about a hundred young chickens appeared in the shed. A few weeks later the
chickens were huge. I knew little about broiler chickens at the time, but I was impressed by how
crippled these birds were. I saw what Jim Mason and Peter Singer meant when they wrote in
Animal Factories that the fleshly bodies of broiler chickens “grow so quickly that development of
their bones and joints can’t keep up.… Many of these animals crouch or hobble about in pain
on flawed feet and legs” (Mason & Singer, 1990, p. 45).
The chicken industry tells the public that thanks to pharmaceutical research, better management, diet, and related improvements, poultry diseases have been practically eliminated.
However, industry publications and my own experience tell a totally different story. A major
part of this story concerns what has been done to chickens genetically to create an unhealthily
heavy, fast-growing bird, falsely promoted to consumers as “healthy,” even though poultry is the
most common cause of foodborne illness in consumer households (Greger, 2006, p. 47). These
chickens have been rendered ill and unfit as a result of genetic manipulation, unwholesome
diets, drugs, antibiotics, and the toxic air and bedding in the chicken houses where they live
in almost complete darkness, until they are rounded up, thrown in crates, and trucked to the
slaughterhouses. Their bodies are abnormal. As I wrote in my book Prisoned Chickens, Poisoned
Eggs: An Inside Look at the Modern Poultry Industry, “When you pick up a chicken on the road
who has fallen off a truck on the way to slaughter, the huge white bird with the little peeping
voice and baby blue eyes feels like liquid cement” (Davis, 2009, p. vi).
A description in the Atlanta Journal Constitution in Georgia in 1991 is as true today as it
was then:
Every week throughout the South, millions of chickens leaking yellow pus, stained by
green feces, contaminated by harmful bacteria, or marred by lung and heart infections,
cancerous tumors, or skin conditions are shipped for sale to consumers, instead of being
condemned and destroyed. [One inspector said:] “I’ve had bad air sac birds that had yellow
pus visibly coming out of their insides, and I was told to save the breast meat off them
and even save the second joint of the wing. You might get those breasts today at a store in
a package of breast fillets. And you might get the other part in a pack of buffalo wings.”
(Bronstein, 1991, p. C1)

Even if you rescue a chicken from the poultry shed when the bird is only a day or two old and
provide the seemingly healthy little creature with wholesome food, fresh air, and compassionate
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care, the genetic pathologies built into it will begin to emerge in the form of cardiovascular
disease, gastrointestinal disorders, crippled joints, and unnatural gaits. The breast muscle of
these birds grows disproportionally large and pendulous, and the internal organs are squeezed
by the amount of fat and overproduction of muscle tissue, impairing their ability to breathe.
Often the birds swell up with fluid and their faces and combs (the fleshy red crest on top of
their heads) turn purple from oxygen deficiency. Often their skin and intestines are rotting from
bacterial infections such as gangrenous dermatitis and necrotic enteritis. Such chickens usually
die of heart failure within a few days, weeks, or months, even though chickens in nature can
live up to 30 years, and traditional domestic chickens can live for 10 years or more. The difference in lifespans reflects the fact that human tampering with the natural fitness of chickens,
who evolved to thrive in the tropical forests of Southeast Asia and the rugged foothills of the
Himalayan Mountains, has not benefitted them.
As noted, the twentieth century saw chickens divided into two distinct utility strains, two
separate “divisions of labour,” one for egg production, the other for meat production. In both cases,
the model of the chicken is based on metaphors derived from industrial technology. Hens bred for
commercial egg production went from being nurturing and attentive mother birds, surrounded by
their broods of frisky, playful chicks, to being characterized as “efficient egg machines” (Skinner,
1974, p. 367). Roosters were stripped of their role as the vigilant and protective heads of their own
families and turned ignominiously into semen providers. Today, factory-farmed chickens are not
only in factories; they are regarded by the chicken industry as factories. The poultry industry manual Commercial Chicken Meat and Egg Production states that the “technology built into buildings
and equipment is embodied genetically into the chicken itself” (Bell & Weaver, 2002, p. 108).
Biologically, chickens bred for meat production are a hybridization of passive growth characteristics on the one hand and forced labour on the other, what the industry calls “productivity.” What does this “productivity” consist of? Contrary to what we usually think of as
work—physical and/or mental effort exerted to do or make something—the notion of the
“work” of chickens on a factory farm may seem strange. Granted, egg-laying hens are caged in
horrible conditions, but while they are there, aren’t they just laying eggs in the same way apples
fall from a tree? (Actually, no. The formation and laying of an egg is an extremely complex biological activity in female birds.) And while chickens bred for meat have been forced to become
what University of California professor Michael Watts calls industrial “sites of accumulation,”
how does becoming buried in one’s own flesh constitute work or anything that could reasonably
be regarded as forced labour?
If this seems far-fetched, consider Watts’s imagery in his essay “The Age of the Chicken,”
where he writes that “the ‘designer chicken’ establishes the extent to which nutritional and
genetic sciences have produced a ‘manmade’ broiler, a cyborg, to fit the needs of industry.”
There is “something grotesque,” he argues, “about the creation of a creature which is a sort of
steroidally enhanced growth machine, producing in unprecedentedly short periods of time
enormous quantities of flesh around a distorted skeleton.… What is striking about the chicken
is the extent to which the ‘biological body’ has been actually constructed physically, to meet the
needs of the industrial labor process” (Watts, 2002, pp. 15–16).
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The labour of chickens bred for meat production is internalized forced labour. Like everything else in their lives, including their lives, their work is invisible. This is because, in addition
to its being conducted in dark buildings without any windows, the work has been built into the
chicken’s genome with the result that the bird’s body is locked in a state of perpetual warfare
with itself and with the essential nature of the chicken as such. A former chicken farmer captures
something of the pathology inside these birds when she writes that “the sign of a good meat flock
is the number of birds dying from heart attacks” (Baskin, 1978, p. 38).
To the poultry industry, chickens are units of production no different in the moral outlook
of their owners than the machinery of production. They are specialized divisions of labour while
they are alive, either piling on flesh or churning out eggs. At the same time, industry officials
cultivate the idea that they care about the welfare of the birds, but do so in a way that ensures
public ignorance and complacency. While accusing animal advocates of “anthropomorphism”
for saying the chickens are miserable, they will turn around and tell you that the chickens are
“happy,” and call their brand of anthropomorphism “science.”
The National Chicken Council trade group in the United States tells people that “the physical welfare of animals is very important to the broiler chicken industry,” and that economic
profitability cannot be achieved without careful attention to welfare (R. Lobb, personal communication, November 18, 2002). However, this is not how the system actually works. Chickens
do not gain weight and lay eggs in inimical surroundings because they are comfortable, content,
or well cared for, but because they are specifically manipulated to do these things, artificially,
through genetics and management techniques that have nothing to do with happiness, except
to destroy it. In addition, chickens in production agriculture are slaughtered at extremely young
ages, before diseases and death have decimated the flocks as they would otherwise do, even with
all the medications. Chickens can be profoundly mistreated and still “produce,” just as people
can be overweight, sexually active, and able to bear children in conditions of poverty and enslavement. Like humans, chickens can “adapt” to mistreatment up to a point, although the abuses
heaped upon chickens are so overwhelming that animal science professor Dr. John Webster calls
industrial chicken production, “in both magnitude and severity, the single most severe, systematic
example of man’s inhumanity to another sentient animal” (Webster, 1994, p. 156).
To understand Webster’s indictment, we have to imagine what it must feel like to be one of
these birds. If they appear in the poultry shed as anonymous masses of glimmering flesh spread
silently across the floor, in reality each and every bird is a conscious individual who is living as
intimately with his or her own body and feelings as you and I are with ours. Despite the damage
that has been done to them physically, chickens possess ancestral memories of who they intrinsically are. Their retention of species identity and integrity can be glimpsed in sanctuaries such
as the United Poultry Concerns Sanctuary in Virginia that provide them with opportunities
for natural expression despite their physical infirmities. They socialize together, sunbathe, dust
bathe, and dig in the earth with their claws and beaks as best they can. They will perch on a
low branch or a bale of straw until it becomes too painful for them to make the leap. They plod
eagerly out of their houses in the morning into the yard, ready for sunlight and fresh air. They
are very affectionate birds who often enjoy sitting in your lap and may even come up to you
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specifically for a hug. I speak from personal experience with hundreds of chickens rescued from
the “broiler” chicken houses on the eastern shore of Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia, where
our sanctuary is located in the heart of the Delmarva chicken industry.
One approach to understanding the suffering of chickens on factory farms is provided by
social analyst Karl Marx’s concept of “alienation.” Applying this concept to factory employees
in the nineteenth-century capitalist system, which reduced workers to widgets whose only value
was economic productivity (a situation that persists in Third World countries to which assembly-line work is outsourced for cheap labour), Marx described four interrelated aspects of alienation: from the product, from the productive activity, from the species life, and from nature. We
can consider the plight of chickens similarly, as they are beings who have been forcibly shunted
into environments and experiences that are alien and inimical to their nature and well-being.

From Their Own Products
Factory-farmed chickens are alienated from their own products, which consist of their eggs, their
chicks, and parts of their own bodies. The eggs of chickens used for breeding are taken away to
be artificially incubated and hatched in mechanized hatcheries, and those of caged laying hens
roll onto a conveyer belt out of sight. Parents and progeny are severed from one another. Factoryfarmed chickens live and die without ever knowing a mother hen or a parental rooster. The
relationship between the chicken and his or her own body is perverted and degraded by factory
farming. An example is the cruel conflict in young broiler chickens between their abnormally
rapid accumulation of breast muscle tissue and a developing young skeleton that cannot cope
with the weight, resulting in crippling, painful hip-joint degeneration and other afflictions that
prevent the bird from walking normally, and often, finally, from walking at all. Human sufferers
can obtain pain-relief medication; the chickens receive no such kindness.

From Their Own Productive Activity
Chickens are alienated from their own productive activity, which is reduced to the single biological function of laying eggs or gaining weight at the expense of the whole bird. Normal species
activity is prevented so that food will be converted into this particular function only and not be
“wasted” (Bell & Weaver, 2002, p. 866). Exercise of the chicken’s natural repertoire of interests
and behaviours conflicts fundamentally with the goals of factory farming.

From Their Own Societies
Chickens are alienated from their own societies. Their species life is distorted by crowding and
caging, by separation of parents and offspring, by the huge numbers of birds crowded into a vast
confinement area—somewhat as if one were compelled to live one’s entire life at an indoor rock
concert or political rally—and by the lack of natural contact with other age groups and sexes
within the species. Chickens should be living in small groups that spend their days foraging
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for food, socializing, and being active; thus, the egg industry will cynically tell you that one of
the advantages of the battery cage for egg-laying hens is that it satisfies the chicken’s need to be
part of a little flock. More aptly, Dr. Michael Baxter writes, “Forcing hens into such close proximity as occurs in a battery cage disrupts normal social interaction and suggests that the hens
continually strive to get further apart. The ongoing regulation of social spacing and continuous
awareness of other hens in the cage provide evidence of social conflict and indicate that hens
are stressed by being housed so close together” (Baxter, 1994, p. 618).

From the Natural World
In the most encompassing sense, factory-farmed chickens are alienated from surrounding nature,
from an external world that answers intelligibly to their inner world. There is nothing for them
to do or see or look forward to; no voluntary actions are permitted, no joy or zest of living. They
just have to be, in an existential void, until we kill them. Some animal scientists have suggested
that deterioration of mental and physical alertness under these conditions is an adaptive mechanism offsetting chronic, inescapable suffering. However, in an article entitled “Animal Boredom:
Do Animals Miss Being Alert and Active?” biologist F. Wemelsfelder explains more reasonably
that, “It would be conceptually meaningless to assume that such states could in any way come to
be experienced by an animal as ‘normal’ or ‘adapted.’ Behavioural flexibility represents the very
capacity to achieve well-being or adaptation; impairment of such capacity presumably leaves an
animal in a helpless state of continuous suffering” (Wemelsfelder, 1991, p. 122).

Animal Genocide
Until I began writing my book The Holocaust and the Henmaid’s Tale (2005) several years ago, I
understood the term genocide to refer exclusively to the direct killing or attempted direct killing
of every member of a human group with the goal of physically destroying that group and its
presence on earth. Native American scholar Ward Churchill’s book A Little Matter of Genocide
(1997) broadened my understanding. The term genocide was originally formulated by the Polish
jurist Raphael Lemkin in his 1944 book, Axis Rule in Occupied Europe. According to Churchill,
“Lemkin makes it absolutely clear from the outset that his concept of genocide was never meant
to pertain exclusively to direct killing, this being but one means to the end of destroying the
identity of targeted groups” (Churchill, 1997, p. 70).
In an effort to characterize what was happening to the Jewish people and other targeted victims of the Nazis in the 1930s, Lemkin wrote that genocide had two phases: “one, destruction of
the national pattern of the oppressed group; the other, the imposition of the national pattern of
the oppressor” (quoted in Churchill, 1997, p. 68). This concept of genocide allows us to consider
humanity’s relentless, wholesale assault on the individuals, families, and communities of other
animal species, including chickens, as a “genocidal” project. As Lemkin described it, genocide
represents the imposition of the oppressor’s pattern of life on the life pattern of an oppressed
group, a process that may, but does not invariably, entail the complete and direct annihilation of
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the victims. For example, a colonial economy’s dependence on the labour of subjugated people
requires keeping the oppressed population alive to do the work; destroying all of them physically
would destroy the economic system on which colonialism is based and which, in essence, it is.
Similarly, the goal of the chicken industry is not to literally annihilate chickens as a physical
form of existence; rather, the goal is to reconstitute chickens as nothing but food. This entails
destroying the healthy bodies, psyches, families, and social lives of chickens and replacing them
with a human-manufactured construction in which pathologized biology and public perception
replicate each other so that the chicken as a natural being ceases to exist. Humanity is projected
back to itself anthropomorphically in the scene of stationary grey objects, mere raw material for
the mass production of corpses, into which the vibrant tropical forest fowl and zesty denizens
of old-fashioned farmyards have been reduced. The bloated, featherless, rubbery body on the
kitchen counter, the big, smooth, oblong, chlorinated breasts laid out on Styrofoam and plastic
trays in supermarkets and fast-food restaurants, reflect not who chickens are, but who we are.
Consumers eat pieces of “finger” flesh with chemical additives incorporated for taste, texture,
colour, and pathogen control. They eat dead legs and boneless “wings” that are often not wings
at all, but pieces of the chicken’s shoulder blades (Russell, 2010, pp. 10–13).

Anthropomorphic Solutions to Chicken
“Welfare” Problems
Thus far we have considered the plight of chickens caught in the toils of agribusiness in which
they and their identities are forcibly reconstructed to reflect human desires. We have called
the impregnation of chickens with humanized traits a type of anthropomorphism, and we
have represented this enterprise as a genocidal assault on chickens (or more accurately, a “gallocidal” assault, since chickens belong to the order known as galliforms, meaning “cock-shaped”
ground-nesting birds). The ethical dilemma posed by their plight has been characterized in
public debates mainly in terms of the fact that chickens can suffer, by which is usually meant
that they can experience the physical sensations of their abuse. But there is more to suffering
than painful sensations alone. Suffering in the broadest sense refers to a condition of injury,
trauma, or disease that may or may not be consciously felt by the sufferer, as when a malignant
tumour is developing quietly, unbeknownst to the victim. A question is whether it is ethical to
inflict injury on chickens, or any other animals, deliberately, in order to serve the interests of
agribusiness and consumerism, as long as they do not “feel the pain” of their injury. A related
question is whether it is ethical to inflict injury or trauma on chickens (or any other animals)
as a “welfare” measure ostensibly for the purpose of reducing or eliminating their sensations of
suffering in the dystopic environments in which they are forced to live.
What if the sensations of suffering felt by chickens on factory farms could be genetically
eliminated? What if scientists could create chickens, turkeys, and other farmed animals whose
“adjustment” to abusive handling, cruel treatment, and pathogenicity consisted in their inability
to experience their own existence and instead be creatures who were essentially the oblivious entities that their owners already treat them as being? In the early 1990s, an engineer predicted that
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the future of chicken and egg production would come to resemble “industrial-scale versions of the
heart-lung machines that brain-dead human beings need a court order to get unplugged from”
(Burruss, 1993, p. 16A). As long as they don’t “feel” anything, is it ethical to do this to chickens?
Over the years, arguments have been made for surgically or genetically altering chickens in
the name of “better welfare” on factory farms. In the 1980s, a poultry researcher sought to justify
partial beak amputation of female chickens in the egg industry by claiming that “practices such as
removing a portion of a hen’s beak … although causing temporary pain to individuals, can be of
much benefit to the welfare of the group” (Craig, 1981, pp. 243–44). In fact, debeaking has been
shown to cause chronic pain and impairment in chickens, while doing nothing for the welfare of
the group but increasing its misery. Similarly, agribusiness philosopher Paul Thompson has proposed the notion that if blinded chickens “don’t mind” being crowded together in confinement
as much as do chickens who can see, it would “improve animal welfare” to breed blind chickens
(Thompson, 2007, p. 4). A breeder of featherless chickens in Israel makes “welfare” claims for
raising naked chickens on factory farms, despite the fact that feathers help to protect chickens’ skin
from injuries and infections, and that factory farms are loaded with skin irritants and opportunities
for skin laceration (Davis, 2009, p. 121). In these and similar cases, the (so-called) animal welfare
benefits are attached to prospects of increased profitability for business. If blinded chickens or
featherless chickens or beakless chickens or any other type of genetically or surgically mutilated
chickens can be shown to increase economic efficiencies, the solutions will be (and they already are)
represented as a “holistic fit between a farm animal and its environment” (Thompson, 2007, p. 3).
In the above examples, the infliction of injury and representations of “improved welfare”
have come from within agribusiness; however, similar ideas have come from outside of agribusiness as well. The genetic engineering of chickens to fit them to industrial farming conditions has
been offered by some as a welfare solution of sorts. For example, utilitarian philosopher Peter
Singer said he would support the genetic engineering of wingless chickens if it would give them
more room in battery cages, adding that “if you could eliminate various other chicken instincts,
like its [sic] preference for laying eggs in a nest, that would be an improvement too.” Asked if he
would consider it ethical to engineer a “brainless bird” grown strictly for meat, Singer said he would
consider it “an ethical improvement on the present system, because it would eliminate the suffering that these birds are feeling” (Broudy, 2006).
But would it? Most people who hope for a genetic solution to the suffering of animals on factory farms have no idea what actually goes on in genetic engineering laboratories, where countless
animals are routinely being “modified” and trashed. In 1994, I attended the First International
Symposium on the Artificial Insemination of Poultry at the University of Maryland, College
Park. In a talk called “Beyond Freezing Semen,” Robert Etches, a researcher at the University of
Guelph in the Department of Animal and Poultry Science, joked that his presentation should
be called “The Night of the Living Dead.” He was discussing the experimental freezing and
thawing of semen obtained by masturbating laboratory roosters for the purpose of creating
chicken chimeras—chickens with genes from other species inserted into their embryos. Of birds
hatching with no outward sign of the desired change, he said, “We simply throw them away.”
And the audience laughed (Etches, 1995).
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From an ethical standpoint, genetic engineering is not a solution to the suffering of animals
on factory farms, rather it is an extension of the system and mentality that produced and produces such suffering in the first place. Millions of birds and other animals are being tortured
in laboratories, forced into mutilated forms of existence, and discarded, with no more concern
for them or their feelings than if they were paperclips. Moreover, what is the difference, from
the standpoint of “concern” for animals, between surgical amputation of their body parts and
genetic amputation of their body parts, including their brains? Would a chicken really benefit
from being a wingless amputee if the deformity gave her a couple of extra inches of cage space?
Even assuming she would, any extra cage space resulting from the elimination of wings would
most likely be crammed with more chickens.
Let us look at the wingless “welfare” solution through the lens of a real situation. In the
1990s, Dr. Eldon Kienholz, a professor of poultry nutrition at Colorado State University,
described experiments he did on newborn chickens and turkeys, in which he literally cut off
their wings and tails to see if by doing so he could demonstrate a savings in feed costs, since
feed would not be needed to grow wings and tails in birds raised for meat. Later, he wrote that
the de-winged birds, as he called them, “couldn’t get up onto their feet when they fell over.” It
wasn’t pleasant, he wrote, “seeing them spin around on their side trying to get back onto their
feet, without their wings.” Ultimately, the de-winging experiment haunted Kienholz so much
that it became a crucial factor in his decision to retire early from his tenured position as a full
professor in a field he could no longer justify being a part of (Davis, 2009, p. 175).
In addition to the physical effects of wing amputation, there is a further issue. It involves
the question of whether a bird’s wings are mere physical, expendable appendages that can be
lopped off like a table leg, or whether a bird’s wings are an integral part not only of the body
but also of the very being of a bird. Scientific evidence suggests that the consciousness of other
animals, including birds, is rooted in and shaped by what neurologist Oliver Sacks has called
“deep emotional memories or associations … in the limbic system and other regions of the brain
where emotional memories are represented” (Sacks, 2007, p. 108).
Birds, like humans, possess limbic systems and other areas of the brain in which instincts,
memories, and emotions are formed and coordinated, and birds have been shown to share with
humans a complexly evolved brain that processes information and gives rise to experience in
much the same way as the human cerebral cortex. Would it be a consolation or a curse for the
wingless hen to retain memories of her genetically amputated wings as she wastes away in her
cage on an industrial farm?
The answer is not comforting to conscience. Scientists cite neurological evidence that the
amputated stump of a de-beaked bird continues to discharge abnormal afferent nerves in fibres
running from the stump for many weeks after beak trimming, “similar to what happens in
human amputees who suffer from phantom limb pain” (Duncan, 1993, p. 5). A memory of the
amputated beak part persists in the brain, beak, and facial sensations of the mutilated bird even
after “healing” has occurred. Likewise, scientists cite the persistence of “ancestral memories”
in intensively bred, factory-farmed chickens who, although they have never personally experienced so much as the ground under their feet, have “the same drive to scratch away to get their
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food” as their jungle fowl relatives who spend long hours scratching away at the leaves of the
forest floor to reach the tiny seeds of bamboo, which they love (Dawkins, 1993, p. 57). Perhaps
these deeply structured memory formations, retentions, and ineffable networks of knowledge
in the bodies and brains of factory-farmed birds give rise to “phantom limbic memories” in the
individual—to subjective, embodied experiences so integral to the very being of a chicken that
even dismembered or mutilated body parts possess a distant memory of who and what he or she
really is, ontologically (Davis, 2011, pp. 49–53).

Expunging Animal Consciousness: Reducing a
Sensitive Being to a Nonsentient Object
We have touched upon the ethics and effects of amputating the wings and beaks of birds whose
brains remain functional. But what if the chicken’s brain could be genetically excised—“expunged”? What if the elements of memory, instinct, sensation, and emotion could be eliminated and a brainless chicken constructed? In the United Kingdom, an architecture student
named Andre Ford has proposed what he calls the “headless chicken solution” to the suffering
of chickens on factory farms. Drawing on agribusiness philosopher Paul Thompson’s “blind
chicken solution,” mentioned earlier, Ford envisions the removal of factory-farmed chickens’
cerebral cortex. Removing the chicken’s cerebral cortex, he says, would inhibit the bird’s sensory
perceptions so that chickens could be mass-produced without awareness of themselves or their
situation in a technologized universe that would make it easier for the chicken industry to make
even more money facilitating ever-greater consumption of chicken products by the growing
global human population. An article in Wired magazine describes his vision:
After this “desensitisation,” the chickens could then be stacked into huge urban farms with
around 1,000 chickens hooked up to each large vertical frame.… The feet of the chicken
would also be removed in order to pack more in. There could be dozens of these frames in
the vertical farming system, which Ford refers to as the Centre for Unconscious Farming.
Food, water and air would be delivered via a network of tubes and excrement would be
removed in the same way. This technique could achieve a density of around 11.7 chickens
per cubic metre instead of the current 3.2 chickens achieved in broiler houses. (Solon, 2012)

Ford equates removal of the chicken’s brain with the “removal of suffering,” but as we have
seen, suffering and the problem of suffering are matters that are far deeper and more complex
than science-fiction and conventional “welfare” solutions can address. Avian brain removal, far
from “removing suffering,” takes suffering to its furthest limit by destroying the birds themselves, exterminating the identity and beingness of birds, and replacing who they are with the
anthropomorphized identity of their destroyer. Contrary to Ford’s theory, there is no “fundamental difference” between the current dominant poultry production systems and his proposal.
De-braining chickens simply takes the dominant systems, and the pathologies they incorporate,
to their logical conclusion.
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At the same time, there is truth in calling these systems every bit as “shocking” as his
vision for improvement. Ford rightly describes them as being “hidden behind the sentimental
guise of traditional farming scenes that we as consumers hold in our minds and see on our
food packaging.” Such balancing of evils recalls an argument that was made by Peter Singer
several years ago. In an essay called “Heavy Petting,” he compared human sexual assault on
female chickens (hens) with agribusiness’s commercial assault on them. Observing that a man’s
sexual penetration of a hen is usually fatal to her, and that in some cases the perpetrator will
deliberately decapitate the hen in order to heighten his pleasure, Singer says this is obviously
cruel. “But is it worse,” he asks, “for the hen than living for a year or more crowded with four
or five other hens in [a] barren wire cage so small that they can never stretch their wings, and
then being stuffed into crates to be taken to the slaughterhouse, strung upside down on a
conveyer belt and killed? If not, then it is no worse than what egg producers do to their hens
all the time” (Singer, 2001, p. 2).
An irony in Singer’s challenge to conventional thinking is the fact that animal farming is
based on sexually assaulting “food” animals. The boundary between animals as food and animals as sexualized objects has always been blurred, even though most people continue to view
animal agriculture with more or less willful blindness, in a wholesome, utilitarian light. Yet the
rape of chickens and other farmed animals is an ancient, as well as a contemporary, practice
(Dekkers, 1994, pp. 146–47), not only because these animals are readily available for sexual
molestation (I once attended an agribusiness meeting where one of the participants joked that a
farm boy’s first girlfriend is a mule), but because farmed-animal production consists of manipulating animals’ genitals, reproductive systems, and mating behaviour in order to control them
and their biology for meat, milk, and egg production. Sexual violence—anthropomorphizing
and “mating” with non-human animals—is built into animal farming, where the actual treatment of the animals so used is anything but wholesome.
Consider, for example, the attitude of agribusiness “welfare” consultant Temple Grandin,
who, even while professing to care about farmed animals, fully upholds incarcerating, mutilating, and killing them, as well as having sex with them for business purposes. In her book
Animals in Translation, in a section called “How to Make a Pig Fall in Love,” she cheerfully
describes men sexually assaulting captive pigs—getting sows to “stand for the man” while he
sits on her back and artificially inseminates her—and insists that these pig breeders “respect the
animals’ nature.” Not only does she show that sexual assault is a standard pig farming practice;
she suggests by her tone that the restrained female pig enjoys the enforced sexual encounter with
her abuser (Grandin & Johnson, 2005, p. 104).
Similarly, poultry-industry turkeys—who are masturbated for their semen by teams of men
called “milkers” if the birds are male, and artificially inseminated with syringes shoved into
their vaginas if they are female—are said to welcome this experience. Reflecting the jocular
agribusiness viewpoint, journalist Peter Perl wrote in the Washington Post regarding male turkeys
being masturbated by big-muscled men: “They don’t mind it.… They find it pleasing.… Some
turkeys actually get so excited by the mere arrival of the milkers that they cannot be milked in
time” (Perl, 1995, p. 16).
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In reality, the “excitement” of turkeys in the breeder facility expresses terror, pain, and
stress so severe that the victims often die of heart attacks from chest muscle strangulation
caused by the brutality of the encounter. Their terror is similar to the fright that is shown by
ducks and geese bred for the production of foie gras (fatty liver) when being manhandled and
orally assaulted with slurry-filled metal funnels shoved down their throats three times a day
for the purpose of inducing liver disease for the pleasure of “gourmet” diners. After working
at a ConAgra turkey breeding facility in Missouri, Jim Mason, author of An Unnatural Order,
described the violent manner in which the milkers physically restrained and masturbated the
male turkeys and “broke” the females (Davis, 2001, pp. 84–85). When I attended the Artificial
Insemination of Poultry Symposium at the University of Maryland, mentioned earlier, among
all of the other obscenities represented by the speakers as “scientific” and normal, attendees
were shown slides of men sexually manipulating turkeys with the letters L O V E written across
their knuckles in red. Posted on display boards at the conference were close-up photographs of
the vents of female chickens into which tubes were inserted. In light of such things, it cannot
be surprising that we have the impertinence to anthropomorphize depraved human sexual
behaviour, in perverse order, as “acting like animals.” In reality, the only creature that “acts like
animals” in the scurrilous manner attributed to other animal species is us.

Conclusion: The Chicken Anthropomorphized
as “World Conqueror”
The June 2012 issue of Smithsonian magazine, the monthly publication of the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, DC, includes an article celebrating global chicken production and
consumption entitled “How the Chicken Conquered the World.” The cover of the magazine
features a cartoon depiction of the “Chicken Conqueror” dressed as Napoleon (Adler & Lawler,
2012). The editors of this publication of culture and archeology seemed eager to “dress up” the
magazine by not only glitzing the story of turning chickens into “crispy” corpses—“the ubiquitous food of our era”—but also by illustrating the account with what they called “astounding”
images. Readers were invited to take a peek at the editorial brainstorming process: “What if you
were to take portraits of raw chickens, dressed up as some of the most famous leaders in history …
Chickens-Dressed-Like-Napoleon-Einstein-and-Other-Historical-Figures?” (Gambino, 2012).
From a conventional perspective, dressing up a defenceless and defeated creature as a “conqueror” may seem funny and clever; otherwise, it is callous and cruel. And there is nothing new
about it. Anthropomorphic derision of non-human animals in a spirit of malevolent jollity is an
age-old ritual in the carnivalesque tradition of taunting and tormenting helpless victims, both
literally and figuratively. Opposing the sanctimony of pious sentiments and ceremonies, the
carnivalesque spirit emphasizes mockery, sarcasm, cruelty, gluttony, and a grotesque concept of
physical abuse of bodies. In the carnivalesque tradition, humans and other animals are mixed
derisively together. Only the eyes, wrote cultural analyst Mikhail Bakhtin, “have no part in
these comic images,” because eyes “express an individual, so to speak” (Bakhtin, 1967, p. 316).
Apart from the Napoleon cartoon, all of the other images of chickens dressed as “historical
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figures” in the Smithsonian article are headless corpses. Looking at them, I thought about the
testimony of former Tyson chicken slaughterhouse worker Virgil Butler, who wrote before he
died in 2006 of how the chickens who were about to be slaughtered would stare at him with their
eyes as they hung upside down on the conveyer belts, fully conscious and filled with excruciating
electric shocks administered to their faces through cold, salted, electrified water on the way to
having their throats cut. He said of these chickens, “They try to hide their head from you by
sticking it under the wing of the chicken next to them on the slaughter line.… You can tell by
them looking at you, they’re scared to death” (Davis, 2009, pp. 131, 141).
Butler said he became a vegetarian when he could no longer look at a piece of a dead chicken or
any other meat anymore without seeing “the sad, tortured face that was attached to it sometime in
the past” (Davis, 2004, p. 4). He quit his job and changed his life when he could no longer turn a
blind eye or hide his head in a “headless chicken solution,” however manufactured or tricked out as
“animal welfare,” to ease his conscience. This chapter is written in memory of him and the billions
of chickens who have already suffered and died. It is written in a spirit of hope for the billions of
chickens we can save from a miserable life by saying within ourselves, “Let there be peace, and let
it begin with me,” and acting on this desire.
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Animal Welfare Issues in the
Canadian Dairy Industry
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The Canadian Dairy Industry:
Facts, Public Perspective, and Animal Welfare
The dairy industry is the third-largest Canadian agriculture industry behind grains/oilseeds and
red meats (CDC, 2012), with Quebec and Ontario accounting for the bulk of milk production (CDIC, 2012a). In 2011, fueled by 12,746 farms (DFC, n.d.) and 1.4 million dairy cows
(CDIC, 2012b), the industry generated $5.8 billion in farm cash receipts, and $13.7 billion in
manufacturing sales (Statistics Canada, 2012). Average revenue per farm is estimated to be $3.5
million per year (Cayo, 2012).
Aside from its praised contribution to the nation’s economy, the Canadian dairy industry is
also favourably viewed by the general public. Pastoral images of little red barns and contented
grazing cows are reinforced by million-dollar campaigns by the Dairy Farmers of Canada and
provincial dairy marketing boards, and milk promotion programs in the school system (see,
for example, Mann, 2012). However, a thorough understanding of the dairy industry quickly
refutes the false imagery.
The farming landscape has dramatically changed over the past 40 years, with the number of
Canadian dairy farms decreasing from 145,000 in 1971 to 12,746 in 2011 (DFC, n.d.). During this
same period, however, the number of animals per farm increased. In 1976, the average number of
animals per farm was 21 (NRC, 2009). Today, it is 77 (CDIC, 2012b), although the number varies
greatly by province. For example, in 2012, the average number of animals per farm in Quebec was
59, while British Columbia’s farms had, on average, 152 animals (CanWest DHI, 2012a).
Of the dairy cows farmed in Canada, 94% are the easily recognizable bicolour Holstein
breed (Brodhagen, 2013). Originating in the Netherlands approximately 2,000 years ago and
brought to America in the nineteenth century (Mansfield, 1985), Holsteins have been subjected
to continued genetic selection in favour of increased milk production—an effort that intensified
after the development of artificial insemination in the mid-1900s (see, for example, Holstein
Association USA, 2013).
As a result of this selection, modern dairy cows produce a remarkably high volume of milk.
In 1931, 41.9 million heifers (females who have not yet born a calf) and cows (CDIC, 2012c)
produced 62 million hectolitres of milk (CDIC, 2012d). In 2011, just 1.4 million cows and heifers
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(CDIC, 2012b) produced 77 million hectolitres of milk (CDIC, 2012d). This dramatic increase
in milk production per cow has a significant impact on the welfare of the animals, as reflected
by their greatly reduced lifespan. Today, most dairy cows are culled and sent to slaughter at just
four or five years of age (see, for example, Ametaj et al., 2012), a fraction of their natural lifespan.
This chapter seeks to address widely held misbeliefs about the Canadian dairy industry by
providing an overview of the animal welfare issues within it. It is based on scientific and agriculture literature, as well as field investigations conducted across Canada by Canadians for Ethical
Treatment of Food Animals (CETFA), a non-profit organization created in 1990 to examine
animal agriculture practices. The first part of the chapter details the life cycle of dairy cows
on Canadian farms, with a focus on practices that result in animal suffering. The second part
delves more deeply into welfare issues associated with milk production. The chapter concludes
with a look ahead to the expected evolution of the dairy industry in Canada, and its impact on
the welfare of the animals within it.

The Basics of Milk Production
Dairy cows, like humans and other mammals, secrete milk in response to a series of hormone
interactions following pregnancy and delivery. Thus, dairy producers must forcibly impregnate
cows for milk production to begin.
Today, it is rare for dairy producers to keep bulls on their farms to impregnate cows and heifers.
This is due to the prohibitive financial cost of keeping the animals, as well as the inability to ensure
genetics favouring high production in the offspring. Artificial insemination, with semen obtained
from “proven” bulls, is thus the chosen method of impregnation of dairy cows on modern farms.

Artificial Insemination
The artificial insemination system favoured by dairy producers is recto-vaginal whereby a farm
worker or veterinarian inserts his arm into the cow’s rectum and, through the rectal wall, manipulates the animal’s genital tract. An insemination pipette or gun is then inserted into the vagina
and semen is deposited through the cervix into the uterus (Delarnette & Nebel, n.d.). More
than 50% of cows must be inseminated at least twice before becoming pregnant (Lucy, 2012).
Cows are subjected to this invasive procedure several times during their short life on dairy farms.
In nature, semen from a bull is released into the cow’s vagina, not into her cervix. The
particular invasiveness of the artificial insemination procedure is a direct consequence of the
dairy industry’s continuing search for increased profit: to save on cost, as few sperm cells as
possible are used, and their placement at the front end of the cervix, instead of in the vagina,
is thus critical to ensure the highest fertility rate possible (Parish & Larson, 2010). Improper
handling during artificial insemination can irritate the colon (Parish & Larson, 2010); damage
the urethra, bladder, cervix, or lining of the cows’ uterus (see, for example, Veepro Holland,
2010); and lead to infections (Delarnette & Nebel, n.d.). In dairy cows, rectal palpation and
artificial insemination procedures have also been shown to increase levels of cortisol (Nakao et
al., 1994), a hormone indicative of stress (Bristow & Holmes, 2007).
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Cows who do not get pregnant after a few attempts are culled and slaughtered; the others
give birth approximately nine months later.

Calving
Dairy cows are herd animals who develop strong social bonds with their herd mates and
even share the supervision of their calves with other cows when grazing. Yet, in natural conditions, pregnant cows express a need for isolation by secluding themselves in quiet areas to give
birth (Tucker, 2009), only allowing their newborns to be seen by the rest of the herd days later.
Ignoring the private nature of birthing in these animals, some dairy producers fail to provide cows about to calve with areas separate from other cows. A survey of 115 Quebec dairy
farms revealed that in more than half of the facilities cows were not provided with separate calving pens; when calving pens were available, they were instead often used to isolate sick animals
(Vasseur et al., 2010). All the farms surveyed used a tie-stall system, meaning that pregnant
cows were forced to give birth while still chained by the neck to their stalls. This extreme confinement frequently prevents the cows from finding positions comfortable enough to relieve the
pain that they experience at the time of calving, as suggested by observable behaviour changes
(Huzzey et al., 2005).
Additionally, a number of animals are forced each year, through injections of corticosteroids
(either combined with prostaglandins or alone) (Schmitt, Garverick, & Mather, 1975), to give
birth in public as an attraction promoting dairy farming. Such displays, featured at agriculture
exhibits and “open farm day” events (author, pers. observation), subject pregnant cows about
to calve to particularly stressful conditions, including noise, lack of privacy, and unfamiliar
conditions. These spectator events also jeopardize cows and calves’ health, increasing the risks
of complications during and after calving, as well as the risk of stillbirth (Schmitt, Garverick,
& Mather, 1975; Mansell et al., 2006).
After the stress of the calving process, cows are subjected to the emotional distress of having
their newborn taken away.

Separation of Calves from Their Mothers
As sexed semen is rarely used during artificial insemination, about half of the calves born on dairy
farms are male. Under natural conditions, cows and their calves develop a strong bond (see, for
example, Flower & Weary, 2001)—a necessary evolutionary mechanism given that calves depend
upon their mother’s care for survival. Calves nurse for 6 to 12 months, weaning themselves
progressively (Stookey & Haley, 2002). Females stay with their mothers their entire lives, while
males leave the herd after they reach one year of age. On farms, however, both male and female
calves are separated from their mothers almost immediately and forcibly weaned far too early.
With the wide use of artificial insemination and the inability of male calves to produce milk,
these animals are of no use on dairy farms and are sold (at auction or directly to other producers)
to be raised for “red veal” (grain-fed) or “white veal” (milk-fed) (Duncan & Rollin, 2012).
Male calves are removed from their mothers within hours of birth (Duncan & Rollin,
2012) and are often not provided with enough colostrum (first milk produced by cows after
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parturition, which contains immunoglobulins needed by calves to acquire immunity against
diseases). They are subjected to the stress of transportation and new surroundings, and deprived
of social contact. Calves raised to become white veal meat are fed iron-depleted diets, which
might induce anaemia and increase risks of infections (Gygax et al., 1993).
The majority of veal calves, whether raised for white or red veal, are kept in isolation inside
barren, narrow crates that restrict most natural behaviours (Friend & Dellmeier, 1988) for at
least part of their short life (Duncan & Rollin, 2012). They are also typically not provided with
the opportunity to forage, frustrating their need to ruminate (Duncan & Rollin, 2012). These
conditions may lead to psychological distress (Friend & Dellmeier, 1988) and the development
of stereotypies (Mason, 1991a; Mattiello et al., 2002; Mason & Rushen, 2006)—repetitive
behaviours brought on by mental duress (Mason, 1991b)—as well as infections, ulcers, and
other physical ailments (Wiepkema et al., 1987).
Although female calves often remain on their farm of birth as replacement heifers, they are
also removed from their mother immediately after they are born. Newborn calves do not have
a functional immune system and rely on immunoglobulins present in their mother’s colostrum
to acquire immunity against diseases (see, for example, Weaver et al., 2000). It is important for
calves to drink colostrum within a few hours of birth, as their absorption of immunoglobulins
is best in the first few hours of their life and decreases rapidly over time (Weaver et al., 2000;
Godden, 2008; Stott et al., 1979). In fact, a large quantity of colostrum absorbed at birth has
been linked to better growth and increased milk production later in life (Faber et al., 2005).
The current industry recommendation is that producers feed calves a minimum of four litres
of colostrum shortly after birth (Weaver et al., 2000), a quantity that close to one-quarter of
Holstein calves might not be able to ingest at once (Vasseur, Rushen, & de Passillé, 2009).
Instead of allowing calves to suckle naturally from their mothers, producers thus often separate
the animals to control the quantity of colostrum received. Colostrum might be fed via a bottle
with a rubber teat, provided in a bucket, or forced down the calves’ throats through an esophageal tube to ensure they drink the recommended amount. The separation of female calves from
their mothers also allows producers to prevent calves from ingesting milk that can instead be
sold for human consumption. It is thus economically profitable for producers to take calves away
from their mothers, and instead feed them milk replacer or waste whole milk (which cannot be
sold for human consumption).

Milk Replacers and Early Weaning
Research suggests that calves’ mortality rates are lower when they are fed whole milk (see, for
example, Godden et al., 2005), yet milk replacers are widely used in dairy operations because of
their cheaper cost. Milk replacers generally contain milk proteins, obtained from by-products of
the processing of dairy products. They may also contain proteins from plants, such as soya, or
from animals, such as fish or animal plasma. Yet, even when using industry by-products, milk
replacers are relatively costly, so it is to a producers’ advantage to wean calves (i.e., transition
the animals from milk to solid foods) as soon as possible. Typically, this is done by providing
solid food to the calves while feeding milk replacer to an amount of approximately 10% of their
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body weight (Kennedy & Lewis, n.d.). This corresponds to about four or five litres of milk per
day (Jasper & Weary, 2002; Hammon et al., 2002; Hepola, 2003), which is up to two to three
times less than the quantity calves would naturally drink (de Passillé & Rushen, 2006).
The widely used practice of underfeeding calves, known as “restricted feeding,” forces them
to turn to solid foods (grains and/or hay) by keeping them in a state of permanent hunger
(Borderas, de Passillé, & Rushen, 2009; De Paula Vieira et al., 2008). New recommendations
now suggest that producers provide a minimum of at least eight litres of milk replacer per day
(see, for example, Perreault, Baillargeon, & Trottier, 2012). However, these recommendations
are also linked to research showing economic gains (feeding calves greater quantities of milk
replacer results in higher milk production later), rather than to animal welfare considerations.
Weaning, which naturally occurs at six months of age or older, following a progressive transition from milk to solid foods, is a distressing process for calves. In modern farming, however,
calves are often forced to wean because milk supply is suddenly stopped. In addition, regardless
of whether weaning on farms is done progressively or not, it always occurs much earlier than
in nature, forcing the animals to change their diets in a matter of weeks (Vasseur et al., 2010).
Physiological and behavioural responses to the stress of weaning at an early age include weight loss,
distress vocalizations, and expression of stereotypical behaviours (Weary, Jasper, & Hötzel, 2008).

Confinement Systems for Female Calves
Like male calves, female calves are generally kept in isolation, deprived of exercise, physical
contact, and social interaction with their mothers and others, at least for the first weeks of their
lives. Individual confinement systems, such as fibreglass (or plastic) outdoor hutches and indoor
pens, are typically used in Canada. However, other systems, such as metal or wooden crates,
tie-stalls, or even simply chaining animals to a wall, are also used on Canadian farms (Vasseur
et al., 2010). The vast majority of these systems prevent animals from resting properly, standing
up, or lying down, yet some of these restricted systems are recommended by the Canadian Dairy
Code of Practice (NFACC, 2009). Additionally, in 74% of the farms surveyed by Vasseur and
colleagues (2010), animals were kept on a concrete floor (with minimal provision of straw, hay,
or other substrate), which could also cause of discomfort.
Female calves are generally moved into groups as they age and heifers may spend some time
on pasture. Adult cows, however, are typically kept indoors for part or even the entire year (see,
for example, Allard, 2012). In Canada, 75% of dairy farms keep cows chained by the neck in
tie-stalls (CanWest DHI, 2012b). Young cows introduced to these systems for the first time are
collared and tethered on short chains that might prevent them from lying down, which frees
producers from having to check frequently for possibly entangled cows, but forces the animals
to hang by the neck, in some cases for days on end.
Confinement to tie-stalls severely restricts freedom of movement. It is stressful for the
animals (Herskin, Munksgaard, & Ladewig, 2004) and can lead to the development of stereotypies (Redbo, 1993; Krohn, 1994). Additionally, some barns install electrified devices above the
animals that deliver shocks when cows defecate or urinate in their natural position (with back
arched) in order to “train” the cows to do so in the trench behind the stall. Unintended shocks
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are common, with one Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs INFOSheet
citing that up to 90% of all shocks are unrelated to urination or defecation (Anderson, 2008).
Free-stall systems confine cows inside large barns where they have some freedom of movement. However, the crowded environment may lead to confinement-induced aggression among
the cows (Wierenga, 1990). In addition, floors in these systems inevitably become slippery, putting animals at risk for slipping and falling, and injuring or tearing ligaments. In the most severe
cases, cows become “downers,” who are too injured to stand on their own. While Canadian
transport regulations forbid such animals from being loaded and transported, the practice is
routine (WSPA, 2010).
Other limb injuries are common, including pressure-induced hock lesions found in cows
confined to both tie-stall and free-stall systems (see, for example, Zurbrigg et al., 2005; Norring
et al., 2008) that subject animals to abrasive concrete floors and poorly designed stalls (e.g., stalls
with lying areas that are too narrow and/or too short, that have low tie rails) with inadequate
bedding. Both systems have also been linked to the development of painful sole ulcers and other
foot and leg lesions. In combination with reduced lying time caused by stall discomfort, these
conditions may cause animals to become lame and be culled for slaughter.

Mutilations
Young female dairy cows undergo a number of mutilations before they are old enough to join
the milking herd: disbudding, teat removal, ear tagging, and, on some farms, tail docking.

Disbudding/Dehorning
Cows and bulls born without horns (polled cattle) can be produced through genetic selection
(Hammond, 1950); however, the polled trait is seldom seen in dairy cattle and little has been
done to breed highly productive polled dairy cows (Bouie, 2002). The dairy herd is thus primarily composed of horned animals (Bouie, 2002). Cattle horns have the potential to cause
injuries to workers. They might also injure other cows and have a negative impact on milk
production. Horns are thus not desirable for producers, and are typically prevented from
growing through a procedure called disbudding, or cut off during a process called dehorning
if they have been left to develop.
Disbudding consists of destroying tissue where horn-producing cells (corium) are localized. Typical methods for disbudding calves involve burning the corium with a hot iron, or
destroying it with caustic chemicals, although physical methods to excise the corium can also
be used. Regardless of how disbudding is performed, the procedure causes pain to the animals,
as evidenced by increases in the stress-hormone cortisol (Petrie et al., 1996; Morisse, Cotte,
& Huonnic, 1995) and behavioural signs of distress such as head shaking and head rubbing
(see, for example, Vickers et al., 2005). Improper handling of the animals can cause additional
pain or injuries. Hot-iron disbudding can lead to burns to the animals’ ears (see, for example,
Anderson, 2012), while caustic paste that is improperly applied, or not removed from the calves
in rainy weather, can lead to eye injuries and even blindness (see, for example, Lucas, 2011).
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Animals who have not been disbudded at a young age, or whose horns have grown back
because the horn-bud cells were not completely destroyed during disbudding, are subjected
to dehorning. In such cases, the horn and surrounding skin and hair may be cut with shears,
wires, dehorning knives, or scoops. Horns are sensitive, innervated areas that become attached
to the skull when calves reach two months of age. Dehorning opens the frontal sinus cavities,
leaving the animals prone to sinus infections, and typically causes copious blood loss. It is also an
extremely painful procedure (see, for example, Sylvester et al., 1998; Stafford & Mellor, 2005).
Stafford and Mellor (2005) argue that both disbudding and dehorning should be done with
a combination of sedatives, local anesthetics, and analgesics to lessen the suffering involved. The
Code of Practice for Dairy, which allows producers to perform these procedures, requires that
some pain control be provided (NFACC, 2009). However, it only recommends—and does not
require—that a combination of sedatives, local anesthetics, and analgesics be used. In practice,
these procedures may be performed without the use of proper pain relief or any pain relief at all
(see, for example, Faulkner & Weary, 2000), even when done by veterinarians (Hewson et al.,
2007). The code also recommends that disbudding be done when the calf is only a few weeks
old (NFACC, 2009). In spite of this, some Canadian producers disbud animals when they are
older (Vasseur et al., 2010).

Teat Removal
Female calves born with more than four teats (a common congenital condition) have their teats
cut off, as the position of the additional teats may interfere with the milking equipment and
prevent the proper attachment of the four teat cups. The tissues of the teats are innervated (see,
for example, Gilmour, 1999), and thus the procedure undoubtedly causes pain to the animals,
yet the Code of Practice for Dairy does not require any pain relief or analgesics to be used
(NFACC, 2009).
It is worth noting that teat removal is not restricted to young calves. Infections in lactating
cows can block teats and interfere with milking. At livestock auctions, CETFA investigators
have documented cull cows whose teats have been cut off. Based upon the poor physical condition of the animals and continued infections of their udders, it is unlikely that a veterinarian
performed the removal (Twyla Francois, pers. comm.). In these cases, it is thus highly probable
that the animals were not provided any pain control.

Tail Docking
Producers may also amputate part of a calf or cow’s tail, a procedure known as tail docking.
Tail docking is done for workers’ comfort, and because of the erroneous belief that shorter tails
reduce the risk of udder infections (see, for example, Stull et al., 2002). Tails are cut off using
a blunt instrument, or, more commonly, are made to fall off through the application of a tight
rubber ring which prevents proper blood circulation and causes the tissues to atrophy (Stull et
al., 2004). Both procedures are typically done without anesthesia. Tail-docked cows are unable
to use their tails to swat away flies (Eicher et al., 2001), which can cause distress. They are at risk
of infections (Stull et al., 2002) and may experience chronic pain following the development of
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neuromas (Lunam et al., 2002), growths that occur as a result of the damage inflicted on the
peripheral nerves of the animals’ tails. It has been suggested that the chronic pain experienced
by cows following tail docking is akin to phantom pain experienced by humans who have had
a limb amputated (Eicher et al., 2006).
The Canadian Dairy Code of Practice (NFACC, 2009) recommends against tail docking
and the Canadian Veterinary Medical Association discourages the practice (CVMA, 2010), yet
this procedure continues to be performed on Canadian farms, and is routinely documented at
auctions across Canada (Twyla Francois, pers. comm.).

Ear Tagging
Ear tags are used for identification purposes. Ear tags are a legal requirement for dairy cows
in Canada, and are inserted under the National Livestock Identification for Dairy system. Ear
tagging involves perforating the animals’ ears, which is likely to cause acute pain and may lead
to infections (Stafford & Mellor, 2009). The only provision given by the Canadian Dairy Code
of Practice is to apply the tag “carefully to avoid unnecessary pain or distress and to minimize
traumatic experiences” (NFACC, 2009, p. 33, emphasis added).

Milking
Heifers are first impregnated between 13 and 15 months of age (see, for example, Province of
British Columbia, 2011) and calve when they are approximately 2 years of age. Their calf is
removed at birth, and they are made to join the milking herd. Machines typically milk the cows
twice a day, for approximately 8 to 9 minutes per session for cows producing 25 to 30 litres of
milk (CAFRE, n.d.). Skin irritation and burns to the teats can occur in response to the use of
chemical disinfecting solutions (Mein et al., 2001); however, most damage to the udder and
teats is done by the milking machines.
Commercial milking machines rely on the action of a pulsating pump that creates an intermittent vacuum, sucking milk out of cows’ teats through the opening and closing of cup liners.
The action of the vacuum can lead to changes in the colour of the teat and wedging (flattening
of the tip of the teat) (Mein et al., 2001). It also produces congestion and edema of the teats
(Jackson & Cockcroft, 2002). This results in various changes in the tissues, such as variations
in the length of the teat canal, the width of the teat tip, and the teat wall thickness. The teats
return to their initial state only eight or more hours after milking (Neijenhuis, Hogeveen, &
Klungel, 2001); however, there may not be enough time between milking for a full recovery.
Milking machines also induce the development of calluses (Hulsen, 2006), and may cause
vascular damage (Mein et al., 2001). The severity of the calluses formed and damage caused to the
teats is a function of various factors linked to the milking process (e.g., length of time the machine
stays on the teats, the number of times the animals are milked per day) and the cows’ teat morphology (i.e., shape and size of the teat) (see, for example, Reneau, 2008). For instance, painful
congestion of the teat and damage to the teat blood vessels can occur following an overly high
vacuum aspiration linked to unfitted liners and/or a small teat size (Hulsen, 2006). Pinching of
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the teat in the liner results from the use of a maladjusted liner or one that is deteriorated and needs
replacement (Hulsen, 2006). Cuts and abrasions may also occur (Jackson & Cockcroft, 2002).
In addition to physical damage to the tissues, vacuum milking is likely to increase the risk
of mastitis (inflammation of the mammary gland) (Zecconi et al., 1992) and blackspot (bacteria-induced infections seen as black lesions on the tip of the teats) (Jackson & Cockcroft, 2002).
Both conditions are known to be painful.
Robotic (or automatic) milking systems bring additional concerns and may be stressful
to the animals. Cows’ vocalizations, elimination, and kicking behaviour when introduced to
an automatic system suggest that the robotic milking equipment causes the animals to experience discomfort, stress, and/or fear (Siegford & Jacobs, n.d.). Wenzel, Schönreiter-Fischer, and
Unshelm (2003) found that cows milked using robotic systems kicked more frequently and had
higher cortisol levels in their milk than those milked in traditional milking parlours. Further,
anticipation of entering the milking stall led to increased heart rates in the animals.
In addition, cows must learn how to use the milking stalls, and are thus subjected to a
stressful training process (see, for example, University of Waikato, 2007). Food incentives are
typically provided in the stalls to habituate cows to enter them, but some animals continue to
fear the system. A survey of Canadian producers who use these robotic stalls reported that this
was the case for 10% to 15% of cows in a herd (Rodenburg, 2012a). In response, producers
“work cows aggressively for 2–3 weeks by chasing every cow to the robot” (Rodenburg, 2012b),
or “push” and “encourage” cows (deGier, 2010) to go in the milking stalls. These actions may
further stress the animals, who are also at high risk of abuse by frustrated workers. In fact,
investigations of dairy farms in North America have uncovered severe cruelty to cows who are
reluctant to enter the milking stalls, such as punches in the udder and stabs with pitchforks
to the face, legs, and stomach (Mercy For Animals undercover investigator, pers. comm. See
also undercover footage from Bettencourt Dairies at www.burgerkingcruelty.com and Conklin
Dairy Farms at mercyforanimals.org/ohdairy).
In both milking parlours and robotic milking stalls, animals may be subjected to electric shocks resulting from contact between metallic equipment and grounded electrical wires
(Reineman, 2008; Rodenburg & Lang, 2009). These shocks may also occur when cows leave
the milking parlour or robotic stall if their hooves are in contact with two flooring areas with
different electrical potentials (Reineman, 2008). Thus, if no precautions are taken to mitigate
the risks of stray voltage, cows in and around the milking equipment may suffer mild to intense
pain from electrocution.

Maintaining Milk Production:
Cycles of Insemination
In natural conditions, after the loss of a calf a cow quickly stops producing milk. On farms,
however, artificial milking prevents cows from drying: the action of milking machines artificially
maintains lactation by triggering the same hormonal reactions that occur naturally in response
to suckling by a calf. Artificial milking typically keeps cows lactating for about 10 months (see,
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for example, Province of British Columbia, 2011), after which production begins to decline below
economically profitable levels. Milk production will only increase again after another pregnancy
and birth. In order to prevent the milk supply from being interrupted for long periods of time,
each cow is re-impregnated approximately two to three months after giving birth. To meet the
demands of milk production, cows must thus be put through an endless cycle of insemination,
pregnancy, calving, and lactation, during which they produce milk while pregnant for seven to
eight months each year, only to have every one of their calves taken away at birth.

Culling: Transport and Slaughter
When milk production of dairy cows decreases, or when they become too sick, diseased, or
injured to produce milk suitable for human consumption, they are transported to auction to
be sold for slaughter. Animals at auctions are frequently beaten, electrically prodded, and left
in crowded pens without food or water (author, pers. observations at Canadian auctions). Cull
dairy cows are particularly at risk for abusive handling as many have hoof or leg injuries resulting
from a lifetime spent standing on concrete.
Animals who arrive sick or injured at auctions are rarely provided medical treatment, and
when they are too sick or lame to be transported to a slaughterhouse, they are often left to slowly
and painfully die at the back of the auction house (Twyla Francois and CETFA investigators,
pers. comm.; WSPA, 2010). In some cases, however, non-ambulatory animals (animals who
are too sick, diseased, or injured to stand on their own or without assistance) are dragged onto
transport trucks and taken to slaughterhouses that turn a blind eye to the illegal loading. This
cruel practice was exposed by the World Society for the Protection of Animals in its 2010 report
“Curb the Cruelty,” which, through freedom of information reports, documented the fate of one
compromised cow who had been transported and left, while still alive and suffering, outside a
rendering plant in Lethbridge, Alberta.
Even for animals who are not health compromised, transport to auction and slaughter is
a highly stressful experience. Canada’s “humane” transport regulations (under the Health of
Animals Act) allow transport of cows (from farm to auction, auction to auction, and auction
to slaughterhouse) for up to 52 hours without food, water, or rest. If the destination is a slaughterhouse and it can be reached in another 5 hours, the maximum is extended to 57 hours. In
contrast, in Europe, cattle must be provided water after 14 hours on board, and many transport
trailers are equipped with on-board watering systems; CETFA in-field investigators report never
observing such systems on Canadian livestock trailers.
During transport, animals are subjected to numerous stressors, such as loud and unfamiliar
noises, crowding, mixing with unknown individuals, temperature extremes, unfamiliar settings,
and motion vibrations (see, for example, Swanson & Morrow-Tesch, 2001). Some cows who
become health compromised or lame or who are culled for other reasons may be pregnant. They
too are transported to auction and slaughter, sometimes in advanced stages of pregnancy.
In slaughterhouses, dairy cows are stunned with captive bolt pistols before being shackled
by one leg and having their carotid arteries cut with a knife. Because of the speed of the slaughter
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line in industrial abattoirs, many cows are not properly stunned and are still conscious when
their carotids are cut (see, for example, Warrick, 2001; Eisnitz, 2006). Further, these animals
may not be afforded sufficient time to bleed out before proceeding down the butchering line,
and thus are still conscious while dismembered, as evidenced by vocalizations, head movements,
or blinking of the eyes (Warrick, 2001).
Unborn calves may be cut from their mother’s uterus while she is still alive to be used for
the production of “fetal bovine serum,” a component widely used for in vitro cell culture (Shah,
1999). Fetal blood is typically collected by cardiac puncture and exsanguination of unanesthetized calf fetuses. The insertion of a needle into the heart is likely to be a very painful procedure
that calves at a late stage of development would be aware of (van der Valk et al., 2004). Therefore,
cardiac puncture of fetal calves for serum collection is likely to cause intense pain and suffering
(Jochems, 1997).

The High Cost of Milk Production for Dairy Cows
Emotional Suffering
The dairy industry frequently downplays the negative impacts of its forced separation of mother
and calf. At a recent Nova Scotia Maritime Fall Fair, for example, a sign displayed on a pen
containing a lone newborn calf assured concerned visitors that, “When calves are separated from
their mothers at birth, they do not miss each other” (author, pers. observation). Yet, both scientific studies (see, for example, Stěhulová, Lidfors, & Spinka, 2008; Weary, Jasper, & Høtzel,
2008) and anecdotal evidence attest to the fact that the separation of calves from their mothers
impinges upon the well-being of the animals and can cause intense stress and anxiety for both
cow and calf (Newberry & Swanson, 2007).
This anxiety is often clearly visible. Cows are known to bellow, sometimes for days,
after being separated from their calves—a distress behaviour that cattle expert Dr. Temple
Grandin has equated to grieving or mourning (Sacks, 1995). Numerous anecdotes suggest
that, after separation, cows have a strong drive to be reunited with their calves, and may
act in ways that suggest complex reasoning. For example, mother cows have been known to
escape from the farm they are kept at and to walk for miles to find their calf when he or she
has been sold to a neighbouring farm. American veterinarian Dr. Holly Cheever recalled an
incident of a cow who had given birth to twins. The animal, who had also had her previous
calves taken away, brought only one of her twins back to the barn (who was immediately
taken from her) and hid the other at the border of her pasture. She then returned regularly to
feed and interact with her hidden calf until her empty udder at milking time alerted the producer. The cow’s calf was eventually found and taken from her (Cross, 2012). Unsurprisingly,
Dr. John Webster, an animal husbandry specialist at Bristol University, describes the removal
of a calf from his or her mother as possibly “the single worst incident in the life of a dairy
cow” (Moussaieff Masson, 2009, p. 80). Yet, cows are subjected to this trauma several times
during their shortened lives.
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The emotional trauma caused by separation should not be considered less severe for the
calves, who are deprived of maternal care and social contact. Studies reveal that mortality
rates and incidence of disease increase for calves when they are separated from their mothers.
Additionally, removing calves from their mothers prevents them from fulfilling one of their
most basic needs: the need for suckling. Suckling is important psychologically: calves allowed
to suck rest quicker and more deeply (see, for example, Veissier et al., 2002) and experience a
feeling of satiety (Rushen & de Passillé, 1995). It is also important physiologically, as suckling
release hormones linked to digestion (de Passillé, Christopherson, & Rushen, 1993; Lupoli et
al., 2001), and calves allowed to suckle have lower heart rates (Veissier et al., 2002).
Instead of using a traditional bucket to feed milk replacer to calves, some dairy producers
use artificial teats; however, even in these cases, the conditions imposed on the animals might
not allow them to fulfill their needs, and many calves will continue suckling objects in their
pens, or other calves’ body parts (a behaviour known as cross-sucking) in response to maternal
deprivation (see, for example, Latham and Mason, 2008). Although rare, cross-sucking has been
observed in older animals (Winters, 2012), suggesting that maternal deprivation has long-term
consequences for some individuals. To prevent damage to other animals’ teats that can potentially be caused by cross-sucking calves, producers isolate animals performing this behaviour,
or affix weaning rings inside their nostrils. During investigations across Canada, calves seen
with such devices exhibit signs of discomfort, repeatedly shaking their heads and trying to flip
the device away (author, pers. observation). Animals who had been wearing the ring for longer
than the recommended two weeks were also observed on dairy farms across the country. If left
too long, the device can create pressure necrosis (i.e., death of nasal tissue due to lack of blood
circulation) (Winters, 2012).
Some dairy producers, particularly in Europe, are attempting to address the welfare problems
caused by cow/calf separation by raising calves with their mother and/or a surrogate mother. This
practice, however, is limited to a number of operations, and in a climate of international trade,
it is unlikely that keeping dairy calves with their mothers will become the norm. Additionally,
separation trauma is not eliminated through this process. The French association of producers,
Le Veau Sous La Mère (http://www.veausouslamere.com), for instance, states that animals are
slaughtered between three to five-and-a-half months of age. Removing calves from their mother
(or surrogate mother) after they have had several months to establish strong bonds causes intense
distress to the animals. Evidence of this distress is clearly visible in the case of “beef” calves, who
spend their first six months with their mother. When removed from her, the calves bawl and pace,
searching for her for up to five days (Church, 2011). Their immune systems become suppressed
and they can lose up to 10% of their body weight following the traumatic event.
Scientific studies reveal that cows establish strong, lifelong bonds with other individuals in
their herd, and experience distress when they are taken away. In other words, there is no age at
which cows can be removed from their mother, or from the rest of their herd, without suffering
emotional distress. Although keeping calves with their mothers for a longer period of time on
some dairy farms addresses issues of social deprivation, and thus seems like a gentler way to
produce milk, the process continues to create significant emotional distress for the animals.
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Exhaustion and Breakdown:
The Physical Demand of High Milk Production
Left to nature, a cow would produce under 1,000 litres of milk during her lactation (Webster,
1995), or about 4 to 5 litres of milk a day. Her calf would suckle four to six times a day, leaving
a maximum of 2 litres of milk in her udder at a time. Today, intense genetic selection to create
more productive animals means that a cow produces from 6,000 to 12,000 litres of milk during
her lactation, yet is only milked two to three times a day.
High milk production forces cows to carry an udder that may contain 20 litres of milk or
more between milkings (Webster, 1995). In fact, “an average Holstein cow easily may have 50
kg (>100 lbs) of weight hanging from her body when she walks into the milking parlor to be
milked” (Hurley, 2010). Their large, heavy udders frequently impair normal movements, forcing the animals to walk with their rear legs apart. The sustained weight may also rupture the
suspensory ligaments attaching the udder to the body, leading to pendulous udders, a condition
frequently seen by CETFA inspectors at livestock auctions. Both contribute to the high rate of
lameness in today’s dairy cows.
High milk production, coupled with pregnancy for part of the year, place extreme demands
on the metabolism of cows and cannot be achieved with a traditional diet of grass, particularly
at peak lactation. To meet these unnatural energy demands, producers feed cows a diet rich in
carbohydrates and proteins. The search for cheap, high-energy feed was at the origin of the use of
cattle remains (for instance, brains and spinal cords) in cattle feed. This forced cannibalism has
been implicated in the development of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE, also known as
mad cow disease), which first emerged in England in November 1986 (BBC, n.d.), and made the
news years later in Canada in May 2003 (CBC, 2006). The United Kingdom banned the feeding
of ruminant meat and bone meal to cattle in 1998 and similar restrictions were later adopted
intenationally (a feed ban was enacted in 1997 in both the United States and Canada). Yet, cases
of BSE have continued to surface—as recently as February 2011 in Canada, April 2012 in the
United States, and to date (2013) internationally. Today, the high-energy demand is met with diets
consisting in large part of cereals and grains, which can lead to digestive problems such as bloat.
Cows are ruminants and their digestive system is adapted to foods high in cellulose, which
are slowly fermented by bacteria in the rumen. This slow fermentation allows the by-products
of fermentation (volatile fatty acids) to exit the rumen, thus maintaining its pH. When cows
are fed a diet of quickly fermentable compounds, however, the products of fermentation do not
exit the rumen as quickly as they are produced and they accumulate, leading to an acidification
of the rumen. The result is acidosis, a metabolic disease. Continued acidification changes the
rumen microbiota, which leads to further acidification of the rumen through the production of
lactate. Acidification is also associated with a reduction in appetite and weight loss, and it can
be fatal. Further, toxic metabolites released in the blood during acidosis cause inflammation of
the tissues of the hoof, leading to laminitis, a painful infection of the cows’ soles that can cause
the animals to become lame.
Despite feeding high-energy concentrates to the animals, the energy required for this milk
production, coupled with pregnancy, is so high that cows might still suffer from depletion of
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nutrients and energy. Milk fever or hypocalcemia, for instance, is a frequently occurring disease caused by a depletion of calcium due to a high demand for milk production. As calcium
is rendered unavailable for physiological processes, particularly muscle contractions, cows lose
their ability to stand and, in severe cases, become comatose and die. Ketosis, another frequent
metabolic disease, develops when cows cannot meet the energy demands required to produce
milk through their diet and become depleted in glucose. Cows begin metabolizing their own
body fat, which is degraded into ketone by-products in the liver to provide energy to sustain
milk production. When large quantities of body fat are synthetized into the liver and the production rate of metabolites exceeds their rate of utilization, ketone bodies accumulate at a toxic
level in the blood and urine. Cows affected by ketosis might exhibit exaggerated salivation or
grooming, have difficulty walking, and experience a reduced appetite leading to weight loss. The
metabolism of fat to counter the energy imbalance can also lead to an accumulation of lipids in
the liver, impairing its functioning (Bobe et al., 2004). The resulting metabolic disorder—fatty
liver or hepatic lipidosis—compromises the immune system and overall health of the animal
and leads to the development of other disorders.
Regardless of the unnatural, high-energy diet provided to them, the severe energetic demand
imposed on modern dairy cows is such that they frequently suffer depletion of nutrients and
metabolic disorders, leaving them in poor health, responsible for early culling from the herd.
Most cows are now culled after only two lactations. Such conditions, and the impossibility of
meeting the required energy demand, make it likely that the majority of high-producing dairy
cows suffer from “metabolic hunger” (Webster, 2005).

Looking Forward: Improvements for the
Welfare of Dairy Cows in Canada?
In spite of the widely held belief that the dairy industry is an animal welfare–friendly industry,
dairy farming practices are abusive and responsible for significant pain and suffering. While
attempts, worldwide and to some extent in Canada, have been made to improve some of the least
animal-friendly practices, such as the separation of calves from their mothers, these improvements are limited and may in fact bring about stressors. Further, industry’s search for profitability continues to push for increased production through genetic selection, and a widespread
move towards mega-dairies with year-round confinement of animals is underway in Canada. It
is also unlikely that the possible end of the milk marketing board and free trade will improve
the situation; if anything, cows will likely suffer even more greatly in order to meet increasing
demand in a competitive market.
The recommended codes of practice for the care and handling of dairy cows are voluntary
in most provinces, although they may serve as a future reference to determine unlawful farming
practices in all provinces (Meristem, 2012). However, even if fully applied, these recommendations remain weak, allowing numerous practices known to cause animal suffering. For instance,
veal crates are permitted and widely used in Canada, although they were banned long ago in
other countries (the UK in 1990 and Europe in 2007). In addition, even if it were to happen, it is
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doubtful that on-farm inspections by government or industry would lead to proper enforcement
or significant welfare improvements for the animals.
In the same vein, the Health of Animals Act and the Meat Inspection Act (for transport and
slaughter, respectively) have historically not been properly enforced, as evidenced by field observations from CETFA investigators, informants within the Canadian Food Inspection Agency
(CFIA) who are frustrated with the system, and documentation from access to information
requests obtained by WSPA (2010) and other organizations. For instance, in email correspondence dated June 10, 2008, obtained by the Canadian Horse Defence Coalition, a senior CFIA
official acknowledged that “ATIPable [Access to Information and Privacy Act] evidence would
likely show that CFIA does, in a significant amount of cases, not or not adequately respond to
documented non-compliance that caused animals to suffer.”
Even when CFIA inspectors and veterinarians are witness to violations of the regulations, they rarely issue notices of violation or administer monetary penalties because they have
learned that there is no support for enforcement from senior management (Twyla Francois,
pers. comm.). This is believed to be due in large part to the CFIA’s conflicting mandate to
enforce animal welfare regulations while increasing consumption domestically, as well as trade
and exports. These goals are more effectively achieved with a disease-free record. This was
clearly illustrated in the reaction of Alberta’s former premier Ralph Klein, who, following a
BSE-positive test of cattle in his province in 2004, declared that any “self-respecting rancher
would have shot, shovelled and shut up.” The testing eventually led more than 30 countries to
ban beef imports from Canada.
Rather than improving animal welfare, legislation in Canada has been used to further
weaken the welfare of farmed animals. The federal government recently announced amendments of the Health of Animals and Meat Inspection acts that would move the industry to
a system of outcome-based measures. In practice, this means that only when the number of
animals dead on arrival at federally inspected slaughterhouses rises above a prescribed threshold
will an investigation take place, and such inspections can be assigned to company employees,
rather than government officials.
Reactive rather than proactive, the system abdicates responsibility of policing to industry,
which will become increasingly self-regulating. Desired outcomes (referred to by Dr. Martin
Appelt, national manager of the Meat Programs Division at the CFIA, as “setting minimum
standards”) will be provided by the government, but how members of the industry meet these
minimal standards will be up to them.
It is clear that industry and government do not act in the best interest of animals, and it
will only be through the elimination of government subsidies and changing consumer behaviour
that significant change will occur for dairy cows. Liquid milk consumption in Canada is, in fact,
decreasing. Annual per capita milk consumption declined from 103 litres in 1980 to 81 litres in
2009; this is likely due in part to the increasing availability of plant-based milk alternatives. Yet,
milk production during the same period increased, due to the growing interest in other dairy
products. Producing the currently popular Greek-style yogurt, for example, requires three to
four times as much milk as regular yogurt to attain its characteristic thickness.
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Until Canadians realize the degree of suffering animals endure for the production of milk,
and change their diets accordingly, dairy cows and their calves will continue to be subjected to
inhumane treatment.
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Spinning the Pig:
The Language of Industrial Pork Production
Dana Medoro

So our animals can’t turn around for the 2.5 years that they are in the stalls.… I
don’t know who asked the sow if she wanted to turn around.
—National Pork Producers Council (US) statement, 2012

This chapter proceeds from two basic starting points about the production of pig flesh in

North America: first, that the connection between university-based agricultural researchers and
the pork industry is so close that it underlies the prevalence of intensive-confinement systems
on this side of the world; and second, that agriculture scholars and industry representatives
function within a tight system of euphemisms that both obscures the cruelty of the cages, and
layers what they call “animal science” over the dissonance that resounds beneath it. The euphemisms are both intentionally and unintentionally circulated throughout the industry-university
complex, with terms like farming, barns, and housing systems settling into accepted and soothing
references to what are actually vast, barricaded warehouses and entrapment devices. While
decades of calling a trap a form of housing may account for a level of unconscious obfuscation
among those trained to see animals as potential protein sources, the linguistic spin also occurs
at a conscious level. For example, at the 2013 Manitoba Pork Annual General Meeting, keynote
speaker Rick Berman (of the virulent anti-PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals],
anti-HSUS [Humane Society of the United States] campaigns) urged pork producers to rename
the traps from sow stalls or gestation crates to “independent maternity pens,” and to proceed
with business as usual, despite mounting objections to the industry’s practices. Language, as
he well knows, can hide terrible things in plain sight. By paying to hear this advice—from the
same funds channeled into research initiatives (on progressive “housing”) at the University
of Manitoba—Manitoba Pork ultimately put university research on the same level as public
relations spin. Billion-dollar flesh-export businesses are not interested or invested in cage-free
methods; they are interested in looking interested in it. And why would they change, if they
can sustain the illusion of care? The tight confinement permits the ease and low costs of keeping
thousands and thousands of pregnant pigs immobilized in one place.
Perhaps it goes without saying that universities in both the United States and Canada function as significant sites or branches of the industrial meat complex, as their agriculture faculties
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are mandated to work with pork-industry councils and to solicit research funding from them.
But what I want to do in this chapter is shine a spotlight on this entanglement, particularly when
universities are used to endorse the intensive confinement of pigs—or to delay ad infinitum
the criminalization of this practice. Having defined the cages in terms of animal welfare and
(even more startlingly) “well-being,” animal scientists and agriculture veterinarians start from
the end-point of the slaughtered animal and weigh “welfare concerns” against the exigencies of
profit. That is, no conflict-of-interest standards apply to or protect the pigs as pigs when it comes
to transactions between industry and academia; no obligation is upheld in relation to what a
pig is and does, outside of her existence in the production of meat on an enormous scale. If the
intensive-confinement system is to be dismantled, then universities must be called to account for
their roles in it. The undercover videos of suffering pigs in gestation crates, for example, must be
connected to the ideas disseminated in agriculture classrooms and conferences, where future veterinarians and pork producers are being taught that the system is sensible but for a few bad actors.1
What is happening instead, however, is another level of entwining university professors
with public-relations initiatives in corporate front-groups, such as CropLife or the Center for
Food Integrity. For instance, the latter’s webpage, www.foodintegrity.org, alphabetically organizes its members so that no real distinction arises between, say, Michigan State University and
Monsanto when you peruse the list—nor between the University of Guelph and McDonald’s
“Hamburger University,” where the centre held its 2012 conference. When Mercy for Animals
Canada released its undercover footage of a confined-sow operation in Manitoba in December
2012, the centre issued a statement from an “expert panel” composed of university professors
and an agricultural veterinarian who explained, for instance, that sows only infrequently chew
on the bars of their cages; the panel maintained that the animals are otherwise “peaceful” in
confinement. Their claims to scientific objectivity and/or expertise attempted to refocus the
cameras of the investigator and overwrite the documentary’s narrative. But through what expert
lens do they look when they see a caged sow?
This leads me to the second main contention of my chapter: that an animal caged for life
is not alive; rather, she is simply not dead. The vast warehouses within which sows are confined
function to suspend the animals in a realm of not-dying. Despite the fact that pork producers
and professors of animal science refer to the creatures within the gestation crates as pigs, gilts, or
sows, these animals are forbidden from being anything but the conduits through which piglets
arrive. The obfuscation begins with the word pig and goes from there. Thus, members of the
pork industry may claim to be involved with highly intelligent, socially complex mammals, but
they are lying both to themselves and to the public: when they use the words pig or sow, they
are merely employing a particular nomenclature about the physiological configurations of prepork. If an animal is permitted to express no porcine characteristic beyond her physiological
exigencies, then she is not truly a living pig. There’s absolutely nothing left to her, other than
what food, water, and antimicrobials keep her in an antemortem state. The cruelty involved in
the creation of this state is at once powerful and invisible; it may not involve beating the animal
into complete submission but the cages produce the same outcome. As Nicolette Hahn Niman
writes of her experiences touring US operations, the trapped sows are either completely silent,
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quietly and appallingly “waving their heads, chewing the air,” or screaming for food so loudly
that the workers have to wear air-traffic-controller headphones (2009, p. 115).
What is layered over the reality of the torment is an entirely false image of the thinking, grunting, rooting, social, and nest-building animal classified as Sus domestica. Each of
these characteristics of the pig—of what constitute a pig in all of her complexity, sounds, and
actions—is systematically inhibited by the intensive confinement, at the same time as it is
invariably trumped by the one characteristic pork producers and professors always permit to slip
through: aggression. The propaganda announces, over and over again, that the sow’s aggression
is controlled in the cages; everything else is sacrificed for the sake of her own safety. Not only
is this a selective emphasis upon one possible behaviour among a host of others, but it is also an
insidious form of compounded victimization, implying that the exploited animal is responsible
for the extent of her maltreatment. Given enough space, sows work out their hierarchies. But
that information gets set aside.
Although it is nothing new to claim that industrialized meat production necessarily treats
animals as production units, I want to clarify the violent extent of this process in the representational apparatus surrounding the sows: a stunning form of trickery takes place within the industry, one that allows a metal trap to be seen not only as a site of care and lodging but also as a form
of freedom. The promulgation of the “five freedoms,” which originated in 1965 with a British
veterinarian, licences and encourages proponents of intensive confinement to represent cages
and captivity as the exact opposite of what they are—as liberty. The so-called five freedoms are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

freedom from hunger or thirst: by ready access to fresh water and a diet to maintain
full health and vigour;
freedom from discomfort: by providing an appropriate environment including shelter
and a comfortable resting area;
freedom from pain, injury, or disease: by prevention or rapid diagnosis and
treatment;
freedom to express normal behaviour: by providing sufficient space, proper facilities,
and company of the animal’s own kind; and
freedom from fear and distress: by ensuring conditions and treatment that avoid
mental suffering.2

The repetition of “freedom” is powerful, functioning in an incantatory way, as it simplifies
the perception of what a living creature is and needs within a series of soothing, alliterative
sounds. It is telling, moreover, that the preposition “to” occurs only in relation to the one freedom forfeited by the system: “the freedom to express normal behaviour.” If the other statements’
prepositions were changed—for instance, “the freedom to eat; the freedom to find comfort”—
the whole list would break down as an apparatus for justifying cages.
The widespread agreement that turns the “five freedoms” into some kind of unchanging
archetype is particularly pernicious; consider, for instance, what would happen if we asserted
that forty-five freedoms were involved in a creature’s right to a natural existence. By defining
only five, supporters of CAFOs (confined animal feeding operations) can aver that they provide
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four of them: an excellent ratio. Nothing is perfect, they say; the animals’ desire to move is
weighed against the requirements of the other four provisions. Five out of five freedoms would
be ideal, unrealistic. The underlying implication here is that industrial pork production is based
on sound principles, and that objections to it are naive. But, as animal-scientist John Webster
has admitted, the “five freedoms” have nothing to do with reality; what they do is defuse “the
possibility of outrage” against CAFOs, which he then quickly and euphemistically refers to as
“commercial husbandry.”3 We must reject the word “husbandry” as much as we do “freedom”
here, for it taps into a nostalgic vision, one that buries the facts of minimum-wage workers and
their mechanized labour in noxious edifices they are forced to call barns.
Veterinarians, animal-science professors, and pork producers have represented intensive confinement to themselves as “housing” and “husbandry” for so long that they cannot see what lies
before their eyes. This is, of course, how a paradigm functions, but the bias within which they
work—human entitlement to other animals—has closed in on the sows with such a tightened
focus that clear evidence of suffering is repeatedly obscured. The frustration, stereotypies, crippled
joints, and compression wounds exhibited by the caged animals and on their bodies have been
subjected to countless studies in agriculture journals, but North American faculties of agriculture
have not advocated for the elimination of gestation crates. In fact, in a debate about sow stalls at the
University of Manitoba in 2009 (between me and animal rights advocates on one side, and the faculty of agriculture on the other), Professor Laurie Connor, the head of Animal Science, explained
to the audience that she refused to focus upon the bars of the cage and asserted authoritatively: “I
see the animal instead.” As the cage disappeared from her line of sight, she noted her support of
the intensive-confinement of breeding pigs with the words, “industrial is good” (Sow stalls, 2009).4
One reason for this state of affairs lies with the funding of agricultural research by proponents of industrial pork production, who believe that the industrial model secures an abundance
of food and a powerful economy. The pork export market then becomes cast in terms of “feeding
the world,” an emotive slogan in which “the world” and its hunger make massive hog operations
seem small in comparison. The producers become heroic figures on a world stage, and the predictions of an exponentially growing and crisis-driven human population further justify their
salvation narrative and why the pigs must remain trapped within it. The specter of a starving
human child on another continent is routinely wielded against a regularly fed pig on this one.
Such phrases and images function to orient or control the cognitive dissonance reverberating in the spaces of industrialized agriculture’s half-truths and outright lies. They are also deeply
entrenched within the paternalistic, imperialistic worldview of the West: instead of promoting
food sovereignty and biodiversity, the work of Canada Pork International and its scientists is
to ensure markets in Asia and Africa. Their commitment is also to the ostensible superiority of
First World technologies and ways of life. The more they promulgate the jingles of “feeding the
world” or “feeding tomorrow’s world”—the subject of countless pork-production conferences
over the past decade—the more they resist acknowledging the extent to which Western wealth
exists in relation to its exploitation of the Third World, for which it then pretends to feel responsible. These First World/Third World categories are, of course, rendered in broad strokes, and
the issues are far more complex than such delineations allow. What I am trying to point out is
how such historical and considerably complex structures of domination, imperialism, and global
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capitalism interconnect around caged pigs, to the extent that dismantling such an obviously
cruel system requires so many ways in and around it.
It is perhaps not surprising, then, that the perpetuation of CAFOs can take place within the
illusion of caring for living animals, which ranges from a broad fiction of urgent philanthropy to
a narrower one of affable custody and “individual accommodation” for each sow. Despite years of
research in the European Union on the devastating effects of caging sows, professors of animal
science in North America continue to instruct their students in this system, insisting that more
evidence is required to understand what happens when an animal is allowed to use her legs. They see
themselves as empiricists, testing the data, pushing for their own academic and national distinction.
Canadian professors also repeatedly argue that Canadian winters necessitate confining pigs
indoors, claiming that their goal is to protect animals from the cold. Thus, being indoors means
being “housed.” (If you ask slaughterhouse workers, they’ll tell you that it is about preventing
winter hair growth and thus minimizing the scraping at their end of the production line.) Given
that universities, with their structures of rank and funding, frame the pursuits and mentalities of
their researchers, then the issue broadens into something even more complex than the problem of
individuals or of industry-university funding. To acknowledge these complexities, though, only
makes it more urgent to safeguard non-human animals against them: to interrogate all the ways
in which they are hidden from view in institutions of higher learning with a lot of money at stake.
One need only peruse a fairly new study titled “Space Allowance for Pregnant Dry Sows”
in the Journal of Animal Science (2007) to see all of these issues come together, from the grateful
acknowledgement of the National Pork Board’s funding on the first page to the assertion midway through that the “benefits” of sow stalls exist despite the possibility of an “optical illusion”
to the contrary. The lead researcher on this article, Janeen Salak-Johnson, a vocal supporter
of the entrapment of sows (with YouTube interviews and editorials across the Internet), also
recently released a statement about McDonald’s decision to cease purchasing pig flesh associated
with sow stalls. Her words develop into a powerful instance of propaganda, with emotionally
charged rhetoric pervading each successive sentence. Here is a rather lengthy excerpt (first
printed in a US newspaper, February 2012):
As a mom, an animal lover and someone whose career has been focused on the well-being
of animals, I understand and share the passion that people have related to making sure
that farm animals are raised humanely. However, I am deeply disturbed by your recent
editorial calling for the ban of gestation crates. It’s absurd and irresponsible to claim that
this veterinarian-approved housing is torture to sows.… I am a scientist and educator
whose career is dedicated to improving the well-being of animals, while in the care of
the farmers who raise them for food. I have a passion for educating students, developing
future scientists and sustaining animal agriculture so that we can provide the best care
for animals, while providing safe, affordable and quality food for the world.… There are
numerous ways to provide proper care for sows, including gestation stalls.…
Let’s be clear: McDonalds’s decision to phase out the use of gestation stalls was a
marketing decision based on consumer perceptions, not on the improved welfare of the
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animals. I know one cannot trump emotions with science, but it is my ethical obligation
to do what is right.
I strongly believe that we should continue to look for ways to improve sow-housing
systems that, above everything else, improve sow well-being.… Stalls help farmers provide
individual care to each sow, minimize stress and increase sow and worker safety.

Hitting every emotive possibility, from “mom” to “farmers,” Salak-Johnson ends her piece by
highlighting her doctorate and university. Indeed, her self-portrayal as an “animal lover” is no
less spectacular than her reformulation of her professional designation as an animal scientist to
a professor of stress/environmental physiology and well-being. Whose well-being? Where are the
words “meat production” in this title? It is hard to sort out where deep repressive psychological
mechanisms end and deliberate obfuscation begins.
And, just as her PhD permits her access to the media and to a public already open to validations of the status quo, Salak-Johnson’s publications appear within a framework of academic
authority. “The typical accommodation for pregnant sows in the USA is the individual stall,” she
explains in the introduction to the above-mentioned gestation-crate study, and states that “this
housing system is one of the most controversial issues now facing the swine industry” (2007, p.
4). Accommodation, housing, sows: these are the things she sets out to explore in her study of
“sow well-being” in traps versus open pens, only to conclude that “no major differences were
found in overall performance” (p. 22).
Because the language of well-being originates in academia, pork producers have found
themselves with a powerful fallback position. The “science,” they say, proves that sows are better off in gestation crates; the animals are “cared for” in an efficient, technologically advanced
way by “farmers.”5 Thus, in an echo chamber of words and concepts, ricocheting between
industry and universities, the system itself remains unchanging and unchallenged from within.
Challenges from without are cast as unscientific—as founded not upon the expertise they pay
for at the universities but upon “perceptions” swayed by irrational, optically deluded animal
rights activists.6 In response to the animal rights campaigns that have made sow stalls visible
to the public, the animal scientists have come out to tell us that we should not believe our eyes.
For example, a recent overview of 1,500 pages of “peer-reviewed, scientific” documents on sow
“welfare” includes this statement:
While public perceptions may result in difficulties with the concept of confinement housing,
this will vary in different cultures. The issue of public perception should not be confused
with welfare; this is an important message that needs to be disseminated. In fact, the focus
on housing systems may have been to the detriment of recognizing the relative importance
of another feature of the commercial pig’s environment, that is the stockperson.7

Calling out the public for its unscientific ideas about caging animals, this report nonetheless
requires the term “confinement housing,” which is at once an oxymoron and a ruse. Just like the
“feeding the world” refrain, this notion of expertise versus perception forms a larger conceptual
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framework within which a particular brutality masquerades and sustains itself as welfare. It is
similarly governed by the irrational undercurrents of propaganda—by an emotional language
that absorbs the shock of what their senses unavoidably experience and communicate: the sight
of thousands of lined-up sows, silently residing in the same space as their own urine and feces
until the workers (a.k.a. stockpersons) with pressure washers arrive to spray them down. To put
it another way, the animal scientists’ allegation of their opponents’ excessive sentimentality or
unscientific standpoint is psychologically telling, a reflection of their own misrepresentations,
and it betrays their need for the comfort of maudlin words to replace the observable nature of a
systemic disregard for animals as animals, with legs, snouts, curious minds, and so on.
We must never assent to calling metal cages housing. Repeated over and over again, these
words coalesce into the reality within which industrialized pork production hides its cruelty
both from itself and from the public. Such wording also forces us to discuss the system on their
terms. Striking through the rhetoric, we excavate this undeniable fact: the sows are trapped for
life in one direction, facilitating the work of artificial insemination at one end and feeding at the
other. They are ensnared, shut in, locked up, confined, overwhelmed. They are not individually
accommodated; they are kept in a state of somatic subsistence. It is inexcusable not only to breed
them for death but also to torture them in life—in what passes for “life.”
Such assertions may seem emotive, but they are no more so than the phrase “sow housing”
itself. They are also factual. Moreover, if we look at the concept of housing very closely, we can see
the propaganda at work in what might otherwise seem fairly innocuous. Invoking a sense of a guest/
host relationship, of hearth and haven, “sow housing” operates as a salve: a soothing and alliterative
internal rhyme creates the auditory accompaniment to the emotionally charged image of shelter.
Like all of the other rhymes and jingles, from the five freedoms to feeding the world, it puts the lie to
the industry’s repeated claims that their scientists and producers are governed by rational, objective
criteria. There is nothing objective or scientific about “housing,” as it taps into and generates pleasant
feelings; it is fundamentally emotional and disingenuous in its origin and intent.
The apparatus of illusion surrounding pork production finds a foundation in the diction
that the industry spins out: husbandry, barns, housing, care, and pigs. None of these words apply,
including pigs. We do not need degrees in animal agriculture in order to talk about caged sows
and to see them clearly. In fact, we are better served by the disciplines committed to exploring
the nature of critical thinking, where the power-knowledge axes asserted by so-called experts
are pulled into historical and ideological perspective. Here, we may begin to identify how the
corporate backing of agricultural research has nothing to do with the alleviation of animal
suffering and everything to do with turning universities into public-relations branches of the
industrial meat complex.

Notes
1 Please see www.umanitoba.ca/afs/seminars, the October 15, 2009, video-recorded link, in which both the
head of Animal Science at the University of Manitoba and the chief veterinarian of Manitoba argue for the
stability of the system as it is.
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2 For more detailed information about the five freedoms and their origins, see the Farm Animal Committee
website, www.defra.gov.uk/fawc/about/five-freedoms.
3 According to Professor Webster (Animal Husbandry, Bristol University), “When put to work by comparing
different housing systems, the five freedoms are an attempt to make the best of a complex situation. Absolute
attainment of all five freedoms is unrealistic. By revealing that all commercial husbandry systems have their
strengths and weakness, the five freedoms make it, on one hand, more difficult to sustain a sense of absolute
outrage against any particular system such as cages for laying hens or stalls for sows, [and] easier to plan
routes toward its improvement.” This quotation appears on page 2 of “The Kernkamp Lecture: Rights, Lies
and Videotape” (https://conservancy.umn.edu/bitstream/142529/1/Deen.pdf ). A careful reading of this
statement reveals the extent to which Webster acknowledges the five freedoms both as a paradigm through
which to view something “complex” (horrific) and as an instrument for defraying expressions of outrage
against the “housing system” (entrapment).
4 To view the debate in its entirety, see the University of Manitoba website, http://umanitoba.ca/afs/seminars/
flash/091015_ethics_lecture.html.
5 For a good example of this diction, see Illinois Farm Families Blog, http://www.watchusgrow.org/_blog/
Illinois_Farm_Families_Blog/post/Gestation_stalls_for_hogs/.
6 This “science versus perception” notion is promulgated by both professors and producers. In fact, Professor
Connor insisted that the word “perception” be included in the title of our debate on campus. See also http://
thetruthaboutagriculture.wordpress.com/category/pork-production/, in which it is suggested that the issues
surrounding gestation crates are “driven by consumer perception.”
7 See the Food Marketing Institute website’s “Summary of Sow Housing Reviews,” http://www.fmi.org/docs/
animal-welfare/summary-of-sow-housing-reviews.pdf, in which one reviewer states: “The issue of public
perception should not be confused with welfare; this is an important message that needs to be disseminated” (p. 1). See also the synopsis of university research on public perceptions of pork production at http://
nationalhogfarmer.com/animal-well-being/consumer-survey-outlines-pork-perception-issues.
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Crocodile Tears, Compassionate
Carnivores, and the Marketing of
“Happy Meat”
Vasile Stanescu
“I weep for you,” the Walrus said:
“I deeply sympathize.”
With sobs and tears he sorted out
Those of the largest size,
Holding his pocket-handkerchief
Before his streaming eyes …
“I like the Walrus best,” said Alice, “because you see he was a little sorry for the
poor oysters.” “He ate more than the Carpenter, though,” said Tweedledee. “You
see he held his handkerchief in front, so that the Carpenter couldn’t count how
many he took: contrariwise.” “That was mean!” Alice said indignantly. “Then I
like the Carpenter best—if he didn’t eat so many as the Walrus.” “But he ate as
many as he could get,” said Tweedledum. This was a puzzler. After a pause, Alice
began, “Well! They were both very unpleasant characters—”
—Lewis Carroll, Alice Through the Looking Glass

The “locavore” movement, promoted by authors such as Michael Pollan and Barbara

Kingsolver, and farmers such as Joel Salatin (the featured personality of both The Omnivore’s
Dilemma and the documentary Food Inc.), helped to pioneer small, local farms as an ethical
and sustainable alternative to the factory farm system. However, while the issue of how much
one should actually care for individual animals is mentioned, it is a point of ambivalence. For
example, within the pages of The Omnivore’s Dilemma (2006), Pollan quotes Salatin as saying
that he doesn’t mind killing animals because, “that’s an easy one. People have a soul, animals
don’t; it’s a bedrock belief of mine. Animals are not created in God’s image. So when they die,
they just die” (p. 331). In subsequent interviews, Salatin explains that he allows children as
young as eight or nine to come to his farm and “slit some [animals’] throats” (Corrigan, 2010).
Likewise, Pollan, while raising the issue of animal welfare, places greater emphasis on animals as
a collective species than on individual animals, and ends The Omnivore’s Dilemma with a story of
killing wild pigs, which he enjoys so much that he compares it to the experience of being high.
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There is, however, a new genre of texts that, while arguing for the same small-scale pasture-based farms and citing these earlier “locavore” works, do so primarily out of an explicit
concern for the animals themselves. In the same manner that locavores attempted to invert the
animal rights arguments in terms of the environment (by claiming that eating meat was the most
environmentally sustainable action one can take), these related texts attempt to invert an even
more basic idea of animal rights: that one should eat meat because he or she cares about animals.
Because these arguments focus on the suffering of animals, they have become popular and
effective. This popularity is demonstrated in a host of newspaper articles, such as “Guess Who’s
Coming As Dinner” (Rubin, 2008), “Why Vegetarians Are Eating Meat” (Lennon, 2007), “To
Abstinence and Back” (Dubecki, 2011), and “Veal to Love, Without the Guilt” (Burros, 2007).
As these titles suggest, even former advocates for vegetarianism have started advocating for the
purchase of “humane” meat. Mollie Katzen, the author of one of the most famous vegetarian
cookbooks, the Moosewood Cookbook, first explained to Newsweek: “I’m very happy that people
can make the definition of ‘vegetarian’ be a positive statement about vegetables rather than a
negative statement about meat—‘I don’t eat this, and I don’t eat that.’ I’m sick and tired of the
no’s” (Springen, 2008, p. 2). She reiterated this point in an article in Food and Wine: “For about
30 years I didn’t eat meat at all.… Lately, I’ve been eating a little meat. People say, ‘Ha, ha,
Mollie Katzen is eating steak.’ But now that cleaner, naturally fed meat is available, it’s a great
option for anyone who’s looking to complete his diet” (Lennon, 2007).
To try and understand the rationale behind the justifications for “humane” meat, in this
chapter I pay particular attention to one specific small-scale farmer: Catherine Friend, who
has written two books, Hit by a Farm (2006) and The Compassionate Carnivore (2009). Friend
raises animals, primarily sheep, and claims to both love her sheep and, at the same time, to
love eating them. As both a writer and a farmer, Friend provides a uniquely helpful insight
into what “humane farming” actually entails. However, to be clear, I focus on Friend only as a
representative of a far larger movement, as each of the arguments I raise against her applies to
other well-known advocates for either “local” or “humanely” raised meat.

Meet Fluffy—She’ll Be Your Lamp Chop Tonight
In contrast to Salatin’s statement encouraging young children to “slit some throats,” or Pollan’s
experience of masculine bonding while personally hunting pigs in Santa Cruz, Friend’s writings
are filled with constant remorse for the suffering and death of “her” animals. In the chapter
“Meet Fluffy—She’ll Be Your Lamp Chop Tonight,” Friend writes about the act of killing one
of her lambs:
The act of paying someone to kill our animals never ceases to briefly—and sharply—take
my breath away … In one week this living, breathing, playful lamb would be dead—on
purpose.… He couldn’t be a pet. He was already slated to be meat. I suddenly noticed his
heart-shaped face, the black spots gently splashed across one ear, his perky tail. How could
I pay someone to kill him? I tapped the lamb’s head one more time, then fled … I wanted
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to tap the lamb’s head one more time but was too embarrassed to show such affection in
front of the man who would kill the lamb. I imagined it would make his job harder … I
sat in the pickup and cried. My contacts blurred, my nose filled … I couldn’t stop crying.
(2009, pp. 29–32)

Friend appropriates the discourse of feminist care ethics from such writers as Carol Adams
(1990) and Josephine Donovan (2007), but inverts the original meaning. It is now precisely
because of an ethic of personal and identified care that Friend claims that one is required to raise
and kill animals for human consumption. Friend even pens, unironically, an open “Letter to
My Lambs,” which includes the sentence, “I wish you a safe journey, and I honor your role in
my life,” (2009, p. 35) as her partner takes the lambs to the slaughterhouse.
The manner in which advocates for humane meat, including Friend, try to make sense of this
contradiction between a deep emotional connection to the animals they raise and their own active
part in the animal’s death, is by arguing that buying humane meat represents a “buy-cott” or a
way to “stay at the table.”1 In other words, they claim that paying to support humane meat—“buycotting,” instead of boycotting—represents the most effective means to protest against the mistreatment of animals in factory farms. As Friend writes in a section entitled “A Seat at the Table,”
some people believe the best way to help livestock animals is to stop eating them altogether. Yet despite the deeply felt and admirable sentiments behind these calls to vegetarianism, I’ve always wondered whether the act of becoming a vegetarian or vegan has any
positive impact on the lives of animals. Instead, I believe that remaining “at the table,” if
you will, is more effective than walking away. (2009, p. 247)

The essential argument is that by purchasing “humanely raised” or “happy meat” people
can make more of a difference in the lives of animals than if they were vegetarians or vegans.
From the position of both animal ethics and personal care for animals themselves, Friend argues
that the most important action someone can take is to buy humanely raised meat. Therefore,
she takes particular aim at vegetarians and vegans because of their supposed failure to, in her
words, “remain at the table.” As Friend explains in more detail,
people who remain at the table and support sustainable, responsible, and humane agriculture by purchasing meat from these farmers are sending a message to those farmers:
“Keep doing what you’re doing. Don’t stop. We’ll buy your product.” When consumers
purchase our meat, it allows us, the small and sustainable farmers, to remain at the table,
to grow and thrive and provide humanely raised meat to increasing numbers of people.
Because farming is a business, there won’t be a product unless there is a demand. People
who become completely vegetarian for the sake of animals are basically getting up from
the table and leaving the room. Although they might work to help better animals’ lives
through their words, those words won’t keep a sustainable farmer in business. Only dollars
will. (2009, p. 248)
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Friend concludes that, based purely on compassion for animals, not only should people who
currently eat meat not choose to become vegetarian, but also that vegetarians themselves need
to start consuming humanely raised meat: “If there are carnivores who enjoy eating meat but
are considering going veggie for ethical reasons, or vegetarians who’d like to become flexitarians and allow a little meat into their diet but feel too guilty, consider this: the more of us who
remain at, or join, the table by seeking out and buying humanely raised meat, the stronger our
numbers, and the more animals that will be raised in sustainable, humane systems instead of as
widgets in a factory” (2009, p. 249).
This is the essence of the argument for changing from a vegetarian or vegan diet to becoming an “ethical” or “compassionate” carnivore: Compassionate carnivores claim that they deeply
love and care about animals, and their primary concern is animal welfare. They believe it is
possible to create ethical, and sustainable, small-scale farms that promote animal welfare and
protection of the environment. They believe that neither vegetarianism nor veganism can make
a difference, since these practices represent only a passive boycott, and not the active creation
of a viable alternative (i.e., vegetarians and vegans are simply “leaving the table”). In contrast,
compassionate carnivores argue, purchasing “humane” or “happy” meat is a force that actively
creates a separate, humane way to raise animals. Therefore, they believe, each act of purchasing
humanely raised meat directly helps to end factory farming, save the environment, and improve
the welfare of animals, while allowing customers to continue to consume meat. However, despite
the large and growing popularity of such claims, there are several significant problems with any
argument for humanely raised meat.

I. It Is Not Physically Possible to “Humanely”
Raise Animals on a Large Scale
The primary problem with the compassionate carnivore idea is the same as with the earlier “locavore” argument: It is not possible to raise the large number of “free-range” or “pasture-raised”
animals for which both groups advocate. I addressed this same argument in an earlier essay:
While locavores imagine all factory farms eventually turning into more sustainable
small-scale family farms, that ideal is simply not physically possible given the world’s
current rate of meat consumption. According to the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization’s recent report Livestock’s Long Shadow, over fifty-five billion land animals
are raised and slaughtered every year worldwide for human consumption. This rate of
slaughter already consumes thirty percent of the earth’s entire land surface (approximately
3,433 billion hectares [8483.128 acres]) and accounts for a staggering eighty percent of
the total land utilized by humans [for any purpose at all] (Steinfeld et al., 2006). Even
when the land currently used for feed crop production is subtracted, as theoretically it
might be in a fully local farm system, the total area currently occupied by grazing alone
still constitutes, in the words of the report “26 percent of the ice-free terrestrial surface of
the planet” (ibid., p. 272 ).2
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My point is that it is physically impossible to raise the number of animals that humans currently
consume in the type of free-range pasture for which Friend and the other “compassionate carnivores” advocate. There is literally not enough land left on the planet to do so.
Furthermore, meat consumption is projected to double by 2050. As the UN report cited
above explains, “Growing populations and incomes, along with changing food preferences,
are rapidly increasing demand for livestock products, while globalization is boosting trade in
livestock inputs and products. Global production of meat is projected to more than double from
229 million tonnes in 1999/01 to 465 million tonnes in 2050, and that of milk to grow from
580 to 1,043 million tonnes” (Steinfeld et al., 2006, p. xx). To make those numbers more comprehensible, currently the world’s population is approximately 7 billion people, who consume
over 55 billion land animals a year. It is predicted that by 2050 the world’s population will
grow to 9 billion, and meat consumption is predicted to double as developing countries (such
as China, India, and Brazil) become more wealthy and, consequently, can afforded to eat more
meat. As Karen Holmes explains in Earth Trends,
Table 14.1: Historical rates of increase in world meat consumption
(in metric tons)
1961

2002

Growth

71,342,694

246,771,601

3x

1,097,602

2,229,695

2x

15,691

48,294

3x

Brazil

2,083,936

14,530,350

7x

China

2,524,470

67,798,988

27x

12,340

48,298

4x

Cuba

213,964

363,364

1.7x

Egypt

308,338

1,589,690

5x

France

3,596,544

6,049,705

1.7x

Iceland

15,352

24,331

1.6x

India

1,695,165

5,456,264

3.2x

Israel

66,013

612,225

10x

Japan

724,197

5,595,697

8x

Peru

224,495

922,784

4x

Saudi Arabia

38,983

1,050,117

28x

South Africa

587,103

1,746,914

3x

United Kingdom

3,626,262

4,701,244

1.3x

United States

16,867,139

36,329,095

World
Australia
Botswana

Congo

2x

Source: Figures based on statistics collected by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO) and displayed online by Earth Trends, the World Resources Institute, from Meat
Consumption: Total, in their Agriculture and Food Searchable Database.
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a shift in global dietary patterns is taking place, one that will have far-reaching implications
for international trade, the rural economy, agricultural land use, and the environment.
Simply put, the world is eating much more meat than ever before.… The experience of
Japan could provide a glimpse of things to come. As its economy expanded, meat consumption increased 360 percent between 1960 and 1990 (Shah and Strong 1999: 19). (2001)

In other words, we have the dual problems of both more people in total and people eating
more meat in general. It is a physical impossibility to raise an additional 55 billion animals on
open and expansive pasture land (not taking into consideration an additional 2.2 billion people),
particularly since the current demand for meat and diary is only met through the increasing use of confined animal feeding operations (or CAFOs) worldwide. Therefore, “free-range”
meat can never represent more than a novelty item for privileged consumers, since the primary
impediment to worldwide consumption of pasture-fed animals is not, as the proponents wish to
suggest, market forces limiting supply and demand, but is instead the limited amount of ice-free
land left on the entire planet.

II. Humanely Raised Meat Is Neither Sustainable
Nor Helpful to the Environment
Even if such a conversion were theoretically possible, the ecological effect would be devastating.
Like the “locavores” before them, the “compassionate carnivores” routinely mention the ecological impact caused by “factory farms.” While these critiques are true, what compassionate
carnivores fail to mention is that open, free-range, pasture-feed production also causes many
of the same ecological impacts. For example, in the chapter entitled “That Is One Heck of a
Hoofprint,” Friend makes the claim that “livestock emit about 18 percent of the world’s annual
quantity of methane, one of the bad boys responsible for global warming. They produce this
methane as part of their digestion process, and most of it comes out in burps … we can solve the
animal welfare and environmental issues surrounding meat by getting into grass [i.e., animals
raised on grass-feed pastures]” (2009, p. 247). Such statements are misleading. The source Friend
cites for this indictment of factory farms is an article in the Christian Science Monitor entitled
“Humans’ Beef with Livestock: A Warmer Planet” (Knickerbocker, 2007), which, in turn,
reported the findings of the original United Nations’ report, Livestock’s Long Shadow. However,
neither the original report, nor the article cited, make the argument as Friend describes it. While
it is true that livestock produce a large amount of methane, through burps and flatulence, this
is not the primary reason the report cites for livestock’s effect on climate change, and it would
still be the case, if not worse, if these cattle were raised in pasture, since the cattle would still
emit burps and flatulence. The report’s main critique, in terms of climate change, is against
deforestation. Deforestation is primarily caused by attempts to clear forests to create pasture
to raise exactly the type of free-range and grass-fed animals for which Friend advocates. As
the report states, under the section entitled “Atmosphere and Climate Change,” “The livestock
sector accounts for 9 percent of anthropogenic CO2 emissions. The largest share of this derives
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from land-use changes—especially deforestation—caused by expansion of pastures and arable
land for feed crops” (Steinfeld et al., 2006, p. xxi). The report further explains this point in the
“Land Degradation” section:
Expansion of livestock production is a key factor in deforestation, especially in Latin
America where the greatest amount of deforestation is occurring—70 percent of previous
forested land in the Amazon is occupied by pastures and … rangelands, with 73 percent of
rangelands in dry areas, have been degraded to some extent, mostly through overgrazing,
compaction and erosion created by livestock action. (ibid.)

The same report suggests that meat and dairy from pasture-fed animals would be equally devastating in terms of biodiversity, which is decreased through the expansion of pastures for
free-range grazing. The UN estimates that livestock production (including free-range and pasture-fed animals) represents the leading cause of species extinction. As the report explains:
We are in an era of unprecedented threats to biodiversity. The loss of species is estimated
to be running 50 to 500 times higher than background rates found in the fossil record.
Fifteen out of 24 important ecosystem services are assessed to be in decline.
Livestock now account for about 20 percent of the total terrestrial animal biomass,
and the 30 percent of the earth’s land surface that they now pre-empt was once habitat for
wildlife. Indeed, the livestock sector may well be the leading player in the reduction of biodiversity, since it is the major driver of deforestation, as well as one of the leading drivers
of land degradation, pollution, climate change, overfishing, sedimentation of coastal areas
and facilitation of invasions by alien species. (p. xxiii)

As with climate change, the report suggests that in terms of biodiversity, pasture-raising animals, because of factors such as deforestation and habitat destruction, actually causes more biodiversity loss than factory farms. To be clear, it is not my argument that we should “exonerate”
factory farms, since it has been determined that they are grossly detrimental to the environment (see Gurian-Sherman, 2008; Natural Resources, 2005; Pew Commission, 2008). It is my
argument, though, that when advocates for either “humane” or “free-range” farms dismiss all
environmental critiques of livestock production as applying only to “factory farms,” such claims
are ill-informed. Issues of the carrying capacity of the earth cannot be addressed by switching to
humanely raised meat. The question of how to sustainably and ethically raise and kill 55 billion
(much less 110 billion) animals per year is simply a question without an answer. No strategy—
not intensification and not free-range, pasture-fed animals—overcomes the basic limits of our
planet’s carrying capacity. As Lee Hall has previously argued,
environmentalists warn that the chemicals and sicknesses which plague animal factories
can also contaminate soil, water, animal products, and our own bodies. These concerns
about factory farms are warranted. But ecological problems don’t stop there. A cow with
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access to fresh air and pasture is still a cow, and cows need plenty of water and food.… The
rumination of cows produces methane gas, which matches the global warming potential
of carbon dioxide 21 times over. And the animal-based farm uses far more land than that
taken by the growing of vegetable crops and the use of sloped areas for fruit trees.… Which
brings us to another reason that we just cannot afford to waste any more time attempting
to reform animal farms: the exigency presented by the biggest set of extinctions and the
most ominous climate indicators in modern history. Designing campaigns around more
space for animals destined to wind up on plates at trendy restaurants and pricey grocers
is environmental malpractice. Joining their energies and educating relentlessly, the environmentalist and the animal advocate could effectively shield what little pristine environment is left in the world, and what freedom is still possible for animals who call it home.
Thinking and working together, they could replace the fantasy of sustainable and humane
animal farming with a plain-speaking movement that gets to the point: We just don’t need
to buy what animal agribusiness is selling. (2005)

III. Consumers (and Producers) of Free-Range
Animals Still Support Factory Farms
Since it is not physically possible to produce the large amounts of free-range meat that American
consumers currently demand, those who purchase meat, including producers of “free-range” or
“humanely raised” meat themselves, regularly consume meat from factory farms. As Jonathan
Safran Foer puts it in Eating Animals, “We shouldn’t kid ourselves about the number of ethical eating options available to most of us. There isn’t enough nonfactory chicken produced in
America to feed the population of Staten Island and not enough nonfactory pork to serve New
York City, let alone the country.… Any ethical-meat advocate who is serious is going to be
eating a lot of vegetarian fare” (2009, p. 256). Of all the meat produced in the United States,
99% is produced on factory farms—a statistic agreed upon even by free-range farmers.3 This is
true not only for meat, but also for milk and eggs. As the New York Times explained in a 2010
article, only 1% of eggs are even labelled “free-range” (How hens, 2010). Of this 1%, much of
the chickens’ advertised access to the outdoors is an illusion, since exits may be very small or
may only be accessed by a few birds that are closest to them. Because of the paucity of humanely
raised meat, compassionate carnivores must either primarily eat vegan (since dairy cows and
egg-laying hens are treated poorly) or consume meat, eggs, and dairy produced on factory farms.
Unfortunately, most compassionate carnivores choose the latter. Even Catherine Friend, who
lives on a supposedly “happy meat” farm, and has written multiple books detailing the horrors
of factory farms, routinely buys factory-farmed meat. Friend even quantifies how much factory
farmed meat she eats: “Before I was a farmer, 100 percent of my meat came from a factory.
After we started farming and eating our lambs, that figure dropped down to perhaps 90 percent. But since I have been paying and working to replace the factory meat, I’m happy to report
considerable success. Most weeks, about 50 percent of my meals are made from happy meat,
25 percent are meatless, and 25 percent are from factory farms” (2009, p. 240). If someone who
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raises “happy meat” herself reports eating factory-farmed meat at least a quarter of the time, it is
difficult to imagine that customers who have more limited access to such meat could do better.
And Friend repeatedly assures her readers that they do not need to stop eating factory-farmed meat, but can set other, more easily attainable, goals: “The statement ‘I want to eat
more humanely raised meat’ is so vague, you won’t know what to do next. Try something more
specific, like ‘I want to eat one meal a month from animals raised humanely.’ Or ‘I will buy
three dozen eggs a month that come from uncaged hens.’ Or ‘I will make four phone calls this
month in search for happy meat.’ Or ‘I will find a source for pasture-raised butter’” (2009, p.
199). The problem with these ideas is that the eating one meal a month from animals raised
humanely will make no significant difference in either the lives of animals or to the environment. Although setting the goal “I will never eat animals who have been raised in factory farms”
would be just as “specific” as any of the goals that Friend lists, she never suggests or recommends
this, as even she herself does not follow this standard because she views it as too inconvenient
and not “compassionate” enough to herself. Bruce Friedrich, a long-time animal advocate, has
put forward this same critique:
What does it say that the leaders of the “ethical meat” charge, like my friends Eric Schlosser
and Michael Pollan and even the Niman Ranch farmers, regularly pull money out of their
pocket and send it off to the factory farms? To me, it says that “ethical carnivores” is a
failed idea; even the most prominent advocates don’t do it full-time. I have met countless
people who were moved by Eric’s and Michael’s arguments, but none of them now eat
exclusively Niman-type meat. They are either vegetarians or they continue to eat at least
some factory-farmed animals. (Foer, 2009, p. 214)

To her credit, Friend, along with many other advocates for humanely raised meat, does raise
the argument that she herself, or her readers, may wish to reduce their intake of meat. The problem is that this is discussed in exactly the same wholly token manner, as though skipping meat for
one meal per month will in some way undo the damage of regularly subsidizing factory farms.4
We can, therefore, see that purchasing “happy meat” does not necessarily entail the more
traditional boycott of factory farms. Instead, it seems to operate from the premise that the
occasional consumption of a humanely raised meat product represents an effective form of
activism that “offsets” (in much the same way as a carbon offset) the cruelty and the environmental degradation that factory farms cause. Whether pasture-fed animals are, in reality, better
for the environment or for animal welfare is an idea that should be questioned. But, even if
they were, the minor dietary shifts called for by advocates of humanely raised meat would not
represent a significant change in livestock policy. From an economic viewpoint, changing one
meal a month from factory-farmed to humanely raised meat, or finding a pasture-fed source
for butter, may help individual small-scale farmers since they can subsist on a small volume
and charge high prices, but such a change will have little impact on large-scale agribusiness.
Reducing the consumption of factory-farmed meat to only 25% of one’s diet seems insufficient
if the goal is a boycott intended to leverage economic power on behalf of both animals and the
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environment. A vegetarian who purchases no factory-farmed meat, or a vegan who not only
purchases no factory-farmed meat but also purchases no factory-farmed dairy or eggs, represents
a more effective form of economic advocacy than a compassionate carnivore who gives a quarter
or more of her “ food dollars” to factory farms. The purchasing of humane meat suggests that
occasional and ineffective changes can cause significant improvement. It appears that the net
effect of the idea behind humane meat is to help individual consumers feel better about their
continued consumption of factory-farmed flesh.

IV. The Big Lie: “Humane Meat” Is Neither
“Happy” Nor “Humane”
Not only do compassionate carnivores still consume factory-farmed meat, but the way in which
the animals are raised is also far from what most consumers would consider “humane,” or
“compassionate.” In the chapter entitled “To Certify or Not to Certify,” Friend provides a
self-disclosed laundry list of actions she undertakes that prevent her from meeting the Animal
Welfare Standards for Sheep. For example, she uses herding dogs, does not allow her sheep
to lie down comfortably during transport, does not provide continuous access to shelter, and,
most importantly, “docks” (amputates) their tails without the use of anesthesia. Here is how
she explains this last action:
To dock a tail, some farmers cut if off. Others slide a tight rubber band onto the tail, cutting off blood circulation to the tail so that it eventually atrophies and falls off.… I keep
finding books written by interviewing authors who pounce on farmers with this question:
“And you do this procedure without anaesthesia?” The farmers never have a good answer,
because the question doesn’t make any sense to them. We do occasionally cause animals
pain or stress, but the expense and time of administering some sort of anaesthesia isn’t
practical … I’m basing my opinions not on scientific research studies of whether an animal
feels pain, or on how much, but on observation. The pain fades. (2009, pp. 130–131).

While I am sure Friend is correct in saying that the pain does, in some sense, “fade,” nonetheless, I worry that her own personal observations, devoid of any reference to the scientific
research on the topic, underestimate the suffering these practices cause. For example, as Michael
C. Morris documented in the Journal of Agricultural And Environmental Ethics, tail docking is
an unnecessary practice, kept primarily out of tradition, that when done without anesthesia can
lead to a lifetime of “chronic post amputation pain” (2000, p. 207). In 2008, the Farm Animal
Welfare Council in Great Britain produced the “Report on the Implications of Castration and
Tail Docking for the Welfare of Lambs.” This report reached the same conclusion as Morris:
tail docking is kept primarily out of tradition, causes all sheep a great deal of pain, and, particularly when administered without anesthesia, causes a lifetime of “phantom limb pain” (p. 13).
Moreover, while Friend makes no mention of it in The Compassionate Carnivore, in her earlier
book, Hit by a Farm, she chronicles that she not only cuts off her sheep’s tails but also castrates
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her male lambs without the use of anesthesia.5 If the majority of the scientific community
believes that tail docking inflicts significant levels of pain, there is a complete consensus that
castration causes intense pain and results in long-term chronic pain (Farm Animal Welfare
Council, 2008, p. 26).
Friend is in no way unique in her omission of animal welfare. For example, Joel Salatin uses
similar practices of animal cruelty, including confinement, denying food, allowing overcrowding, and using conventional slaughterhouses (Ball, 2011). Every farm I can find that markets
itself as “humane” still engages in many of the same practices as its “factory farm” counterparts.
These include grinding up male chickens at birth; using animals who have been selectively bred
into shapes that cause disease, suffering, and early death; forced and repeated pregnancies;
separating family members for profit; and killing animals in the same slaughterhouses and
identically “inhumane” conditions.
Moreover, the only enforcement mechanism that Friend, Salatin, Kingsolver, Pollan, and
many other advocates of local or humane meat endorse is individually visiting a farm and trusting what the farmer self-reports as his or her standard of care. (Pollan refers to this practice as
going “beyond the bar code.”) For example, in her chapter “Visiting a Farm,” Friend includes
12 actions a consumer is supposed to take when visiting a farm, concluding with “Don’t argue
with the farmer.” Even the section entitled “Ask questions” warns:
When you ask questions, keep an open mind. You might learn something new about animals. Just because a farming practice isn’t sanctioned by a certifying body, or hasn’t been
mentioned in this book, or hasn’t been written about in the New York Times doesn’t mean
it’s bad or wrong. Remember that farmers are fiercely independent, and most of us have
very good reasons for doing what we do on our farms. (2009, p. 221)

While such a system of self-reporting may be most desirable for farmers, it is less clear how
it can result in substantial improvement in the lives of animals. Not only does such a standard
make it even more difficult to access the already rare “humane meat,” since each farm must be
individually visited by each consumer, but it also shifts the entire burden of determining animal
welfare to consumers, who are limited to rare, and nonconfrontational, visits. How does even the
most well-informed consumer know to ask whether the farmer engages in tail docking, and how
many are confident enough to protest when the farmer claims that such practices are necessary
to protect the health of the sheep?
Friend further diminishes this already low standard of care by repeatedly assuring her readers that they should not hold individual farmers to too high a standard. In the chapter “Finding
a Farm,” she tells us to “build relationships with farmers. Give them a little leeway if their places
aren’t perfect” (p. 216), and in the chapter “Get Real about Your Goals,” she concludes that
consumers should “avoid setting absolutes in what you will or will not accept in your happy
meat” (p. 198). In the same manner that she says it is acceptable for a consumer to purchase
and consume factory-farmed meat, Friend argues that a consumer should not be that strict
on the standards of the humane farms from which they do purchase their “humanely” raised
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meat. It is unclear how such a system of double tokenism (which includes token consumption of
“humane” meat from animals that only a token effort has been made to raise more humanely)
could ever result in an actual improvement in the lives of animals and represent an effective
form of economic activism.

V. Profit and Marketability, or “Altruism Doesn’t
Pay the Taxes”
The underlying reason that prevents individuals from purchasing humane meat to help animals
is the failure of anyone in the movement to confront the reality that standards of care will be
undercut in a system in which animals are raised and sold for profit. The most revealing aspect
of Friend’s discussion of her animal husbandry practices is not her admission of performing
tail docking and castration, but the fact that she never provides anesthesia for any procedures.
Moreover, the only reason she suggests for never providing anesthesia is the cost—in other
words, it is cheaper and easier to dock tails without paying for anesthesia—even though, as cited
earlier, this is the recommended practice from an animal welfare standpoint. This represents the
most significant problem with the entire argument that one should purchase “humane meat”—
the manner in which it ignores that animal agriculture gains a profit by steadily watering down
standards for animal care. There is no acknowledgement that when animals are regarded as an
agricultural commodity that must be routinely produced for sale, there exists a permanent and
inherent contradiction between the welfare of the animals and the profit of the business, since
lower animal standards (if unperceived) always result in increased profits. Let me give the clearest example of what I mean. Friend and her partner, Melissa, are both committed feminists who
claim that they began farming as way to combat traditional gender roles and heteronormativity.
One would least presume that in formatting a “humane” standard of care, acts of forced female
copulation would represent an area of particular ethical concern; however, for purely financial
reasons, the two women personally hold down a female goat and force her to have what is clearly
undesired sex in order to effectively match their breeding program. In a chapter that is actually
entitled “Let’s Just Forget This Ever Happened,” Friend describes the practice:
At Mary’s, we led Ambrosia [Friend’s female goat] to the converted chicken house, into
a building about twenty feet by ten feet, with bare board door and Bozeman [the male
goat] came flying in, eyes wild, lip curled at the scent of Ambrosia. Our goat took one look
at this creature and began running. I couldn’t blame her. Not only do intact bucks reek
with an indescribable scent, but this guy’s head and neck were oily, greasy, and matted
with something foul … Ambrosia wasn’t buying it. Who could blame her? We watched
Bozeman chase in a circle for five minutes. “Is this how goat sex usually goes?” I finally
asked. “No,” Mary said. “Usually the doe stands still. Ambrosia must be near the end of
her cycle. She can still get pregnant, but isn’t willing to stand still.” She sighed. “I’m afraid
we have to hold her.” Groaning, we stepped forward. Melissa grabbed Ambrosia’s collar
but she twisted away. Mary and I cornered her but she slipped past us. Finally it took all
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three of us to catch Ambrosia. Then, unbelievably, we restrained her head and torso while
Bozeman, loopy with lust, flung himself on her and began thrusting his hips. No one said
a word as Bozeman concentrated on the task at hand, and Ambrosia grunted indignantly.
I held my breath to avoid Bozeman’s aroma. Finally I muttered, “Can I still call myself a
feminist after this?” (2006, p. 146)

In this scene, what is so meaningful is not only the clear suffering the female goat Ambrosia
is experiencing, but also how Friend herself believes that she should not be supporting what is
occurring. The only reason she does is for profit. It is not the case, as with tail docking and castration, that Friend wishes to disagree with the scientific consensus on the painfulness of these
procedures, choosing to believe that “the pain fades.” In this scene, Friend herself believes that
what is occurring is wrong, unpleasant, ironic, and unethical, but she continues to participate
because it is necessary for her farm be able to run at all. As a for-profit business premised on
breeding and killing animals for human consumption, even core values of animal welfare are, at
times, sacrificed when it is perceived as necessary for profitability. And Friend is not alone in this
prioritization of profit over animal care. Salatin is even more open about the fact that his basic
motivation is maximizing profits, even if it conflicts with animal welfare. In an interview in the
Guardian, after railing (for some time) about the “evils of Wall Street,” Salatin is asked why he
does not use “heritage” birds (birds that have not been selectively bred for greater profitability,
and consequently, live short, unnatural, and painful lives). Salatin explains:
I’m not opposed to heritage breeds. We have some heritage breeds. Here’s the problem
though: marketability.… We tried heritage chickens for three years and we couldn’t sell
’em. I mean, we could sell a couple. But at the end of the day, altruism doesn’t pay our
taxes. And I’m willing to say: “You know what? I don’t have all the answers and I pick my
battles and compromises.” (Wood, 2010)

Although they frequently deny it, both local and “humane” farmers are small-scale businessmen and women concerned, ultimately, with profit and marketability. As such, they have
managed to “rebrand” their product in order to create a niche market in which animals are
raised under marginally “improved” animal welfare standards for significantly higher profit—
hence the emphasis on the acceptability of making “compromises,” and the counterintuitive
argument that it is fine if consumers (and farmers themselves) still purchase factory-farmed
meat, as long as they also purchase the small-scale farmer’s product. And, likewise, the continued
insistence that these supposedly improved conditions should neither be too closely examined
(“don’t argue with a farmer”), or enforced. The emphasis is less on the reality of the animals’ lives
(mutilations, castration, forced breeding, genetic breeding, and so on), than it is on the “brand
name” quality of the product, which is now, supposedly, both more “local” and more “compassionate.” This is why the emphasis is on a “buy-cott” of “happy” meat instead of a firm boycott
of factory farms: the true goal is to increase the farmers’ sales (buy more), and not to actually
decrease production, or consumption, of factory-farmed animals. As a business model, such a
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strategy has been remarkably successful; however, from the standpoint of concern for animals
(or, for that matter, the environment), the benefit is significantly less clear. And, to be clear,
these are structural problems inherent in the profit-based system of animal husbandry, which
no amount of purchasing humane meat, no matter how successful or widespread, can alleviate.
It is not difficult to imagine that as small-scale farmers become larger and more removed from
the animals they raise, and, most importantly, better known as a “brand” name, the animals
will start to fare worse. This process is exactly what has already happened in the case of the
largest, and most well-known, producer of humane meat, Niman Ranch. The original founder,
Bill Niman, was forced out by shareholders who wanted to lower standards (while keeping the
same name and price for the meat) to increase profitability. The new CEO of Niman Ranch uses
an argument identical to the one presented by Salatin to justify these actions: “I think idealism
can pay.… But it has to be couched with practicality” (Finz, 2009). Even if someone had visited
Niman Ranch in the beginning and been satisfied with the level of animal husbandry used
there, they would now be buying a product no longer raised, or even approved, by Bill Niman.
In fact, Bill Niman no longer eats Niman Ranch meat, because of his concerns about the care
of animals (ibid.). Therefore, in the best “test case” available, the support of small-scale farms
failed, ultimately, to significantly help animals, farmers, or the environment.

Conclusion: “Compassionate” Conservatives
Doug Wead, a former presidential advisor, was the first person to coin the phrase “compassionate conservative.” He expanded upon this idea in books such as The Compassionate Touch
(1977), and speeches such as “The Compassionate Conservative,” which he famously gave at a
Washington charity dinner. The essential notion was that conservatives should feel the pain of
the poor, even though they did not have to change any of their actual policies to assist them (for
example, funding programs to help the poor). This idea became one of George W. Bush’s key
slogans during his presidential campaign against Al Gore in 2000. Despite the rhetoric, many
of Bush’s critics could not find any significant difference between his views toward the poor and
those of any other conservative. As the admittedly biased former president Bill Clinton described
it, in practice, compassionate conservatism meant only, “I want to help you. I really do. But you
know, I just can’t” (Cowles, 2009).
A remarkably similar logic is at work in the new term compassionate carnivore and the
attempt to market “happy meat.” They, too, express frequent and powerful moments of concern
for the welfare of animals, but, like the compassionate conservatives before them, they fail to
translate this care into the real or systematic change that actual care for animals entails. Instead,
again, like the compassionate conservatives before them, compassionate carnivores insist that
the “free market” will solve all of the ethical concerns confronting animals. However, as the
example of Bill Niman shows, such faith seems misguided. It will always be in the economical
self-interest of the farmer to water down his or her standard of care if the public cannot perceive
the changes. As Salatin’s decision not to use heritage birds, and Friend’s failure to use anesthesia
and her willingness to personally engage in forced female mating demonstrate, when profit and
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animal welfare contradict each other, it is the consideration of profit that triumphs. What is
of greatest concern to me about the “happy meat” movement is not that it is physically impossible or ecologically unfeasible. It is not even that most practitioners still regularly purchase
factory-farmed meat, or even that they still universally engage in a wide panoply of practices of
animal husbandry that are neither “compassionate,” “happy,” nor “humane,” and that they violate even the most deeply held views of the farmers and consumers themselves. No. What most
concerns me is that these expressions of feelings of care for animals serve only to mask the simple
reality that for the entirety of their lives, these animals live only as buyable and sellable commodities who exist wholly at the whim of their “owners.” Such a view changes an issue of social
justice (captured in the idea of animal “rights”) to one of mere charity, which, consequently,
can be compromised, or abandoned at will. Therefore, I wish to suggest that the “compassion”
of the carnivore has less to do with the animal, and is instead about the human feeling of guilt.
Writing a letter to lambs “wishing them a safe journey” as they are being taken to slaughter does
not make sense if we think in terms of the lambs themselves, who, of course, cannot read, do
not care about the letter, and will all soon be killed. It only makes sense if we think in terms of
the humans: the human writing the letter and the humans reading it in reprint form.
However, my goal is not to dismiss Friend’s feelings or those of any other “compassionate”
carnivore. These feelings of care—demonstrated by Friend’s inability to butcher the lambs herself and her clear discomfort with the forced mating of her goat, Ambrosia—are hopeful signs.
What is needed is a transition from a profit-driven practice of advocating the purchasing of
humane meat to advocating for vegetarianism and veganism. I believe that both compassionate
carnivores and the idea of a “buy-cott” versus a boycott have something important to teach
us: while humane meat is an ecological and ethical impossibility, vegetarianism and veganism
are not only a boycott of meat, but also a “buy-cott” of meat-free businesses and practices.
Vegetarians and vegans are not passively “leaving the table”—it is not as though we are fasting.
Instead, we are self-consciously choosing to use our food dollars to actively and affirmatively create a new system of diet and consumption. We are, in addition to the traditional boycott of meat,
also actively creating (and supporting) vegan growers and providers, by choosing vegan items at
the grocery store and vegan restaurants, and even vegan options at non-vegan restaurants. These
actions make it easier and more convenient for people to chose the vegetarian or vegan option. A
consumer who is deciding if he or she will purchase a “sustainable meat” entree or a vegan entree
is not deciding between an “active” versus a “passive” force, but between visions of future dietary
changes that he or she wishes to help create. The claim that vegans are not taking an active stance
on how animals are raised is simply factually untrue. What vegans are saying is that we not
only reject the abuses of factory farms, but also tail docking and castrations, medical procedures
performed without the use of anesthesia, forced breeding, the use of genetically modified or
selectively bred animals so misshapen that their lives are both painful and cut artificially short,
painful transport, and ultimately slaughter, as well as the basic idea that the only value of an
animal life is as an agricultural commodity. We are therefore employing not a mere percentage
but the entirety of our food dollars to help support and create a different type of food system.
For, at the deepest level, while my opening quotation from Alice Through the Looking Glass may
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seem overly dismissive of the emotional pain of those who called themselves “compassionate
carnivores,” this is not my intent. Instead, I hope that those who are truly concerned with the
suffering and deaths of animals can join with animal rights activists, not to promote “happy
meat,” since such a goal is, in fact, an impossibility, but instead to help promote ending the
consumption of any kind of meat, eggs, or dairy. As Friend herself writes, “because farming is
a business, there won’t be a product unless there is a demand” (2009, p. 248).
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Notes
1 This is not a word that Friend uses, but it captures the arguments she makes in favour of eating meat. For
a review of the history of the term, see Monroe Friedman, “A Positive Approach to Organized Consumer
Action: The ‘Buycott’ as Alternative to the Boycott,” Journal of Consumer Policy (1996).
2 For further discussion of this point, please see my essay, “‘Green’ Eggs and Ham? The Myth of Sustainable
Meat and the Danger of the Local” (2009).
3 As Farm Forward, an organization that works to support “humane” farms, admits, “the reality of meat is
unambiguous. And at Farm Forward we don’t pull any punches when we face inconvenient realities: Most
of the animals raised and killed for food (more than 99 percent, to be precise) come from unsustainable
and cruel factory farms or, in the case of sea animals, other industrial operations.… Every person who
adopts a vegetarian diet reduces suffering and environmental degradation and helps stretch the small supply
of non-factory meat, dairy, and eggs currently available for those who choose to eat meat. As long as the
demand for non-factory animal products exceeds the supply to this degree, it is best to avoid even these
products. But whatever our approach to eating ethically, the important point to remember is that withdrawing our financial support from factory farming reduces the greatest barrier to a humane, sustainable
agriculture: the wealth and power that the factory farm industry draws from the money we funnel to it
daily” (Farm Forward, 2011).
4 As Friend again writes on occasionally skipping meat: “I always remember my one rule about changing
the way we eat meat, and that’s to be compassionate, first, toward yourself. That means that if you’re in a
restaurant and hate all the meatless options, don’t flail yourself with a bamboo cane because you chose the
factory meat.… Choosing the meatless meal over the factory meat may not amount to a large percentage of
your diet, and that’s okay, but your choices will be more consistent with your values” (Friend, 2009, p. 238).
5 While Friend has now moved on to a “band” method of castration, here is how she originally describes that
procedure: “Melissa gave each lamb a shot of vitamins, dipped the navel in iodine, attached a plastic, numbered ear tag, felt for a fully belly to make sure it had been nursing, then checked for sex. If it was a male,
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she pulled out a nasty-looking tool called a burdizzo, a silver, clamp-like thing. She found the slender cords
running to the testicles, slid the burdizzo jaws over these cords, then apologized. We’d both grimace as she
squeezed the jaws together, crushing the cords so the testicles would eventually atrophy” (2006, p. 18).
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“Too Sexy for Your Meat”:
Vegan Sexuality and the Intimate Rejection
of Carnism1
Annie Potts and Jovian Parry

Introduction
I was sitting across from a guy at a bookstore yesterday. He was tall … handsome
and had a very sexy mouth.… After chatting for a while I felt the warmth of my
libido and the intensity of his interest. There was a bit of chemistry.… He offered
dinner, gave me his card … then did the unthinkable. He unwrapped a ham sandwich with extra mayo and took a giant bite! Arrrg! This blew it for me. His once
supple and sexy lips now became a petri dish of bacteria, steroids, preservatives
and dead pig juice. Needless to say, I never called.
—Urban Vegansexual, 2008

The terms vegan sexuality and vegansexual entered popular discourse in 2007 following sub-

stantial media interest in a New Zealand study on ethical consumption that noted that some
vegans engaged in sexual relationships and intimate partnerships only with other vegans (Potts
& White, 2007). At the time it was suggested that a spectrum existed in relation to cruelty-free
consumption and sexual relationships: at one end of this continuum, vegan sexuality might
entail an increased likelihood of sexual attraction towards those who shared similar disdain
regarding the exploitation of non-human animals; at the other end, it could manifest as a strong
sexual aversion to the bodies of those who consume animals and animal products (Potts, 2008).
The extensive media hype about (and public response to) vegan sexuality was predominantly
negative and derogatory towards vegans and vegetarians. Elsewhere, we have interrogated in
depth the disparaging rejoinders from omnivorous men, and argued that such a backlash suggests vegan sexuality disrupts the powerful cultural links between meat-eating, masculinity, and
virility; it also challenges a male sex-drive discourse that demands that women are available and
willing for (hetero)sex whenever men desire this (see Potts & Parry, 2010). Here we examine
the responses to the notion of vegan sexuality reported in media and posted online by vegans
themselves. Our analysis indicates that vegans are divided over the existence and/or benefits of
a form of sexual preference founded on ethical/dietary preference: those for whom veganism is
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an ethical choice based on ideas of compassion and non-violence tend to be more supportive of
vegan sexuality as a viable and “natural” extension of a vegan lifestyle; others, particularly those
who endorse “interdietary dating” (rather than exclusivity among vegans), argue that vegan
sexuality is too radical and unlikely to progress the political goals of veganism. Vegans on both
sides of the vegan sexuality debate find common ground in refuting the widely held assumption
that meat-eating results in greater sexual potency and stamina.

The Vegan Sexuality Phenomenon
In order to contextualize our analysis in this chapter, we begin by providing some background to
the vegan sexuality phenomenon itself. In 2006, the New Zealand Centre for Human-Animal
Studies (NZCHAS) administered a nationwide open-ended survey exploring the perspectives and
experiences of cruelty-free consumers in that country. Participants were invited to express in writing
their viewpoints on a list of topics relating to the exploitation of non-human animals for food and
clothing, and in recreation, sports, and entertainment. While this project attracted a few omnivore
informants (specifically those concerned about intensive farming practices in New Zealand and/
or the use of animals in experimentation), the overwhelming majority of respondents were vegetarian or vegan (141 veg*ns2 versus 16 omnivores). When a report on this study was released in
August 2007, one relatively minor aspect of the overall study generated significant media interest,
both nationally and internationally. This related to the statements of seven vegan women that they
preferred sexual intimacy, or primary relationships, only with other vegans (Potts & White, 2007).
For example, one 49-year-old vegan woman in the original study commented:
I could not be in an intimate relationship with anyone who was eating animals. Our worlds
would just be too far apart and the likelihood of the relationship succeeding would be very
low. I couldn’t think of kissing lips that allow dead animal pieces to pass between them.

Another 34-year-old vegan woman claimed:
I believe we are what we consume so I really struggle with bodily fluids, especially sexually.

And a 41-year-old vegan woman explained:
I would not want to be intimate with someone whose body is literally made up from the
bodies of others who have died for their sustenance. Non-vegetarian bodies smell different
to me.… Even though I might find someone really attractive, I wouldn’t want to get close
to them in a physical sense if their body was derived from meat. For me, this constitutes
my very personal form of ethical sexuality.

This preference for physical intimacy only with other vegans was referred to as “vegan sexuality” by the first author of the study. It pertained specifically to those who refused, mainly on
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ethical grounds, to have intimate relations with non-vegans. Annie Potts suggested that a spectrum might exist in relation to cruelty-free consumption and sexual relationships: at one end of
the spectrum, vegan sexuality might entail an increased likelihood of sexual attraction towards
those who do not consume animals or animal products. At the other end, it could manifest as a
strong sexual aversion to the bodies of those who consume animals and animal products; for these
people, avoidance of sexual intimacy with omnivorous (and even some herbivorous vegetarian)
bodies is likely to be experienced at a much more visceral level (Potts, 2008; Scott-Dixon, 2009).
Importantly, vegan sexuality was not proposed as a form of innate or predetermined sexuality or desire; instead it was suggested that vegan sexuality manifested as a disposition (or
inclination, or preference) towards those who also practice a cruelty-free lifestyle. It was also suggested that vegan sexuality be understood as an embodied ethical form of sexuality. As a scholar of
gender, sexuality, and vegetarianism who is personally critical of sexual and other “imperatives,”
it was also not Potts’s intention in suggesting the existence of this ethical form of sexuality that
it should be viewed as, or become, a new demand on vegans, or that all vegans should feel this
way or be ultimately moving towards vegan sexuality, or that vegans who are in relationships
with omnivores are somehow not vegan enough. Highlighting the existence of ethical intimacy
of this nature was more about allowing those participants in the New Zealand study who felt
strongly about their own relationships to express their preferences for practicing cruelty-free
sex as well as cruelty-free consumption (Potts, 2008; Scott-Dixon, 2009; Potts & Parry, 2010).
Following an initial story run by a local paper, the Christchurch Press, in New Zealand (Todd,
2007), the global media coverage of vegan sexuality was, predictably, highly sensationalized. The
Press’s website generated over 110,000 hits, and a Google search produced 21,000 new references
to “vegansexuals,” within two days of the term hitting the news (King, 2007). Print and Internetbased publications from around the globe seized upon the idea and disseminated it through their
websites and news blogs. Articles about vegan sexuality became the top stories on Australian sites
Yahoo.com.au and Stuff.co.nz, and British and North American publications quickly picked up on
the buzz, publishing their own versions of the original article (Janko, 2007; Jeffers, 2007; Marks,
2007; Middleton, 2007; Price, 2007; Salber, 2007; Steiner, 2007; Stryker, 2007). The number
of people in the NZCHAS study who strongly associated their sexualities, and their choices in
relationships, with their dedication to cruelty-free lifestyles was trumped up (“a few”—actually
seven—quickly morphed into “many”), and for the most part “vegansexuality” (the two words were
joined in subsequent reporting)3 was presented by the media as a fixed, easily compartmentalized
category of sexual orientation (the British newspaper the Independent stated, “there are heterosexuals, homosexuals, bisexuals and metrosexuals. And now there are vegansexuals”).4 The publicity
elicited vigorous and heated debate on Internet discussion boards and comments pages and, by the
end of 2007, the buzz had been substantial enough that the Sydney Morning Herald listed vegan
sexuality as one of “the year’s biggest health stories,” and the New York Times Magazine included
vegan sexuality in its “7th Annual Year In Ideas” edition as one of the top 70 ideas of 2007.
The vegan sexuality phenomenon lends itself quite easily to a Foucauldian analysis of the
invention of new sexualities (and/or sexual identities) through various machinations of power
and resistance, confession and discourse (Potts and Parry, 2010). For example, not only was
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a staunch backlash against the idea of vegans controlling their own sexual choices immediately noticeable, but self-identified vegansexuals began coming out of the closet and declaring
themselves online, and on radio and television. A series of vegansexual T-shirts were launched
for purchase online via an American site (www.cowpiecreek.com), vegansexuals posted videos
about themselves on YouTube, and users of the popular networking site Facebook created a
vegansexuals group, which consisted of hundreds of self-identified vegansexuals (this site was
used primarily as a way to find nearby vegans for potential romantic liaisons). The term vegansexuality has also entered online urban and popular culture dictionaries (on Wikipedia, for
example, vegansexuality appears as a variation of eco-sexuality). And, while it may be argued from
a Foucaudian perspective that vegan sexuality is a culturally constructed category of sexuality
manufactured largely by the media, the inclination for veg*ns to choose non-meat-eating partners is not necessarily a flash-in-the-pan trend; it appears instead to be a pre-existing and fairly
durable phenomenon that now simply has a catchy label attached to it (Potts & Parry, 2010).
As vegans ourselves, it makes sense to the authors that some vegans might experience sexuality on a fundamentally “ethical-embodied” level: a person dedicated to cruelty-free living
may well extend this ethical commitment beyond consumption of food into other aspects of his
or her life (Potts & Parry, 2010), and especially into such an important arena as intimate relationships (see also Fessler et al., 2003; Fox & Ward, 2008; Kalof et al., 1999; McDonald, 2000;
Middleton, 2007; Rozin, Markwith, & Stoess, 1997). Historically, alternative sexualities—gay,
lesbian, bisexual, etc.—have often arisen in response to mainstream culture that is perceived as
restrictive or repressive (Foucault, 1978); it is therefore possible that vegansexuals are expressing
a bodily resistance to the oppression of dominant meat-eating culture. Veganism itself is “suspect
because it casts aspersions on our love affair with meat” (Inness, 2006, p. 154; see also Cole &
Morgan, 2011). The concept of vegan sexuality is not surprising, nor is it extreme (as has been
suggested), when considered according to such rationale.
Indeed, such a propensity towards vegan sexual exclusivity had already been documented
by Canadian transgendered rights, sex workers’ rights, and animal activist Mirha Soleil-Ross
seven years before vegan sexuality hit the headlines. G-SPrOuT, a Toronto gay and lesbian film
festival favourite produced by Ross and her partner, featured interviews with sexually diverse
vegans talking about their preferences for vegans as romantic and sexual partners (Karbusicky &
Soliel-Ross, 2000). And 2003 saw the launch of a pornographic site populated by and dedicated
solely to veg*ns (who volunteer to appear on it); although VegPorn.com features only veg*n
models, the site embraces an ethos of inclusivity when it comes to gender, sexual orientation,
and physical appearance (Furry Girl, 2006; Tortorici, 2008).
In recent years, moreover, the portrayal of veganism has radically shifted in popular culture: from its previous stereotypical representation as hippyish and boring, veganism has been
revamped (in fact, remarketed and rewritten) as an appealing, chic lifestyle choice. In an article
entitled “Veganmania,” journalist Annie Southern (2010) argues that “going vegan is the new
cool, the new consumer frontier” (p. 26). Southern goes on to claim that “veganism has shaken
off its tie-dyed leggings and come of age [as] far as fashion is concerned,” with Vogue recently
featuring singer Leona Lewis’s vegan-wear, designer Stella McCartney creating animal-free
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clothing lines for actresses Natalie Portman and Pamela Anderson, and vegan supermodel Petra
Nemcova representing cruelty-free fashion on the catwalk (ibid.). A flurry of new-look vegan
cookbooks have also been published over the past 10 or so years depicting vegan food as colourful, hip, healthy, compassionate, and ethical: in a word, “sexy” (Inness, 2006, p. 157). Celebrities
such as the Vegan Vixens—“four talented women ecotainers [whose goal] is to alleviate the
suffering of animals, to help people get fit/healthy and to stop global warming”—have also
helped to popularize and “sex up” veganism through their CDs, cookbook, “green” reality TV
show, and other appearances on television and radio (see www.veganvixens.com). And vegans
have also appeared as positive characters in popular television series from Entourage to Glee.
Celebrities openly identifying as vegan and publicly supporting cruelty-free consumption
include actresses Alicia Silverstone, Sandra Oh, Gillian Anderson, Tea Leoni, Emily Deschanel,
Darryl Hannah, and Lea Michele; actors Tobey Maguire, Woody Harrelson, and Alec Baldwin;
author Alice Walker; former president Bill Clinton; and pop stars as diverse as Anthony Kiedis
(Red Hot Chili Peppers), Bryan Adams, Chrissie Hynde (Pretenders), Andre 3000 (OutKast),
Joan Jett, and the late Barry White. Oprah Winfrey has also endorsed veganism: having
“famously tried a 21-day vegan cleanse in 2008,” she “upped the ante” in 2011 by “convincing
378 staffers at her production company to go vegan for a week and documenting the results on
[an] Oprah episode” (Vegan diet spotlighted, 2011). The contemporary upbeat exposure of veganism appears to be attracting more and more young people who are, according to food culture
analyst Sherrie Inness, “becoming vegans in growing numbers” (2006, p. 157).
So, while veganism has made some ground towards increased mainstream acceptance—
vegetarianism having accomplished this same leverage earlier in the 1970s (Inness, 2006)—
what astounded us about the “academic” recognition of some vegans’ preference for vegan sexual
partners was the way in which both conventional and alternative media across the world picked
up on and sensationalized this “finding,” in turn creating and reinforcing a ferocious public
backlash against the concept (and practice) of vegan sexuality. The majority of responses—and
there were thousands—posted overnight on media sites, blogs, and elsewhere, were immensely
derogatory towards so-called vegansexuals.
Previously, we have reported on the reaction against vegan sexuality that occurred globally
from late 2007, particularly the vastly negative responses of ominvorous men (Potts & Parry,
2010). Our examination of this subject showed how vegan sexuality is variously constructed
by meat-eating men as a feminized (read: sentimental and immature) form of sexual control
or abstinence, exercised by women who ultimately prefer meat-eaters and meat but deny their
“true” desires;5 a mode of dietary deviance coupled with sexual dysfunction; a deficiency in
desire and taste; and a form of discrimination (similar to racism) against meat-eaters. Ergo, vegansexuals (and more broadly vegans per se) are constructed in the dominant culture as (sexual)
losers, cowards, deviants, failures, and bigots (Potts & Parry, 2010).
These negative reactions from red-blooded, meat-eating men are entirely congruent with the
role meat plays in (Western) cultural constructions of masculinity and virility. The consumption
of meat is central to the enactment of normative masculinities, and meat is widely considered to
be essential sustenance for healthy and vigorous male bodies (Fiddes, 1991). So powerful is the
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union of meat-eating and masculinity that the cultural “meanings” of meat are routinely conflated
with ideas about potency, strength, and authority (Adams, 1990/2010, 2003; Armstrong & Potts,
2004; Cudworth, 2008; Sobal, 2005). Importantly, our analysis of omnivorous men’s protestations
against vegan sexuality indicates that this concept fundamentally challenges the very muscular
links between meat-eating, masculinity, and virility in Western culture (Potts & Parry, 2010).
While tolerance for the concept of vegan sexuality was virtually absent from omnivore-related blogs and news sites, vegans themselves were, in general, more accepting of the idea that
one’s choice of sexual partner might be—to a greater or lesser extent—influenced by a prospective lover’s beliefs about and practices relating to non-human animals. In this chapter, we turn
to an analysis of the online responses of vegans themselves posted on news media and animal
activism sites, as well as personal blogs from August 2007 to August 2012 (the details of these
sources appear as endnotes). We identified several prominent themes that can be grouped under
positive or negative perspectives on vegan sexuality. Positive responses to vegan sexuality focused
on the benefits of raising public awareness of the desire of some vegans for non-meat-eating
partners (especially how this alternative form of eroticism is entering mainstream discourse
and becoming more “normalized”); they also focused on how talk about vegans and sexuality
created healthy debate about the link between meat-eating and virility. Negative (or at least more
cautious) responses to vegan sexuality emphasized lost opportunities to “recruit” omnivores to
veganism (if, for example, vegans only dated other vegans), and concern about the ways in which
veganism might become more stigmatized as too radical or extreme.
Distinctions between self-identified vegansexuals and other vegans tended to manifest with
respect to primary motivations for being vegan, with “ethical” veganism more closely associated
with vegan partner choice than veganism practiced mainly for health reasons.

Normalizing Vegan Sexuality versus the Benefits of
Interdietary Dating
The media attention given to the vegan sexuality phenomenon prompted debate among vegetarians and vegans about the advantages or pitfalls of exclusivity when it comes to sexual partners.
Not surprisingly, vegan sites tended to be more accepting of the idea that one’s choices about
sexual relationships and intimacy could be connected to beliefs about ethical consumption.
There was broad support for the idea that “like … gravitates towards like,” with bloggers pointing out that people of similar religious and political views tend to form romantic partnerships as
well. Many vegans reported that they preferred sexual relationships with fellow non-meat-eaters,
and, although this trend does not appear to have been recognized academically until Potts and
White’s (2007) report, to those within veg*an communities the existence of such a preference
was hardly a revelation. As one poster on Livejournal.com’s online vegan community put it: “I
only date vegans and most vegans I know only date vegans. It’s always been normal to me.”6
When rationalizing or normalizing vegan sexuality, vegans’ avoidance of meat-eating partners was often compared to non-smokers’ avoidance of smoking partners. For example, when
Crazysexylife.com guest blogger and self-identified vegansexual Jasmin Singer, known for her role
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as Farm Sanctuary’s national advocacy organizer, outlined her “Rules for Dating” (which included
“MUST be vegan!”), she employed a well-known American anti-smoking television advertisement
to show how the more socially acceptable disinclination to take smokers as lovers was in fact similar
to the (socially ridiculed) decision of vegans to reject meat-eaters as sexual partners:
You know that commercial where the really hunky guy smiles and winks at the pretty
girl, and she starts to approach him flirtatiously and hopefully? Then when she gets there
he takes a drag of his cigarette and she sees that his teeth are brownish and he’s really not
that sexy anymore, so she makes a disgusted face and walks away? If that commercial were
to exist in Veganopia, the seemingly sexy guy would automatically become unpalatable
as soon as the enlightened woman noticed his hamburger or milkshake. Just before the
woman sneered in disgust, you’d see an X-ray vision of the man’s enlarged prostate and
clogged arteries. Then, the TV screen would say “Meat and Dairy Kill,” with a background picture of a downed pig or cow being prodded to stand up. (Must be tall, 2009)

Singer used this scenario to demonstrate how she would ideally always want a vegan partner;
however, she also conceded that life was more complicated than that and some rules could be
bent—at least for a time:
So, to be vegansexual or not to be vegansexual? Take a look at your rulebook. Figure out
where you can bend, and bend there. If you find the right person and they aren’t vegan yet,
be patient—they might come around. If they don’t, then it probably wasn’t meant to be.
Your veganism is the best part of you; you should be with someone who gets that, even if
they don’t at first. And that should be your one unbendy rule. (ibid.)

At this point, it is worth repeating that the original formulation of vegan sexuality—that is,
sexuality that is influenced by a more or less embodied form of ethics associated with compassion for and non-violence towards non-human animals—was not intended to be prescriptive; it
was not discussed as either a new sexual imperative directed at “real” vegans, or as a new demand
for “committed” vegans. Rather, vegan sexuality was hypothesized as a continuum along which
beliefs about the exploitation and consumption of other species intersect with beliefs about
and experiences of desire, sexuality, and intimate relationships (Potts, 2008). However, vegan
sexuality was predominantly reported in the media and other public arenas as a newly discovered sexual orientation, albeit well on the fringe. Some vegans vehemently disputed the media’s
description, viewing it as overgeneralized, too radical and dogmatic, and unhelpful to vegan
politics and activism.
The use of terms like vegansexual only serves to further marginalize veg*ns by making us
look like extremists.7
Yay. Just one more thing that makes vegans look unreasonable and unrealistic …*rolls
eyes*. I understand not wanting to enter into a serious relationship with someone with
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whom you have serious ideological disagreements, but the reasons given in the [www.stuff.
co.nz] article [on vegan sexuality] are just ludicrous and give the impression once again
that vegans are just neurotic carnophobes.8

Likewise, a blog writer for Deep Roots Animal Sanctuary argued that vegan sexuality is merely
an attempt to denigrate vegans and those involved in the animal advocacy movement as somehow sexually deprived or deviant.9
Other users on vegan sites registered alarm that limiting sexual partners only to other
vegans would do little to help broaden omnivores’ minds and would diminish opportunities
to “convert” meat-eaters to a non-violent diet: “How will meat eaters change if they don’t
have someone by their side, being a good influence on them?”10 One poster recounted how his
involvement with a vegetarian woman was the catalyst for his own rejection of animal foods:
“She showed me the light, so to speak, and I’m grateful for that. If either of us had decided to
date only meat eaters/vegetarians, we would never have found one another.”11 People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) took a similar position:
Here at PETA HQ, the vegansexual thing just doesn’t play. If anything, it’s the exact opposite. I’ve even heard rumours from old timers that Ingrid [Newkirk, PETA leader] once
forbade intra-office dating, simply on the grounds that she wanted the staff out meeting
new people to make vegan.12

In an article on vegan sexuality in the New York Times, Newkirk herself admitted that there
was “science to prove” vegans smell better than omnivores, but for her it was about “recruiting”:
“When my staff members come to me and say ‘Guess what? My boyfriend, now he’s a vegan,’ I
say, half-jokingly: ‘Well, it is time to ditch him and get another. You’ve done your work; move
on’” (Stryker, 2007, p. 2). An official statement from PETA’s Asia-Pacific branch reinforces this
stance: “PETA strongly supports interdietary dating.”13 Sex, it would appear, is conceptualized
as an important form of outreach and a tool for conversion by some within the animal advocacy
community: in this instance, meat-eaters and vegans alike were united in their criticism of the
insular nature of strict vegan sexuality. Other vegans argued that vegan sexuality was simply not
practical for many people, as vegans comprise such a small segment of most populations. John
Livesey, the editor of Vegan.org.nz (a website that provides scientific facts about vegan nutrition
and health) told reporters that finding a partner is hard enough without having to specify that
they be vegan: “‘Vegansexualism’ is only a lifestyle for those lucky enough to find another compatible vegan: life might be lonely otherwise” (quoted in Gooding, 2007, p. 3).

“Coming Out” as Vegansexual:
Queer Communities’ Responses
The response from queer communities to vegan sexuality was mixed, with some men and women
posting videos on YouTube declaring their passion for queer vegan sexuality, and others rejecting
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the concept on political or other grounds. A parody posted on Supervegan.com documenting
the writer’s “coming out” as a vegansexual to his parents was met mostly with enthusiasm,14
although one blogger questioned whether this satire could be construed as offensive to the
gay community. LGBT site Lifelube.blogspot.com validated the above-mentioned concerns,
expressing hostility toward the concept of vegan sexuality and labelling it “a new potentially
disturbing trend.” The Lifelube blog writer argued against the legitimacy of vegan sexuality as
a sexual identity (a role the concept was never intended to play):
What’s next? GLBTQQIV? (gay, lesbian, bisexual, trans, queer, questioning, intersexed
and vegansexual). I’m all for inclusivity, but sometimes I also think the rainbow flag has
too many letters in it.15

However, other queer bloggers considered the experiences of “coming out” as non-heterosexual and “coming out” as vegan might actually be similar in certain ways. Sarah E. Brown (author
of Queerveganfood.com) and Courtney Pool (moderator of the blog Radical Radiance) argued:
Non-heterosexuality is something still perceived in the mainstream as a deviation, just
as veganism is largely viewed as a fringe lifestyle. In the same way people may assume a
stranger’s heterosexuality, ominvorousness is often assumed as well. This is not to say that
“coming out” as a non-heterosexual and “coming out” as a vegan are the same thing.…
However, it is interesting and significant to observe the similarities inherent to breaking
free of oppressive societal frameworks on all levels and in all circumstances, regardless of
the identity category in question—and it may be that these movements can help to further
each other’s cause. It can be helpful to recognize that some of the themes of “coming out”
as a non-heterosexual and “coming out” as a vegan can be similar.16

While vegan sexuality and vegetarianism per se were in general derided on gay male dating
sites, with online writers questioning the virility of vegan and vegetarian gay men (one user on
Gaire.com commenting, “Fancy that … a gay who doesn’t swallow meat. He’ll go far”),17 the
idea received greater support from lesbian/queer women. One woman contended: “So much
is unspoken and plain easier when you have that core set of shared beliefs. It’s completely
worthwhile finding someone who is open to veganism.”18 Jasmin Singer, whose guest blog on
Craxysexylife.com is mentioned above, suggested that for some queer vegans a commitment to
cruelty-free living may be even more important than the gender of sexual partners:
I was of the mind that it was the person that took the cake, not the appendage. And since
I want that cake cruelty-free, my mind was open. For me, my ultimate what’s-gotta-give
factor was gender. If you’re thinking, Crap! I’m already vegan, now I have to be gay too?!,
the answer is no, of course you don’t … I was merely pointing out that sexual fluidity has
its vegan charms … just ask my partner.
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The greater acceptance of vegan sexuality by queer woman may be explained in part by
the apparently increased visibility and acceptability of veg*nism in lesbian, as opposed to gay
male, communities. Although the authors are not aware of an empirical study of the incidence
of ethical eating patterns in these two groups, anecdotal evidence suggests that veganism and
vegetarianism are more common in queer female communities, perhaps due in part to the historically shared ideological connection to feminism that both lesbian and vegetarian communities
seem to have common (see Gaard, 2002, p. 125). Comments on Livejournal.com’s queer vegan
discussion page seem to support this notion: “For whatever reason, it’s a lot easier to find cute
vegan queer chicks than it is to find cute vegan queer boys,” one writer noted. Interestingly,
G-SPrOuT! creator Mirha Soleil-Ross has long lamented the unwillingness of the gay male
community in general to engage in animal advocacy or be open to cruelty-free diets.19

“Too Sexy for Your Meat”: Refuting the Link
between Meat-Eating and Sexual Potency
In contrast to the omnivore websites emphasizing the virility and sex appeal of meat-eating
(and particularly how this relates to masculine prowess), vegan and vegetarian commentators
(particularly those posting their comments on animal advocacy websites) tended to highlight
the positive physical and sexual benefits of a meat-free diet. For example, while the title of a
Washington Post online article was “No Sex Please, We’re Vegans” (Steiner, 2007), the header for
Animalrighter.com’s post proudly proclaimed, “Too Sexy for Your Meat” (Thomas, 2008). In an
email statement to the Australian press, a representative from PETA spoke of “the energy and
stamina of a vegan lover, which continues way past the age when meat-eating men are seeking
drugs so they can stop being duds,” overtly comparing the benefits of a vegan diet to those of
popular “erectile dysfunction” drug Viagra.20 Thus both supporters and critics of vegan sexuality
used the concept of energetic vegan lovers in the service of directly challenging well-entrenched
stereotypes about the central role meat consumption plays in male virility, asserting that meat
does not help but rather hinders sexual performance.

Diversity amongst Vegansexuals: Health-Focused,
Intellectual-Ideological, and Ethical-Physical
Reasons for Partner Choice
Those who in some way positioned themselves as vegansexuals appeared to divide into two main
groups (coinciding more or less with the different wings of a continuum of meat-free-influenced
sexualities). Some declared that they preferred relationships with other vegans mainly due to
philosophical, ethical, and practical compatibilities; intimate partnerships with meat-eaters were
more difficult primarily due to ideological differences. For example, when recounting a failed
relationship with a meat-eating man, a vegan woman on the PETA website explained:
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I couldn’t even talk about vegan issues that really inspired me because he would take that
as me trying to change him. I think we both knew that we’d have more of a future if we
had more similar lifestyles, so under the surface we were harbouring the hope that the
other person might change. That tension will manifest.21

Another poster on the Chicago Tribune website elaborated upon this idea, contending that
intimacy and respect between partners is “difficult, if not impossible, when your prospective
mate is putting the carcasses of long-tortured creatures in his or her mouth three times a day
for momentary gustatory sensations.”22 These vegans tended to have ethical motivations for
their meat-free lifestyle, and to feel strongly that the exploitation and consumption of animals
was morally unacceptable: “Just as I would not choose to be with a rapist, a murderer, a child
molester, I would not choose to be with someone who feasts on the flesh of tortured animals.”23
However, the idea of meat-eaters’ bodies being contaminated by meat had little to do with their
choice to connect only with non-meat-eating sexual or romantic partners: as one New Zealand
vegan put it, “for me it’s more a philosophical thing than anything physical.”24
Other bloggers stated that they were “devout vegansexuals” for whom intimate relations
with meat-eaters were off the cards due to the unwanted proximity to meat that occurred
through physical intimacy with omnivores. This latter group also expressed strong opposition
to meat on ethical or compassionate grounds, but their experience manifested as a more deepseated and thorough revulsion towards human bodies nutritionally sustained on animal flesh.
In a popular online discussion accompanying an article about vegan sexuality that ran in the
New Scientist magazine (Middleton, 2007), one vegan post explained:
I chalk it up to chemistry. What you eat influences what your body exudes, and that
in turn influences other people who get close enough to you. In response to those who
complain [that vegan sexuality] is bigotry: don’t confuse matters of taste with prejudice.
If you disagree with someone, find their hygiene distasteful, or can’t stand their family, it’s
certainly your right and prerogative to steer clear of them. We’re talking about sex here,
not whether you’d employ a meat-eater. Either the spark’s there, or it isn’t, and it’s almost
purely a matter of chemistry.25

These ethically motivated vegans’ disgust at the consumption of animal flesh had been so
thoroughly internalized that the prospect of sexual intimacy with the living body of a meat-eating person was in itself an elicitor of disgust.
For some vegans in this group the philosophical and the physical were not easily separated:
I certainly wouldn’t have sex or be truly intimate with someone who couldn’t comprehend
the inherent cruelty of systematically raising and slaughtering our fellow creatures …
you’ll get some pity from me, but certainly not the opportunity to expose me to any of
your contaminated body fluids.26
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Even vegans who did not eschew sexual relationships with meat-eaters reported being sensitive to
contaminated bodily fluids, especially saliva, with some complaining that kissing a partner and
tasting meat on their lips was “a big turn-off.”27 The assertion that vegan lovers “taste better” than
meat-eaters was also common: one user on PETAfiles.com stated that “bodily fluids definitely
taste different when they are spiced with meat” (there is scientific evidence to support this contention—see Havlicek & Lenochova, 2006; Castleman, 2009; BBC, n.d.). While relationships with
meat-eaters were by no means impossible for some vegans, such affairs represented something of
an uneasy compromise. One women on a PETA discussion board reported that although she and
her meat-eating partner had a “pretty good sex life,” she was still “not happy about him eating
meat”; however, she maintained, “it’s his decision, just like mine is about being vegan.”28 Many
vegans in “interdietary relationships” reported that their meat-eating partners would eat vegan
in their presence,29 and spoke of the positive influence they had had on reducing a partner’s meat
consumption.30 For these vegans, the difficulties of conducting relationships with meat-eaters were
outweighed by the benefits of having an intimate partner. Another commentator on the Chicago
Tribune website summed it up in this way: “Sometimes hormones win out over idealism.”31
Several second-hand comments suggested that vegans who didn’t care at all what their partners
ate were more likely to have chosen their diet for reasons of personal health or a dislike of the taste
of meat, rather than ethical concerns about animal exploitation. Posters on Plime.com commented:
The ones that do it for health reasons don’t usually care what anybody eats.
The ones I’ve known [who did have a problem with meat-eating] were vegan for ethical
reasons. I guess that’s where the difference lies.32

These responses suggest that motivational factors may have an important influence on veg*n
attitudes toward meat and meat-eaters. There is some empirical support for the contention that
“health” vegetarians are less likely to feel disgusted by meat than “ethical” vegetarians: Rozin,
Markwith, and Stoess (1997 pp. 70–72) call disgust a food-based emotion, and argue that the
elicitation of disgust is a highly effective means of enforcing a moral code, or “taboo.” “Moral”
vegetarians, according to Rozin and colleagues, are more likely to show visceral disgust at meat
than those who avoid meat for health reasons, and also tend to be stricter in their vegetarianism. Fessler and colleagues (2003, p. 37) also found that “ethical” vegetarians took their meat
avoidance more seriously, sticking to a vegetarian diet much more successfully than “taste” or
“health” vegetarians. The Internet responses to vegan sexuality seem to support the contention
that “health” or “taste” vegetarians are less likely than “ethical” vegetarians to exhibit visceral
disgust at a partner’s meat-eating. An anecdote provided by Adam, a meat-eating contributor
to the discussion board for the Chicago Tribune’s vegan sexuality article, supports this contention. Adam describes his relationship with his vegetarian girlfriend as “good for everyone,” as
“she picks around the meat she or I make for dinner and I get more meat to eat.” Significantly,
Adam makes a point of differentiating his girlfriend from ethical vegetarians: “Thankfully she’s
not one of those moral veggies who think that eating meat is evil and immoral. She just doesn’t
like the taste of meat.”33
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Conclusion: Food for Thought
Although the public backlash launched (predominantly by omnivorous men) in 2007 against
those vegans who stated they preferred intimate relationships with non-meat eaters was ferocious,
and accusations flew that vegan sexuality was merely a “media manufactured trend,”34 the positive
responses of vegans obtained from media clearly indicate that the idea resonates for some ethical
consumers. For others, however, the concept of vegan sexuality—and its offshoot, vegansexuals—
is problematic, not least because it radicalizes veganism even further at a time when it is getting
more and more positive press. Differing motivations for committing to rejection of animal-derived
products may also have an effect on the desire for vegan or non-vegan sexual or relationship partners: vegan identity based on an ethics of cruelty-free living is more likely to be associated with
an embodied preference for other vegans as intimate partners than veganism for health reasons.
Importantly, the brief but widespread exposure of vegan sexuality in the mainstream media
spotlight does need to be viewed in the context of a society in which food, and eating, are
increasingly becoming a site of anxiety, and the subject of popular discussion (Parry, 2010a;
Parry, 2010b). Food is a hot topic for journalistic investigation, from food scares and contamination threats, to “meet your meat” exposés and commodity chain analyses, to glowing reports of
humane farms and the virtues of locally produced food. The Sydney Morning Herald’s top eight
health stories of 2007 included five food-related issues (vegan sexuality, food scares, functional
food, cloned meat, and “locavorism”); the media interest in vegan sexuality and accompanying
commentary clearly highlighted “how much attention we pay to what we’re eating—and what
everyone else is eating—and how that obsession affects other aspects of our lives” (The year’s
biggest, 2007). Dismissive as the above statement may be of vegans, vegansexuals, and their
motivations, it is probably nevertheless accurate to say that the mainstream media’s brief fling
with vegan sexuality owed much to the term’s seemingly irresistible conflation of food (the hot
topic du jour) and sex (a perennial favourite).
The hype surrounding vegan sexuality has died down, but the concept continues to provoke
debate amongst vegans and non-vegans alike. From a Critical Animal Studies perspective, one
progressive outcome of this largely media-invented “sexual identity” is that vegans who struggle
in their everyday lives with physical contact and intimacy in a meat-saturated culture have now
had their experiences validated—if not by carnist society itself, then by other like-minded vegans. Although highly marginalized—and still largely denigrated in mainstream culture—vegan
sexuality (or, to be more exact, the personal choice to be intimate and partner only with other
vegans) now occupies a recognized space in popular sexual discourse.
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Notes
1

Melanie Joy coined the term carnism to refer to “the opposite of vegetarianism.” Carnism is “the belief
system in which it’s considered ethical and appropriate to eat (certain) animals” (Joy, n.d.; see also Joy,
2010).
2 The term veg*n is used in vegetarian studies, and popularly, to connote either vegetarian or vegan.
3 In the media, the term vegan sexuality tended to be combined into one word: vegansexuality. In this chapter,
however, the authors retain its original phrasing, as we are mindful that the connection of the two words
derives from the hype and sensationalism related to the “discovery” of a new sexual identity or imperative.
4 Kathy Marks, “Meat-Eaters Off the Menu for Vegans Who Are Looking for Love,” The Independent (UK),
August 1, 2007, http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/australasia/meateaters-off-the-menu-for-vegans-who-are-looking-for-love-459812.html
5 Building on a long tradition of deriding compassion for animals as “sentimental” (Armstrong, 2008),
a poster on the Chicago Tribune website asserted that vegans are merely misguided people who grew up
“watching too many Disney movies” (Omnivorous Conscientious, comment on Jeffers, “Think Soy’s
Sexy?”). Here, compassion for animals becomes a symptom of immaturity and naiveté, a youthful foible
that meat-rejecters were never able to successfully outgrow.
6 We fought harder, comment on “Carnivore Sex Off the Menu,” Livejournal online vegan community (blog),
July 31, 2007, http://community.livejournal.com/veganism/1154978.html
7 Voices in her body, comment on “Carnivore Sex Off the Menu”
8 Anonymous, comment on Postpunkkitchen.com, August 7, 2007, http: //www.postpunkkitchen.com/
forum/viewtopic.php?pid=616041
9 Anonymous, comment on Deep Roots Sanctuary blog, August 13, 2007, http: //blog.deeprootssanctuary.
org/2008/07/coming-out-critically/
10 Maya, comment on PETA, “Vegansexuals?” The PETA Files: PETA’s Official Blog, August 3, 2007, http://
blog.peta.org/archives/2007/08/vegansexuals.php
11 Stagger Lee, comment on PETA, “Vegansexuals?”
12 PETA, “More on Vegansexuals,” The PETA Files: PETA’s Official Blog, August 13, 2007, http://blog.peta.
org/archives/vegansexual/
13 Ibid.
14 Patrick Kwan, “Mom … Dad … I’m a Vegansexual,” SuperVegan (blog), August 6, 2007, http://supervegan.com/blog/entry.php?id=886
15 “Vegansexuals???” Lifelube.blogspot.com, August 2, 2007, http://lifelube.blogspot.com/2007/08/vegansexuals.html
16 Gena, “Green Recovery: Exploring the Link between Sexuality, Diety, and Self-Esteem,” Choosing Raw
(blog), August 9, 2011, http://www.choosingraw.com/green-recovery-exploring-the-link-between-sexuality-diet-and-self-esteem/
17 Cheezypuf, Gaire.com (blog), August 1, 2007, http://www.gaire.com/e/f/view.asp?parent=803637&nav=1
18 	Nouveau_boho, Livejournal online vegan community (blog), July 30, 2008, http://community.livejournal.
com/queervegans/133003.html
19 See “Queer rights/Animal rights: Straight talking with Mirha-Soleil Ross” (interviewer Claudette
Vaughn), at http://www.animalliberationfront.com/ALFront/Interviews/Queer%20Rights-Animal%20
Rights_%20Straight%20talking%20with%20Mirha-Soleil%20Ross.htm
20 Ashley Fruno, “PETA’s Statement on VeganSexuals,” Daily Truth, August 4, 2007, http://blogs.smh.com.
au/thedailytruth/DTashleypeta.html
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21 Justy, comment on PETA, “Vegansexuals?”
22 Glenn Jeffers, “Think Soy’s Sexy? Are You a Vegansexual?” Chicago Tribune, The Stew (blog), August 1,
2007, http://leisureblogs.chicagotribune.com/thestew/2007/08/think-soys-sexy.html
23 Jen, comment on Jeffers, “Think Soy’s Sexy?”
24 Greta Simpson, comment on Mark Rocket, “The Vegansexual Debate,” New Zealand Search (blog), August
30, 2007, http://www.nzs.com/blog/nzs-blog-post/the-vegansexual-debate/
25 Anonymous, August 9, 2007, http://www.newscientist.com/blog/shortsharpscience/2007/08/vegansexual
26 Jack Marx, “Pork,” Sydney Morning Herald’s The Daily Truth (blog), August 6, 2007, http://blogs.smh.
com.au/thedailytruth/archives/2007/08/pork.html
27 Anonymous, Plime.com, August 10, 2007, www.plime.com/science/sex/1/29668/1/
28 Lara, comment on PETA “Vegansexuals?”
29 “Carnivore Sex Off the Menu,” Livejournal online vegan community (blog)
30 Ibid.
31 Sue Rushford, comment on Jeffers, “Think Soy’s Sexy?”
32 Anonymous, Plime.com, August 9, 2007, www.plime.com/science/sex/1/29668/1/
33 Adam J. Bulava, comment on Jeffers, “Think Soy’s Sexy?”
34 Catherine Price, “The Rise of the ‘Vegansexual,’” Salon.com, July 31, 2007, http://letters.salon.com/mwt/
broadsheet/2007/07/31/vegansexual/view/index5.html?show=all&order=asc
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Simplicity, Complexity,
and Chaos in ABC:
Obstacles to the Successful Implementation of
Dog Population Management in India
Lisa Warden

Everywhere in India, something one sees a lot of, in addition to people, is dogs. Some estimates

put India’s roaming dog population at 15 million, but no one knows for sure. What we do know
for certain is that with dogs’ high fertility rates, and the large amounts of edible waste available
for scavenging, India’s dog population will only continue to increase failing large-scale intervention. Incidents of human-dog conflict in various parts of the country, occasionally resulting in
tragic consequences such as rabies deaths and brutal dog culls, have provoked various responses
and interventions, some of which will be discussed in this chapter.
Although street dogs play a valuable ecological role as scavengers in societies in which waste
management is not adequately developed, an over-abundance of roaming dogs can lead to problems (as has an overabundance of humans, but that is a subject for another endeavour). The welfare of India’s free-roaming dogs is often poor. Most pups do not make it to the age of one year.
They perish painfully, through disease, starvation, predation, and traffic accidents. Those that
survive to adulthood face extreme hardship, especially in urban areas. Nursing females in areas
with a high human population density may bite passersby while trying to defend their pups, and,
in so doing, provoke retaliation from humans. When dogs challenge each other for dominance
of turf, or during mating season, people caught in the crossfire may get bitten, again sometimes
provoking brutal responses. And too many dogs in areas with high vehicular traffic can result in
tragic accidents that injure both people and dogs. Finally, the rabies virus, fatal for both infected
humans and dogs, is transmitted largely through the bites of infected dogs. Although the scale
of the challenge is massive in India, street dog populations can be managed in a humane and
effective manner, and rabies can be eradicated. (I say this in full acknowledgement of the irony
of humans’ efforts to “manage” populations of other species, considering our lack of success in
managing our own. From the perspective of Critical Animal Studies (CAS), the issue of “managing” animal populations is fraught with contradictions. Certainly, if we respect free-roaming
dogs as intrinsically valuable individuals, we must question our right to collect them from the
streets and subject them to sterilization; however, the realities of existence in India, both for dogs
and for humans, require us to seriously examine the options and limits of CAS theory.)
India’s free-roaming dog population can be successfully managed through ABC, or “animal
birth control” as it is called in India, the procedure by which dogs are surgically sterilized to
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preclude further reproduction. At the time of surgery, the dogs are also vaccinated against rabies,
and one of their ears is notched to indicate this. In fact, in India, the only legal way to address
the issues of an overabundant dog population is through the implementation of ABC: “If the
Municipal Corporation or the local authority thinks it expedient to control street dog population, it shall be incumbent upon them to sterilize and immunize street dogs.” Thus reads Rule 6
of the Animal Birth Control (Dog) Rules, 2001, enacted under India’s Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act (1960) (Government of India, 2001, p. 3). The killing of dogs, free-roaming or otherwise, for the purposes of population control is prohibited in India, at least in theory. Instead,
local governments that deem there to be an overabundance of street dogs in their localities are
legally bound to sterilize the dogs and vaccinate them against rabies.
The legislation, based on the 1990 joint World Health Organization (WHO)/International
Companion Animal Management Coalition (ICAM) publication advocating sterilization in
lieu of mass killing (WHO, 1990), is among the most progressive of its kind in the world, especially when held up against dog population management measures employed in the so-called
“developed world,” in which millions of dogs are killed yearly in an attempt to address what is
considered an overabundance problem.
India is, in fact, an excellent laboratory in which to examine the viability of population
management of free-roaming dogs through spay-neuter-vaccination as government policy. There
is ample literature that demonstrates the effectiveness of ABC in some cities in India to decrease
both human rabies deaths and the size of free-roaming dog populations. In this chapter, I focus
on the major obstacles to the successful implementation of ABC in India. The chapter is divided
into three parts. First, I will discuss simplicity, or ABC in India in theory. Next, I will focus
on complexity, or ABC in India in practice. Finally, I will turn my attention to the chaos that
emerges at the intersection of bad theory and bad practice, as manifested in the widespread
practice of dog displacement.

1. Simplicity: ABC in Theory
The management of free-roaming dogs in India by means of ABC is straightforward enough in
theory. As with disease prevention and eradication efforts in the field of epidemiology, in order
to prevent further population growth of free-roaming dogs and stop the spread of rabies, it is
necessary to sterilize and vaccinate 70% of the dog population (Mackie, 2003). If the goal is to
decrease the population and eradicate rabies, then more than 70% of the dog population must
be subject to the intervention.
In theory then, India’s free-roaming dogs are to be caught, sterilized, vaccinated, and
released back to the locations from which they were picked up. If over 70% of the dogs in
each area are sterilized and vaccinated in each neighbourhood, as the intervention proceeds
area-wise in various cities, the dog population should cease growing, then eventually begin to
decrease. If, simultaneous with rigorous implementation of the ABC program, municipalities
work to address issues of public sanitation and succeed in limiting or decreasing the amount of
edible waste available to scavenger species, the habitat that supports such species will shrink.
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Public sanitation reform is an important component of efforts to manage the free-roaming dog
population in urban India.
It is important to note that street dogs play a valuable role in their ecological niche. Apart
from their intrinsic value in and of themselves as living beings with their own purposes, they also
perform a valuable service for those whose habitat they share. Both people and dogs die every
year from rabies in India, and the majority contract the disease through bites from infected dogs.
Death from rabies is completely preventable. It is a disease that has been eradicated in many
parts of the world. Ironically, the best defence against rabies, in places with a large number of
free-roaming dogs, is not the absence of dogs, but their presence—the presence of vaccinated
dogs, that is. Dogs that have been vaccinated against rabies actually serve to protect the human
inhabitants of their neighbourhoods from the disease. India’s free-roaming dogs tend to be
territorial creatures, insofar as their dwelling area is concerned. They resist migration of new
dogs into their turf, so if the majority of the dogs in one’s neighbourhood are vaccinated against
rabies, they provide a protective buffer against the disease coming in through unfamiliar, possibly rabies-infected dogs. If, in addition to anti-rabies vaccination, the dogs in a given area are
sterilized, they of course will not reproduce, and the dog population in that area will decrease
over time. The average life expectancy of a sterilized street dog in urban India is only 3.4 years,
and it is lower for unsterilized dogs (Reece et al. 2008).
Furthermore, in places like India, where public sanitation is still a work in progress and
there is ample edible waste at large, dogs perform an essential service—that of waste processing
(Clifton, 2001). Garbage is habitat. If there are no dogs in a place with lots of uncollected waste,
nature will fill the vacuum with some other scavenger, inevitably one that is more problematic
in its relationship to humans, such as rats, monkeys, snakes, and/or pigs (Clifton, 2007). Take
what happened in Surat, India, in 1994 (Clifton, 2009). The municipal authority made the
decision to kill thousands of dogs (Thomas, 2009). Cause led to effect: the rat population, all
of a sudden blessed with a massive increase in available food (garbage) and thousands fewer
predators (dogs), exploded. An outbreak of plague eventually besieged the city, and hundreds of
people were infected. At least 56 people died (Woodall, 1994; Burns, 1994).
As such, there are multiple reasons to opt for managing the free-roaming dog population though ABC, which involves leaving vaccinated, sterilized dogs in place, and to eschew
the removal of dogs, which is what is advocated by ill-advised, anti-dog types in India. Even
though I focus in this chapter on the major obstacles to the successful implementation of ABC
in India, India’s ABC success stories demonstrate that the program works where it is properly implemented (Times News Network, 2011). Examples include parts of Chennai, Jaipur,
Kalimpong, and Visakhapatnam, all districts in which the human death toll from rabies in the
inner-metropolitan area has been reduced to zero through judicious implementation of ABC
and anti-rabies vaccination of free-roaming dogs. In certain wards of south Mumbai, where
the sterilization rate of street dogs has reached over 90%, ABC has been so successful that it is
extremely rare to come across any free-roaming street puppies. Readers looking for more information on successful ABC programs in India are urged to consult the well-documented cases of
Chennai (Krishna, 2009), Jaipur (Reece & Chawla, 2006), Kalimpong (KAS, 2009), Bangalore
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(Karlekar, 2008), and Sikkim (SARAH, 2009). There is more than ample evidence to show that
ABC, when properly implemented, can and has achieved the desired effect of preventing human
rabies deaths and decreasing the numbers of free-roaming dogs.
A caveat: it can be reasonably argued that these success cases have occurred under conditions that are not present everywhere in India and, as such, are very difficult to replicate. Key
factors in the cases of successful ABC include specific human resources (exceptionally competent
and committed staff and management) and exceptional financial resources (often involving
support from foreign donors).

2. Complexity: ABC in Practice
Theoretically, ABC is relatively straightforward. In practice, however, there exist various obstacles to its successful implementation. These obstacles can be loosely divided into three categories:
(1) obstruction of the program by individuals/private citizens, (2) impediments that have their
source in the implementing agencies or NGOs themselves, and (3) obstacles that originate at
the municipal level.
I will first discuss obstacles at the individual level. The community in urban India is quite
polarized between those who accept the presence of free-roaming dogs, and those who don’t. Those
who object to the presence of dogs may resort to killing them with poison (normally strychnine)
or beating them to death, or by engaging the services of rogue dog-catching squads that either kill
the dogs or catch and dump them on city outskirts. Although killing dogs is prohibited by law in
India, enforcement of the law is poor and, where enforced, penalties for violating the law are currently negligible. In terms of dog population management efforts, killing dogs has the same effect
as removing and relocating them, and both undermine the ABC program by leaving vacuums in
the resident dog population. These vacuums then become theatres for new dog drama. New dogs
that migrate into the recently vacated areas can be unsettled and fearful, and are more likely to bite
local residents and each other. We know from research that any action that destabilizes the dog
population encourages an increase in the transmission of rabies (Beran, 1991; Blancou, 1988). It also
can be reasonably argued that such destabilization leads to a higher incidence of dog bites as well.
For ABC to work, dogs that are caught, sterilized, and vaccinated have to be released back
into their original areas. Success of the program depends on a stable population of sterilized,
vaccinated dogs; however, there are people who vociferously and sometimes violently object to
the release of dogs back into their communities following sterilization and vaccination. Such
individuals sometimes prevent dog catchers from releasing the dogs back in their original habitat, thus defeating the object of the exercise. If dogs are removed from a given area to be sterilized and vaccinated, but local residents then prevent those dogs from being released back in
their original location, new, likely unsterilized, unvaccinated dogs will eventually move into the
habitat. The same dynamic occurs in areas in which residents kill the local dogs. Where there
is habitat, nature will fill the niche. The removal of dogs only increases the instability of the
local dog population and the risk of dog bites and rabies transmission by encouraging increased
immigration of unfamiliar dogs.
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On the other side of the spectrum, there are dog lovers who engage in regular feeding of
significant numbers of street dogs, but who do not arrange for or who oppose the sterilization
of those dogs, thus leading to bigger litters and greater habitat (Hiby, 2009).
Further, with the drastic increase in the popularity of the pet dog industry in India without
corresponding emphasis and legislation pertaining to responsible pet ownership, unsterilized pet
dogs mate with street dogs, adding to the numbers of free-roaming dogs at large. Many animal
welfare organizations are finding alarming rates of purebred pet dog abandonment in their cities.
My own experience in India has taught me that ABC is unlikely to work in the absence
of large-scale, concerted public education efforts aimed at informing the public about relevant
aspects of street dog ecology, how the ABC program works, why it is the best solution for
addressing the overabundance of free-roaming dogs, and how they can assist in its implementation. Many NGOs do not have the resources to engage in such programs, and many do not
have the will to implement public education. As such, individuals who might otherwise begin
to understand and accept the need for and value of mass street dog sterilization and vaccination
instead remain opposed to the presence of dogs in their communities and can serve as obstacles
to successful implementation of the program.
The second category of obstacles to the successful implementation of effective street dog
population management in India consists of those at the level of the NGOs that implement
ABC. One of the long-standing problems with dog population management in India is that it
has been taken up in relatively few places, and as a small-scale animal welfare measure in an
attempt to prevent dog culls by authorities, rather than as a serious animal population control
strategy. Because the task has been left to animal welfare NGOs with very limited capacity, it is
no wonder that some five decades after the first agency began implementing spay-neuter to manage the street dog population, the situation, with a few notable exceptions, has not improved.
Some of the more benign obstacles to successful dog population management at the level
of the NGOs include insufficient capacity, inadequate funding, and low numbers of NGOs
doing the work. Poor management of NGOs is unfortunately common, even among the more
reputable groups.
Unfortunately, the picture includes far more sinister elements as well. In some cities in
which multiple NGOs approved to do ABC exist, infighting among groups competing for
ABC contracts has resulted in years of delay in the implementation of ABC. Corrupt NGOs
have also been found to catch dogs, sterilize them under completely inadequate conditions,
and release them as quickly as possible and with no post-operative care to save money on food,
shelter, and post-operative care, and to generate higher profits through high turnover rates.
Just one of many examples of such practices was reported in Surat, Gujarat, in July 2012. The
Times of India reported the deaths of two dogs that had just been sterilized under Surat’s ABC
program (Mehta, 2012). One of the dogs, who subsequently died, was found bleeding with her
intestines hanging out, and the other was found already dead with open stitches. Such reports
surface periodically in different parts of the country where unscrupulous NGOs make use of the
ABC program as a means of profiteering. These nefarious practices have resulted in tremendous
suffering and countless dog deaths. Subsequent to the post-ABC deaths of the dogs in Surat, the
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Animal Welfare Board of India (AWBI) issued a directive saying they would de-recognize any
animal welfare organizations found doing same-day release (AWBI, 2012b). AWBI recognition
is a prerequisite for NGOs doing ABC in India.
It is reasonable to think that same-day-release spay-neuter would be ideal in the Indian context, given the sheer numbers of street dogs that need to be sterilized and vaccinated in order to
achieve the 70% threshold. However, in order for same-day release to be carried out successfully,
certain conditions must be met, including thorough medical training for surgeons and support
staff, strict adherence to the highest standards of surgery and asepsis, and rigorous oversight
and monitoring of the programs for any adverse events. Unfortunately, these conditions do not
yet exist in India, and too many dogs have suffered and died at the hands of unscrupulous,
profit-motivated groups engaged in same-day-release sterilizations.
Some NGOs of dubious calibre engage in substandard surgery, although rather than release
the dogs immediately, they keep them in for a few days following surgery. The results are often
the same. Adequate standards of asepsis and surgical practice are not maintained, and the dogs
pay the price. In short, there are substantial numbers of NGOs that demonstrate inadequate
commitment to high medical and welfare standards. They engage in the ABC program as a
means of profiteering, period. The results include dog deaths and suffering en masse, continued
dog bites and rabies cases, and dwindling support among the public for ABC as a sound method
of dog population management and rabies containment.
It took me some time to become aware of the extent to which corruption plagues the charity
and non-governmental sectors of endeavour in India. In 2009, I met with the editor-in-chief of
one of Gujarat’s largest daily newspapers. Convinced I had a newsworthy story, I told him about
the results of a recent investigation into a local NGO that was crooked to the core. He looked at
me with a certain pity, and explained that, at the newspaper, their default position was to assume
that all NGOs were engaged in racketeering, as to believe otherwise required no small amount of
proof. Experience had taught them to assume all NGOs to be corrupt unless proven otherwise.
Although thankfully rare, corruption in the ABC program has even taken the form of
NGOs catching dogs, notching their ears without doing any sterilization surgery at all, and then
releasing them and collecting the money from the municipal corporation.
Another serious obstacle to the successful implementation of the ABC program at the NGO
level includes catastrophic catching and releasing practices. There are many cases of dogs being
released in the wrong location following ABC surgery, even by reputable NGOs. This happens
when post-operative release of the dogs is left to untrained, uncommitted, unsupervised individuals who have no stake in the process. The extent to which wrong release of dogs following
ABC undermines the program must not be underestimated. Wrong release has an effect similar
to killing or removal. Dogs released in areas unfamiliar to them are likely to be unsettled and
fearful, and are more likely to bite local residents and each other. As previously noted, actions
that destabilize the dog population encourage an increase in the transmission of rabies and an
increase in dog bites. Corrupt NGOs, of course, release the dogs wherever they please, since they
are simply in the game for short-term monetary gain. But even honest NGOs that are simply
poorly managed engage in wrong release. The problem is widespread, and it’s a serious detriment.
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Another result of detrimental catching practices is, of course, death of the dogs. Sometimes
dogs die during the catching process, especially in cases in which NGOs rely on untrained
municipal dog catchers to do the catching. Some municipalities use heavy iron tongs to catch
dogs, even though to do so is illegal. The tongs are metal forceps with long handles. The dog
is grabbed with the tongs, either on the neck or the abdomen, dragged shrieking to the dog
catching vehicle, and hoisted up into the vehicle (Anon., 2010; Banerjee, 2010). Catching dogs
with tongs results in serious internal injuries and sometimes death. One NGO that was receiving dogs caught with tongs by the municipal catchers reported having to euthanize 20% of
the surviving dogs due to the gravity of their internal injuries. Even though a concerted effort
has been made to move away from the more brutal dog-catching implements and toward tools
such as nets, dogs can still sustain serious injuries when the catching implements are used by
untrained individuals. I myself witnessed a dog sustain a sharp blow to the head from the heavy
steel frame of a dog-catching net when the catcher’s aim was not accurate. Good training is as
important for dog catchers as it is for surgeons. The success of the ABC program depends on
the dogs surviving the various phases (catching, surgery, recovery, release) and being returned
to their original locations in good condition.
One of the various dreadful cases I have investigated involved the repeated cooking to
death of dogs, by a supposedly reputable NGO, in the dog-catching vehicles themselves during
extreme summer temperatures. The pre-monsoon spring and summer temperatures in the city
in question run well above 40 degrees Celsius. The temperature inside the non-air-conditioned
catching vehicles is substantially higher. The metal floors on which the dogs, each tightly wound
in its own net, are laid on their sides for the drive to the sterilization centre are very hot to the
touch. The vehicles are sometimes so crowded that a second layer of dogs is placed on top of the
first. The vehicles function as mobile ovens. By the time they get to the sterilization centre, multiple dogs in each load are dead. The rest are suffering from severe heatstroke. Surgeries proceed
regardless. The surviving dogs are released the next day, and no one knows how the survivors
fare. Many dogs have been slowly and torturously cooked to death on their way to be sterilized
at this particular organization. Such groups operate with no accountability whatsoever. They
do not report how many dogs they kill.
If such groups are ever brought to heel, it is usually through the efforts of independent
whistle-blowers, who themselves face significant opposition of various sorts. Thankfully, there
is an active, vocal, and growing activist community in some Indian cities, which is increasingly
connected via the Internet, and abuses, once discovered, are promptly brought to the attention
of the relevant authorities, who do what they can to intervene.
In terms of obstacles that originate at the level of the municipalities, the most common one
involves cities that simply refuse to implement ABC, citing a lack of funds, even though the
AWBI has a program whereby they will fund 50% of the cost per dog up to a maximum of 445
Indian rupees per dog. Such city administrations remain to be convinced that a sterilized, vaccinated free-roaming dog population is, in fact, less costly than an unmanaged one, or one that
is “managed” merely through reactive measures such as post-bite vaccines for dog-bite victims,
sporadic dog culls, and occasional or continual mass displacement of dogs.
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Various municipalities and some rural councils engage in the deliberate killing of dogs,
most often through the use of poison, even though killing dogs, except in cases of rabies or
incurable illness/injury, is illegal in India. Recent examples include Kashmir, Maharashtra,
Kerala, and Andhra Pradesh (Anon., 2011; Asia Net, 2012; Islah, 2011; Khot, 2012; Murali,
2102; Suneesh, 2008).
In some cities, municipal dog catchers, rather than properly trained NGO catchers, are used
to catch and release dogs for the ABC program, and in such cases where participating NGOs
do not supervise the catch and release by sending along qualified staff members to provide assistance and oversight, it often goes awry through release of dogs in the wrong locations, which
undermines the entire program, as previously discussed. Municipal catchers are, for the most
part, unskilled and unmotivated. They have little understanding of the mechanics of the ABC
program, and little vested interest in adhering to proper protocols.
Many cities and districts engage in the displacement of dogs on a regular basis as a matter
of course, in response to complaints from the public, whether the ABC program is underway
in those localities or not. By “displacement,” I mean catching dogs in the city and transporting
them to, and dumping them in, other locations, such as on the outskirts of the city or outside
the city altogether. A deadly example of dog displacement occurred in Andhra Pradesh in 2011.
During a rabies outbreak, city administrations from Hyderabad in the east to Eluru in the west
engaged in business as usual, catching what are referred to as “complaint” or “nuisance” dogs,
driving them to the city outskirts or beyond to rural areas, and dumping them. The dogs that
survived the catching, transport, and release migrated to the nearest available food sources.
What resulted was the seeding of an entire strip of the state of Andhra Pradesh from Hyderabad
eastward with the rabies virus (ABC India, 2011; The Hindu, 2011).
Over 30 people died from rabies in one section of the state in the space of three months
(Press Trust of India, 2012). Government employees were already on record saying they habitually
caught dogs and dumped them up to 40 kilometres away (Subba Rao, 2011). In spite of official
government orders mandating mass anti-rabies vaccination in response, thousands of dogs were
killed throughout the affected areas, mostly by poison injections. This had the effect of destroying
the potential herd immunity that could have been established, and that would have protected
people in the area from rabies outbreaks for years to come, had those dogs been vaccinated rather
than poisoned. It’s rather mind-boggling when one considers that all the workers would have had
to do was inject the dogs with anti-rabies vaccine rather than with strychnine.
In view of the inadequate capacity of NGOs to sterilize the numbers of dogs required to
manage India’s free-roaming dog population, and subsequent to the success of the state-implemented ABC program in Sikkim with the assistance of Vets Beyond Borders (VBB), a move was
made to encourage state and city governments to adopt the task themselves. The AWBI has set
up ABC training programs for government veterinarians, para-vets, and dog catchers in conjunction with capable international agencies such as VBB (AWBI, 2012a). While cause for hope, the
concept of government-run ABC is not without problems. Two cities, Hyderabad and Srinagar,
have taken on implementation of the ABC program themselves, and have had their staff trained
by a reputable international agency (Humane Society International). Unfortunately, the results
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have not been good. Their ABC operations remain rife with cruelty and malpractice. In these
two cases, there is no mechanism for program evaluation, training support following the initial
training, or monitoring and accountability. The government employees have no stake in adhering
to proper protocols, and the initiatives thus far have not succeeded (this information was revealed
during a confidential conversation I had with an official, who wished to remain anonymous,
engaged in the city-run ABC programs in Hyderabad and Srinagar in 2012). Another case of
ABC disastrously run by a municipality was in Madurai, Tamil Nadu, where dogs caught for the
ABC program were put in cages and left to die of starvation (Meyyammai, 2012).
The problem with equipping city and government agencies for the implementation of ABC
in India is that these agencies remain autonomous in their operations. They function as medieval
fiefdoms. There is no capacity to effectively monitor and oversee the programs once they begin.
What has worked incredibly well in Sikkim has not had nearly the same results in Srinagar or
Hyderabad. The municipalities may send their vets, para-vets, and dog catchers for training,
and they may receive world-class training, but ultimately they answer to no one, and do whatever they please once the training is complete. From the standpoint of city administrations,
free-roaming dogs are viewed as vermin, and as such there is generally, with a few exceptions,
no commitment either to high standards of welfare or to good ABC practices.
If things are so bad, why should we still support ABC as a response to the overabundance
of free-roaming dogs in India? It’s a perfectly reasonable question.
The answer is that, at this time, there is simply no other option. Doing nothing, when one
considers that very few puppies per litter survive when the habitat is at full carrying capacity
(Pal, 2001), is not acceptable. Every whelping season countless puppies die agonizing deaths
from disease, starvation, predation, and traffic accidents. The fate of adult free-roaming dogs in
urban India is almost as dismal. Life is poor, nasty, brutish, and short (though not solitary). Nonintervention is not more beneficial than intervention. Euthanasia by humane means (for example,
a sedative plus sodium pentobarbital) could only be considered as an alternative (assuming it
were legal and considered morally acceptable) if removal of dogs actually worked to address overabundance issues. The evidence to date indicates that it does not, as the following demonstrates:
In Hong Kong approximately 20,000 dogs were killed by the government and another
13,000 by welfare organisations every year … with little impact on the free-roaming dog
population. In Ecuador, the elimination of 12 to 25 per cent of the dog population every
year for five years did not reduce the dog population. In rural Australia a 76 per cent
reduction in the free-roaming dog population failed to drastically reduce their population,
and the number of free-roaming dogs returned to their pre-cull levels within a year. In
Kathmandu, street dogs have been poisoned for at least 50 years with little long-term effect
on the population. (Reece, 2005, p. 59)

No matter how many dogs are killed or removed, as long as there is habitat, there will
always be more free-roaming dogs, and they will continue to reproduce and migrate to areas
where conditions are conducive to their survival. The only solution, given our knowledge at this
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point, is to continue to try to arrest fertility (and to continue to chip away at human ignorance).
The sooner we can come up with an affordable, single-dose, chemical sterilant so that we can
sterilize dogs without surgery, the better. In the interim, we must look to the successful cases—
Jaipur, Sikkim, Kalimpong, Chennai, Visakhapatnam, south Mumbai, and so forth—in order
to determine what we can extrapolate and replicate in other contexts. Monitoring and praxis
need to be continually adjusted and refined—in some cases overhauled entirely—but there’s no
turning back. Arresting fertility is the only way forward under present conditions.

3. Chaos: The Intersection of Bad Theory
and Bad Practice
Failure to implement ABC properly and succeed in reducing both numbers of free-roaming
dogs and rabies cases has various tragic results, one of which is dog displacement, that is, the
catching and dumping of dogs on city outskirts by municipal authorities. The ensuing chaos
only exacerbates the suffering stemming from an overabundant free-roaming dog population.
One area of dog population management policy that is somewhat blurry in India pertains to
“complaint” or “nuisance” dogs. These are dogs about which city officials receive complaints from
the public. There has been great hesitation to define the category itself, for fear of potential abuse
by dog haters who would simply arrange to have every dog they want removed labelled “high risk.”
The vast majority of public complaints about dogs in India are frivolous in nature. They do
not pertain to dogs that pose a genuine threat to human safety. Rather, the complaints tend to be
about dogs that bark, defecate, or simply hang around places where they bother people who don’t
like dogs or are afraid of them. These individuals call the city dog catchers, who come and, often
in return for bribes, catch the dogs and either kill them (as they did in Kerala), or dump them
on the city outskirts (Ahmedabad, Udaipur, and various cities in Andhra Pradesh, for example).
Let’s take the case of Ahmedabad. Traditionally, the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation
(AMC) has responded to public complaints about dogs by catching them and dumping them
at a landfill located at the outskirts of the city, in a place known as Pirana (DNA, 2012). It is a
massive municipal garbage dump, several stories high.
Even while the ABC program has been underway in Ahmedabad, the AMC has persisted
in catching and dumping dogs in this manner. No investigation is ever made into the claims of
complainants. People often give the dog catchers baksheesh (a “gift” or bribe) to catch the dogs.
The complaint dogs are caught and dumped, either at the city landfill at Pirana, or out at the
“carcass depot” at Gyaspur or surrounding vicinity. Some of the dogs die during the catching
process. Others die in transport during the summer months, when the AMC catching vehicles
turn into mobile ovens. Some die at the dumping grounds. Many, however, survive, and try to live
at the landfill itself, which becomes very difficult during the dry season, when there is no water.
How many dogs are being dumped in Ahmedabad? The head of the Cattle Nuisance Control
Department (CNCD), the agency in charge of dealing with public complaints about urban animals, reported in 2010 that they were catching and dumping as many as 150 dogs per day (Sarabhai,
2010). Even if the actual number is only half or a quarter of that, it is still a significant number.
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Figure 16.1: Dogs dumped by the Ahmedabad Municipal
Corporation authorities at the landfill in Pirana
Source: Nicole Poyyayil

What is interesting to note is how many of the dogs dumped at Pirana have already been
sterilized and vaccinated, which is indicated by the notch in their ears. Removing these dogs
from the population serves to undermine the ABC program in the city, and works to destabilize
the resident dog population, thus contributing directly to a higher risk of rabies transmission
and a higher incidence of dog bite. Continual displacement of dogs on this scale is counterproductive. We have to ask if there is any point in implementing ABC in cities in which this
kind of displacement occurs on a regular basis. Success of the ABC program depends on the
presence of sterilized, vaccinated dogs, not their absence. Removal of these dogs undermines
the program. As we’ve seen, displacement of complaint dogs in Andhra Pradesh contributed to
the spreading of the rabies virus throughout northern part of the area, resulting in the deaths of
over 30 people and the killing of thousands of dogs, and removal of dogs, even in large numbers,
has not worked to decrease population size.
One potential way of dealing with the dumping issue is to file a public interest litigation
(PIL) in which the court would be asked to issue specific directives to a given city about exactly
what it can and cannot do with the free-roaming dog population. A potential PIL could include
an explicit prohibition on the catching and dumping of complaint dogs, and detailed directions
on how to implement ABC; however, if the judge were to rule favourably, what might be some
of the unintended consequences? One concern is that such an order might result in the poisoning deaths of more dogs. Currently, in Ahmedabad, for example, the public can call the city’s
CNCD and have complaint dogs removed. Sometimes the dogs die in the process, but most of
them are dumped, still alive, and they at least have the opportunity to try to survive wherever
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they are dumped; however, if the catching-and-dumping option is removed, it is possible that
recalcitrant dog haters would take matters into their own hands and take to poisoning complaint
dogs, since they would have no other option for dealing with them. With penalties for dog
killing rarely enforced, there is little to stop those who might consider such a course of action.
It would be a distinctly bad idea in the Indian context to include in a PIL a precise definition of exactly what constitutes “complaint dogs,” which would allow for their euthanasia.
Corruption is so endemic in India that such a move would inevitably function to give carte
blanche to the anti-dog lobby for the euthanasia of thousands of non-dangerous street dogs. As
such, legal action to stop the dumping of complaint dogs may in fact have adverse effects. The
AWBI has not issued specific instructions on how cities are to deal with complaint dogs, other
than to say dogs are to be sterilized, vaccinated, and returned to their original locations. NGOs
that implement the ABC program generally do not have the resources to engage in professional
dog behavioural assessment to determine whether a given complaint dog constitutes a genuine
threat to the public and is in fact “high risk.” They simply catch dogs, sterilize and vaccinate
them, and return them to their original locations. The standard line is that sterilization will solve
the problems, and vaccination will prevent the dog from transmitting rabies.
There are no easy answers. One thing is certain: as long as displacement of complaint dogs
is employed by urban administrations as a stock response to dog-human conflict, their ABC
programs will be unlikely to succeed. More analysis is needed to determine what levels of displacement a given ABC program can actually sustain and still meet its goals.

Conclusion
India is a dynamic, living laboratory in which to examine the viability of ABC, or spay-neuter
and anti-rabies vaccination, as official government policy for the management of free-roaming
dogs. Fifty years since the first agency began implementing ABC in India, and over ten years
since the policy became law, free-roaming dogs are still plentiful, and rabies remains a significant
issue. Although several districts in India have demonstrated the success of ABC as a humane
and effective means of managing their free-roaming dog populations, obstacles to successful
implementation of the program elsewhere in India abound.
In theory, the plan is simple enough: catch, sterilize, and vaccinate over 70% of the street
dogs in India’s cities and return them to their original locations. Couple the intervention with
public sanitation reform in order to shrink the habitat for scavenger species, and it should be
realistic to both eradicate rabies and decrease numbers of free-roaming dogs. Notable successes
include parts of Chennai, Mumbai, Jaipur, Visakhapatnam, Sikkim, and Kalimpong.
In practice, the equation has proven much more complex. Obstacles to the successful implementation of ABC are many. These obstacles stem from three basic sources: individuals, NGOs,
and municipal administrations. Individual-level obstacles to successful ABC include people
who kill or remove dogs; prevent the release of sterilized, vaccinated street dogs back into their
communities; feed street dogs without sterilizing them; and allow their pet dogs to breed with
street dogs or abandon them to the streets.
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NGO-level obstacles to the successful implementation of ABC include inadequate funding,
capacity, skills, management, and numbers of NGOs doing the work, corruption among NGOs,
and unscrupulous, poorly managed NGOs killing dogs in the catching and/or transport process
or in the course of botched surgeries. Lack of monitoring, oversight, and transparency among
NGOs that are implementing the program is a serious problem.
Examples of municipal obstacles to ABC include lack of funds to run the programs; rogue
municipalities engaging in mass, illegal killings of dogs; dumping dogs on city outskirts in
response to public complaints; corrupt officials misdirecting funds intended for ABC; and, in
cases where governments themselves implement the ABC program, a lack of adherence to proper
protocols, resulting in mass dog suffering and death, while exacerbating dog-human conflict
and rabies transmission.
If things are so bad, should we persevere with ABC? The answer is yes—it is still the best
option. The various success stories demonstrate that good ABC is achievable in India, and
evidence to date indicates that removal of dogs or killing (for those who consider such an
option morally acceptable), even if by humane means, does not effectively address issues of
overabundance and rabies. The only solution is to persevere in tackling both canine fertility
and human ignorance. An affordable, single-dose, chemical sterilant that would enable us to
sterilize dogs without cutting them open would solve many, but not all, problems. Until we get
one (and even after we have one) several key areas require special attention. There is a need for
sustained, effective, humane education programs that teach people in India’s cities how best to
avoid getting bitten by dogs and how to co-exist with them. These programs should communicate to the public the rationale behind the ABC program, the role played by free-roaming dogs
in urban India, and why it’s in their own best interests to let sterilized, vaccinated dogs live in
peace in their neighbourhoods. The dog displacement issue and that of complaint dogs need to
be effectively addressed. Public sanitation systems and attitudes toward waste disposal must be
reformed. The need for high-quality training for all bodies implementing ABC, whether NGOs
or government administrations, must be met. Finally, greater monitoring, accountability, transparency, and law enforcement at the individual, NGO, and government levels must be instituted. Together with rigorous implementation of ABC at a high standard and on a large scale
throughout India, inclusion of these components of the ABC program will assist in achieving
the goals of greater welfare for both the people and the dogs of India, and a greater likelihood
of peaceful co-existence between them.
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“Expanding My Universe”:
Critical Animal Studies Education as Theory,
Politics, and Practice
Tobias Linné and Helena Pedersen

Introduction: Reflections on CAS Education
In this chapter, we outline and discuss a Critical Animal Studies (CAS) course we developed
and co-taught at Lund University (Sweden) in 2012, drawing inspiration from education
philosophers Gert Biesta and Carl Anders Säfström’s thoughts on education. Our discussion
will reflect ideas in their “Manifesto for Education” (2011), in which Biesta and Säfström
write about education as a site of tension “in-between” “what is” and “what is not.” Education
carried out entirely in the area of “what is,” within the present order of things in society, is
a form of adaptation that makes education nothing more than socialization. In this state,
education does not strive for liberation and loses its interest in “excesses” that announce
something novel and unexpected. When education is preoccupied with “what is,” it risks
getting stuck in existing inequalities and ideologies or becoming a vehicle for commercial or
other instrumental interests.
However, educating in the space of “what is not” easily moves education beyond reality and
connects education to utopian dreams that risk burdening it with unrealizable expectations,
postponing liberation rather than making it possible here and now. Thus, both the “what is”
and the “what is not” positions are closures.
To assume responsibility for the present, write Biesta and Säfström, education needs to work
in the tension between “what is” and “what is not.” This tension happens in the confrontation
between the two, when “what is” is disturbed by radical new elements, rather than a repetition
of that which already exists. Education, viewed in this way, is open to possibilities of the new
and unexpected, and is not an endless repetition of what already is, or a predetermined path to
an imagined future that may never arrive. The tension “in-between” is the place where liberation
is possible. In this chapter, we ask what work this tension does in CAS education as exemplified
by our course at Lund University, and what it might mean for human-animal relations.

The Tension In-Between and the Animal Standpoint
When developing the course Critical Animal Studies: Animals in Society, Culture, and the
Media that is the subject of discussion in this chapter, we hadn’t read Biesta and Säfström’s
manifesto, nor did we think about our course in terms of educational philosophy. We wished,
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however, to create a space and a language in academia where it would be possible to take an
“animal standpoint”—to speak about, critique, and work to change the situation and experiences of animals in human society. In retrospect, we find that our educational work did largely
take place in what Biesta and Säfström write of as the tension in-between what is and what is
not. Throughout our work with the course, in its various phases of planning and curriculum
development, as well as our teaching and interaction with our internationally and disciplinarily
diverse group of students, it gradually became clear to us that the tension in-between positions
CAS, in multiple ways, as both potential and process.
In this chapter, we draw on our experiences to explore what CAS can do in this in-between
space. We start by providing a brief overview of the course design and curricular objectives,
as well as its development from pedagogical idea to final examination and evaluation. We
then highlight some pedagogical relations that took shape throughout the course, accommodating enthusiasm and collaboration as well as resistance and confrontation. We use excerpts
from course evaluations and other materials collected during the course, including notes taken
during seminar discussions and personal email communication, to illustrate these pedagogical
relations. Framing the educational experiences as potential and process, we end by reflecting on
possible implications of these experiences for critical animal theory, politics, and practice.

An Overview of Critical Animal Studies: Animals in
Society, Culture, and the Media
One central point of departure for developing a course in CAS was the lack of an undergraduate
course in this field in Sweden. There are a few previous examples of CAS education in Sweden,
but only at the postgraduate level, and only as integrated lectures or seminars within more
“mainstream” human-animal studies–oriented courses, rather than as a fully developed CAS
course in its own right. In general, when animal issues have figured within the social sciences
and humanities in the Swedish education system, they have mostly been addressed in a broader,
non-critical way. Our course, on the other hand, rested on a dual critical basis: First, it had an
explicit critical theory foundation, where entrenched norms in society (such as meat consumption) are interrogated, and work for social change is viewed as part of theory rather than outside
of theory. Second, the course was intended to take an “animal standpoint” perspective in any
analysis of societal issues.
Critical Animal Studies: Animals in Society, Culture, and the Media, developed during
2011 and offered at Lund University by the Department of Communication and Media in
the spring of 2012, was a 7.5-credit, free-standing course that could be included as part of a
bachelor’s or master’s degree. Although beforehand we had some concerns about institutional
responses to the course, the process of getting it approved turned out to be rather straightforward. When commenting on the course, the faculty board’s only remark was that it needed a
greater focus on issues relevant to media and communication studies. After a few minor revisions
emphasizing these perspectives in relation to CAS the course was approved.
The formal aim of the course, as stated in the course description, was as follows:
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The course provides a multidisciplinary introduction to the research field of critical animal
studies (CAS) and explores the shifting roles and positions of animals in contemporary
Western society. The aim of the course is to provide analytical tools to critically review norms
and structures organising human-animal relations and the ethical, cultural and social consequences of these. (Excerpt from course syllabus, emphasis added)

We structured the curricular objectives according to the standardized way in the Swedish
education system, that is, specifying desired learning outcomes of students under three subheadings: (1) knowledge and understanding, (2) skills and abilities, and (3) judgment and approach.
Upon completion of the course, the students should be able to account for the shifting roles
and positions of animals in contemporary Western society and their consequences, as well as to
account for key theoretical perspectives and concepts in the field of human-animal studies and
the importance of including a CAS perspective in analyses of current social issues. The students
should be able to critically analyze norms and structures organizing human-animal relations in
contemporary Western society and the boundaries drawn between humans and animals, and to
critically review the consequences of these. Furthermore, the students should be able to critically
assess the ethical, cultural, and social consequences of human-animal relations as well formulate
research issues and identify the need for further knowledge development in the field of CAS.

A Course Organized around Five Themes
The course consisted of 10 three-hour weekly seminars and lectures over a period of 10 weeks.
The course was arranged around five overarching themes, with each theme examined for two
weeks. The first theme was an introduction to the field of CAS, highlighting critical attention
to the multiple and complex ways in which humans relate to animals in society.
The second theme was called Social Constructions, Positions, and Representations of Animals.
Here the focus was on animals as social constructions in modern society and the paradoxes these
social constructions contain, as well as the power of different stereotypes that influence the way
humans think of and act toward animals, and their consequences. In this theme, we also addressed
the important role of the social sciences in better accounting for animal perspectives and including
the lives and experiences of other species. The students worked on an assignment with the objective
of analyzing visual representations of animals, and asking questions about the norms organizing
human-animal relations that were reinforced in these representations.
The third theme, Boundary Work, Speciesism, and Intersectionalities, introduced a more
theoretical dimension with a presentation of the concepts of speciesism, boundary work, and
intersectionalities, and their academic history. It also included a film screening (Rise of the Planet
of the Apes) during which students were asked to consider the basic relationship between oppressor and oppressed and how analyses of this relationship can be applied to relations between
humans, with the case of slavery as one example, as well as between humans and animals.
We considered the fourth theme, Animals, Violence, and Societal Organization, a key aspect
of the course. Here the focus was on different areas of animal use and abuse and on the institutionalized violence toward animals in the food and science industries, in education, zoos, hunting,
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and as “pets.” Issues included industrialization of animal production and slaughter and how the
visual objectification and/or manipulation of animals can also be viewed as a form of violence,
closely connected to the physical use of animals’ bodies. This theme also included a guest lecture
by an activist who focused on the use and abuse of animals in African countries and connections
to other social justice issues and environmental crises. This guest lecture provided a significant
contribution of non-Western perspectives to the otherwise largely Eurocentric focus of the course.
The fifth and final theme of the course was named Animals and Social Change:
Communication and Action. Here we focused on different methods of working for animal liberation. The role of compassion in animal politics was a key issue. The importance of sensitivity
to the suffering of others was underlined through the screening of the film Peaceable Kingdom,
and the discussion in class focused on how visual presentations can elicit moral responses and
how it is possible to work against the “paleness of belief” (Jenni, 2005) with regard to the situation of non-human animals in society. This theme also included time for summing up the
course and discussing students’ experiences in it.
Our idea behind the thematic organization was to create conditions for knowledge development, as well as a gradual introduction to the power of critical theory and critical pedagogy. By
first giving students a foundation of key concepts and perspectives in the field of CAS, and then
moving on to more complex and potentially controversial issues, such as the food industry and
animal slaughter, we wanted to aid the transition between course themes. For instance, after
discussing how social constructions of animals are produced in society, it becomes possible for
students to widen their analytic repertoire when looking at institutions such as animal agribusiness or animal biotechnology (as one student put it in the summing-up discussion in the final
session, “I keep seeing stereotypes everywhere! It sharpened my critical mind”). The concluding
theme was intended to instill hope that change is possible, and to inspire action and activism
for animals both inside and outside of an educational context.

From Pedagogical Idea to Final Examination
An underlying pedagogical concern was the importance of the students’ active contribution to the
classes and seminars (we included several assignments and activities based on student feedback
and students learning from each other), and the effort to acknowledge and value their different
backgrounds and personal experiences. We attempted to address these concerns in a variety of
ways. In preparation for the first session, we asked students to do a writing exercise in which
they provided a brief personal description of their most significant encounter with a non-human
animal, including reflections on how this experience had influenced their view on animals and
human-animal relationships (compare to Rohman, 2010). The students were then asked to bring
this description of an animal encounter to the first session of the class and to discuss it in pairs.
To start with personal experiences and to account for the range and diversity of people’s
lived experiences with non-human animals is often emphasized as a crucial dimension of creating awareness of central issues within the field of CAS, and for creating a space where it is
possible to make the connections needed to take an animal standpoint (Harper, 2010; Santosa,
2010; Bahna-James, 2010).1 In the educational context, we saw the students’ reflections, based
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on their interpretations of their personal experiences with animals, as a productive entrance
point to more theoretical and analytical discussions.
When compiling the reading list, our purpose was not primarily to introduce a canonized
repertoire of literature often considered key works in the CAS field (if such a “canon” exists at all).
It was more important to us that the readings reflected a diversity of approaches to CAS, addressed
a wide range of CAS issues, and encouraged students to grapple with these issues in thought-provoking ways without necessarily adhering to a standardized, detached academic writing style. For
instance, for the final theme, Animals and Social Change, most texts on the reading list are written
by activists themselves rather than by social science researchers analyzing activists and their work.
For one possibility for the final examination, a written research paper investigating a CAS
topic of the student’s choice, we encouraged students to try to apply a CAS perspective to
their studies in other disciplines. Another suggestion was to use their personal experiences of
non-human animal issues in their course paper; for example, by choosing an area of animal use
that they were particularly concerned about, or investigating an issue they had engaged with
or planned to engage with either within or outside academia. Hereby a connection to animal
activism was introduced, and further emphasized by suggesting that students discuss the topic of
their course paper with an animal advocacy NGO to see if there was a particular urgent problem
that needed to be explored from the organization’s perspective. Course-paper topics chosen by
the students included the following:
•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Hatred towards wolves in Finland
Animal experimentation: Abusing the voiceless for the “greater good”?
Swedish fur farming and the Swedish animal welfare legislation
Food education in the Japanese school context
An animal’s story? The use of animals in children’s literature
Why animal welfare is not enough
British horse racing
The zoo cannot be justified
Why the world should be vegan
Impact of gold washing on animals in French Guyana

The Educational Context and the Students
Because of the interdisciplinary character of the field of CAS, there were special requirements
for planning the course content and arranging the educational context. In addition, students
were diverse in terms of disciplines (more than 10 different subject areas, including engineering,
zoology, political science, and linguistics), international background (more than 10 different
countries), and educational tradition, which posed a challenge. Although a few of the students
were involved in animal advocacy work, most did not seem to have an activist background. The
diversity of the student group was reflected in seminar discussions, as we will discuss below.
The admission requirements were the lowest possible for a university course in Sweden: to
be admitted to the course, students should have basic eligibility for higher education studies in
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Sweden (i.e., completed upper-secondary education). We wanted to make it possible for students
from a variety of backgrounds—students with previous academic experiences and those without
any at all—as well as activists and non-activists to enter the course. In this way, we wished to create a dynamic learning environment where students with a variety of different experiences could
meet, and which would inspire class discussions and group work. To accommodate disciplinary
and cultural diversity in students’ backgrounds, we also used a range of different teaching methods
(e.g., lectures, film analyses, invited guests, seminars, course-paper workshops, group-work assignments). We also decided to co-teach the course, so that the two of us (Helena and Tobias) were
both present at each session, and, occasionally, a third teacher (guest lecturer) participated as well.
This arrangement added an interesting interactive dynamic to our teaching, but also had practical
benefits as it allowed us, whenever suitable, to divide the class in smaller, teacher-led groups.

The Complexities of Pedagogical Relations
In the following sections, we highlight some of the complexities of pedagogical relations in the
course. We present excerpts from course evaluations and from observational notes to identify
some characteristics of CAS education as a space of teaching and learning where familiar societal
norms and arrangements are challenged by new elements and ways of thinking about humans
and animals. CAS education works, as we shall see, in the tensions between “what is” and “what
is not” (Biesta & Säfström, 2011), generating a complexity of responses.

Enthusiasm
At the end of the introductory session we asked students to write down (anonymously) and hand
in their expectations for the course. Their notes expressed a general enthusiasm for CAS studies
and a conviction that it would be an interesting (although also troubling) course:
I feel this class is going to have some great discussions, and will allow me to analyse my
own values/allow for some self-exploration as well. It is going to be an enriching course.
It will also, however, be conflicting perhaps, because I like meat. (Student, in evaluation
after first course session)

Another student expressed both enthusiasm and concern about the critical perspective and
what it would mean:
I am exited [sic] by the pioneering nature of the study. I am not sure if the study will be too
“radical,” i.e., to what extent … our consumption/exploitation of animals will come into
question. (Student, in evaluation after first course session)

Approximately a third of the students gave more personal/emotional reasons for joining the
course, saying it was because they cared for animals or had done so since a young age. Almost the
same number of students asserted that they thought the course seemed interesting and exciting.
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Others reported in the final course evaluation that they had begun the course with only vague
ideas of what it would be about, knowing not much more than that it would be related to animals.
The personal narratives of an animal encounter that were presented at the first course seminar also seemed to work as a motivating event, spurring student enthusiasm. Quite early in the
course, one student said to us in a personal email correspondence:
I really enjoy this course, and I am sure this course is not just one time study. This is going
to be life long education, and I believe it should be.… I am very excited to develop and
explore the new study! (Student, in personal email communication)

At the end of the course, some students expressed their wish to continue integrating CAS
in their major study (i.e., writing a BA thesis with a CAS perspective). One student said that
she wished the course had been longer:
The best course I’ve taken!! No pressure, friendly and very helpful teachers, inspiring and
interesting subjects, discussions, lectures, films. Almost want to take the course again
and again! Wish the course would be longer and with more than just 3 h[ours] a week.
(Student, in final course evaluation)

Another student, wishing to explain to us how much the course had meant to her, said
that she was in a process of “expanding her universe.” Perhaps more surprisingly, yet another
student approached us at the end of the final session, asking for advice on how to initiate a
similar CAS course at her home university. We see these examples of student responses as an
indication that our course has provided a model for, and inspired, further learning. Although
there were students who expressed concern about being asked to critically analyze entrenched
norms of animal use in society, most seemed to welcome this opportunity. Rather than only
confirming previously received knowledge, CAS education has, in our view, a special potential
to challenge students intellectually as well as emotionally, and to make visible many societal
structures and arrangements that may otherwise remain unnoticed. For many students, this
brings new dimensions to their learning process.

Collaboration
During all course seminars there was time for students to take an active role by contributing
presentations, and time set aside for discussions in small groups. The purpose of these different
assignments and activities was to create a space where the students would be able to learn from
each other. In the final course evaluations, several students reported a “comfortable atmosphere”
in class and that they enjoyed collaborating with the other students. One student wrote:
It was one of the most exciting courses that I have ever taken. I was inspired by many other
classmates through the discussion. I loved hearing what the other students had to say, all
discussions were interesting. (Student, in final course evaluation)
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The fact that the students came from many different national and educational contexts
created a breadth in the discussion and further contributed to the collaborative atmosphere
in class. This also made possible a deeper exploration of themes connected to CAS. One
example of how collaborative practices became a way to further develop CAS education
comes from the second theme of the course, which dealt with social constructions, positions,
and representations of animals. As part of the assignment to analyze visual representations
of animals, one group of students chose to look at how milk consumption is advertised
in different countries and to compare these advertisements with the actual conditions for
cows in the milk industry (as presented in a video by an animal rights organization). The
students in the group came from non-Western countries such as China, where milk is not
part of a traditional diet, but there is growing consumption of milk and dairy products,
and from northern European countries where, during the twentieth century, milk has often
been framed as part of a cultural heritage. In the evaluations after the second theme, several
students mentioned this presentation when asked to consider what knowledge they found
most useful. One student wrote:
The knowledge that was most useful was the discussion about milk—the comparison of
advertisements with the animal rights video was useful to see how media influenced our
thoughts/perceptions of the milk industry and different cultures/countries had [placed]
different importance on the milk industry. (Student, in evaluation after the second theme)

The many differences and similarities in the rhetoric around milk consumption in various
national contexts provided for an extended discussion and many students drew comparisons
with milk commercials in their home countries.

Resistance
Resistance also manifested during the course. Students occasionally expressed signs of discomfort, particularly meat-eating participants, when norms of meat-eating were questioned from a
vegan standpoint. One student claimed that they “sometimes felt like [lecturers] were trying to
brainwash us,” and wrote in the course evaluation:
It was a little disturbing that lecturers had a clear opinion that everyone should be vegan. I
felt really uncomfortable that they tried to force their way of thinking on us. I have always
been against factory farming and this course has only enforced my opinion. (Student, in
final course evaluation)

Resistance can also be seen in how students interpreted the course content at moments when
the confrontation between the “what is” and “what is not” became particularly evident, such as
when “what is” was disturbed by radical new elements. One comment in the course evaluation
on the intersectionalities section of the course, which addresses Marjorie Spiegel’s (1996) book
The Dreaded Comparison, provides an example:
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I did not particularly enjoy this section especially because of the comparisons between the
Holocaust, Black rights and Women’s Rights. It is not a logical argument to compare these
groups, especially the Holocaust victims as they were murdered by hatred and racism, and
animals are killed for food not because we hate them but because we need them for food
and clothing. (Student, in final course evaluation)

The comment highlights some of the challenges that students face when relating to the new
ideas the course introduces; in this case, when a more familiar way of understanding oppression
and exploitation is confronted. When making comparisons between racism, sexism, and the
oppression of non-human animals, Spiegel is not primarily interested in the individual motives
of the oppressors, such as hate. Instead, she is concerned with the underlying logic that all
forms of exploitation share, the commonality of oppressions, a concept that was central to the
intersectionalities part of the course. Another example that can be interpreted as a case of how
resistance is raised when the “what is” is destabilized comes from the evaluations completed
after the introductory session. One participant wrote:
I think it is a bit absurd to not see a clear difference between the intelligence and will
power of animals compared to humans and perhaps this is why this is not a highly studied
area. It is unclear to me how humans should not be the main focus as we have will and
morals and animals live based on instincts alone. I hope to learn more about animal portrayal and treatment, however I do not expect to respect animals as much as I respect other
humans. (Student, in evaluation after first course session)

On the level of theory of science there also seemed to be some questions regarding the
course’s orientation. After the introductory presentation at the first session, one student with a
background in engineering reacted with resistance towards the course taking a normative stance
and not subscribing to the ideals of a supposedly neutral science and education. When asked to
consider whether “the teachers have been good at explaining things,” the student suggested that
the teachers’ explanations “aren’t really objective as it should be in science.” We believe that these
expressions of resistance reflect the fact that for some students, the critical pedagogical approach
of our CAS course deviated significantly from their previous educational experiences, and preconceived ideas of detachment and “objectivity” as possible and necessary criteria for scholarship.
We will now address a similar example of resistance that turned into a heated seminar discussion.

Confrontation
A key incident occurred during the third course session. The session started with a guest lecturer, who presented his research project about the different levels of moral standing ascribed
to animals in human society. After the presentation, the discussion shifted from this topic to
issues such as humane slaughter and the validity of claims for animal rights more generally.
During the discussion, opposing understandings emerged. The main discussants were the
guest lecturer and one of two students who worked as animal welfare inspectors. The guest
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lecturer proposed an abolitionist position, challenging assumptions that we can justify our use
of non-humans as long as they are treated “humanely” and arguing that animal welfare regulation is theoretically and practically unsound, serving only to prolong the status of animals as
property by making people feel more comfortable about using them.
With an educational background in ethology and work experience regulating the treatment
of animals, the student found it difficult to embrace the guest lecturer’s propositions. Arguing
that the right or wrong of killing animals is not an interesting issue to discuss because animal suffering is all that matters, it was, for this student, unthinkable to critically engage in a discussion
about the human-animal power relations, normative assumptions, and societal structures that
enable this position. The contrast between her ethological background knowledge of animals as
naturally accessible for humans to breed, use, and kill, and the power analyses offered by CAS,
obviously became too sharp. Students who owned pets also joined the discussion, arguing that
it would be wrong to ignore positive aspects of the animal’s life as a pet. The seminar ended with
the two students who worked as animal welfare inspectors deciding to quit the course despite
efforts to convince them to stay and continue the discussion.
One possible reason why this seminar discussion ended up being so confrontational is that
it was the first time issues of a more personal nature having to do with human-animal relations
and human exploitation of animals were touched upon. Another reason could be that reconsidering one’s self-image as a caring and moral actor toward animals (compare to Arluke &
Hafferty, 1996), and revising the idea of society as fundamentally animal-friendly, is a complex,
difficult, and potentially painful process. The next example indicates that the conflict perspective on human-animal relations was unfamiliar to some students, and perhaps more difficult to
apply to certain categories of animals (such as pets) than others. When asked in the evaluation
after the second theme what knowledge they found most thought-provoking, several students
mentioned human-pet relations. One student, seemingly disturbed by the many examples of
oppressive human-animal relations that had been presented, wrote the following in answer to
the question, What knowledge did you find most useful?
I appreciated the clips and presentations with humans and animals acting together in a
cooperative way because I think this is common but not very often portrayed. (Student, in
course evaluation after second theme)

Some students also appear to have felt that confrontation was built into the course structure.
In the final evaluation, one student recalls feeling “defensive of my anthropocentric viewpoint
in the beginning,” but claimed to have found the course “fascinating” at the end. In response
to the question whether the student would recommend the course to a friend, another student
wrote, “You have to have certain interests and ideas” to really appreciate the course, and yet
another wrote that
the course was interesting and enlightening in many ways, but perhaps it’s not for everyone,
especially from a non-vegan or vegetarian point of view. (Student, in final course evaluation)
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One student, asserting in the final evaluation that the course was “a mind and eye opener,”
also wrote, jokingly, “Maybe a little warning before I signed up would be nice.”
Tensions such as those described above are perhaps both inevitable and desirable in a CAS
course, pointing to the politically and emotionally charged character of many CAS issues.
Rather than simply confirming previously received knowledge and beliefs about human-animal
relations, CAS education provides the tools needed to analyze and interrogate them in depth. It
is important to realize that students are differently prepared to engage in this analysis, and that
their engagement may affect them in unexpected ways. These insights help us develop as CAS
educators and deepen our understanding of pedagogical relations and the pedagogical process.

Creating an Educational Space to Make Animal
Liberation Possible
The aim to confront the present state of things with new and unexpected elements, thereby
opening up a space for making liberation possible, was one of our guiding principles in the
development of the course curriculum. Below, we present some thoughts on not only creating
an educational space to make animal liberation possible, but also for extending CAS education
beyond the academic context.

Inspirations to Take an Animal Standpoint
One ambition was to stress the animal standpoint and to make it possible for the participants
to critically view society from such a standpoint. We also hoped to encourage students to critically view their previous fields of study in a new way. As Arluke and Sanders (1996) and Nibert
(2003) point out, both research and education within the social sciences are almost universally
conceived of as the study of and education about human society, thus being profoundly anthropocentric. We encouraged the students to reflect upon the anthropocentrism of their previous
studies, and to problematize how oppressive conditions for both humans and other animals are
socially produced. The degree to which they were able to do this varied among the students.
While some were reluctant to make this shift and preferred to hold on to the established norms
of their home disciplines, others seemed inspired by the new perspectives offered by CAS. In
the final evaluation, students reported on being able to look at their own field of study in a new
way. One student, who agreed with the statement “The course complements the other parts of
my education quite well,” wrote:
It complemented my education very well by giving me a completely new viewpoint of
matters regarding human-animal relationships and the way we view non-human animals,
and more importantly it made me start questioning traditions and social norms within my
field. (Student, in final course evaluation)

In response to the statement, “This course has made an important contribution to my
scientific/professional/personal development,” several students said that the course has been
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an “eye-opening” experience. One even asserted that taking the course was a life-changing
experience:
I tell my friends that this course changed my life because it really made me think and
question things that I had previously accepted without hesitation before. (Student, in final
course evaluation)

Many students also wrote that they gained new insights into the complex issue of human-animal relations both on an academic and a more personal level. One student elaborates:
The effects of this course on me is of an integrated kind. The perspectives and standpoints
I have been exposed to here have increased my awareness and expanded my universe and
for that I am very grateful. (Student, in final course evaluation)

Another student wrote in the evaluations after the second theme (which dealt with human
stereotypes of animals) that, although the insights gained here would not be very useful in
relation to her previous studies, they were definitely valuable on a personal level:
In my opinion it is really interesting to see animals from these perspectives. I’ve never
realised that we (humans) are stereotyping animals so much and there is so many stereotypes. In the field of my study this will be not very useful, but I feel like my point of view
is changing. And I like it! (Student in evaluation after the second theme)

Another example of how the course created possibilities for students to critically review
things they had previously taken for granted concerning human-animal relations comes from
the last session. Here the students were asked to return to their short story about a personal
experience of an interaction with an animal that they wrote in preparation for the first lecture,
and to reflect upon whether the course had affected the way that they made sense of this experience. One of the course participants with a background in horseback riding told of how the
course had made her profoundly rethink human-horse relationships. She described how what
she had previously understood as a rather unproblematic and equal interaction between a human
and a non-human animal now seemed more like an oppressive relation full of subtle means of
control that could be seen as functioning in a way similar to more overt forms of domination.

The Possibilities of CAS Extending
from Its Educational Context
How it can be possible to not only do a course about non-human animals, but with them and
for them, and to make sure that the “study objects” of CAS education, that is, the animals
themselves, benefit as concretely as possible from the educational activities? From the beginning,
we stressed CAS education as a form of social change, as knowledge with a special purpose, in
addition to knowledge about human-animal relations as a topic of detached academic inquiry.
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Judging from the course evaluations, students seem to have made connections between being
encouraged to critically review their previous fields of study and taking concrete action in their
personal lives. One student does so in the final evaluation:
It gave me a new perspective for my own field. Personally I felt very concerned about it.
Since the course I am vegetarian, it really changed me. (Student, in final course evaluation)

Another student connected theoretical parts of the course with more concrete benefits to
animals:
Thank you for this experience, it was very very good!! I learnt a lot, especially about the
speciesism aspect. You put light on some questions I had about humanity/animality and
vegetarianism/veganism. Even if it was not your purpose, I guess you created some vegetarian[s] or vegan[s] without at any time blaming/judging the students or trying to convert
them, good!!! (Student, in final course evaluation)

When it came to connecting the themes and issues raised during the course to their personal
development, many students claimed that they were been motivated to take action for animals
both within and outside of an academic context. One student reported that the course “enforced
what I want to do.” Another student wrote:
I really really enjoyed this course. It helped me face what I’d been denying for some
time—that meat-eating and claiming to love animals is contradictory and an example of
cognitive dissonance, and it’s encouraged me to reflect more on my personal values and
actively choose the beliefs I want to believe in rather than blindly accepting and following
society’s values. (Student, in final course evaluation)

Students reported that they not only wished to learn more about the subject, but also to
take action: one student stated that they wanted to “not only read, also in practice changing
something,” and another said, “It definitely inspired me to take action in my own life.” An
important idea voiced by many students was the benefit of the last theme, which dealt with
animals and social change. One student wrote: “The most interesting part for me because we
can get knowledge how we can change something.” Another student said it was “encouraging”
that the final theme “shows us what we can do now to right all the wrongs human beings have
done to animals throughout history.” Although we purposely worked to include concrete tools
that students could use to make a change for animals in society, students asked for even more
emphasis on these issues.

The Power of Compassion and Passion in CAS Education
When commenting upon the benefits of the last theme of animals and social change, many
participants mentioned the film Peaceable Kingdom. We chose this film because it provides a
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good example of what Kathie Jenni (2005) describes as images of animal suffering that have
been deliberately framed in artistically and psychologically powerful ways. Jenni argues that
these images are powerful and transformative, arousing more people to changes of heart and
practice than more straightforward documentary films.
The film also highlights, through its use of powerful images of animal suffering and by
portraying how animal sanctuaries work, the importance of empathy and compassion in the
work for animal rights. After the screening, discussion focused on the role of compassion in
animal politics. One student commented:
I think experiences are very important for this class. Yet the theoretical aspects is [sic]
crucial and there should not be less of it, but as we talked about today, emotions are very
important. (Student, in final course evaluation)

Creating an educational context that emphasizes respect, compassion, peace, and advocacy for
all species is a key principle in interspecies education and can lead to change in the knowledge, attitudes, and behaviours of humans towards other animals (Andrzejewski, Pedersen, & Wicklund,
2009). As CAS educators, our ambition has been not only to show how the world could be, and not
only to suggest that a society in which all non-human animals are liberated is possible, but also to
demonstrate that this society is tempting and appealing and worth working for. While compassion
is an important part of CAS education, so too, in our view, is passion, and trying to create a lived
experience from the change processes theorized in the educational situation.
In the final evaluations, when asked about their thoughts on the teacher performance
during the course, many of the students stressed enthusiasm and passion as key reasons for their
appreciation of the course:
I have learned that as an individual I can do something to make a change in the world and
it’s great to see that there are people who are passionate about this. A very inspiring course
with very practical, interesting, awesome information. (Student, in final course evaluation)

Many also used these adjectives when describing the teaching styles, as the following excerpt
from an email exchange after the end of the course indicates:
Hello! I was one of your many students in CAS. I just want to let you know that the CAS
course has impacted me deeply! Your passion in delivering the course was inspiring. Thank
you! (Student, in personal email communication)

Teacher enthusiasm often spurs student involvement and may aid in the learning process.
While teaching approaches are significant in any form of education, we believe that the emotionally and politically charged nature of CAS education creates particular demands on CAS
teachers, for instance, the ability to handle value conflicts in the seminar room and the suddenly shifting group dynamics they may bring about. The combination of different teaching
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perspectives and interactional character of co-teaching added an interesting dimension to our
CAS course, and, in our experience, also provided particular support in situations of conflict.

Concluding Discussion: Potential and Process
In-Between “What Is” and “What Is Not”
Did we succeed in creating a space and a language in academia that would allow us to take an
“animal standpoint”— that is, to speak about, and work to change, the situation and experiences
of animals in human society? This is, of course, a continuous, collective struggle, and our CAS
course can never be anything more than one very minor step in this direction.
Biesta (1998) points out that education is a very unpredictable activity, and we can never be
certain about its effects or outcomes. The shifting classroom dynamics and range of responses
from students emphasize this indeterminacy in the immediate educational situation, and the
long-term outcome of education is, of course, even more unpredictable. However, drawing on
our experiences of regular interaction with our CAS students and from their course evaluations,
we conclude that CAS education can achieve a number of things that highlight its key characteristics as both potential and process:
• CAS education can open new windows on the world of human-animal relations.
•• It can present new ways of seeing, thinking, living, and acting.
•• Considering the emotional dimensions of critical animal pedagogy, it can also offer
new ways of feeling about the world (and emotions can be an important starting point
for political action).
•• CAS education can never impose, but it can inspire, individual and collective work for
change.
•• It can provide tools for sharpening critical thinking and deepening critical analysis skills.
•• It can provide a theoretical foundation for activism and political work, and enrich and
vitalize theory with activist and political practice.
•• It can create a forum for students with shared interests to meet, discuss, and share
knowledge, ideas, and experiences.
•• It can catalyze and support processes of personal and professional development.
In short, CAS education can create synergy effects that extend far beyond the seminar room.
Acknowledging the political character of education in general, CAS pedagogy occupies a
particular position in the critical pedagogical landscape. When carried out in an educational context that is not only about animals, but also with them and for them, the achievements listed above
reduce the gap between “what is” and “what is not.” When this gap is minimized, the space for
productive encounters between critical animal theory, politics, and practice is expanded—CAS
education plays a key role in bringing these three dimensions together. We will contribute to this
work by continuing the course, and exploring further possibilities for expanding and establishing
CAS education in Sweden as a field of critical pedagogy, research, and activism.
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Note
1 We do not suggest that taking the standpoint of human or non-human “others” is unproblematic or even
possible. We use the “standpoint” notion to express our pedagogical work of encouraging students to think
through what various human actions and social arrangements may actually mean to the animals affected
by them.
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“A Mute Yet Eloquent Protest”:
Visual Culture and Anti-Vivisection Activism in
the Age of Mechanical Reproduction
J. Keri Cronin

V

isual culture has become such an important and expected aspect of animal advocacy in our
contemporary times that we rarely stop to think about the origins and effects of using imagery
in this way. From undercover footage shot in factory farms, to photographs of rescued farmed
animals shared through social media, we are inundated with images created and circulated in
the spirit of activism. While it is not difficult to find examples of visual material used as part of
educational and advocacy efforts, understanding how these images can most effectively function in a broader context of activism involves a closer look at the origins of these tactics. This
chapter looks to the use of visual culture in the example of late-nineteenth-century anti-vivisection campaigns to underscore the complex ways in which images can create a multiplicity
of meanings in the context of animal advocacy. The following discussion explores two specific
case studies, each deeply entrenched in the politics of sight and firmly dependent upon technologies of reproduction that allowed images to be circulated in a diverse set of circumstances.
While reproduction and widespread circulation of a carefully selected image can lend a sense of
immediacy to a campaign, it is also important to recognize that a single image can generate a
multiplicity of meanings, depending upon the context in which it is circulated. It is, therefore,
important for activists who work with visual culture to be attuned to the various ways in which
imagery can function in educational and advocacy campaigns.
Visual culture was a central aspect of late-nineteenth-century animal advocacy campaigns.
Images were used to create a sense of empathy with other species, to raise questions about
the ways in which humans treated non-human animals, and to provide “evidence” of certain
behaviours and practices. In addition, visual culture played an important role in mediating
between different social realms, expanding the discourses and discussions about the treatment
of animals during this historical moment.
The visual technologies available to artists and activists during this era allowed for new ways
of using the power of imagery to protest things such as vivisection, which is the practice of experimentation on live animal bodies. In particular, the reproduction of images through pamphlets
and prints created a situation in which systems of knowledge production could be disrupted,
questioned, or challenged. In many ways, the use of visual culture in this context aligned animal advocacy in this era with other social justice campaigns, most notably the anti-slavery and
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suffragist movements. In addition, in a number of important ways, this imagery bridged the
seemingly disparate realms of “private” and “public” space during the Victorian and Edwardian
periods and, in so doing, underscored the ways in which individual actions were always already
a part of larger political discourses.
The ability to cheaply and efficiently reproduce works of art opened up new ways for reformers to engage with imagery during this historical period. For example, in April 1892 the editors
of the Philadelphia-based Journal of Zoöphily published an article encouraging readers who
were opposed to vivisection to display a specific picture in their homes. The picture in question—a reproduction of Gabriel Von Max’s 1883 painting The Vivisector—was thought to be
an especially powerful image because it dealt with the motivations and emotions of those who
engaged in acts of animal experimentation. Von Max, who spent much of his professional life
in Munich, was active in European anti-vivisection campaigns, and his opposition to the practice informed the creation of this image (Álvarez, 2009, p. 174). The editors of the Journal of
Zoöphily, a joint publication of the American Anti-Vivisection Society and the Women’s Branch
of the Pennsylvania Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, argued that “a copy of
this admirable picture hanging in the drawing room of an anti-vivisector would be a mute yet
eloquent protest against this form of cruelty” (The Library, 1892, p. 62).
In this image, a vivisector sits at a table complete with apparatuses designed to hold an animal
body securely in place. His dark robes and white beard would, in other contexts, suggest wisdom;
however, in Von Max’s anti-vivisection image this figure shrinks away, blending into the shadows
of the painting. The central figure in the painting is, instead, a woman, a figure who William
Schupbach, art historian and curator of medical exhibitions at London’s Wellcome Institute,
has described as a “personification of virtue” (Schupbach, 1987, p. 352). In one arm she cradles
a puppy rescued from the vivisector’s table, while her other hand holds a scale. On the scale a
human heart outweighs a representation of a human brain. This compositional detail is a reference to the sentiment that “a good heart was worth more than a good brain” (ibid.). The visual
message here is clear: kindness and compassion for other
species is more valuable than
knowledge gained through
scientific experiments.
When Von Max painted
this picture, conducting scientific and medical experiments on living animals
was a contentious and hotly
debated issue. The somewhat
confused and harrowed look
Figure 18.1: M. J. Holzapfl, photogravure
of the old man in the shadows
reproduction of Gabriel Von Max’s
painting, The Vivisector
contrasted with the youthful,
Source: Wellcome Library, London.
elegant beauty of the female
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figure stands as an indication of Von Max’s own position on the vivisection question. As Karin
Althaus notes in the catalogue accompanying a recent exhibition of Gabriel Von Max’s artwork,
with this image the artist intended to “openly criticize a method of research … a visual lament
against this practice, painted at a time when the ethical side of animal experiments was a controversial topic” (Althaus, 2011, p. 80). Althaus discusses the difficulties that Von Max may have
encountered when setting out to paint this image, as this was a relatively new subject matter
for artwork and, as such, a standardized visual vocabulary conveying the complexities of the
vivisection debate was not yet available to the artist. He drew instead on existing iconography
to convey his perspective on the matter; for example, by using the female figure to connote
kindness and sympathy, and including the scales of justice to situate the issue of vivisection in
a long line of moral debates depicted in art. Of this painting, the artist noted:
It was a profound conviction that led me to paint The Vivisector in 1883 … The painting
depicts a modern, unfeeling physiologist who, as if enjoying a quiet Sunday afternoon, has
just fettered a live spaniel to his “scientific torture rack” in order to cut through the nerves
of its spinal cord and observe the animal’s pain. However, the prodigy of compassion
snatches away the fatally injured little dog from the astounded scholar and demonstrates
with the scales that a golden heart carries more weight in the sight of God than a golden
brain. (quoted in Althaus, 2011, pp. 80–81)

Von Max gathered pamphlets and campaign material produced by anti-vivisection groups
such as the International Antivivisection Alliance, which had its German Central Office in
Dresden. These materials frequently contained illustrations of vivisection techniques, and it is
likely that these provided the source material for The Vivisector (Althaus, 2011, p. 81).
The editors of the Journal of Zoöphily felt that this image was a particularly suitable anti-vivisection campaign image because it portrayed, in their opinion, the absence of pity in the experimenter. That he is able to ignore and literally turn his back upon the personification of “virtue”
was an illustration of “malevolent consummation” (The Library, 1892, p. 62).
Shortly after The Vivisector was completed, it was exhibited at the royal Odeon in Munich;
at the time the artist was upset that the pamphlet created in conjunction with the exhibition
was not strong enough in its condemnation of the practice of vivisection (Althaus, 2011, p.
81). The painting was exhibited throughout Europe in 1884, and was then brought to London
for an exhibition at the French Gallery in 1885 (Schupbach, 1987, p. 351). The London-based
Victoria Street Society for the Protection of Animals from Vivisection sold prints of the painting prior to its arrival in London, which helped generate a dialogue around the picture when
it was finally exhibited in that city. By 1892, when the editors of the Journal of Zoöphily were
encouraging readers to purchase a print of this painting, Von Max’s image had been reproduced
countless times. That no reproduction of this image appeared with the Journal of Zoöphily article indicates that the editors were fairly confident that most of their readers would already be
familiar with this picture and perhaps even have a copy of it hanging in their homes. For those
who remained unfamiliar with this image, in 1894 the editors of the Journal of Zoöphily once
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again wrote about Von Max’s painting, specifically drawing the attention of their readership to
another publication, Munsey’s Magazine, which had included a reproduction of The Vivisector
in its April issue (Comments and Reflections, 1894, p. 98). The editors of Munsey’s Magazine
ran this image in a feature called “Modern Artists and Their Works,” and offered the following
description of the painting:
Personified mercy rebukes the experimenter, and teaches him that one throbbing heart
outweighs gold and laurels, is interesting as showing a phase of the artist’s character. He is
a lover of animals. (Osborne, 2009, pp. 271)

Munsey’s Magazine was a popular mass-market publication that dealt with a range of topics. That this description of Von Max’s painting appeared in a publication neither dedicated to
anti-vivisection nor to animal welfare issues indicates the depth and breadth of the vivisection
debate at the end of the nineteenth century and the significant role that visual culture played
in these discussions.
The ability to purchase and display reproductions of artworks was an important aspect of
advocacy efforts during this historical era. Those who did not have the means to purchase an
oil-on-canvas painting from an artist such as Von Max were still able to align themselves with
the artist’s politics in a very visible and material way. Perhaps even more significantly, reproductions of paintings such as The Vivisector allowed this form of visual activism to exist in multiple
spaces at once: the gallery, the drawing room, and the meeting hall, to name just a few places
where one might encounter a print such as this. This phenomenon, in turn, not only spread the
message of anti-vivisection, but also opened up new ways of understanding the value of art and
visual culture as a political tool.
As Walter Benjamin (1968) famously articulated, forms of mechanical reproduction erased
the sense of “aura” and “authenticity” that accompanied an “original” work of art: “By making
many reproductions it substitutes a plurality of copies for a unique existence” (p. 223). The
implications of this, as Benjamin argues, are significant: “In permitting the reproduction to
meet the beholder or listener in his own particular situation, it reactivates the object reproduced”
(ibid.). In other words, a multiplicity of meanings can be generated from the same image. The
significance of Benjamin’s observations is that, thanks to the processes of mechanical reproduction, artwork was no longer necessarily tied to a particular pattern of viewing (i.e., searching for
a specific meaning in a specific location during a specifically designated viewing period). Here,
ideas around “originality” become just one way of understanding the function of art in modern
society and, as Benjamin notes, “the instant the criterion of authenticity ceases to be applicable
to artistic production, the total function of art is reversed. Instead of being based on ritual, it
begins to be based on another practice—politics” (p. 226). This political function of imagery
in the era of mechanical reproduction opened up many possibilities for the use of art and visual
culture in activist and social justice movements.
In their discussion on the visual and material culture utilized as part of the anti-slavery
campaigns in Britain, Lynne Walker and Vron Ware analyze how this political imagery was
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circulated, how “political opinions could be represented inside the home itself” (1999, p. 66)
They explore how various discourses around abolitionism and ideas of race were generated
through items like prints and statues, and how these forms of visual culture played a central
role in articulating anti-slavery arguments in both domestic spaces and in more public realms.
Likewise, in her history of the visual culture of the suffrage movement, Lisa Tickner (1988)
points out that political imagery informed by the campaign for women to gain the vote was as
likely to be found in private homes as it would be at meetings, demonstrations, or exhibitions
(p. 45). However, as Benjamin made abundantly clear, the widespread circulation of imagery
via mechanical reproduction destabilized the meaning-making process associated with art and
visual culture. Historians looking at the use of imagery in these various sites of activism, then,
must work from the understanding that there is no single codified way that these pictures would
have been read or understood by viewers. While this sense of ambiguity may be frustrating to
the historian who would rather pin down precise meanings associated with activist imagery
from previous eras, the ability to move beyond a limited scope of meaning generated by a single
image was precisely what made visual culture so valuable to activist efforts.
Debates over vivisection raged throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, with
such high profile figures as John Ruskin and Charles Darwin bringing attention to the issue. In
Britain, for example, debates about the relative merits of vivisection reached a fever pitch in the
1870s. Of particular note is the much-publicized demonstration by French physiologist Eugene
Magnan in August 1874 at a meeting of the English Medical Association at Norwich (French,
1975, p. 55). Magnan’s public experiments on two dogs incited a near riot as members of the
audience rushed forward to stop the demonstration and to free the animals. The resulting press
coverage and letters to the editors of the various papers brought the issue of experimentation
on animal bodies squarely into the public realm. Even Queen Victoria weighed in on the issue,
and publicly declared her support for the anti-vivisection position (Guerrini, 2003, p. 90). In
the United States, groups such as the American Anti-Vivisection Society brought the issue of
vivisection to the public through, for example, displays, exhibits, leaflets, and publications.
Those who followed the suggestion made by the editors of the Journal of Zoöphily to display
Von Max’s picture in their drawing rooms shifted this contentious issue from public debates to
the domestic space of the home. To hang a print of The Vivisector in one’s home was a way of visually aligning oneself with the anti-vivisection movement, not unlike the choice of many activists
today to proclaim their political stance by wearing activist T-shirts and buttons, and displaying
stickers and posters. However, as Walker and Ware noted in their discussion of anti-slavery prints
found in the drawing rooms of abolitionists, it is important to consider the multiplicity of meanings generated through the consumption and display of politically charged images in private,
domestic spaces. In exploring the “problem raised by the juxtaposition of political propaganda
with the image of conservative domestic order,” they ask how “an image or a statement from one
discourse becomes transformed once it is viewed as part of another” (1999, p. 70):
In other words, did the figure of the suffering slave become domesticated and depoliticised
once it was hung on the walls of the bourgeois Victorian home? Or, alternatively, did the
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home become self-consciously politicised by the introduction of propaganda? We want to
argue that both things can be seen to happen: the critical representations of racial slavery
were to some extent sanitised and sentimentalised but they were also domesticated in the
sense of made normal, legitimate, knowable, and their presence was capable of signifying
powerfully subversive messages. (ibid.)

In much the same way, when reproductions of Von Max’s The Vivisector were displayed in
middle-class drawing rooms, the risk that the political message of the picture would become
diluted certainly existed, in particular because of this picture’s status as a work of art, especially
when we consider the “cultural capital” that art and exhibition techniques would have signified
to late-nineteenth-century viewers.1 However, as Walker and Ware note, the function of these
images in normalizing and bringing to light discussions and debates that may have, for some,
appeared to be uncomfortably subversive in their original contexts allowed for the debates
around vivisection in the late nineteenth century to reach a wider audience.
The reproduction of images in the context of late-nineteenth-century anti-vivisection activism took a number of different forms. During the same historical moment that prints of Von
Max’s The Vivisector were being circulated, another anti-vivisection activist was drawing upon
imagery from scientific manuals and medical texts as part of the same advocacy movement.
During the 1880s, Frances Power Cobbe, the well-known nineteenth-century reformer and
anti-vivisection activist, published a pamphlet entitled Light in Dark Places.2 This illustrated
pamphlet was 31 pages in length, and was intended to provide members of the public with
detailed accounts of scientific experimentation on live animals in European medical laboratories. A key aspect of the publication was the inclusion of images taken directly from scientific
and medical contexts. Light in Dark Places was just one of many similar publications that Cobbe
produced during this era: her stated aim in doing so was to “afford … the reader … a truer idea
of the work of the ‘torture chambers of science’ than can be obtained by … letter-press description” (Cobbe, 1883, p. 3). In other words, for Cobbe, images were crucial to gaining support
for the anti-vivisection movement in that they made visible actions and ideologies that were
often hidden behind the closed doors of laboratories. Even the title of her publication—Light
in Dark Places—speaks to this notion of seeing and witnessing as a critical part in the process
of knowledge production. Cobbe’s Light in Dark Places pamphlet was printed and distributed
through the office of the London-based Victoria Street Society for the Protection of Animals
from Vivisection, a society that Cobbe founded in 1875 (Williamson, 2005, p. 126).3 There are
two distinct uses of visual culture in this publication and, not surprisingly, both focus on the
bodies of non-human animals.
In the first use, as mentioned above, Light in Dark Places is filled with illustrations taken
directly from physiological and scientific publications. Cobbe’s stated strategy here was to use
imagery to make visible the work of vivisectors, and by using images taken directly from their
manuals she was attempting to present an objective view of these practices. In other words, she
was deliberately trying to avoid charges of overdramatizing or sensationalizing the practice of
vivisection. Cobbe appropriated images from medical and scientific writings and redistributed
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them to members of the public, in particular those who were opposed to the practice of vivisection, a very different audience than the one originally intended to view these images.
French physician Claude Bernard was the focus of much of Cobbe’s ire, and it was to
Bernard’s work that she turned to repeatedly in her attacks on the practice of vivisection.4 It was
Bernard’s 1879 publication, Leçons de physiologie opératoire (Lessons in Surgical Physiology), in
particular, that Cobbe turned to as source material. Leçons de physiologie opératoire was 624 pages
in length and had 116 illustrations. The majority of the illustrations were specifically commissioned for the book, but no image credit is given in the text, and only a handful of the images
have an artist’s signature. In one of the introductory essays to the book, Mathias Duval, who
studied under Bernard, talked about the strict control his teacher and mentor had over every
aspect of the production of his publications. Even though Bernard himself likely did not produce
any of the images illustrating his text, he would have directed both the image-making process
and the selection of images for the book. “Standardized observations” formed the cornerstone of
Bernard’s science, and the images included in texts such as Leçons de physiologie opératoire were
intended to extend the practice of learning through visual examination beyond the moment
of direct visual engagement (van Dijck, 2005, p. 84). Bernard’s work draws heavily on graphic
traditions in the history of European medicine, which had become codified in earlier centuries,
and comparisons can be made between plates in Bernard’s treatises and those found in such
iconic medical texts as Vesalius’s De Fabrica. In fact, in a section discussing the history of experimentation on animal bodies, Bernard reproduced a woodcut from Vesalius’s sixteenth-century
treatise in his own text, an act of visual appropriation that ironically foreshadows the way his
own publication would be treated by Cobbe. Bernard’s work, in other words, was codified and
firmly entrenched in the representational practices that had characterized the history of science
and medicine for centuries. This point is significant when we think about how Cobbe chose to
appropriate this work for campaigns protesting against vivisection, a particularly contentious
aspect of these disciplines. As was the case with the Von Max painting discussed above, these
images acquired new sets of meanings as they were recirculated and reimagined.
The images in Bernard’s text and, subsequently, in Cobbe’s publications, including Light in
Dark Places, are notable for their absences—the absence of colour, context, human figures, narrative elements, or other compositional and formal qualities that may elicit emotional responses.
Unlike the Von Max painting discussed above, the viewer is not meant to feel anything when
looking at these images. Rather, he or she is meant to acquire “factual” knowledge in the pursuit
of a scientific and medical education. When Cobbe recast Bernard’s illustrations into her own
publication in 1883 she was, then, attempting to draw upon this sense of rational knowledge
acquisition to counter the charges of irrationality often levelled at anti-vivisection activists, who
were frequently considered to be “anti-science” and “anti-progress.” (In addition, Cobbe was
routinely called an “irrepressible and irrational lady” [Review, 1887, p. 1013] because of her
activist efforts.) While Cobbe’s decision to use these images in this way demonstrated a sophisticated understanding of visual culture in the service of activism, the air of objective neutrality
she was aiming to project by directly appropriating imagery from physiology manuals is ultimately absent in Light in Dark Places. The act of appropriation necessarily reframes the images
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in a new context and, as such,
new meanings are generated.
Further, it is important to
remember that readers of both
texts would not have looked at
the images in isolation. Rather,
they would have considered
them in relation to the rest of
the material in the publication.
A broader contextual analysis of
the way the images were used by
both Bernard and Cobbe, then,
needs to take in to consideration additional factors influencing the meaning-making
process. In much the same way
as the “aura” and “authenticity”
of Von Max’s original painting
of The Vivisector was reduced
through multiple reproductions, Cobbe’s reproduction of
images from physiology manuals released these images from
the perceived authority of the
increasingly professionalized
medical establishment and,
in so doing, opened them up
to new sets of interpretations,
including those understood by
anti-vivisection activists.
Cobbe not only appropriated scientific imagery for the
campaigns she organized, but
also somewhat unintentionally
demonstrated how the medical
gaze—whether through direct
observation or through its replication in visual culture—was
anything but the objective
activity it was purported to be.
By reproducing these images in
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Figure 18.2: Illustration of vivisection
technique as used by Bernard
Source: Claude Bernard, Leçons de physiologie opératoire (1879), p. 137.

Figure 18.3: Illustration of vivisection
technique as used by Cobbe
Source: Frances Power Cobbe, Light in Dark Places (1883), p. 15.
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an activist context, Cobbe highlights both the malleability of visual culture and the ways in
which images are always multi-modal. It is critical, in other words, to consider the specific context of viewing, taking into account factors such as how text or adjacent images will influence
the reading of a specific picture. For example, if we compare the two images above (figures 18.2
and 18.3), we may, at first glance, read these images as virtually identical, a result of Cobbe’s
careful replication of images from Bernard’s text. However, upon closer investigation it becomes
apparent that the positioning of each image in its respective publication—one a weighty, leather-bound medical tome, the other a mass-produced leaflet distributed for free—would have
undoubtedly shaped how these images would have been read by nineteenth-century audiences
and would, in large part, have determined who would have been reading them.
In both cases, the viewer is abruptly confronted by a cropped image of a dog whose mouth
is forced open through the use of a metal restraining device and a few feet of rope. The viewer is
looking down on the dog, directly into his mouth. This unusual and extreme angle renders the
animal barely recognizable, a compositional device that underscores this dog’s role as an object of
science and not—at least in Bernard’s laboratory—as an individual, sentient being. In Bernard’s
text, the image is centred on the page between two sections of text that discuss in precise mechanical detail how to use a restraining device such as the one depicted. The chapter title, “Contention
Mécanique” (“mechanical containment”), is boldly stated at the top of the page, erasing any
unlikely doubt about the subject discussed on page 137 of Leçons de physiologie opératoire.
In the case of Light in Dark Places, this image is placed at the top of the page, above text that
makes reference to a different illustration altogether, that of a “rabbit holder” which becomes
visible only when the reader of the pamphlet flips the page. The description of the “rabbit holder”
indicates that the rabbit’s head is “fixed in it, and the nerves of the neck dissected out” (Cobbe,
1883, p. 15). Readers of Cobbe’s publication are then told that the original illustration of the
“rabbit holder” appeared in Elias (Elie) von Cyon’s text Methodik der physiologischen experimente
und vivisectionen, published in St. Petersburg in 1876. At the bottom of the page, Cobbe reproduces a quote from von Cyon’s text in which he states that
the true vivisector must approach a difficult vivisection with the same joyful excitement,
and the same delight, wherewith a surgeon undertakes a difficult operation, from which he
expects extraordinary consequences. He who shrinks from cutting into a living animal, he
who approaches a vivisection as a disagreeable necessity, may very likely be able to repeat
one or two vivisections, but will never become an artist in vivisection. (quoted in Cobbe,
1883, pp. 15–16)

In fact, the only reference to the image and to Bernard’s original text on this page is in
the simple caption appearing just below the image: “From Bernard’s Physiologie Opératoire,
p. 137.” Cobbe’s decision to introduce a description of yet another illustration of yet another
animal (in this case a rabbit) being subjected to the work of yet another “true vivisector,” one
who approached the practice of experimentation on live animal bodies with “joyful excitement,” serves to underscore the scale of the vivisection issue, in particular to those who, like
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Cobbe, were working to eradicate it. In other words, the layout of this page ensured that
readers understood that the situation depicted at the top was not an isolated occurrence.
Further, the jarring juxtaposition of the image of a dog bound by his jaw to a metal apparatus
with words such as “joyful,” “delight,” and “artist” situates the page from Cobbe’s pamphlet
in a much different role than the page taken from Bernard’s text, which uses such clinical
language as “mechanical containment” and discusses the “longitudinal axis” of the metal
restraining device used to hold the dog’s body in place. In short, despite the visual similarities
of the image in each example, there are many attendant factors that need to be considered
when we look at how visual culture is used to support or refute a particular position in the
nineteenth-century vivisection debate.
In spite of the inevitable differences that arise in the contextual readings of these two
images, Cobbe repeatedly stressed that she had not changed the images she borrowed from
scientific manuals, and ensured that she carefully and accurately cited the source and original
page number for each image she used so that readers could verify for themselves the information she presented. In the introduction to Light in Dark Places, she argues emphatically that
“the perfect accuracy of the reproduction” was guaranteed, that “nothing has been added and
nothing has been taken away,” and that “every illustration in this pamphlet may be taken with
certainty to be a Vivisector’s own picture of his own work, such as he himself has chosen to publish it” (p. 3). There is a tension between the inevitable shifts in meaning that occurred when
the images were recontextualized, and Cobbe’s insistence that the images were not altered.
Further, we need to consider how we are currently making sense of these images, reproduced
once again in the pages of a twenty-first-century Critical Animal Studies text. How do they
relate to other texts and images in this volume? How does the context in which we encounter
them—in a library, in a classroom, on a bench at the dog park—influence our own reaction
to these images?
Light in Dark Places draws on imagery from both art and science. This was an anti-vivisection publication produced by the Victoria Street Society, and the society’s logo is prominently displayed on its front page.
The logo incorporates a reproduction
of a well-known dog from the world
of Victorian art, one made famous
by Sir Edwin Landseer earlier in
the century (figures 18.4 and 18.5).
Landseer was a British artist and
member of the Royal Academy who
was especially known for his paintings of animals. He was among the
most popular artists of his day, and
Figure 18.4: Logo of the Victoria
his paintings became well known
Street Society for the Protection
of Animals from Vivisection, ca.1883
through reproductions and prints,
Source: National Anti-Vivisection Society.
a number of them engraved by his
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brother, Thomas Landseer.
In addition to being popular
with the general public, Landseer’s
paintings were also frequently reproduced for animal advocacy campaigns in both Britain and North
America at the end of the nineteenth
century. While Landseer certainly
seemed to care about animals, he
was not directly associated with the
advocacy groups that would later
repurpose his images for the pages
Figure 18.5: Edwin Landseer, A
of their campaign materials, as most
Distinguished Member of the
of these groups were active after
Humane Society, 1838
the artist’s death in 1873. In addiSource: Tate Images.
tion to the Victoria Street Society
for the Protection of Animals from
Vivisection, Landseer’s images were reproduced in leaflets and other publications produced
by groups such as the London and Provincial Anti-Vivisection Society, the American AntiVivisection Society, the Toronto Humane Society, and the Massachusetts Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. Of Landseer’s oeuvre, certain pictures were especially
popular in this context. Among them was a painting entitled A Distinguished Member of the
Humane Society, which is the image that the Victoria Street Society’s logo was based upon.
When Landseer painted this picture in 1838 his intention was to celebrate the legendary marine
rescue capabilities of the Newfoundland breed of dog (the “humane society” referred to in the
title of the painting is the Royal Humane Society, a marine rescue organization that was originally called the Society for the Recovery of Persons Apparently Drowned); however, like the
images discussed above, when this painting was reproduced as part of late-nineteenth-century
anti-vivisection campaign materials, new sets of meanings were generated. When Frances Power
Cobbe made the decision to incorporate the dog depicted in A Distinguished Member of the
Humane Society into the logo for the Victoria Street Society, she would have been well aware that
this dog was recognizable to many, thanks to the multiple reproductions and prints available of
Landseer’s work from earlier in the century. It is, in fact, this recognizable quality that makes
this image so powerful in this context. Here, however, the specific details of Landseer’s original
meaning—a celebration of the marine rescues performed by a particular breed of dog—becomes
less important than the notion that there exists a long history of non-human animals assisting
humans. The sense of loyalty that both Landseer and Cobbe would have associated with dogs
who rescue drowning victims from the sea becomes the central point in the recontextualization
of this image when it reappeared (albeit cropped) in the logo of an anti-vivisection campaign
group. The imagery used in this logo seems to beg the question: “If these animals have a history
of assisting us, how can we, in turn, be so cruel to them?”
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Conclusion
The use of imagery in social justice and reform campaigns has a long history, which needs
to be taken into account if we are to understand the legacies of past efforts, and their effects
on the politics of contemporary activism. There are questions we need to ask ourselves when
using visual material in this way: What was the original context of this image and how does its
meaning shift when it is recirculated in different arenas? How do technologies and techniques of
image making and reproduction shape the ways in which this image will be understood? How
will different audiences receive and make sense of this image? How can the context in which a
particular image is viewed shape the understandings that a viewer will take from their encounter
with it? How does the inevitable multiplicity of meanings generated from the circulation of an
image strengthen or take away from the message of the overall campaign? How do past visual
practices in the context of activism relate to twenty-first-century campaigns?
In her study on the history of the animal rights movement in Britain, Hilda Kean emphasizes the connection between witnessing cruelty towards animals and the subsequent movements
and campaigns attempting to eradicate it. She has argued that “what becomes increasingly
important in the defining of appropriate behavior towards animals is not only the perceived or
potential status of the human but the situation in which the animal is seen” (Kean, 1998, p.
48). In many ways, visual culture extends and complicates this relationship between witnessing
and activism. It is in this way that the power dynamics inherent in the witnessing of cruelty
toward animals can become infinitely replicated through such techniques as woodblock printing, engraving, photomechanical reproduction, and, in recent years, digital technologies. In
other words, the gaze extends beyond the moment of initial visual encounter and, as such, is
opened to potential manipulation and recontextualization. As we have seen, this in itself is not
a particularly negative outcome. In fact, the multiple modalities of visual culture used in activist
and social justice movements can assist in communicating the complexities of the issues and
debates, something that this brief exploration into the use of imagery in late-nineteenth-century
anti-vivisection campaigns has attempted to underscore.
The instability of meaning associated with images can be both a challenge and a strength
for those who work under the banner of animal advocacy. As was the case in the Victorian era,
today’s campaigns rely heavily not only on visual culture but also on the technologies of reproduction that allow for widespread distribution of imagery. While the means of circulating an
image may have changed from woodcuts to smartphone apps, the power and potential pitfalls
of using imagery in campaigns remain quite similar today. It is for this reason that it is imperative for those of us involved in activism and Critical Animal Studies to be well versed in the
history of visual culture, particularly as it applies to activism and social justice campaigns. As
Janet Wolff noted in her book The Social Production of Art, “the appropriate methods of cultural
intervention can only be developed in conjunction with a correct perception of the prospective
audience and the manner in which the intended message will be received” (1992, p. 95). In
other words, paying attention to how images have worked in past campaigns is an important
aspect of ongoing activist efforts. After all, many of the battles we continue to fight are those
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that people like Gabriel Von Max and Frances Power Cobbe were, themselves, engaged in, and
there is strength to be drawn from this sense of continuity.

Notes
1 For more on the concept of “cultural capital” and its relationship to art and museums, see the writings of
French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu.
2 	Historian Hilda Kean dates this publication to 1885, but the British Library lists it as published in 1883.
There is no actual date on the publication itself.
3 In 1875, Frances Power Cobbe founded the Society for the Protection of Animals Liable to Vivisection
with George Hoggan. After a few months, the society moved into an office on Victoria Street and the name
changed to reflect this new address. In 1898, the name of the society was changed to the National AntiVivisection Society. See Williamson, Power and Protest, 2005, p. 126.
4 Mason Harris draws parallels between Claude Bernard and the title character in H. G. Wells’s novel
The Island of Dr. Moreau (1896). See Harris, “Vivisection, the Culture of Science, and the Intellectual
Uncertainty in The Island of Doctor Moreau,” 2002.
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Animal Rights:
Moral Crusade or Social Movement?
Kim Stallwood

Introduction
Is animal rights the duty of the individual or the responsibility of society?
Is the animal rights movement a moral crusade or a social movement with a political agenda?
Which will achieve moral and legal rights for animals: A moral crusade or a social movement?
These are the fundamental questions I try to answer in this chapter. This discussion informs
my call for a new strategy for the animal rights movement. I argue that the animal rights movement must simultaneously be a moral crusade and a social movement that pursues a strategy
combining idealistic objectives of abolition with pragmatic goals of embedding the values of
animal rights into public policy.
The publication of Animal Liberation by Peter Singer in 1975 is usually recognized as the
beginning of the modern animal rights movement. I mean the animal rights movement to
include individuals and organizations ranging across the ideological spectrum from welfare to
rights, and from advocacy to liberation, utilitarianism, natural rights theory, and ecofeminism.
I do not exclude groups that are not completely committed to animal rights from my understanding of the animal rights movement.
Notwithstanding formidable challenges to accomplishing its mission, the animal rights
movement is making progress in the areas of public opinion and public policy; however, it fails
generally to decrease the number of animals consumed; persuade people to go vegan; convince
governments to pass meaningful legislation; and fundamentally challenge society’s attitudes
toward animals. Moral and legal rights for animals are currently beyond the reach of the present
animal rights movement.
The animal rights movement and its strategy—emphasizing personal lifestyle choice—is
no match for the animal industrial complex, the collective term used to describe the many
traditions, institutions, and industries that transform animals into products and services for
human consumption. Institutionalized animal exploitation by the animal industrial complex is
fundamentally different than individual acts of animal cruelty. The animal industrial complex
is principally for financial gain, which is why it is so difficult to stop.
Animal rights is more than just saying, “Go vegan!” It is the responsibility of society. It is
a legitimate public policy issue, alongside such others as the economy, defence, education, and
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environmental protection. It is, therefore, appropriate to assess the present strategy of the animal
rights movement and make recommendations.

1. Animal Industrial Complex
To understand the relevance of animal rights to moral crusades and social movements, it is
first important to consider the animal industrial complex. Anthropologist Barbara Noske first
identified the animal industrial complex as the accumulation of interests responsible for institutionalized animal exploitation. She wrote, “Animals have become reduced to mere appendages
of computers and machines” (Noske, 1989, p. 20). Sociologist Richard Twine later defined the
animal industrial complex as a
partly opaque and multiple set of networks and relationships between the corporate (agricultural) sector, governments, and public and private science. With economic, cultural,
social and affective dimensions it encompasses an extensive range of practices, technologies, images, identities and markets. (Twine, 2012, p. 23)

The animal industrial complex breeds billions of animals, as its legal property, to make
products and services for human consumption. Animals may be alive or dead; in their physical
entirety, or a piece or by-product of their bodies; or overwhelmingly changed so as to no longer
appear or represent in any way their original presence: an individual sentient being.
Human history records animals, simultaneously and confusingly, as mysteries beyond our
understanding and practical resources to aid our survival (Mason, 1993; Shepard, 1997). Today,
animals are still revered; however, the animal industrial complex has transformed our relations
with animals and significantly increased the number consumed. Indeed, there is such extraordinary
growth in the animal industrial complex that it, and its exploitation of animals, threatens our survival.
Clearly, the origins of the animal industrial complex reach back beyond the present era.
Since 1945, however, the animal industrial complex has grown significantly. It is an integral
part of the neoliberal, transnational order of increasing privatization and decreasing government
intervention, favouring transnational corporations and global capital.
The animal industrial complex is so pervasive that its existence often goes unrecognized
and unacknowledged. It is a challenge, therefore, to quantify it succinctly in any meaningful
way. Two statistics, however, offer a glimpse:
• 8.2 billion land animals died for food in the United States alone in 2011 (Animal
Death Count, n.d.)
•• The New York Times reports that McDonald’s annual advertising budget in the United
States is $2 billion (O’Brien, 2012)
Two turning points signify the shift in human attitudes toward animals, which gave power
and control to the animal industrial complex and its exploitation of animals. The first is Chicago
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and its stockyards and slaughterhouses, which operated from 1865 for some 100 years; they
are explicitly described in Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle, originally published in 1906. The novel
chronicles the way in which animals raised for food went from traditional, rural extensive
farms and localized slaughter, to intensive feedlots and long-distance transportation to urban
areas for slaughter. He describes the cruel mistreatment of animals and the dangerous conditions slaughterhouse workers endured. In Eternal Treblinka, Charles Patterson explains how the
disassembly of animals in slaughterhouses inspired Henry Ford to assemble cars in factories.
Patterson also documents Ford’s anti-Semitism, and his influence on the Third Reich in Nazi
Germany, including their creation of concentration camps and gas chambers (Patterson, 2002,
pp. 71–79; see also Sax, 2000; Shukin, 2009).
The second turning point occurred after World War II. Drawing from the experience of slaughterhouses, concentration camps, and factory production lines, the alienation of labour and the consumption of lives, regardless of species, were pushed further, and even more violently, to economic
extremes. We live, for example, in the present era of intensive “factory” farms, where billions of
animals are raised for life in cages; industrial fishing, with drift nets “large enough to catch half a
dozen 747s or more flying in formation” (Clover, 2005, p. 73); and xenotransplantation, the process
through which human organs are grown in such non-human animals as pigs (Twine, 2010).
Historian Keith Thomas sees a “growing conflict between the new sensibilities [including
animal rights] and the material foundations of human society”:
A mixture of compromise and concealment has so far prevented this conflict from having
to be fully resolved. But the issue cannot be completely evaded and it can be relied upon to
recur. It is one of the contradictions upon which modern civilisation may be said to rest.
About its ultimate consequences we can only speculate. (1983, p. 303)

Which compromises and concealments that underpin the material foundations of human society licence the animal industrial complex and its exploitation of animals? Which norms and
values in society allow institutionalized violence against animals to occur without any effective
public opposition or government intervention?
First, Western orthodox Judeo-Christian religious belief systems, as allegedly directed by a
supreme deity, position humans exclusively as superior to animals, who are merely “things” and
not sentient beings. Although various scholars and theologians assert the Bible’s commitment
to animal welfare as paternal dominion, among adherents and those generally influenced by
such belief systems, the prevailing view is that animals are here courtesy of God for human use
(Kowalski, 2001; Linzey, 1998; Scully, 2002).
Second, notwithstanding recent findings from ethologists and primatologists who identify
similarities in behaviour between humans and other animals, Darwin’s theory of evolution,
positioning humans as animals along a species continuum, established an ideology of scientific
reductionism, which reinforced Western orthodox Judeo-Christian religious belief systems and
their hierarchy of placing humans superior to animals (Bekoff & Pierce, 2010; de Waal, 1982;
Goodall, 1990).
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Religion and science also provide a foundation for patriarchy, which situates man as superior to women, children, animals, and nature. Embedded within patriarchy is the notion of
the “other.” Women, children, animals, and nature are the other. “He is the Subject, he is the
Absolute,” wrote Simone de Beauvoir in The Second Sex, “she is the Other” (de Beauvoir, 1986,
p. 16). As women are the other to men, animals are the other to humans. Otherness strengthens
power and control, which licences exploitation. As misogyny is the hatred of women by men,
misothery is human “hatred and contempt for animals” (Mason, 1993, p. 163). Otherness
also causes invisibility. In The Sexual Politics of Meat, Carol J. Adams describes the presence of
animals in meat as the absent referent. The meat on a plate can range in appearance from the
explicit (e.g., one entire fish cooked and served whole) to the implicit (e.g., ground beef in a
burger made from multiple animals).
Behind every meal of meat is an absence: the death of the animal whose place the meat takes.
The “absent referent” is that which separates the meat eater from the animal and the animal
from the end product. The function of the absent referent is to keep our “meat” separated from
any idea that she or he was once an animal, to keep the “moo” or “cluck” or “baa” away from the
meat, to keep something from being seen as having been someone. (2010, p. 13)

Ultimately, these norms and values produce lebensunwertes Leben, or “life unworthy of life.” In
The Nazi Doctors, Robert Jay Lifton explains:
The Nazis based their justification for direct medical killing on the simple concept of “life
unworthy of life” (lebensunwertes Leben). While the Nazis did not originate this concept,
they carried it to its ultimate biological, racial and “therapeutic” extreme. (1986, p. 21)

The Nazis came to power in Germany in 1933 on the belief that Germans were a superior
race. Their ideology asserted that others were “racially inferior,” including not only Jews, but
also Gypsies, Communists, Socialists, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and homosexuals. As part of their
so-called euthanasia program—the “Final Solution”—during World War II, the Nazis killed
about 6 million Jews, 200,000 Roma (Gypsies), an unknown number of Slavic peoples (Poles,
Russians, and others), and thousands of others, as well as some 200,000 mentally or physically
disabled patients, who were mostly Germans living in institutions.
The animal industrial complex renders the lives of animals as life unworthy of life. Animal
exploitation, as an established and accepted practice, perpetuates and legitimizes itself, while
hiding from the consequences of its actions. For example, the true economic consequences of
animal exploitation are not met by the animal industrial complex but by consumers and society.
The animal industrial complex is also enabled by government-approved programs (e.g., trade
agreements, financial incentives, tax credits, exemptions from the law), the costs of which are,
again, met by taxpayers. The animal industrial complex favours privatization and government
deregulation to ensure that it supervises itself and must meet only voluntary standards. The
priority for the animal industrial complex is to protect its profits and other entitlements.
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For example, increasing costs of health care and environmental damage, caused in large part
by intensive production and consumption of animal products, are not included in the price of
a fast-food burger (Lang & Heasman, 2004; Steinfeld et al., 2006; Woods, 2004). Further, the
animal industrial complex is often granted immunity from accountability, as in being beyond the
law and exempt from prosecution where laws do exist. In the United States, for example, chickens
and other poultry, who are the animals most killed for food, are not covered by the Humane
Methods of Livestock Slaughter Act, and rats, mice, and birds, who may well be the species most
used in research laboratories, are exempt from the Animal Welfare Act (Sunstein & Nussbaum,
2004). Given that superiority, prejudice, and otherness are not exclusive to our relationship with
animals, the animal industrial complex also relies upon employee relations, sometimes illegal,
and labour from vulnerable and at-risk groups of people to achieve profitability (Schlosser, 2001).
The animal industrial complex has a self-interest in overstating the benefits of its exploitation
of animals. It wishes to manipulate public opinion, so that people fear any change in their use of
animals. As Noske asks, “Which human needs are being fulfilled and whose interests are promoted
by the existing animal industrial complex?” (1989, p. 23, emphasis in original). It is doubtful that
all of the products and services derived from animal exploitation are essential for our survival.
Of course, when asked about animal rights, people are going to express concern about
giving up any pleasure (e.g., eating meat) or losing any benefit (e.g., safe products) they may
feel is their prerogative. But the deeper people’s understanding, particularly in areas considered
egregious (e.g., fox hunting, testing of cosmetics on animals), the less fear there is of a loss of
pleasure or benefit. Sympathy for animals, when they are particularly cruelly treated and where
there is a willingness to forego any perceived or real benefits by the public, is demonstrated in
the public’s support for legislation and other public policy measures restricting or prohibiting
animal cruelty and exploitation. (For information on public opinion and animal rights, see
Humane Research Council, 2012.)
The dominance of the animal industrial complex is emboldened by the animal rights movement and its strategy of emphasizing personal lifestyle choice. The animal industrial complex
accommodates demands made by the animal rights movement to end egregious use of animals.
While these developments deserve recognition, they are accomplished without imposing any
obligations on the animal industrial complex to end its institutionalized violence toward animals. Also, the animal industrial complex responds, in part, to demands from the animal rights
movement by taking advantage of the opportunities for new markets in consumerism (e.g.,
meat-free, vegetarian, and cruelty-free vegan). While these developments are to be welcomed,
they have the effect of weakening the animal rights movement’s call for moral and legal rights
for animals by ensuring that the problem of animal exploitation remains as an optional, personal lifestyle choice. While genuine co-operation between the animal rights movement and
the animal industrial complex is an important strategy, the former must avoid being used by
the latter, even unwittingly, to legitimize and even perpetuate institutional animal exploitation.
Political campaigns that call for public policy to end animal exploitation will mobilize
vast financial resources from the animal industrial complex to ensure that its profitable use
of animals survives. For example, commercial agricultural interests in various US states work
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with legislators to pass so-called anti-whistle-blower “ag-gag” laws that criminalize individuals
who document animal exploitation in factory farms. There are, of course, enormous profits to
be made from animal exploitation. These profits are protected by existing arrangements with
governments and their regulatory mechanisms, thereby ensuring the continuation of animal
exploitation. The animal industrial complex has a proven history of collusion with private security forces and state law enforcement to monitor, pervert, and harm the animal rights movement.
It is, therefore, not surprising that animal-related public policy is more about protecting
our interests in terms of what we do to animals than it is about protecting animals from us. In
public policy, animals are represented by those who benefit from the power and control they
exert over them. Animal researchers (not anti-vivisectionists) and animal farmers (not vegans)
are more likely to be members of the policy-making networks that determine the regulations
and laws that govern our relations with animals.
Finally, it is important to distinguish between generalized animal cruelty and institutionalized animal exploitation, as this is the particular activity of the animal industrial complex.
Animal cruelty is generally defined as individual acts of harm toward animals, which may be
perpetrated by one or more individuals. This is violence toward animals that may be an isolated
incident or part of a series of actions. The availability of animals for abuse is an important factor;
consequently, companion animals, farmed animals, and wildlife are those that are typically
harmed. The harm may be physical and/or psychological, and involve torture, maiming, and
killing. Animal cruelty, unlike animal exploitation, is not usually motivated by financial interests. Acts of animal cruelty often indicate a larger problem of anti-social behaviour by the perpetrators toward humans and their property. It is generally accepted that there is a link in the
home between animal cruelty and violence toward partners, children, and companion animals.
There is also a link between animal cruelty and violent behaviour among serial killers and other
seriously violent offenders (Merz-Perez & Heide, 2003).
Animal exploitation is different from animal cruelty in that it is the business of the animal
industrial complex. It is the institutional and systemic use of animals, principally for financial
gain. Essentially, animal exploitation occurs wherever animals are controlled for human purposes, including in animal agriculture, research laboratories, zoos, circuses, and in our homes and
countryside. The number of animals used worldwide is difficult to calculate, and the scale of their
collective suffering impossible to imagine when it is recalled that each animal is an individual
sentient being. The animal industrial complex is responsible for the lives and deaths of billions of
animals, birds, and fish throughout the world (Herzog, 2011; Joy, 2011; Waldau, 2011).

2. Moral Crusades
Think of social movements and contemporary causes come to mind. But think of moral crusades and it is, perhaps, the Crusades of the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries that
are thought of. They were the religious military campaigns organized by the Catholic Church
in support of Christianity in the Middle East. It is also possible to think of Prohibition in the
United States during the 1920s, when it was illegal to sell alcohol, as a moral crusade.
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In general, a moral crusade is one specific issue that is framed as an exclusive cause with
extraordinary meaning. Moral crusades may be religious imperatives, political campaigns, or
initiatives of some other kind that embed a religious, spiritual, political, or moral belief as an
integral component. Moral crusades rely upon campaigns that trigger moral shocks to provoke
public debates. An extraordinary situation or conflict, which may receive unprecedented attention from the public or the media or both, may be called a moral panic. Examples of animal-related moral panics include, for example, bird flu, BSE (bovine spongiform encephalopathy, or
mad cow disease), and dangerous dogs. Sociologists Jeff Goodwin and James M. Jasper define
social panics as the following:
Out of an infinite range of potential perceived threats, one—which may be neither new
nor on the rise—suddenly receives considerable attention. (2003, p. 259)

In the current political climate, our understanding of moral crusades is informed by recent
terrorist attacks worldwide, but particularly those in the United States on September 11, 2001.
The phrase moral crusade now has a topical political sensitivity.
Moral crusades can be controversial issues relating to lifestyle choice (e.g., alcohol consumption and recreational or illegal drug use), sexual activity (e.g., pornography, homosexuality,
monogamy), or issues of individual freedom (e.g., abortion, euthanasia, the death penalty).
Generally, moral crusades are social movements with the mission of addressing fundamental and
profound issues relating to human activity, the relationship humans have with their perception
of themselves, and their place in society.
Although moral crusades mean different things to different people, it is not unreasonable,
if not entirely correct, to view the animal rights movement as one. Certainly, the animal rights
movement at present behaves more like a moral crusade than a social movement, with its emphasis on personal lifestyle choice (“Go vegan!”).

3. Social Movements
Goodwin and Jasper define social movements as
collective, organized, sustained, and noninstitutional challenge to authorities, powerholders, or cultural beliefs and practices. (2003, p. 3)

The academic study of moral crusades and social movements by sociologists and political
scientists offers insight into the animal rights movement as a social movement. The writings of
social movement practitioners (e.g., studies, histories, biographies, memoirs) also provide lessons
from their experiences. For example, the animal rights literature includes biographies (Fitzgerald,
2008; Greenwald, 2009; Williamson, 2005) and movement studies and histories (Finsen &
Finsen, 1994; Munro, 2005; Phelps, 2007). Further, sociologists and political scientists include
the animal rights movement in their research (Crossley, 2002; Grant, 2000; Jasper, 1997).
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In his book Eco-Wars, political scientist Ronald T. Libby discusses analysis of the animal
rights movement by Bill Rempel, a research scientist in animal agribusiness in the Department
of Animal Science at the University of Minnesota (1998, pp. 62–63). Rempel makes the case that
the industry’s perception of the political influence of animal rights groups passes through four
stages: the animal rights movement develops, politicizes, legislates, and litigates an issue. From
my experience with the animal rights movement, I conclude that he is partially correct. Therefore,
I have adapted his list to identify the following five stages of social movements (see figure 19.1):
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Public education, when people are enlightened about the issue and embrace it into
their lives.
Public policy development, when political parties, businesses, schools, professional
associations, and other entities that constitute society adopt sympathetic positions on
the issue.
Legislation, when laws are passed on the issue.
Implementation, when laws and other public policy instruments are enforced on the
issue.
Public acceptance, when the issue is embedded into the values of society.

This is the lifespan of a successful social movement, as it emerges from obscurity to acceptance. The five-stage analysis makes it possible to determine which stage is reached by a social
movement, what is next, and why organizations and issues fail, stagnate, or succeed. Most issues
start in stage one and expand to the others, but not always in a clear sequential order. Life is very
complicated. Everything does not fit neatly into any analysis. Simplistic schemes are problematic.
Nevertheless, they help to determine where we have come from and where we should go from here.
Stage 1:
Public
education

Stage 2:
Public
policy

Stage 3:
Legislation

Stage 4:
Implementation

Stage 5:
Public
acceptance

Maximum
influence

Minimum
influence
As a social issue progresses through each stage, its influence and resistance to setbacks increase
proportionately.

Figure 19.1: The five stages of social movements
Source: Kim Stallwood.
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For any social movement to achieve its mission, it must pass through each of the five stages
and maintain an active engagement in each one. In doing so, its ability to resist setbacks, obstacles, and opposition from opponents increases. In other words, as a social movement expands
its presence in each stage, while maintaining activities in each one, the power and control that
any opposition may wield against it is further weakened (see figure 19.2).
For example, blood sports in Britain—hunting and killing foxes, deer, and stags with packs
of dogs on foot and horseback, and hare coursing—were for many years in stages one and two.
The hunting issue is now in stages three and four. With the passage of the Protection of Wild
Mammals Act in Scotland in 2002 and the Hunting Act in England and Wales in 2004, blood
sports went from being legal to illegal activities. Nevertheless, pro-hunting interest groups continue to attempt, though not always successfully, to undermine or even overturn the legislation.
In his book Pressure Groups, Duncan Watts considers the hunting issue and evaluates the prohunt Countryside Alliance and its position prior to the ban.
If it [Countryside Alliance] was successful in generating publicity and mobilising support in
some sections of the community, it failed to shift public opinion on the issue. (2007, p. 203)

After the 2004 hunting ban became law, the Countryside Alliance failed to persuade the House
of Lords, the United Kingdom’s most senior court, and the European Court of Human Rights
that a ban on hunting contravened the European Convention on Human Rights. Nevertheless,
the Countryside Alliance has “ensured that hunting remains firmly on the political agenda”
(Countryside Alliance, n.d.) Also, it claims success in persuading the UK coalition government
of the Conservative Party and the Liberal Democrats to include in its founding agreement the
following pledge:
We will bring forward a motion on a free vote enabling the House of Commons to express
its view on the repeal of the Hunting Act. (HM Government, 2010, p. 18)

Essentially, the position of the UK coalition government is to first hold a vote in the House of
Commons to determine if enough Members of Parliament (MPs) would vote in principle to
repeal the 2004 act. If such a vote was successful, and depending upon the size of the majority,
a second vote may take place to overturn the hunting ban. If the vote is unsuccessful because
there is not a majority of MPs in support of repeal, the Hunting Act remains as law. Although
legislation can be repealed, it is a challenging and controversial action to take. Research published by the League Against Cruel Sports suggests that there are not at present enough MPs in
the House of Commons who would vote for the repeal:
There are currently 324 MPs who have said they will vote against repeal, with 261 favouring repeal; even when other responses are included, there is still a majority against repeal.
(League Against Cruel Sports, 2011)
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Stage 2:
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policy

Stage 3:
Legislation

Maximum
influence

Stage 4:
Implementation
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Stage 5:
Public
acceptance

ECHR, repeal
pledge
Hunting Act
2004
Local gov’ts
ban hunts
Demos,
sabbing*,
letter writing

Minimum
influence
*sabbing = sabotaging hunts
As a social issue progresses through each stage, its influence and resistance to setbacks increase
proportionately.

Figure 19.2: The five stages of social movements: Hunting Act 2004
Source: Kim Stallwood.

The five stages illustrate the transition animal advocates must make from moral crusaders to
political activists, and the animal rights movement from a moral crusade to a political movement.
This analysis also shows the need for a variety of organizations with differing approaches. For
example, general campaigning organizations (e.g., In Defense of Animals, International Fund
for Animal Welfare [IFAW], People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals [PETA]) are needed
to be active in stages one and two, along with specialist campaigning organizations (e.g., United
Poultry Concerns). This is not to suggest that these groups are not also present in stages three and
four, as some of their work may also fit this description; however, the organizations specializing
in law and public policy (e.g., Animal Legal Defense Fund, Humane Society Legislative Fund,
Nonhuman Rights Project) are those that will be most active here, and not in public education.
Nevertheless, we can never assume that a growing collective of personal lifestyle change
automatically leads to institutional, societal change. The capriciousness of human nature is
subject to change. Institutionalized regulations and laws are much more entrenched expressions
of society’s values (see figure 19.3).
History shows that social movements, including animal rights, are routinely accused of seeking change that will adversely impact society. But this rarely, if ever, turns out to be true. Indeed,
it is surprising that any social and economic progress has been made, given these outrageous
claims. The challenges confronted by other social movements for various human interests are
clearly different from those faced by the animal rights movement. To make this statement is not
to underestimate their significant accomplishments; nevertheless, the animal rights movement
asks one species to change thousands of years of custom with its relationship with all other species.
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Stage 1:
Public
education

Stage 2:
Public
policy

Stage 3:
Legislation

Stage 4:
Implementation

Stage 5:
Public
acceptance

Maximum
influence
Political
activist

Moral
crusader

Minimum
influence
As a social issue progresses through each stage, its influence and resistance to setbacks increase
proportionately.

Figure 19.3: The five stages of social movements: The roles of
moral crusader and political activist
Source: Kim Stallwood.

Those who maintain that we must use animals will say that any rights animals may have
must be subordinate to dominant human interests. This frames human and animal interests as
a competition; this is a strategic dichotomy all too prevalent in human history: men superior to
women; whites to blacks; natives to immigrants; heterosexuals to homosexuals; and so on. In our
case, it is that humans are superior to animals, which is called speciesism. As society evolves and
we become aware of our superiority prejudices and of the resulting injustices, we seek to resolve
them. We readjust, accommodate, and move on, and we are, in all likelihood, the better for it.
The same, no doubt, will be true for animal rights, particularly when it is understood that to
feed the world’s population and encourage well-being, animal exploitation in animal agriculture
and animal research are fundamentally problematic. This is why it is vital for the animal rights
movement to be viewed as more than just as a moral crusade.

4. Animal Rights Movement
Recalling that moral crusades are one specific issue framed as an exclusive cause with extraordinary meaning, and that social movements are organized challenges to the status quo, I
conclude that the animal rights movement is mostly in stage one (Public Education), with
some presence in stages two (Public Policy), three (Legislation), and four (Implementation).
If stages one and two are the moral crusade, then stages three and four are the political
movement (see figure 19.4).
The animal rights movement has not progressed much beyond the first stage of a moral
crusade. Should I spay or neuter my companion animal? Should I stop eating meat? Should I
visit a zoo? This consumer-based advocacy is more commonly known as vegetarianism and cruelty-free, vegan living. Inevitably, the animal rights movement confronts the animal industrial
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As a social issue progresses through each stage, its influence and resistance to setbacks increase
proportionately.

Figure 19.4: The five stages of social movements: Moral
crusade and political movement
Source: Kim Stallwood.

complex because of its instrumental use of animals. The arenas in which this conflict is played
out include public opinion, public policy, legislation, law, and society in general. But the animal
rights movement is not competent for these encounters. Its understanding of the animal industrial complex, and institutional animal exploitation, is limited to optional, personal lifestyle
choice. Animal rights is not understood as a mainstream political issue.
In contrast to the animal rights movement, the animal industrial complex, which does
understand the politics of animal exploitation, is resolutely entrenched and fully engaged in all
five stages. Which stage would the animal industrial complex want the animal rights movement
to be in? Its answer would be the stage we currently occupy, the first stage of public education.
Further, it will do everything in its power to ensure that the animal rights movement maintains
this position. This is because the first stage is the beginning, and the stage during which the
movement has least influence. Remember: the further along in the five stages a social movement
progresses, the greater its ability to resist its opponents, thereby increasing its ability to succeed.
In other words, the animal industrial complex is largely unchallenged by the animal rights
movement in its present form, as it is in stage one and functions as a moral crusade, whereas the
animal industrial complex is fully engaged in all five stages.
Why is the animal rights movement entrenched in stage one?
The answer lies in how we become animal advocates.
With the exception of those who were raised by vegans or vegetarians and educated about
animal cruelty and exploitation, people become animal advocates because they experience a
personal transformative moment. Everyone who is an advocate for animals has a compelling
personal story. These unique narratives describe how they were transformed from someone
who ate meat and fish to a vegetarian or vegan. Personal transformative moments may be
triggered by a variety of experiences, including reading a book, watching a film, speaking
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with a friend, witnessing animal cruelty, and/or experiencing a profound relationship with a
companion animal.
For example, when I was a student at a college in London in the early 1970s learning how to
run hotels and restaurants, I worked one summer in a chicken slaughterhouse. This was my personal transformative moment. But it took some time for me to fully understand the consequences
of my actions. Nevertheless, it led me to become a vegetarian in 1974 and a vegan two years later.
In Empty Cages, philosopher Tom Regan describes three types of animal advocates: the
Damascan, who has a startling revelation; the Muddler, who struggles with the challenge of
animal rights throughout his or her life; and the Davincian, who intuitively understood all along
(2004, pp. 21–28). Scholar Ken Shapiro also characterizes animal advocates as Caring Sleuths
who discover, seek, and embrace the suffering of animals (Shapiro, 2007).
These personality types help illustrate who animal advocates are and how they arrive at
their position from different places. They also help to explain why animal advocates are a diverse
group of people who do not always agree. Each personal narrative is unique. Everyone experiences a personal transformative moment when that which was previously hidden from view and
that which we are trained not to see, reveals itself for what it is: animal cruelty and exploitation.
Meat is not seen as delicious steak but as the charred remains of dead animal body parts.
The personal transformative moment is powerful. It is so compelling, in fact, that it overwhelmingly informs the rationale of most of the animal rights movement’s current strategy to
educate the public. This is why the calendar of the animal rights movement falls mostly into
stage one, Public Education, which includes media stunts, information dissemination, demonstrations, advertising campaigns, and personal appeals by celebrities. These are all attempts by
the animal rights movement to influence people, essentially, to go vegan.
The modern animal rights movement has increased public awareness of animal exploitation; encouraged people to live cruelty-free lifestyles, particularly as vegetarians and vegans;
persuaded corporations, charities, non-governmental organizations, churches, and other similar
entities that constitute society to adopt various pro-animal policies; and lobbied local, national,
and international governments and their agencies to implement regulations and pass laws limiting or prohibiting some animal use. Most of these accomplishments, but certainly not all, fall
within the first stage of Public Education, or they began in that stage and later develop into
stages two, three, and four.
These accomplishments are remarkable, not only for the prevalence and range of animal
cruelty and exploitation, but also for the two key differences that uniquely distinguish the animal
rights movement from other social movements. Indeed, all social movements face significant challenges, both internally (e.g., limited resources) and externally (e.g., disinterested public and unsympathetic media). But these two key differences add significantly to its challenges, making the
mission of the animal rights movement even more daunting and its accomplishments even more
impressive. Also, they help to explain why animal rights is often thought of as a moral crusade.
The first of the two key differences speaks to the nature of social movements and their
protagonists and beneficiaries (“agency”). It is customary that social movements are populated
and supported by those whose self-interests are sought. They are the agents of their change.
Protagonists seek the legal status withheld from them, usually because of a prejudice more
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widely felt by society. They wish to redress wrongs committed against them or to improve their
well-being and legal standing. With respect to the animal rights movement, the protagonists
are mobilized in the interests of beneficiaries who are not even the same species. The beneficiaries—all animals who are instrumentally used by humans—are unable to form their own social
movement to advance their own agenda. The protagonists who seek animal rights come from
one species, which is the same species that oppresses all others. The animal rights movement is
the only social movement whose beneficiaries are not the protagonists and not the same species.
As political theorist Robert Garner notes,
agency focuses not so much on what has to be done to achieve the objectives of animal
advocates as on who is to do it. The animal protection movement has not done enough
thinking about agency. More often than not there is an assumption that all the animal protection movement has to do is to publicise its issues and once fellow humans come to see the
rational case for animal rights they will adopt it without question. (Garner, 2005a, p. 164)

The question of benefits that humans gain by exploiting animals is the focus of the second
difference between the animal rights movement and all other social movements. Although
humans benefit from liberating animals from our exploitation, the perception of animal rights
is that, if it is accomplished, it would adversely affect human interests. Animal rights requires
humans to relinquish all benefits gained from animal exploitation, regardless of the harm it
may cause to humans. It is customary among social movements that any benefits gained by protagonists and enjoyed by them as beneficiaries also brings some benefit to others, with minimal
impact or little cost to society.
Notwithstanding these two key differences, animal advocates want to persuade people to
change their hearts and minds, as well as their lifestyles, with respect to their relations with
animals. The personal transformative moment is the currency of the animal rights movement,
which seeks to foment in others similar conversion experiences. Indeed, personal change does
occur one person at a time. But institutional change changes society. The fault line between
success and failure for the animal rights movement lies in understanding the difference between
personal change and institutional change.
Notwithstanding the emergence of the modern animal rights movement, there is no major
increase in the number of vegetarians and vegans in the countries where it is prominent. Opinion
polls commissioned by the Vegetarian Resource Group between 1994 and 2012 suggest that the
percentage number of adult vegetarians in the United States is no more than 5% (Vegetarian
Resource Group, 2012). The UK Food Standards Agency found similar results, with 3% of
respondents saying they were “completely vegetarian” (Food Standards Agency, 2009, p. 48).
By emphasizing personal lifestyle choice over institutional change, the animal rights movement pursues a strategy that is not fit for purpose and severely impedes its ability to achieve
institutional change. A new strategy, with equal emphasis on action at both individual and
societal levels, is needed. Only then will the animal rights movement be in a better position
to succeed in achieving its mission and confronting the animal industrial complex. Framing
animal rights as a political movement emphasizes a strategy that moves from the individual to
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society, an approach that includes public policy, legislation, and law enforcement. This choice
in strategy is reflected in how its mission is viewed. Animal rights is generally seen as a demand
for individual lifestyle change. In contrast, as a political movement, the animal rights mission
calls for the transformation of society and its relationship with animals.

5. New Strategy for the Animal Rights Movement
If moral crusades frame specific issues with extraordinary meaning and social movements challenge the status quo, at the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals’ (RSPCA)
Rights of Animals symposium at Trinity College Cambridge in 1976, I heard Lord Houghton
of Sowerby challenge the animal rights movement in the United Kingdom to be much more
like the latter and much less like the former:
My message is that animal welfare, in the general and in the particular, is largely a matter
for the law. This means that to Parliament we must go. Sooner or later that is where we will
have to go. That is where laws are made and where the penalties for disobedience and the
measures for enforcement are laid down. There is no complete substitute for the law. Public
opinion, though invaluable and indeed essential, is not the law. Public opinion is what
makes laws possible and observance widely acceptable. (Paterson & Ryder, 1979, p. 209)

Between World War II and his death in 1996, Lord Houghton played a primary role
in British politics as an elected Member of Parliament, government minister, Parliamentary
Labour Party Chair, and member of the House of Lords. He was an authority external to the
animal rights movement. He provided much-needed leadership in the 1970s and 1980s to an
emerging animal rights movement. He showed the importance of law and politics to fulfilling
the movement’s mission.
Although he did not frame his remarks in the context of my five-stage analysis of social
movements, Lord Houghton’s emphasis on the law and Parliament as the essential and unavoidable stage answers the question of whether the animal rights movement is a moral crusade or a
social movement. I believe Lord Houghton would have said that the animal rights movement is
a social movement, pursuing a political agenda with the necessary support of the people. This
is why he said, “to Parliament we must go.”
If the publication of Animal Liberation by Peter Singer in 1975 signifies the beginning of
the modern animal rights movement, I consider the RSPCA’s Rights of Animals Symposium
in 1976 to be its first birthday party. Now in its mid-thirties, has the animal rights movement
followed Lord Houghton’s advice? My answer is that it has not. With the benefit of hindsight,
it is possible to understand why. When I look back on these formative decades in the history of
the modern animal rights movement, I see a period principally of public education.
By “public education,” I mean the emergence of the modern animal rights movement and
the development of animal ethics, the study of our moral relationship with other animals,
and the impact the movement had by introducing animal rights into the public discourse.
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Campaigning for and thinking about animal rights encapsulates what has taken place so far.
Activists and philosophers may not make, at first glance, complementary travelling companions,
but the animal rights movement demonstrates well why both are needed to inspire and inform.
Indeed, in many cases, philosophers were activists and vice versa. Many social movements have
had complementary academic and advocacy flanks. For example, feminism included the women’s social justice movement and women’s or feminist studies.
Animal ethics is an essential development in understanding what we mean when speak of
moral and legal rights for animals. Animal ethics is now an accepted subject for philosophy in
the academy. Animal ethics informs the public debate about our complex relationship of “compromise and concealment” with other animals.
Further to animal ethics, there is also the development of animal welfare science in the
biological and veterinary sciences and animal studies in the social sciences and humanities. This
indicates that significant changes are underway in the academy to understand our relations with
animals. Two further related developing areas in the academy are animals and the law and the
political status of animals. In the United States, animal law is enjoying significant growth in
research and litigation (Radford, 2001; Schaffner, 2010; Wise, 2000); the study of animals and
politics is less developed, although there are indications that this is changing.
For many years, Robert Garner has stood out as the primary political theorist exploring the
political status of animals (1993; 1998; 2005a; 2005b). His current research considers society’s
treatment of animals within the context of justice and the application of ideal and non-ideal
theory to animal ethics with respect to legislation related to regulating and ending animal suffering (Garner, 2013). New research on the political status of animals is being led by Siobhan
O’Sullivan (Animals, Equality and Democracy, 2011) and Sue Donaldson and Will Kymlicka
(Zoopolis, 2011).
O’Sullivan makes the case that existing inconsistencies within the law relating to animals
should be addressed. For example, laws relating to dogs as companion animals and research
tools are different. Clearly, this difference reflects the nature of the relationship between dogs
and people. The law that establishes the highest standard of animal welfare should be applied
consistently wherever the law relates to that species, regardless of the circumstances. In other
words, the law should be the same for the same species in different circumstances, whether
companion animal or research tool.
The approach that Donaldson and Kymlicka take is to apply political theories on citizenship
to animals. Our varied relationships with animals have their own moral complexities, which
have, in turn, political consequences.
Some animals should be seen as forming separate sovereign communities on their own
territories (animals in the wild vulnerable to human invasion and colonisation); some animals are akin to migrants or denizens who choose to move into areas of human habitation
(liminal opportunistic animals); and some animals should be seen as full citizens of the
polity because of the way they’ve been bred over generations for interdependence with
humans (domesticated animals). (2011, p. 14)
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The debate about animal ethics engaged in by Singer, Regan, and others is augmented by
the debate about politics and animals undertaken by Garner, O’Sullivan, Donaldson, Kymlicka,
and others. It is one thing to claim moral rights for animals. It is something else to persuade
society and its representational governments to recognize legal rights for animals, including
enforcement by the state with its legal apparatus.
Most, if not all, social movements struggle with the question of fundamentalism and real
politik or abolition and regulation. Often, they fail to successfully resolve this issue. The animal
rights movement is no exception (Francione & Garner, 2010)., This tension is frequently framed
as an exclusive choice. I do not support this view. Both are needed to help the other achieve
the change they seek. The challenge is to learn how to direct strategies that simultaneously
and complementarily pursue both. This is why animal rights is more than just a moral crusade
pursuing idealistic goals of abolition. It is also a pragmatic social movement working to embed
the values of animal rights into public policy (Stallwood, 1996).
There are five challenges that the animal rights movement must address in order to implement this strategy of theory and practice. The animal rights movement must
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

establish animal rights alongside human rights as the responsibility of society in the
mainstream political arena as related and complementary points on a moral and
political continuum;
organize within political parties to develop policies in support of animal rights;
make animal rights relevant to people and their lives by building alliances with the
various institutions that constitute society;
position animal rights as part of a progressive agenda of social change, thereby
rejecting the view that there is competition between human and animal interests;
and
frame animal cruelty and exploitation as violent behaviour that has serious
consequences not only for the animals, but also for ourselves.

Conclusion
Animals can neither join a moral crusade nor organize their own social movement. Unlike
humans, they cannot be the agency of their own liberation. Further, animals are not the problem. They do not choose to subject themselves to the cruelty and exploitation we inflict upon
them. We are the problem. And we are the solution. We can only stop institutionalized violence
to animals and award rights to them if we want to.
Notwithstanding significant challenges and noteworthy accomplishments, the impact to
date of the modern animal rights movement on society’s relationship with animals is limited.
The present reliance upon a strategy that emphasizes personal lifestyle choice appeals to only a
small minority. It is naive, even delusional, for the animal rights movement to believe that this
present strategy of a moral crusade will persuade society and its representational governments
to recognize legal rights for animals, including enforcement by the state with its legal apparatus.
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The animal industrial complex is the formidable adversary of the animal rights movement;
however, its position as opponent can be softened and, in certain situations, could be positioned
as associate, if the animal rights movement became a social movement with a political agenda.
Therefore, I believe the new strategy of the animal rights movement must be simultaneously as a
moral crusade and as a social movement. This is the only way to cross the fault line between success
and failure in understanding the difference between personal change and institutional change.
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Let’s Not Give Up Before We
Even Get Started: Why Today’s Animal
Advocates Should Be Inspired by the English
Anti-Slavery Movement1
James LaVeck

Several prominent animal advocacy organizations have convinced large numbers of their mem-

bers, including some experienced activists and community educators, that as “realists,” they
should direct the bulk of their available resources and energy toward achieving whatever small
improvements they can in the treatment of the billions of animals humans use and kill each year.
Leaders of these organizations frequently state as fact that we will not see major progress toward
the elimination of animal exploitation in our lifetimes, and that the vast majority of people are
“not ready” to accept the animal issue as a matter of social justice.
These organizations also work to convince their supporters that even such compromised
goals can only be accomplished by forming coalitions with various segments of the animal-using industry and by developing and promoting alternative “humane” animal products, such as
“cage-free” eggs and “uncrated” veal. As a result, the question of justice—Do we have the right
to use and kill animals?—is being methodically displaced by the question of regulation—What
is the right way for us to use and kill animals? (LaVeck, 2010).

Against All Odds
A remarkable essay titled “Against All Odds,” by Adam Hochschild (2004), co-founder of
Mother Jones magazine, is a must-read for anyone who believes that today’s injustices are so
entrenched that we might as well give up on achieving significant change in our lifetimes or that
the efforts of a few people can’t possibly have an impact on a global problem. In it, Hochschild
tells how the grassroots movement to end the practice of slavery in the British Empire was the
first justice movement in human history that was joined by large numbers of people who were
not themselves victims of the injustice being challenged. As he deftly illustrates, those of us
working for justice today owe an incalculable debt to our forebears in the anti-slavery movement:
Though born in the age of swords, wigs, and stagecoaches, the British anti-slavery movement leaves us an extraordinary legacy. Every day activists use the tools it helped pioneer:
consumer boycotts, newsletters, petitions, political posters and buttons, national campaigns with local committees, and much more. But far more important is the boldness of
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its vision. Look at the problems that confront the world today: global warming; the vast
gap between rich and poor nations; the relentless spread of nuclear weapons; the poisoning
of the earth’s soil, air, and water; the habit of war. To solve almost any one of these, a realist
might say, is surely the work of centuries; to think otherwise is naive. But many a hardheaded realist could—and did—say exactly the same thing to those who first proposed to
end slavery. After all, was it not in one form or another woven into the economy of most
of the world? Had it not existed for millennia? Was it not older, even, than money and the
written word? Surely anyone expecting to change all of that was a dreamer. But the realists
turned out to be wrong. (2004)

To read of the courage and vision of those who gave decades of their lives to abolish slavery
when it seemed all but impossible is to rediscover the power of altruism, and to be witness to
the true potential of the human spirit. Hochschild goes on to offer a vivid snapshot of just how
monumental the challenge really was:
Picture the world as it existed in 1787. Well over three-quarters of the people on earth
are in bondage of one land or another. In parts of the Americas, slaves far outnumber
free people. African slaves are also scattered widely through much of the Islamic world.
Slavery is routine in most of Africa itself. In India and other parts of Asia, some people are
outright slaves, others in debt bondage that ties them to a particular landlord as harshly
as any slave to a Southern plantation owner. In Russia the majority of the population are
serfs. Nowhere is slavery more firmly rooted than in Britain’s overseas empire, where some
half-million slaves are being systematically worked to an early death growing West Indian
sugar.… One of the most prosperous sugar plantations on Barbados is owned by the
Church of England. Furthermore, Britain’s ships dominate the slave trade, delivering tens
of thousands of chained captives each year to French, Dutch, Spanish, and Portuguese
colonies as well as to its own.…
If you had proposed, in the London of early 1787, to change all of this, nine out of ten
people would have laughed you off as a crackpot. The 10th might have admitted that slavery was unpleasant but said that to end it would wreck the British Empire’s economy.…
Looking back, however, what is even more surprising than slavery’s scope is how swiftly
it died. By the end of the 19th century, slavery was, at least on paper, outlawed almost
everywhere.

Consider how massive a societal shift the abolitionists were fighting for, and how unachievable it must have seemed to nearly everyone even a few decades before it actually happened.
And, amazingly, this monumental change was wrought by the power of conscience awakening
in the lives of large numbers of individual people who, in different ways, became conscientious
objectors to the evils of slavery. What became an unstoppable wave of change was sparked by
the efforts of a small number of visionary activists (some of whom were former slaves), educators,
and political leaders, using methods that are still familiar to us today.
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Hochschild describes how a growing grassroots movement seized upon the tactic of boycotting sugar, one of the most profitable products of the slave system. By illuminating the
injustices connected with each stage of producing this common household product, the hidden
costs of a globalized system of exploitation were made real for people of all walks of life. One
poet described tea as “the blood-stained beverage.” It was estimated that hundreds of thousands
abstained from sugar. Proponents of slavery fought back, distributing propaganda that characterized sugar as essential to health and life, and even claiming that many of those who had
abstained from using it had greatly injured their health.
In spite of all that has changed in the last several hundred years, the privilege of domina2
tion —the socially sanctioned and often even legally validated prerogative of one group to exert
arbitrary control over members of another group—still drives the same kind of manipulative
defences outlined by Hochschild. We can see this today with the ceaseless efforts of the meat,
dairy, and egg industries to convince the public that a diet based on animal products is the
foundation of health and long life, when in fact it has been scientifically proven to be a major
contributor to heart disease, cancer, diabetes, and many other chronic illnesses that we spend
billions to mitigate. But Hochschild’s essay reminds us that hundreds of years ago, such pernicious industry deceptions did not carry the day, and that people of modest means and limited formal education grasped that they had inadvertently become complicit in the systematic
enslavement and exploitation of millions of others. Many simply chose to opt out, even when
doing so went against their own economic interests.
Hochschild notes that England’s anti-slavery movement was the first sustained mass movement organized to advocate for the rights of others. The convictions that drove people to join
this movement were strong, to the point that some enthusiastically participated even when
doing so seemed to go against their own economic interests. Hochschild provides the example
of 769 metal workers from Sheffield, well known for its knives, scythes, and other tools, who
petitioned Parliament in 1789 because the tools they produced were being used by ship captains
as currency for the purchase of slaves. Although profits from the slave trade helped pay their
salaries, in a remarkable gesture of solidarity, the metal workers stated that they “consider[ed]
the case of the nations of Africa as their own,” demanding that the slave trade be brought to
an end. English agents for the Jamaican planters were shocked, openly bewildered by the fact
that the workers had organized and spoken out in a situation in which there was no grievance
that personally affected them. As Hochschild observes, their bewilderment was understandable.
The breadth of participation, altruistic spirit, and unrelenting campaigning of the anti-slavery
movement was unprecedented in human history. What could be more inspiring and instructive
to those working for justice today?

A Cautionary Tale
Also folded within Hochschild’s inspirational historical survey is a cautionary tale. Just as the
grassroots methods pioneered by anti-slavery activists are still in use today, so are the many
methods of co-option, distortion, and delay that were used by those determined to maintain
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their privilege of domination over Africans who had been kidnapped and forced to endure the
pain and degradation of lifelong servitude. Hochschild describes how proponents of slavery
mobilized to defend their interests. They distributed pro-slavery books and pamphlets that
offered often absurdly dishonest portraits of the comfortable and happy lives of enslaved people.
The Benevolent Planters, a London musical, depicted the kindness of slave owners who reunited
a pair of lovers who had been separated on different plantations. One pro-slavery writer suggested that “instead of SLAVES, let the Negroes be called ASSISTANT-PLANTERS; and we
shall not then hear such violent outcries against the slave-trade.” Hochschild also notes that
in government, keen defenders of slavery included figures such as the Duke of Clarence, who
characterized himself as “an attentive observer of the state of the negroes,” who he said were well
cared for and “in a state of humble happiness.” The duke also cautioned that Britain should not
abolish the slave trade because this would leave Africans to Britain’s rivals, “who would not use
them with such tenderness and care.”
It is important to recognize and respect that the experience of each individual and each
group that has endured oppression and injustice is unique. The mindset of those benefitting
from the exploitation of others, however, remains remarkably consistent across culture and
context, and across the centuries. Pro-slavery advocates systematically worked to manipulate the
public into focusing on the manner of treatment, rather than the injustice of the enslavement
itself. The parallels with today’s struggle for justice for our fellow animals are stunning, with
industry lies and manipulations shifting the emphasis toward “humane” treatment rather than
questioning the privilege of domination itself.
Nowhere was this more painfully evident than at the 2007 Taking Action for Animals
Conference3 held in Washington, DC, sponsored by the Humane Society of the United States,
Farm Sanctuary, Whole Foods Market, and others, and attended by nearly a thousand animal
advocates and community educators. At one controversial presentation, rancher Nicolette Hahn
Niman showed picturesque photos of animals bred into existence on her ranch to be killed
after only two years of life, and repeatedly attested to her respect and affection for them as
individuals, many of whom she claimed to know by name. Niman received particular praise
from Diane Halverson of the Animal Welfare Institute, a conference sponsor, who said to the
audience of animal advocates: “The reason that we actually first began working with [Niman
Ranch] was that they instituted a practice I’d never seen before, which is that the stock man and
woman who work with the cattle out on the range actually go with the animals to the slaughterhouse. They clear everyone else, all the strangers, out of the slaughterhouses and walk with the
animal to the staging area to its death, so that that animal has the comfort of a familiar face.
And the only stranger is—there’s only one stranger [that is, the person who takes the animal’s
life] for that animal in the entire process, once it’s off the truck.”4

Corporate Sleight-of-Hand
An unforgettable scene in the documentary Food, Inc. shows an employee of Joel Salatin’s
Polyface Farm cutting the throats of fully conscious chickens while others in nearby cages are
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forced to witness the killing and hear the gurgling death cries of those who go before them.
Meanwhile, Farmer Salatin looks on, cheerfully disembowelling a chicken carcass as he declares,
“We have allowed ourselves to become so disconnected and ignorant about something that is as
intimate as the food we eat. What a difference it is to be out here in the fresh air and sunshine,
birds singing in the trees” (Kenner, 2008).
Salatin betrays no hint of irony when quoted in the media as saying he is in “the healing
business” and that his farm, where countless animals are raised and slaughtered for profit, is in
fact like a “sanctuary” (Massie, 2009). The appropriation of the identity of social justice activists
by those benefitting from mass exploitation is nothing new. From the anti-slavery era to the
present, they have concocted clever ways to warp the language of justice for their own selfish
purposes. Hochschild gives the following example:
When Henry Dundas, the politically powerful Home Secretary who controlled a large
block of Scottish votes, rose to speak, no one knew where he stood. Dundas began by
declaring himself in favor of abolition, at which those in the gallery must have felt their
spirits rise. He then went even further, and declared himself in favor of emancipation
of the slaves … but far in the future, he added quickly, and after much preparation and
education. Then, to the abolitionists’ dismay, he introduced an amendment that inserted
the word “gradually” in Wilberforce’s motion to abolish the slave trade. This signaled the
moment that comes in every political crusade, when the other side is forced to adopt the
crusaders’ rhetoric: The factory farm labels its produce “natural”; the oil company declares
itself environmentalist. Dundas had called himself an abolitionist, but he asked that abolition be postponed.

The role played by Dundas was not unlike that of John Mackey of Whole Foods Market,
who since 2005 has been publicly lauded as a “vegan” by numerous leaders of well-known
animal advocacy organizations, though he is co-CEO of one of the largest meat retailers in the
United States. From the time of its first usage in the 1940s by Englishman Donald Watson (see
Watson, 1944), the term vegan has had a very specific meaning. It refers to those individuals
who, for reasons of conscience, refuse to participate in the exploitation and killing of other animals by refraining from eating, wearing, or using animal products. It goes without saying that,
whatever his personal dietary habits may be, Mackey, in his professional life, participates in and
profits from the exploitation and killing of animals at a vast level equalled by few.
At a 2005 animal rights conference called The Power of One in Raleigh-Durham, North
Carolina, Mackey was given the honour of being the keynote speaker. Gene Baur (formerly
Gene Bauston), president of Farm Sanctuary, the largest farm animal refuge in the United
States, introduced him:
Our next speaker is one powerful fella. He is one of the most influential people in the
food business in this country. He also happens to be an outspoken vegan. He’s spoken
out publicly to major media like the New York Times, Newsweek, about being vegan. I’ve
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also had the opportunity to be in meetings with him where he is speaking with folks who
are not vegan about the benefits of being vegan. So he does not shy away from who he is
in speaking about what he is passionate about. He also seeks to incorporate his personal
values, and desire for a more humane, more compassionate world, in the business world.5

In this moment, the meaning of the word vegan was degraded, stripped of any connotation of
what makes it a noble ideal: the commitment not to participate in exploitation for reasons of
conscience. However intended, the unfortunate choice of Baur and several other well-known
animal advocacy leadership figures to publicly validate Mackey’s “veganism” greatly facilitated
his appropriation of the moral authority of the animal advocacy movement for his own purposes.
Like Henry Dundas before him, John Mackey understood exactly what to do. When he began
to speak, surely the heart of every animal advocate in the room surged with hope. Here was a
major corporate executive who saw the tragedy of it all, the injustice, who understood.
You know, Gene said something very important today when he got up to speak at lunch, and
we saw those moving films about what the Humane Society of the US is doing, and all the
different things they were doing to help the animal victims in [Hurricane] Katrina. But the
thing that got me was when he said, yeah, over 6 million farm animals died. You know, for
every cat and dog we saved, there were 6 million farm animals that died. That’s a lot of senseless death. And, God, in America, we kill—if you count the farmed catfish, I read it in a book
it’s up to over 11 billion animals a year. I mean it’s incredible, the slaughter that’s going on.6

Some of the more experienced attendees of this event reported that their feelings of optimism evaporated as Mackey went on to explain that the only way he could stay in a position to
help animals would be to continue maximizing profits by offering whatever products the public
demanded. He then went on to explain in great detail his “solution”: how, with the assistance of
numerous animal advocacy organizations, his suppliers could learn how to use and kill millions
of animals with a level of compassion never before achieved at an institutional level. Hence, the
genesis of Whole Foods’s “Animal Compassionate Standards.”
This process is a multi-stakeholder process. And the way it works is, we brought in all
these activist groups that you see down here, AWI [Animal Welfare Institute], VIVA!
USA, PETA [People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals], HSUS [Humane Society of
the United States], ARI [Peter Singer’s Animal Rights International] and Farm Sanctuary
have all participated.7

In this context, Mackey’s use of the word “participated” takes on considerable significance,
as it shows just how directly and deeply the values associated with veganism and animal rights
were being violated. Not only was Mackey, newly acknowledged “vegan” visionary, participating
in the use and killing of animals on an unimaginably large scale, he had now created a context
in which many of the organizations and individuals identified in the mind of the public as the
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standard-bearers of animal advocacy were directly participating in the process of developing
and endorsing “new and improved” methods of using and killing animals.
We also have the producers come in. And there’s a—a species at a time, … then we have
Whole Foods people that are there. We have animal experts, … they’re all animal experts
who care deeply about animals.… So we’re all together in this room and we basically kind
of, point by point, we sort of go through it. And we’re getting better at it. Boy, it took a
long time to do ducks, but we’re getting a lot faster with it now ’cause we’ve got enough
species that we’re beginning to learn what works and what doesn’t work.8

Later in Mackey’s speech, it became clear just how deep the damage was going to be. Not
only had he found a way to win the participation and endorsement of major animal advocacy
leaders, not only had he succeeded in being publicly validated as a “vegan” visionary, but he
had also found a way to redirect the efforts of sincerely motivated animal advocates away from
awakening the public to the reality of the injustice and toward the job of building the “animal-friendly” reputation of Whole Foods, and at the expense of its competitors, no less.
We like to say we’re creating the gold standard of standards. These standards are all going
to be on our website. We want you to use those standards to go bash our competition. We
want you to take those standards and pressure Safeway and Kroger and Albertsons, who
say this can’t be done. We want you to say, well, but Whole Foods is doing it.9

During the question and answer portion of his presentation, when a concerned audience
member asked about veal, Mackey could not help but reveal the underlying truth of the situation, the reality of the business he is in, no matter how cleverly it is marketed to animal advocates
and the general public:
Whole Foods’s veal is very humanely raised. It’s not tethered. It’s not anemic. It’s—it’s
humanely raised as any cow is humanely raised. So we don’t see that it’s—if it’s a crime to
kill an adult cow, it’s a crime to kill a baby calf. I mean, the same argument can be made
for lamb or anything else. I mean, Whole Foods is a grocery store and our customers want
to, they want to buy dead animals, and I’ve already made—I’ve already answered this.
If we stop selling that, we’re going to go out of business and—it can’t happen ’cause we
can’t—I can’t stop it. That’s the bottom line.10

What did these standards, developed through the collaboration of animal exploiters, sanctuaries, and animal rights advocates, actually consist of? Here’s an excerpt from the Whole
Foods Market Natural Meat Program and Animal Compassionate Standards for Pigs:
If an illness or injury is serious enough for the animal to be killed, the animal must be
promptly and humanely euthanized on the farm. Although at this time there are few
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alternatives to blunt trauma for piglets, there is research being conducted to develop more
humane euthanasia possibilities for neonates.11

In the day-to-day world of animal agribusiness, which is ultimately governed by the laws of
economics, this lofty-sounding language could be roughly translated as follows: “If an animal
gets sick, and treating her will cost more than her cash value, we will kill her in the nicest way
we can, as long as it doesn’t cost too much. In the case of baby pigs, this means bashing them
in the head with a club or hammer. But we’re looking for a nicer way to do it.”
This is just one example of what Mackey described in his speech as “the gold standard of
standards.” Ironically, despite Whole Foods’s endorsement by 17 animal advocacy organizations,
including two nationally known farm animal sanctuaries, and a chorus of accolades from the
major media, cementing its reputation as being “animal friendly,” these “Animal Compassionate
Standards” were never even implemented (Singer, 2005).

Truthiness Triumphant
Now, several years later, Mackey has launched a “new and improved” standards initiative, one
that confuses the public, and entangles advocacy organizations even more profoundly than
before. This time around, he’s chosen to omit the word “compassion” from the title, perhaps
after finding that even he couldn’t quite sell the concept of “animal compassionate veal” to either
animal advocates or the public. The conspicuously trademarked title for the new program is a
more technical-sounding, yet equally misleading, public relations concoction: “Global Animal
Partnership’s 5-Step™ Animal Welfare Rating Standards.”
The Global Animal Partnership, the organization formerly known as Whole Foods’s Animal
Compassion Foundation, is headed up by Miyun Park, who in the early 2000s was widely admired
by many animal advocates, including this one, for her role in bringing “open rescue,” a method of
investigating and exposing the realities of animal exploitation, to the United States; this method
was pioneered (and is still being practiced) in Australia by Patty Mark of Animal Liberation
Victoria. Having moved from grassroots role model to vice president of HSUS, Park offers the
Global Animal Partnership a potent combination of activist credibility and corporate savvy.
Now, as executive director of an organization whose work will undoubtedly enhance shareholder
value for Whole Foods, one of the largest animal-exploiting corporations in the United States,
her unlikely journey would seem to personify the wildest dreams of meat industry strategists.
“Imagine,” they might have mused, “the profits that can be made if our customers can be convinced to feel as passionately about buying our products as animal advocates do about their cause.”
The success of this admittedly brilliant strategy is illustrated by media stories about vegans
and vegetarians going back to eating meat, many of them describing this choice as a form of
activism. For example, in the August 2007 issue of Food & Wine, former vegetarian Christine
Lennon wrote that buying meat from local, small-scale farms is “a way of striking a blow against
the factory farming of livestock that books like Michael Pollan’s The Omnivore’s Dilemma
describe so damningly.… Supporting ranchers we believe in, and the stores and restaurants that
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sell their products, has a very tangible impact that we experience first-hand all the time.” There
have even been stories about “vegan” and vegetarian butchers. For example, on February 2, 2010,
the Mother Nature Network (mnn.org) published an article titled “Meet the Ethical Butcher:
Former Vegetarian Berlin Reed has Transformed from Vegetarianism to Ethical Omnivorism
and Theorizes an Environmental Future for Meat.” Likewise, Gourmet magazine published an
article in their April 2009, issue titled “Vegetarian Butchers? Across the U.S., People Who Once
Shunned Meat are Helping Push the Livestock Industry in a More Sustainable Direction.” In it,
author Rebecca Marx writes, “Eating out with vegetarians can often entail discussion of what’s
wrong with the meat industry; the new vanguard of former vegetarians is teaching us what can
be right.” Park’s transition—the story of a vegan turned “humane farming visionary”—takes
this trend to an astonishing new level.
The fifth of the 5-Step™ standards Mackey and his team at the Global Animal Partnership
created was described in their introductory materials as follows: “Animal centered; all physical
alterations prohibited. Animals get to live their whole lives with all the body parts they were
born with” (Whole Foods, n.d.). This can be likened to the work of a skilled magician, who
dangles a shiny bauble in front of his audience with his right hand in order to distract from what
he does with his left. In this case, Mackey, himself anointed a “vegan” visionary by a virtual
who’s who of animal advocates, dangles in front of us the arresting image of former undercover
investigator Miyun Park collaborating with the most “forward-thinking” people in the animal
industry. Together, they have at last created a methodology for using and killing millions of
animals that the public can feel good about. In this fifth step, the animals “get to live their
whole lives with all the body parts they were born with” (magician’s right hand). But (furtive left
hand), when their economic value reaches its peak, typically in the animals’ early adolescence,
they will be killed and their bodies unceremoniously dismembered, the parts wrapped up in
attractive packages and sold off one by one to well-meaning customers at a premium price.
And so this brings us full circle, because now, the logic of Salatin’s outrageous act of likening his farm to a sanctuary for the animals he kills becomes more apparent. Just as numerous
animal organizations and sanctuaries are stepping forward to publicly validate the concept of
“humane” farming in the context of campaigns to pass legislative initiatives, the Global Animal
Partnership unveils an approach to using and killing animals that can be touted to farmers as
more profitable and, to the buying public, as healthier, sustainable, and kinder. As educator and
former farmer Harold Brown has pointed out, these very talking points—healthier, sustainable,
and kinder—are some of the key benefits legitimately ascribed to a diet free of animal products.
This maximizes public confusion and greatly facilitates the conversion of animal activists into
advocates for “humane” agriculture. They merely have to be convinced that the most effective
way to “decrease suffering” is to use the same arguments they once used to encourage people not
use animal products at all to promote “the right kind” of animal products such as “cage-free”
eggs and “uncrated” veal. That doing so involves deliberately misleading the public about the
injustices inherent in the production of such products is simply never addressed, nor is the fact
that suffering is an internal subjective experience, the increase or decrease of which can no more
be rationally quantified than the increase or decrease of such things as love or sadness. More or
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less, whichever authority figure most convincingly states which course of action “decreases suffering the most” gains the ability to violate basic principles of public integrity, and to righteously
exhort countless well-meaning animal advocates to do the same.

Doing the Wrong Thing the Right Way
The image Joel Salatin is constructing for himself actually goes beyond his merely meeting the
demand for “natural,” “wholesome,” and “humane” animal products. It even includes providing
customers with a sense of meaning, with the feeling of being a part of making the world whole
again. By characterizing himself as a “healer” offering “sanctuary” to animals whom he has in
fact bred into existence only to butcher for the sake of profit, Salatin makes it possible for the
purchase and consumption of the products of exploitation to be experienced by his customers
as an expression of self-care, environmental sanity, compassion, and even activism.
Master marketer John Mackey, by making this type of experience available on a mass scale,
will no doubt gain a legion of eager and enthusiastic customers. At a recent event at a Whole
Foods store in central Florida, a large display was set up in front of the meat cases to publicize
the rollout of the new 5-Step™ standards. Cattleman Will Harris was observed handing out
meatballs on toothpicks to passing shoppers, inviting them, in his charming Southern drawl, to
“come on and try a bite of one of my happy cows.” When asked by a skeptical customer if the
cows were happy to die, Harris simply turned away.
An infomercial being used to promote Whole Foods’s new program offers idealized images
of cows, pigs and chickens in sunny green pastures with cheerful music under upbeat narration by Global Animal Partnership executive director Miyun Park, Whole Foods staffers, and
a number of farmers.12 In many different ways, the message is sent that people working with
Whole Foods are doing everything possible to make things better for the animals they use and
kill by the millions, and that their new program is ushering in a new era of enlightenment and
ever-expanding progress. Those who appear in the video communicate boundless confidence
and optimism, and most of all, an in-depth knowledge of, and concern for, the well-being of
animals. Impressive claims are made about an abiding interest in helping the animals thrive, in
letting them live as they were meant to live. There is no acknowledgement whatsoever of the fact
that all of these animals will be killed long before they reach full maturity, and that before that
final and inescapable injustice, their bodies will have been forcibly mutilated in various ways;
their reproduction controlled; and their relationship to family members subsumed to the brutal
dictates of economics, which typically means that offspring are prematurely taken away or even
immediately sent off and killed when their existence presents an unwanted drain on profits.
But these things are all absent from the Global Animal Partnership video, and being absent,
they will not trouble the conscience of nearly all who view it. In so many ways, this engaging and
impressively persuasive production brings home just how far Mackey’s efforts have progressed.
His former “Animal Compassionate Standards” program was aimed at making his customers
believe they were being good, kind, and “socially responsible” by buying animal products from
him. But his new, more intricately constructed program speaks to something even more primal,
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and perhaps irresistible.
The message now being sent by Mackey and all the animal advocacy organizations collaborating with him could not be clearer. When we purchase and consume animal products from
Whole Foods Market, we are not participating in the exploitation of others, we are not ingesting
the products of injustice. Rather, we are eating happiness. The animals are happy. Our buying
and eating them supports the system that makes them happy. And the delightful, wholesome,
guilt-free taste of their flesh and by-products makes us happy in turn. It is no mistake that so
much of the footage depicting the lives of animals on farms associated with Whole Foods bears
a striking resemblance to the kind of footage animal sanctuaries show to illustrate their commitment to offering a measure of safety, and yes, happiness to those few lucky enough to have
escaped the voracious system of exploitation that consumes the lives of their kind by the billions.
As time passes, it is more and more difficult for the public to distinguish animal advocates from
animal exploiters, and incredibly, animal sanctuaries from farms where countless animals are
brought into existence and methodically killed. Such is the hidden power of the modern public
relations industry.
As the promotional video comes to its conclusion, Jerry Koert of Humane Hog Family Farm
rhapsodizes about what he appears to believe is the near-paradise he’s created for the pigs he has
bred into existence and will soon kill:
With the pigs outside, it’s unbelievable. They are running around, they are enjoying the
sunlight. You’ll see them rooting—I mean, their natural behaviour! You can’t get any nicer
than that! … They’re playing, they are running around in a manner—I’d have to say …
they’re happy!13

It is impossible to deny the disquieting similarity of this deceptive hyperbole to the pro-slavery propaganda Hochschild (2004) brings us from the distant past:
Before Parliament could act, there were lengthy hearings. Witnesses like James Penny, a
former captain, made the slaves on the middle passage sound almost like cruise passengers:
“If the Weather is sultry, and there appears the least Perspiration upon their Skins, when
they come upon Deck, there are Two Men attending with Cloths to rub them perfectly
dry, and another to give them a little Cordial.… They are then supplied with Pipes and
Tobacco.… They are amused with Instruments of Music peculiar to their own country …
and when tired of Music and Dancing, they then go to Games of Chance.”

That those profiting from animal exploitation would concoct an elaborate facade to obscure
the true nature of their horrific activities is inevitable. Such public relations methods go back
hundreds of years. The tragedy in all of this is that so many animal advocacy organizations and
former animal rights activists are needlessly participating in a charade the industry would quite
enthusiastically carry out on its own. As it is, the board of the directors of the Global Animal
Partnership includes, along with Mackey and a number of other meat industry professionals, the
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CEO of HSUS, the director of Compassion in World Farming, the director general of the World
Society for the Protection of Animals, and a consultant for PETA. One can hardly imagine a
more ringing endorsement of the products of exploitation and killing, or a more compelling
cause for confusion amongst those many members of the public who have genuine concern for
the well-being of animals. This brings home that fact that the problem traces back not just to
a philosophical contradiction, or even a strategic blunder, but rather, a widespread breakdown
in the practice of public integrity. Are these organizations telling the public the truth? In my
opinion, they are not.

A Failure of Imagination
What if anti-slavery leaders had, instead of focusing their energies on helping the public understand the inescapable injustice of slavery, held up as visionaries those who designed new and
improved slave ships with better ventilation and “stacking densities” low enough that captives
could turn around as they lay chained below decks? What if they had publicly partnered with
“progressive” slaveholders to develop standards for “humane” slavery, and encouraged members of the public concerned about the well-being of enslaved people to purchase sugar from
“humane” plantations where the use of rubber-coated whips prevented permanent scarring?
As misguided as such activities may seem to us now, are they that different from the kinds
of campaigns now being carried out by some of today’s most well-funded animal advocacy
organizations?
Vast numbers of ordinary folk in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century England were capable of understanding why enslaving other humans was wrong, and of taking action to stop it
for reasons of conscience. Why, then, do the leaders and spokespeople of today’s dominant
animal advocacy organizations actively promote the idea that most people are so incapable of
understanding, so devoid of compassion and respect for justice, that a widespread movement of
non-participation in animal exploitation is neither possible nor practical?
At Their Lives, Our Voices, a 2009 animal advocacy conference held in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, author and former HSUS staffer Norm Phelps gave a talk titled “In Praise of the
‘New Welfarism.’” In it, he claimed that historical anti-slavery activists had many powerful
advantages that today’s animal advocates simply do not have, including the ability to work with
formerly enslaved people who could offer compelling first-hand testimony of the injustices they
endured and witnessed. Yet today, those of us who wish to awaken public understanding about
the plight of our fellow animals have the advantage of access to technologies that can be used to
organize our efforts and disseminate compelling print and video messages. We not only have the
ability to vividly depict the reality of injustice but also, equally importantly, to help the public
appreciate the many wonderful qualities of those being so grievously harmed. Tools are now
available to people of ordinary means that even the most privileged justice advocates of previous
generations could not even have imagined, much less hoped to possess. The ready availability
of these powerful technologies has brought with it an emerging global activist culture, which
offers the potential to distribute life-changing information to billions of people.
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Further, unique to our times and this particular justice cause, animal agriculture is one of
the single greatest contributors to the processes now widely understood to be destroying our
ecosystem: excessive greenhouse gas emissions, overconsumption and pollution of fresh water,
and soil erosion and deforestation, to name a few. It is projected that by the end of this century,
half of the species now alive will vanish forever. On the way to this dismal future, the lives of
countless individuals of all species, will needlessly be thrust into misery and brought to a premature end. This is the single greatest wake-up call in human history, a four-alarm fire consuming
our collective future at an ever-increasing rate.
As this catastrophic reality impinges on our lives in increasingly obvious ways, the potent
combination of conscience and the drive for self-preservation is leading more and more of us
to overcome the psychological and social barriers to moral awakening and empowered action,
opening the door to what could fairly be called one of the teachable moments of the century. As
validated in a 2009 Worldwatch Institute report titled Livestock and Climate Change, and a 2010
United Nations Environmental Programme report titled Assessing the Environmental Impacts
of Consumption and Production, one of the only courses of action that could conceivably turn
the global situation around in time to bring our ecosystem back into balance is the widespread
adoption of a diet free of animal products. Yet, is it an accident that so few people worldwide
are even aware of this potentially ecosystem-saving truth? Have those who collected the greatest
amount of funding and cultivated the most media attention in the name of animal advocacy
been drawn into a deadly dance with the animal-exploiting industry? Has their influence and
potential been co-opted in service of creating a new and highly profitable market for “humane”
animal products, while our ecosystem moves toward collapse before our very eyes?
Given the urgency of our planetary situation, do we really have the time and resources to
spend decades on husbandry-reform campaigns built around coalitions with animal-exploiting
corporations, collaborations that compromise our integrity and confuse the public? Given the
blatant injustice experienced by each individual who is brought into existence by the industry—every aspect of his or her life controlled—and then killed, can animal advocates continue
to justify disingenuously promoting to the public alternative “humane” animal products such
as “cage-free” eggs, products that they themselves would never consume for reasons of ethics?
Why can’t we start conceiving of ourselves, and start acting, as advocates working in the
social justice tradition rather than as “customers” of advocacy conglomerates whose programs
are so often optimized to maximize fundraising potential with little evident concern for the
damage done to the foundations of fundamental change? Why not resolve today to walk away
from what is so clearly a corporatized advocacy model broken beyond all hope of repair, and
instead, to apply our time and resources to building a solid foundation for the end of this unjust
and ecologically self-destructive way of relating to our fellow animals?
We can start by helping as many people as possible understand who animals are, why it is
morally wrong to use and kill them, and how the solution to numerous public health, social,
economic, and environmental problems of catastrophic proportions is the widespread adoption
of a diet free of animal products. We can start by helping develop and propagate non-violent
alternatives to animal-based foods, clothing, industrial products, and entertainment. We can
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start by protecting and restoring the habitat of free-living animals. We can start by sharing
with other people uncompromised versions of the same truths that inspire our own efforts to
work for change. Such life-affirming activities speak to what it best in human potential, and are
inherently more difficult for the animal-exploiting industry to co-opt into serving its destructive
agenda.
Both the modern women’s movement and some of the initial efforts to advocate for animals
were advanced by those first inspired by the movement to end human slavery. In every era, there
have been those who had the intuition that oppressing and exploiting others was neither right
nor necessary, and that we as human beings can choose another way to be in the world. Healing
the wounds of human slavery is a monumental task still underway, and despite passing the many
milestones on the way toward that goal, the stain of racism runs deep in our collective psyche.
However, as incomplete as that great journey is, there is so much that every justice movement,
including the movement to achieve justice for our fellow animals, can learn from the historical
anti-slavery movement, which showed how a handful of people could spark a global shift in
consciousness and inspire millions to join the effort to bring a terrible injustice to an end, against
all odds. Let’s not give up before we even get started.
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A video presentation by the author, based on this material, can be viewed at HumaneMyth.org, http://
www.humanemyth.org/letsnotgiveup.htm.
This term was coined by HumaneMyth.org in 2011; see www.humanemyth.org/glossary/1388.htm for the
complete definition.
See www.tribeofheart.org/pdf/tafa2007.pdf for the workshop descriptions from the 2007 Taking Action
for Animals Conference program.
Source audio available at www.humanemyth.org/mediafiles/halverson.mp3.
Source audio available at www.humanemyth.org/mediafiles/baurmackeyintro.mp3.
Source audio available at www.humanemyth.org/mediafiles/mackeyonslaughter.mp3.
Source audio available at www.humanemyth.org/mediafiles/mackeyonstakeholders.mp3.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Source audio available at www.humanemyth.org/mediafiles/mackeyonveal.mp3.
“Whole Foods Market Natural Meat Program and Animal Compassionate Standards for Pigs,” November
11, 2005, www.humanemyth.org/pdf/WFpigs.pdf.
“Global Animal Partnership 5-Step Animal Welfare Rating,” February 3, 2011. Whole Foods Market,
www.humanemyth.org/mediafiles/5stepvideo.
Ibid.
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I

n twenty original essays, this interdisciplinary collection critically examines the exploitation
of non-human animals in the context of global capitalism and environmental destruction.
Critical Animal Studies challenges human exceptionalism, and explores the ethical implications of human exploitation of animals by interrogating food production, captivity and zoos,
methods of population management, and historical representations of animals.
In addition to investigating relationships between human and non-human animals, Critical
Animal Studies calls for a revolution in the way we conceptualize and act toward animals, provoking us to think the unthinkable and imagine a new form of inclusive social justice. It builds
upon previous works in animal studies by moving concern for animals from the margins to the
centre of scholarship and explicitly advocating for animal rights.
With essays by scholars in sociology, philosophy, biology, literature, and cultural studies,
as well as activists for animal rights, this book will be of great interest to anyone concerned
with the plight of wild and domesticated animals. Bringing together leading contributors
from around the globe, Critical Animal Studies is an engaged and impassioned argument for
the fair treatment of all species that transcends the boundaries of geography.
This text makes a well-supported and persuasive case for veganism that will hearten and
inspire both the devoted and the ambivalent. Critical Animal Studies: Thinking the Unthinkable
is a powerful book that every person concerned about animals should own and carefully read.
— Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson, Honourary Fellow at the University of Auckland, is author of Altruistic Armadillos, Zenlike Zebras: Understanding the World’s Most Intriguing Animals and The Dog Who
Couldn’t Stop Loving: How Dogs Have Captured Our Hearts for Thousands of Years.

Critical Animal Studies: Thinking the Unthinkable is a very important contribution to the rapidly
growing interdisciplinary field of critical animal studies. Its wide-ranging essays will be of
broad interest and surely will encourage readers to challenge their preconceptions about who
other animal beings really are and to adopt a more compassionate and socially just position in
our numerous and inevitable encounters with them.
— Marc Bekoff, University of Colorado, is author of The Emotional Lives of Animals and Wild Justice:
The Moral Lives of Animals, and editor of Ignoring Nature No More: The Case for Compassionate Conservation.

Fresh, insightful, topical, powerful, and persuasive. A crucial intervention in critical animal
studies, bringing together both scholars and activists to change the way we think about many
key topics and problems.
— Susan Nance, University of Guelph, is author of Entertaining Elephants: Animal Agency and the Business of the American Circus and How the Arabian Nights Inspired the American Dream, 1790–1935.

John Sorenson is Professor of Sociology at Brock University. He has been involved with a number of Third World solidarity groups. His books Imagining Ethiopia and Ghosts and Shadows (with
Atsuko Matsuoka) investigate politics of national identity. His most recent books are Ape and About
Canada: Animal Rights.
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